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Abstract   

 

Insult and society in the twelfth century -Dale Copley 

 
This thesis is a study of insult in the Historia ecclesiastica of Orderic Vitalis (b. 1075- d. 1142).  

It argues that the culturally specific nature of insult means we can learn more about a society 

by studying its insults.  Studying insult in the Historia ecclesiastica can tell us something about 

Norman society in the twelfth century.   

This thesis is unusual in studying insult through a narrative source.  Methodological 

assumptions made in the study of insult using documentary evidence must be adapted for 

this new context.  This thesis first creates a dataset of insults through a line-by-line reading 

of the text.  This dataset is then analysed as a whole – to survey the nature of the insults 

Orderic uses and the rhetorical purposes insult serves in the text.  This process informs 

further research questions.  For each subsequent research question a selection is made from 

the dataset and is analysed using close reading.  The methodology created to study insult in 

the Historia ecclesiastica has potential for use in studying other topics and using other 

medieval narratives.  

Studying insult in a single narrative source means this thesis can also tell us something about 

the Historia ecclesiastica and Orderic’s authorial project.  A typographical survey of insult 

suggests it served four main rhetorical purposes in Orderic’s work; it was a key tool in 

explaining the causation of events; it helped with characterisation of some of the text’s main 

protagonists; it was a key part of Orderic’s adherence to certain specific genre of writing 

incorporated with the wider historical genre of the EH; and it helped Orderic to fulfil the 

medieval requirement that writing should entertain.  This thesis argues that the rhetorical 

use of insult in Orderic’s text developed out of the use of ethologia – character portraits – a 

convention Orderic inherited from earlier medieval authors and the Classical canon.  Insult 

proved for Orderic the more useful rhetorical tool. 

Analysis in the second half of the thesis focuses on the impact of studying insult for our 

understanding of three areas of medieval life; medieval emotion, concepts of honour and 

vengeance, and the chivalric code.  Studying insult and emotion in the Historia ecclesiastica 

suggests emotion in the medieval world could be both performatively deployed and truly 

felt.  Studying insult and honour suggests it is possible to define Norman society as an honour 

society with an active feud culture.  And studying insult and chivalry suggests that we can 

speak of a chivalric culture in the high medieval period albeit one with a distinctive twelfth-

century identity.  The selection of these three research questions speaks to the potential of 

insult for studying both internal experience and its outward expression. One of the most 

interesting implications of studying insult is its power to recognise the social structures in 

medieval society without reducing medieval people to actors with no agency. Insult is a ‘field’ 

of contest for the renegotiation of cultural ideals and norms so studying insult has the 

potential to track changes in behavioural codes across time and place. 
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Abbreviations and conventions 

 

The Historia ecclesiastica of Orderic Vitalis is abbreviated to EH throughout. 

 
Throughout the thesis quotations are provided in English translation taken from 
Marjorie Chibnall’s critical edition unless specifically noted.  Latin is provided only 
where analysis of a particular word or phrase is central to the argument under 
consideration.1   
 
For consistency, the Norman ducal family are referred to by the following names 

throughout the thesis regardless of whether they had ascended to the duchy or the 

English throne at the point in the narrative under consideration.  

William I 

Robert Curthose 

William Rufus 

Henry I 

 

Following the convention in Marjorie Chibnall’s critical edition this thesis uses St 

Évroul for reference to the saint and Saint-Évroul for reference to Orderic’s 

monastery.2  

  

                                                             
1 M. Chibnall ed. The Ecclesiastical History of Orderic Vitalis: Volume II (Oxford: Oxford University 

Press, 1969); M. Chibnall ed. The Ecclesiastical History of Orderic Vitalis: Volume III (Oxford: Oxford 

University Press, 1972); M. Chibnall, The Ecclesiastical History of Orderic Vitalis: Volume IV (Oxford: 

Oxford University Press, 1973); M. Chibnall, The Ecclesiastical History of Orderic Vitalis: Volume V 

(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1975); M. Chibnall, The Ecclesiastical History of Orderic Vitalis: 

Volume VI (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1978); M. Chibnall, The Ecclesiastical History of Orderic 

Vitalis: Volume I (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1980). 
2 EH, I, p. 1. 
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1. Introduction 

 

1.1 An example of insult in the Historia ecclesiastica 

So they [William Rufus and Henry] came to the town of Laigle, where Robert 

had taken up residence in the house of Roger, and began to play dice in the 

upper gallery, as knights do.  They made a great noise about it and soon began 

to pour down water [aqua] on Robert and his sycophants underneath.  Then 

Ivo and Aubrey of Grandmesnil said to Robert, ‘Why do you put up with such 

insults [iniuria]?  Just look at the way your brothers have climbed above your 

head and are defiling [polluo] you and us with filth [immundus] to your shame 

[contemptio].  Don’t you see what this means?  Even a blind man could.  

Unless you punish this insult without delay it will be all over with you: you will 

never be able to hold up your head again’.  Hearing these words he leaped to 

his feet in a towering rage [furibundus], and dashed to the upper room to take 

his brothers unawares.  The noise issuing from his lodging quickly brought the 

king to the spot, and patched up the quarrel for the time being.3 

This extract describes an incident of insult. Insult is a prevalent and recurring feature 

of the Latin narratives of the eleventh and twelfth centuries and appears in writings 

of a variety of different genres – in history [historia], in biography [gesta] and in the 

lives of saints [vita sancti].4 Sometimes, as in the example above, we encounter a 

vivid description of an incident of insult – we learn who insulted whom, when and 

where the incident occurred and what happened next – but elsewhere it may only 

be a passing reference to someone being insulted [insulto] or to the exchange of 

harsh words [verbis asperis].5  This thesis is a study of these incidents of insult as they 

                                                             
3 M. Chibnall ed. The Ecclesiastical History of Orderic Vitalis: Volume II (Oxford: Oxford University 
Press, 1969), p. 359. 
4 A preliminary survey using published critical editions identified incidents of insult in twenty Latin 
sources from England and Normandy in the eleventh and twelfth centuries including the work of 
both Orderic’s near contemporaries Eadmer, Henry of Huntingdon, John of Worcester and William 
of Malmesbury as well as in his sources Dudo, William of Jumièges and William of Poitiers.   
5 For example, insultando, yronica insultatione M. Chibnall ed., The Ecclesiastical History of Orderic 

Vitalis: Volume IV (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1973) p. 225 and verbis asperis commonly 

occurring in Irish hagiographical texts and cited L. M. Bitel, ‘Saints and angry neighbours: The politics 

of cursing in Irish Hagiography’ in S. Farmer and B. H.  Rosenwein ed. Monks and Nuns, Saints and 

Outcasts : Religion in Medieval Society, (Ithaca, London: Cornell University Press, 2000), p. 128. 
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occur in one Latin narrative, Orderic Vitalis’ Historia ecclesiastica (EH) completed 

1141. 

In this incident Robert Curthose, William I’s eldest son, is insulted by his younger 

brothers William Rufus and Henry I.  The insult has multiple layers.  The brothers are 

making an offensive amount of noise.  They are symbolically located above Robert’s 

head in the upper gallery.  And finally – as the incident escalates – they pour 

something onto the heads of Robert and his followers; ‘water’ Chibnall translates, 

although Ivo and Aubrey’s outrage and their use of the verb polluo, to defile, and the 

adjective immundus, foul or filthy, imply that aqua is not in this case ‘water’, but 

rather Orderic paints a picture of Robert Curthose – heir apparent to the Norman 

duchy – covered in piss.   

Even before Ivo and Aubrey make explicit that an insult has taken place we might 

have recognised William Rufus and Henry had intended to offend.  Deliberately 

covering someone in urine is offensive in our society in much the way it is depicted 

as offensive by Orderic in the twelfth century.  Indeed, the social anthropologist  

Edmund Leach observed bodily fluids featured in the insults of many different 

societies and concluded they were universally offensive.6   As the incident goes on 

other aspects are recognisable as common to the way insults play out in our own 

society.  The insult occurs in public in front of an audience.7  The exchange between 

the brothers and Robert causes anger, an emotional response commonly linked to 

                                                             
6 Edmund Leach, ‘Anthropological aspects of language: animal categories and verbal abuse’ in Eric H. 
Lenneberg ed., New Directions in the Study of Language reprinted in Pierre Maranda ed., Mythology: 
selected readings (Harmondsworth, 1973) p. 42. 
7 A feature of insult also noted by Julio Caro Baroja in his study and typography of insult in Spain, 
‘Honour and Shame: A historical account of several conflicts’ in J. G. Peristiany ed. Honour and 
Shame: The Values of Mediterean Society (Worcester and London, 1965), pp. 90-91. 
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insult.8  And the incident only ends when William I steps in as peace maker.9  

Anthropologists suggest these are features which are common to insult across 

different times and places.10    

Yet, there is much in Orderic’s narration of this insult which is textually and culturally 

specific and it is this which makes insult an interesting subject for a historian.  The 

offensive noise which William Rufus and Henry are creating occurs in the context of 

a dice game.  This context would have had particular associations for Orderic and his 

audience concerned as they were with the sinful nature of games of chance and 

gambling.11  The late eleventh century De bello saxonico recounts how Henry IV of 

Germany insulted some Saxon nobles by continuing with his dice game rather than 

receive them as guests and a similar implication, of continuing a trivial pursuit rather 

than enacting the required ritual of meeting might be read here.12  Where the form 

of the insults Orderic describes depart from anthropological norms they can speak to 

contextual concerns and preoccupations of the author (see chapter 4).  

The contemporary categorisation of dice playing as an ‘entry vice’ meant this 

element of the insult also had a symbolic element and signposted the brothers might 

subsequently sin again. This is pertinent in light of their subsequent accessions to the 

English throne ahead of their elder brother Robert, a turn of events with which 

                                                             
8 On the link between insult and anger see R.E. Barton, “Zealous Anger” and the Renegotiation of 
Aristocratic Relationships in Eleventh- and Twelfth- Century France in B. H. Rosenwein ed., Anger’s 
Past: The social uses of an emotion in the Middle Ages (Ithaca and London, 1998). 
9 On the universal role of the peace maker see W. I. Miller, Bloodtaking and Peacemaking: Feud, Law 
and Society (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1997), pp. 259-301. 
10 For anthropology’s treatment of insult see below 1.2.  
11 On the many negative associations of dice games in the medieval world see R. Purdie, “Dice 
Games and the Blasphemy of Prediction,” in Medieval Futures. Attitudes to the Future in the 
Middle Ages, ed. J. A. Burrow and Ian P. Wei (Cambridge, UK: Boydell Press, 2000), pp. 167-84. 
12 Cited G. Althoff, Friends, family and followers: Political and social bonds in early medieval Europe 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2004), p. 138. 
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Orderic was deeply uneasy.13 Orderic makes clear that the symbolic positioning of 

William Rufus and Henry above Robert’s head in the gallery is also a part of the insult.  

This can be read as a metaphor for the positioning of the two younger brothers ahead 

of Robert in line to throne which Orderic recounts in the directly subsequent pages 

of this book of the EH.  The incident serves a number of rhetorical purposes for 

Orderic (see chapter 5). The insult helps Orderic to set the scene for the difficult 

relationship between the brothers and the impact of this on the wider Norman realm 

recounted in the forthcoming pages.  It also helps to charaterise Robert Curthose as 

weak and easily influenced by his advisors (a characterisation Orderic returns to 

throughout the work).  And the colourful picture and humour created by the whole 

incident can be said to fulfil the medieval requirement for ‘warp and weft’ and help 

to create an entertaining and engaging narrative.14  The study of insult can offer a 

new way into studying well known medieval texts such as the EH and speak to the 

intent of the author and purpose of the text. 

Ultimately the insult provoked an emotional reaction from Robert Curthose.  Anger 

might be a common response to insult across different societies but historiography’s 

recent ‘emotional turn’ cautions that what anger actually meant and how it was 

experienced is also specific to time and place (see chapter 6).15  The imagined words 

of Ivo and Aubrey of Grandmesnil leave the audience in no doubt of the connection 

                                                             
13 On dice playing as an ‘entry vice’ see E. Lapina, ‘Gambling and Gaming in the Holy Land: Chess, 
Dice and Other Games in the sources of the Crusades’, Crusades, 12, 1 (June 2013) pp. 121-132. On 
Orderic’s concern with proper hereditary order see M. Chibnall ‘General Introduction’ in The 
Ecclesiastical History of Orderic Vitalis: Volume I (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1980) pp. 80-81. 
14 J. O. Ward, ‘Some principles of rhetorical historiography in the twelfth century’ in E. Breisach ed., 

Classical Rhetoric and Medieval Historiography, (Liverpool: Liverpool University Press, 1985), p. 116. 
15 See chapter 6 ‘Insult and Emotion’ ; the phrase ‘emotional turn’ borrowed from J. Plamper, ‘The 

History of Emotions: An interview with William Reddy, Barbara Rosenwein and Peter Sterns’, History 

and Theory (2010), p. 3. 
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between the insult and Robert’s reputation.  The association of insult with external 

perception of an individual’s reputation – ‘honour’ – had different connotations for 

twelfth-century Norman society than for our own.16 And Robert’s response not just 

to William Rufus and Henry as his brothers but also as knights and lords, has 

something to say about the social codes for this peculiar group of the twelfth-century 

Norman world.17  Studying the insults in Orderic’s EH offers a different way into 

studying the personal world and the social culture of the twelfth-century in which 

Orderic was writing.    

1.2 Literature review 

Insult 

There is an extensive literature surrounding insult which has established that the 

study of insult can tell us something about society and also offers some 

methodological tools for the study of insult in EH.  Existing historical studies of insult 

can be broadly divided into three groups.  Firstly, a number of historians of the late 

medieval period have based their study of insult on the defamation records of the 

church courts of Western Europe.18   The quantity of studies on insult in these 

societies, and of other associated phenomena such as scolding, scorning and gossip, 

is in part a result of the “explosion in litigation over defamation from the mid-16th 

                                                             
16 See chapter 7 ‘Insult and vengeance’ 
17 See chapter 8 ‘Insult and chivalry’ 
18 T. Dean, ‘Gender and insult in an Italian city: Bologna in the later middle ages’, Social History 29:2 
(2004) uses criminal court records from Bologna; D. Leswick, ‘Insults and threats in medieval Todi’, 
Journal of Medieval History, 17:1 (1997) uses the criminal court records of the index maleficionum 
1275-1280; P. N. Moogk, , ‘”Thieving buggers” and “stupid sluts”: Insults and popular culture in New 
France’, William and Mary Quarterly, 36:4 (October, 1979) uses court of justice hearings 1658-1760; 
C. Phythian-Adams, ‘Rituals of Personal Confrontation in Late Medieval England’, Bulletin of the John 
Rylands Library, 73 (1991) uses star chamber records of Henry VI- Elizabeth I; J. A. Sharpe, 
‘Defamation and sexual slander in Early Modern England: The church courts at York’, Borthwick 
Papers, 58 (1980) looks at the ecclesiastical courts at York 16th-18th century. 
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century”, resulting in plentiful source material.  But it is also testimony to the early 

and enthusiastic adoption of the cultural turn in History by historians of this period.19 

Secondly, historians of societies where retribution against defamation was enshrined 

by law, as in early medieval Wales, Ireland and saga Iceland, have studied insult as a 

branch of legal studies.20  Thirdly, and more amorphously, insult has intersected with 

studies on honour, feud and vengeance and the idea of a ‘performative society’.21  (A 

fourth group of historical studies of insult might be predicted in the near future as 

the association of insult with particular emotions such as anger, shame and laughter 

suggests it will become an area of interest for the growing historiography of ‘emotion 

history’.22)  In all cases historians of insult have drawn on the study of insult in 

contemporary societies by sociologists, anthropologists and socio-linguists.  

The study of insult through church court records predominantly focussed on the type 

or form of the insults thrown and was predicated on the assumption that ‘each 

culture has its distinctive and patterned range of pejoratives which provide insights 

into the mentality and values of the cultural group’.23  Having surveyed the different 

                                                             
19 Sharpe, ‘Defamation and sexual slander’, p. 3; an example of the literature surrounding associated 
phenomena; D. E. Underdown, ‘The Taming of the Scold: the enforcement of patriarchal authority in 
Early Modern England’ in A. Fletcher and J. Stevenson ed., Order and Disorder in Early Modern 
England (Cambridge, 1985), p. 116.   
20 Bitel, ‘Saints and angry neighbours’, p. 137; W. Davies, ‘Anger and the Celtic Saint’ in B. H. 
Rosenwein, ed., Anger’s Past: The social uses of an emotion in the Middle Ages (New York: Cornell 
University Press, 1998), p. 198; Preben Meulengracht Sǿrensen, The Unmanly Man: Concepts of 
Sexual Defamation in Early Northern Society, trans. J. Turville-Petre (Odense: Odense University 
Press, 1983).  
21 E.g. Paul R. Hyams and Susanna A. Throop ed., Vengeance in the Middle Ages: Emotion, Religion 
and Feud (Farnham: Ashgate, 2010). 
22 An early example R. E. Barton, ‘Emotions and power in Orderic Vitalis’, Anglo Norman Studies, 33 

(July 2011) pp. 41-60 on the development of ‘emotion history’ see Plamper, ‘The History of 

Emotions’, p. 237-265. 
23 Moogk, ‘”Thieving buggers”, p. 526.  For similar sentiments see P. Burke, The Historical 
Anthropology of Early Modern Italy: essays on perception and communication (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 1987) p. 96.  
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types of insult to create a dataset, historians categorised them, ‘listing language 

under the heading covering what might be taken to be the core of the abuse’.24  

Various ways of categorising the insults identified were employed, but the strongest 

influence came from Edmund Leach, who suggested that obscenity falls into three 

categories; dirty words – usually references to sex and excretion –, blasphemy and 

profanity, and animal abuse – in which ‘a human being is equated with an animal of 

another species’.  Historians sought to prove or disprove this theory.25   

Once insults were counted and categorized the prevalence of certain insults was 

assumed to reflect ‘common societal anxieties’.26  For example, in Peter Moogk’s 

study of early modern New France, a prevalence for insults concerning family origins 

was interpreted as reflective of a society where ‘few knew the background of their 

neighbours’.27  Some analysis is inevitably more convincing than others: it is hard to 

be conclusive that the prominence of the words ‘shit’, ‘turd’ and ‘ass’ in Daniel 

Leswick’s study of insult in medieval Todi are symptomatic of an agrarian context 

given the prevalence of equivalent terms in various societies across time and place.28  

In order to recognise a preoccupation as unique to a society there arguably has to be 

                                                             
24 Sharpe, ‘Defamation and sexual slander’, p. 10. 
25 Leach, ‘Anthropological aspects of language’, p. 42.; the influence is clear for example in D. 

Garrioch, ‘Verbal insults in eighteenth century Paris’ in P. Burke and R. Porter ed., The Social History 

of Language (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1987) p. 110 and T. Dean Crime and Justice in 

Late Medieval Italy (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2007), p. 114. Conversely, Moogk, 

‘”Thieving buggers”’, p. 540, argues this categorization isn’t evidenced in his study of New France.  An 

interesting alternative categorization –but one not taken up by historians- is offered by Julio Caro 

Baroja, ‘Honour and Shame: A historical account of several conflicts’ in J. G. Peristiany ed. Honour 

and Shame: The Values of Mediterranean Society (Worcester and London: Weidenfeld and Nicolson, 

1965), p. 90. 
26 Moogk, ‘”Thieving buggers”’, p. 526.  
27 Moogk, ‘”Thieving buggers”’, pp. 528, 544. 
28 Leswick, ‘Insults and threats in medieval Todi’, p. 76.  For an anthropological approach see Leach, 
‘Anthropological aspects of language’, p. 42 
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a comparative element, such as the one David Garrioch was able to make between 

his study of 18th century Paris and the earlier work by J. A. Sharpe on early modern 

court records at York.29  Existing studies of insult in other societies and other times 

will provide a useful benchmark for analysis of the types of insult discovered in 

Orderic’s narrative.    

Some historians of insult took their analysis further and suggested that the types of 

insult in a society were the inverse of ‘the essential characteristics of respectable 

men and women’.  For example, a prevalence of the word ‘thief’ and ‘liar’ in insult in 

New France led Moogk to identify the ideal male characteristic to be honesty.30  Yet 

a deeper engagement with anthropological and socio-linguistic methods would 

question whether a list of respectable behaviours can be defined for any given 

society.31   Following Pierre Bourdieu’s theory of habitus – which suggested that 

socialised norms and tendencies shift in relation to specific contexts and over time – 

‘appropriate’ behaviour is now understood to be highly influenced by context.32  This 

thesis will argue that if we are to interpret insult as reflective of social values the 

context for the incident will be key. 

A strength of the research on insult through documentary sources – and indeed an 

impetus for it – was the capacity to give a voice to the ‘men and women whose 

histories lie beyond the purview of literate, high culture’ – essentially the writing of 

                                                             
29 Garrioch, ‘Verbal insults’, p. 112.  
30 Moogk, ‘”Thieving buggers”’, p. 526. With this approach Moogk follows the work of earlier 
anthropologists on ‘ideal modes of behaviour’ for example, Campbell’s work on the Sarakatsani 
shepards J. K. Campbell, ‘Honour and the Devil’ in J. G. Peristiany ed., Honour and Shame: The Values 
of Mediterranean Society (Worcester and London: Weidenfeld and Nicolson, 1965). p. 147 further 
discussed below. 
31 Leach, ‘Anthropological aspects of language”, p. 40. 
32 P. Bourdieu, Distinction: A Social Critique on the Judgement of Taste (London: Routledge, 1984), p. 
170.  
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a history-from-below.33  Historians of insult drew extensively on the sociolinguistic 

theory that all language is situational and the sociolinguistic principle that different 

groups within a society speak differently.34  Ethnographic studies focussed, for 

example, on bilingual communities and dialects concerned themselves with the 

conscious or unconscious strategies a social group might use employing one register 

or another according to situation.35  Historians further developed this theory and 

suggested that the nature of these groups and the way they use language might differ 

over time, and as such tell us something specific about the society under study.36 

Historians of insult have asked who was involved in incidents of insult, who might 

insult whom, and what types of insult different ‘groups’ in society used or received. 

Women, for example, have been a popular focus of study.37   

Working with a narrative source such as the EH makes this sort of analysis much more 

difficult.  Insult reaches us through the voice, if not from the imagination, of our 

author – elite, monastic, male – so that the linguistic choices made by the characters 

in Orderic’s text cannot be said to reflect lived choices of particular social groups 

(even before we address questions of literary device such as commonplace). 

However, analysis of who is depicted throwing insults, who is being insulted and the 

types of insult used may still yield useful results.  In the context of documentary 

                                                             
33 Leswick, ‘Insults and threats in medieval Todi’, pp. 72-73; see also Sharpe, ‘Defamation and sexual 
slander’, p. 14; Dean, Crime and Justice, p. 1. 
34 J. A. Fishman, ‘Who speaks What Language to Whom and When’ in J. B. Pride and J. Holmes ed., 
Sociolinguistics (Harmondsworth: Penguin Books, 1971), 15-33. 
35 J. J. Gumperz, Discourse strategies (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1982), 30-37. 
36 P. Burke  ‘Introduction’ in Burke and Porter ed., The social history of language, p. 5. 
37 E.g. Dean, ‘Gender and insult in an Italian city’; L. Gowing, ‘Gender and the language of insult in 
Early Modern London, History Workshop Journal, 35 (1993).  
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sources Peter Burke summarised four assumptions of sociolinguistics which might be 

useful to the cultural historian.  

   

1. Different social groups use a variety of languages.  

2.  The same people employ different varieties of language in different 

situations. 

3. Language reflects the society (or culture) in which it is spoken. 

4. Language shapes the society in which it is spoken.38 

 

If assumptions one and two are difficult to apply when working with narrative 

sources, assumptions three and four still stand. Narrative sources – even those of 

monastic production – engaged with the cultural expectations and norms of the 

times and societies in which they were written.  Critical reading of these sources can 

tell us things about wider medieval society including the lives of those whose 

experience comes to us through another’s voice. The promulgation of narratives 

beyond the confines of the monastery meant these sources influenced the wider 

society in which they were consumed (see below 1.3 and further in chapter 2 and 3). 

 

Not all historians studying insult restricted themselves to surveys of vocabulary.  Here 

the work of socio-linguist William Labov was influential.  In his study of the ‘sounding’ 

or ‘the dozens’, the playful exchange of insult in black American youth culture, Labov 

made his primary categorisation sentence structure rather than vocabulary noting 

how the insults in his sample move from the ritual to the personal.39  Inspired by 

                                                             
38 Burke, ‘Introduction’ in Burke and Porter ed. Social History of Language, pp. 3-4. 
39 W. Labov, ‘Rules for ritual insult’ in D. Sudnow ed. Studies in Social Interaction (New York: Free 
Press, 1972), pp. 130-136.  “Ritual insults” are insults generic within a particular community - words 
or actions - recognized by insulter, insultee and audience as pejorative but bearing no specific 
relevance to the person being insulted; “personal insults” are specific insults referencing some 
perceived or actual aspect of the insultee’s appearance, character or behaviour.   
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Labov in his approach to the study of insult in early modern Italy, Peter Burke 

established a theory that insults moved, from challenge, to a statement of triumph, 

to a threat.40    

Labov also noted how the complexity of the structure of the insult might be 

heightened to make more of an impression with the listeners.41  Laura Gowing used 

this to suggest that women in Early Modern London specifically threw insults in 

multiples as a way of authenticating their insults in ‘a society that placed most weight 

on men’s words’.42  Alternatively Trevor Dean concluded that it was not the number 

of insulting words used which worried contemporaries, but the number of different 

accusations an insult might contain.  Multiple insults which referenced one 

accusation, for example multiple insults relating to an individual’s sexual promiscuity, 

were less offensive than the same number of insults which referenced multiple 

accusations, such as accusations of sexual promiscuity, theft and hypocrisy.43  As the 

incident cited above amply illustrates, insult as depicted in the medieval narrative 

might also include a varying number of insults in any one incident and the existing 

historiography of insult posits a number of theories about the structure of insult 

which serve as a point of departure for the study of the structure of insult in the 

narrative. 

Whilst most historians working on insult have based their research on documentary 

evidence a small number of historians have studied insult through narrative sources 

                                                             
40 Burke, The Historical Anthropology of Early Modern Italy, pp. 79-107. 
41 Labov, ‘Rules for ritual insult’, p. 136.  
42 Gowing, ‘Gender and the language of insult’, p. 5. 
43 Dean, Crime and justice, p. 117. 
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establishing a useful precedent and a number of principles which this thesis follows.44  

Unlike court records the insults in the medieval narrative are not restricted to a 

certain seriousness or type of insult that was the preoccupation of the court.  45 

Narrative sources give context to the insults they describe, we are able to go beyond 

the ‘what’ and discover ‘who’, ‘when’, ‘where’ and ‘why’ an insult occurred 

Preben Meulengracht Sørensen’s study of the nið, a pervasive insult in the Icelandic 

sagas with associations of sexuality, effeminacy and cowardice, made certain 

assumptions which this thesis follows: that insults depicted in the narrative which 

may have more or less grounding in real incidents might still be read using a literary 

history methodology for what they can tell us about insult at the time the narrative 

was written; that depictions of insult in the narrative must have some basis in reality 

in order that the depiction acquires a literary significance as an insult; and that 

working with narrative sources necessitates the study of insult within its literary 

context and an understanding of the literary role the depiction of insult plays within 

the narrative.46  A fuller exploration of methodology for the study of insult in 

Orderic’s narrative is discussed below in 1.3.  

Notable existing studies which look at insult in narratives, such as Meulengracht 

Sørensen’s, have focussed on societies where retribution against defamation was 

also enshrined by law and evidenced in law codes.47  This is not the case for the 

                                                             
44 See Davies, ‘Anger and the Celtic Saint’, p. 198; Meulengracht Sǿrensen, The Unmanly Man; Bitel, 
‘Saints and angry neighbours’, p. 137.  Other historians using narrative sources who have studied 
insult as part of feud studies are further discussed below.  
45 For discussion of the limitation of court records see Moogk, ‘”Thieving buggers”’, p. 534; Dean, 
Crime and Justice, pp. 2-5; Sharpe, ‘Defamation and sexual slander’, p. 14. 
46 Meulengracht Sǿrensen, The Unmanly Man, pp. 10-14. He concluded that the use of this insult 
was reflective of the pronounced masculine ethos and war-faring society of thirteenth century 
Iceland. 
47 E.g. Meulengracht Sǿrensen, The Unmanly Man, pp. 14-32. 
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narrative under study in this thesis.  However, Meulengracht Sørensen’s study used 

the saga narrative to challenge and refine the traditional picture of Icelandic society 

drawn from the law codes arguing legal provision obscured the variety of ways nið 

worked and its pervasiveness in society.48 And Wendy Davies, in her work on insult 

in medieval Wales, was happy to use evidence of insult in the narrative lives of saints 

to suggest principles of insult [sarhaed] and the compensation due to those insulted 

in sanctuary spaces [nawdd], which feature in law codes of specific regions of Wales, 

might be extrapolated to cover the whole of the emerging Welsh nation.49  Therefore 

the absence of legal references to insult in the Norman documentary sources does 

not invalidate the study of insult through a Norman narrative.  Conclusions drawn 

about medieval society from narrative sources do not require verification with 

reference to documentary sources. 

Insult intersects by varying degree with some other notable areas of study: swearing; 

cursing; scolding, scorning and gossip; bawdy songs and rough music.50  For example, 

Lisa Bitel’s work on Irish saints lives explores how medieval writers frequently 

described curses as resulting from saints being insulted.51  Swear words might feature 

in insults but equally dysphemistic language exists outside of insult situations and 

                                                             
48 Meulengracht Sǿrensen, The Unmanly Man, p. 80. 
49 Davies, ‘Anger and the Celtic Saint’, pp. 198-200.  Davies details how insult [sarhaed] in sanctuary 
spaces [nawdd] led increasingly to a demand for compensation payment from the eighth century as 
church power was challenged first by domestic secular power of the consolidation of the region 
under powerful Welsh kings and later by Norman invaders. 
50 For example, G. Hughes, Swearing: A Social History of Foul Language, Oaths and Profanity in 
English, (London and New York: Penguin, 1998); M. Ingham, ‘Ridings, rough music and mocking 
rhymes in Early Modern England’, in Barry Reay ed., Popular Culture in Seventeenth Century England, 
Revd. Edition (London, 1988); Underdown ‘The Taming of the Scold.  
51 Bitel, ‘Saints and angry neighbours’, pp. 123-50. 
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insults need not include swear words.52   Literature from these related fields of study 

can provide methodological starting points from which the study of insult might 

adapt or depart.  In his work on liturgical cursing Lester K. Little observed ‘a curse is 

simultaneously a verbal utterance and a deed performed’.53  He drew heavily on the 

work of the linguist John Austin and his theory of ‘speech acts’, whereby language is 

used not just to describe a situation but bring it about –as in, ‘I name this ship’.54  

Little summarised Austin’s ‘conditions of felicity’ which were necessary for a speech 

act to occur: 

1. Accepted conventional procedure for the type of utterance in  

question  

2. Person and circumstance must be appropriate for its invocation  

3. Performer must be in the frame of mind for carrying it out.55 

Little argued historical chroniclers recognised the importance of the ‘conditions of 

felicity’ and so took care to narrate, ‘extrinsic factors [such] as the setting, the 

speaker’s qualifications, the speaker’s intentions and the accompanying gestures’.56  

Orderic was also very careful to narrate such factors in his descriptions of insult.  Could 

insults also be thought of as ‘speech acts’?  Not universally.  It is perfectly possible to 

insult someone without meaning to, without therefore being ‘in the frame of mind’ to 

insult.57 The concept of ‘speech acts’ and its application to cursing raise some useful 

                                                             
52 For discussion of the perimeters of swearing as a topic for study see A. Coker ‘Looking for 
Dysphemistic Language in Ancient Greek (or: how filthy was Cleopatra?)’,  Journal of Historical 
Pragmatics, 20.2 (Special issue, ed. K. Ridealgh) (forthcoming 2019).   
53 Lester K. Little, Benedictine Maledictions : Liturgical Cursing in Romanesque France (Ithaca and 

New York, 1996) p. 114, Austin work is also cited by Little’s followers, for example, Máire Johnson, 

“Vengeance is Mine” Saintly Retribution in Medieval Ireland’ in Susanna Throop and Paul Hyams ed. 

Vengeance in the Middle Ages: Emotion, Religion and Feud (Farnham, 2010). 
54 John Austin, How To Do Things with Words (Oxford, 1962). 
55 Little, Benedictine Maledictions, p. 115.  
56 Little, Benedictine Maledictions, p. 116.  
57 EH, II, p. 319.  For analysis see below 1.2. 

https://www.academia.edu/33792706/_Looking_for_Dysphemistic_Language_in_Ancient_Greek_or_how_filthy_was_Cleopatra_._Journal_of_Historical_Pragmatics_20.2_Special_issue_ed._K._Ridealgh_forthcoming_2019_
https://www.academia.edu/33792706/_Looking_for_Dysphemistic_Language_in_Ancient_Greek_or_how_filthy_was_Cleopatra_._Journal_of_Historical_Pragmatics_20.2_Special_issue_ed._K._Ridealgh_forthcoming_2019_
https://www.academia.edu/33792706/_Looking_for_Dysphemistic_Language_in_Ancient_Greek_or_how_filthy_was_Cleopatra_._Journal_of_Historical_Pragmatics_20.2_Special_issue_ed._K._Ridealgh_forthcoming_2019_
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research questions; what conventions of syntax and form surround insult? Who can 

insult? When and where does insult occur? Do intentions matter?  However, 

ultimately the theory of ‘speech acts’ illustrates that studying insult requires a 

different set of tools from the study of the other related topics listed above which are 

largely beyond the field of study for this thesis. 

 

Honour 

Whilst the areas of study noted above have received some limited interest from 

historians there is a far larger canon of writing with which historians of insult have 

frequently engaged, the study of ‘honour’.58 The study of honour was defined in the 

1960s and 1970s by a group of anthropologists working in the Mediterranean.59  In 

the 1980s, feminist anthropologists refined our understanding of honour through 

their critique of its hitherto male centred discourse (a reflection – they argued – of 

authorial bias by male anthropologists).60  More recently, the 9/11 terror attacks, a 

perceived increase in migration to Western Europe and war in the Middle-East 

revived anthropological interest in concepts of honour and shame.61 However, many 

of the ideas first established about honour and shame in the 1960s remain pervasive 

                                                             
58 E.g. Miller, Bloodtaking and Peacemaking, p. 31. 
59 J. G. Peristiany, ‘Introduction’ in Honour and Shame: The Values of Mediterranean Society 
(Worcester and London: Weidenfeld and Nicolson, 1965), p. 9.  
60 E.g. J. Dubisch, ‘Gender, kinship, and religion: “Reconstructing” the Anthropology of Greece in P. 
Loizos and E. Papataxiarchis ed. Contested Identities: Gender and Kinship in Modern Greece 
(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1991), pp. 31-44. 
61 A. Alvi, ‘‘Concealment and Revealment: The Muslim Veil in Context’, Current Anthropology, 54:2 
(April, 2013); U. Wikan, In Honor of Fadime: Murder and Shame (Chicago: The University of Chicago 
Press, 2008).  
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and historians continued to use this earlier anthropological writing to frame their 

own work.62   

The intersection between the study of insult and the study of honour is in part based 

on a definition of insult as a challenge to honour.  ‘An insult sullies both the picture 

of himself that the individual intends to project, and that which he imagines to be 

his’.63  The anthropologists of 1960s observed that all such challenges to honour must 

be ‘avenged’.64  Subsequent studies have noted that in fact a variety of responses are 

open to one whose honour is challenged and suggested ‘confronted’ might be a more 

accurate description.65  But this definition of insult has limitations. In Orderic’s 

narrative we observe many instances where insults are confronted but we also see 

other responses which might not fit this definition and further instances where 

insults are ignored (see chapter 7).   

Behind these ideas was a more fundamental assumption about honour, that honour 

was active. This idea arguably had its foundation in Max Weber’s theory of ‘status 

groups’.  Weber described status as ‘a question of stratification resting upon 

usurpation’: the active competition for status was essential for the identity of the 

                                                             
62 For example Leswick, ‘Insults and threats in medieval Todi’, is explicit in its debt to J. G. 
Peristiany’s work on honour and shame, p. 72.   
63 Bourdieu, ‘The Sentiment of Honour’, p. 211. 
64 Caro Baroja asserted that avenging or cleansing an insult was an essential consideration in an 
honour society, ‘Honour and Shame’, p 90. 
65 This context might be shaped by social expectations for example, Sharpe observed of in early 
modern England litigation was considered a suitable response to insult, ‘Defamation and sexual 
slander’, p. 23 and practical considerations, William Ian Miller has noted of saga Iceland ‘Playing 
down the harms done to you was a much cheaper way of dealing with insult and injury than having a 
thin skin that exposed you to the dangers of taking revenge’, Eye for an Eye (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 2007), p. 105. ‘Confront’ e.g. P. M. Rodriguez et al., ‘Attack, disapproval or 
withdrawal? The role of honour in anger and shame responses to being insulted’ in Cognition and 
Emotion, 22:8 (2008) p. 1472. 
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group.66  During an insult, then, the honour of the insulter and insulted are both at 

stake.  The ‘othering’ of the individual being insulted has the potential to enhance – 

by comparison – the honour of the individual doing the insulting.67  Another way of 

defining insult is as a site of competition for honour.   

The intersectionality of the literature on insult with the study of honour is such that 

it is useful at the outset to consider some recurring features of honour and ‘honour 

societies’ emerging in the literature and to develop a working definition for ‘honour’ 

in this thesis.  This is particularly necessary as honour is a concept with no clear 

linguistic basis in the medieval sources.68  

Historians of the later medieval period have been concerned with defining honour 

against a concept of virtue.  Craig Taylor argued that later monastic writers – hoping 

to control the personal violence that might be justified by a perceived need to avenge 

honour – tried to equate honour with concepts of virtue.  But that this was not 

necessarily a true reflection of how society viewed honour which linked it more 

strongly with reputation.69  The distinction between honour and virtue is less 

discussed in earlier medieval studies.70  Whilst Orderic’s work is concerned with 

offering exempla for appropriate behaviour (see chapter 3) there exist separate ideas 

                                                             
66 M. Weber, ‘The Protestant Ethic and the Spirit of Capitalism’ in H. H. Gerth and C. Wright Mills ed. 
From Max Weber: Essays in Sociology (Oxon, 1948 2nd edition 1991) pp. 186-189. 
67 An idea noted by Gowing, ‘Gender and the language of insult’, p. 9; Leswick, ‘Insults and threats in 
medieval Todi’, p. 72. 
68 P. Fouracre, ‘The use of beneficium in Frankish sources’ in W. Davies and P. Fouracre ed., The 
Languages of Gift in the Early Middle Ages (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2010) pp. 62-8; 
Hudson, ‘Feud, vengeance and violence’, p. 33. 
69 C. Taylor, Chivalry and the Ideals of Knighthood in France during the Hundred Years War 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2013) p. 39. 
70 Discussed Taylor, Chivalry, p. 70. 
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of virtue and of honour.  Navigating honour codes correctly might afford virtue but 

virtue might also be granted by bloodline, wealth or other behaviours.  

Elsewhere honour has been defined against reputation: whilst reputation may be a 

concern for all social groups, honour was a value system peculiar to a male elite and 

unavoidably linked with a code of behaviours particular to that group.71  Early 

anthropological studies asserted that there were ‘those endowed with honour and 

those deprived of it’.72  Significantly, women were not thought to hold honour of 

their own but instead to be passive receptacles ‘holding the family honour’.73  Honour 

was seen as working on a ‘system of complimentary opposites’: private/ public, 

women/ men, taboo/sacred, left-handed/ right-handed, feminine/ masculine, 

weak/strong, magic/ religion.74  These conclusions about women have continued to 

influence some historians.75  But the idea of honour working in binary opposition was 

robustly challenged in the 1980s by feminist scholarship.  Jill Dubisch’s actor-

orientated approach to the study of rural Greece showed women not only holding 

honour but that female honour had its own currency entirely independent of 

                                                             
71 For the idea in practice see Miller’s ‘non players’, Bloodtaking and Peacemaking, p. 32. 
72 J. G. Peristiany, ‘Introduction’, p. 10.  For another example of a group without honour see J. K. 
Campbell’s ‘lost families’ in ‘Honour and the Devil’, pp. 144-145.  More on the binary opposition of 
honour Campbell, Honour, Family and Patronage, p. 264; Caro Baroja, ‘Honour and Shame’, p. 87. 
73 J. G. Peristiany, ‘Honour and shame in a Cypriot Highland Village’ in J. G. Peristiany ed., Honour 
and Shame: The Values of Mediterranean Society (Worcester and London: Weidenfeld and Nicolson, 
1965) p. 184. Also P. Bourdieu, ‘The Sentiment of Honour in Kabyle Society’ in J. G. Peristiany ed. 
Honour and Shame: The Values of Mediterean Society (Worcester and London: Weidenfeld and 
Nicolson, 1965) p. 223. 
74 Bourdieu, ‘The Sentiment of Honour in Kabyle Society’, p. 219.  Similar sentiments see Campbell, 
‘Honour and the Devil’, pp. 145-147. 
75 V. Groebner, ‘Losing face, Saving face: noses and Honour in the Late Medieval Town’ trans. P. 
Selwin History Workshop Journal, 40, (1995), p. 11.  Groebner argued honour was purported 
downwards i.e. against women, insultors sought to harm the man’s honour by harming a woman in 
his protection. Also Taylor, Chivalry, p. 58.  Taylor argues for the role of women as audiences and 
judges of knightly honour citing their presence in chivalric rituals such as the tournament. 
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woman’s relationship to man.76  Historical studies have concurred, for example early 

modernist historians have noted, the number of women bringing defamation 

complaints – and therefore engaging in the public arena with the question of honour 

– was high.77  Women then might hold honour. 

Whether to describe the social concern of the wider society as honour or reputation 

is an important semantic distinction.  In Orderic’s text a wide variety of social groups 

engage in insult and are insulted, and having defined insult as a site of competition 

for honour it is logical to follow a wider definition of honour which sees it as applying 

to all sections of society.78   

There is a further benefit to using this broader definition of honour.  It is well 

established that the idea of honour is internalised.79  Thus there is a loss of self-regard 

‘even when his dishonourable conduct, or personal inadequacy is unlikely to become 

known to others’.80  By comparison ‘reputation’ has far more prosaic signifiers, 

implying a concern restricted to the perception of others. By only defining in terms 

of honour the actions of certain social groups we risk reducing the motivations of 

others in society to the performative. 

                                                             
76 J. Dubisch, In a Different Place: Pilgrimage, Gender and Politics at a Greek Island Shrine (Princeton: 
Princeton University Press, 1995) p. 199.  
77 In Gowing’s study the women brought more complaints than men, ‘Gender and the language of 
insult’, p. 3.  Leswick noted 27.5% of his sample of defamation complaints were brought by women, 
significantly higher than any other type of complaint, ‘Insults and threats in medieval Todi’, p. 76; 
Sharpe suggests this was a 17th century phenomenom, ‘Defamation and sexual slander’, p. 28.  
78 For analysis of those engaging insult see 4.3. 
79 An idea supported by anthropologists, historians and psychologists e.g. Bourdieu, ‘The Sentiment 
of Honour in Kabyle Society’, pp. 211, 231; Rodriguez et al., ‘Attack, disapproval or withdrawal?’, p. 
1472; S. D. White, ‘The politics of Anger’ in Rosenwein, Barbara H. ed., Anger’s Past: The Social Uses 
of an Emotion in the Middle Ages (Ithaca and London: Cornell Press, 1998), p.152.  Weber had earlier 
recognised this feature but chose to define the internalisation of honour codes separately as 
‘dignity’ Weber, ‘The Protestant Ethic and the Spirit of Capitalism’, pp. 189-190. 
80 Campbell, Honour, Family and Patronage, pp. 307-10. 
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In an insult situation, a negative image of the self in the eyes of others is at 

the heart of our shame…the idea that an emotion can be elicited by changes 

in our image in the eyes of others is consistent with a wealth of research in 

social psychology.81 

The internalisation of honour speaks to the close association between insult and the 

description of emotion in Orderic’s text (see chapter 6).  It is also allows for the fact 

that insult can take place even when no one is watching.  

Traditionally it was thought that the idea of honour was irrevocably linked to the 

public arena; ‘irrevocably committed by attitudes expressed in the presence of 

witnesses, the representations of public opinion’.82  Those studying insult have 

emphasised the importance of an audience.  In his study of ‘the sounding’, Labov 

noted insults were not directed face-to-face but rather to the audience, from which 

‘the primary mark of positive evaluation is laughter’.83  And David Garrioch suggested 

that in eighteenth-century Paris frequent references by complainants to incidents 

having occurred publicly reflected the fact that private insults ‘remained expressions 

of antipathy and contempt but did not have the same significance in shaming the 

victim’.84  The presence and role of audience in the incidents of insult in Orderic’s 

narrative is a valuable research question (see chapter 4). But there is a danger that 

over emphasis of the role of the public arena can reduce our analysis of honour and 

the impact of insult to a rational concern by individuals over the image they project 

                                                             
81 Rodriguez et al., ‘Attack, disapproval or withdrawal?’, p. 1474.  
82 Julian Pitt-Rivers, The People of the Sierra (Chicago: University of Chicago Press,1954) p. 21.  Also J. 
Pitt-Rivers, Honour and social status’ in J. G. Peristiany ed. Honour and Shame: The Values of 
Mediterranean Society (Worcester and London: Weidenfeld and Nicolson, 1965) p. 27.  For Bourdieu 
honour was played out in ‘the court of public opinion’, ‘The Sentiment of Honour in Kabyle Society’, 
p. 207.  
83 Labov, ‘Rules for ritual insult’, pp. 144-146, 156. See also H. Skoda, Medieval Violence: Physical 
Brutality in Northern France 1270-1330 (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2013) p. 72. 
84 Garrioch, ‘Verbal Insults’, check p. 116. 
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(see above).  Furthermore, feminist anthropologists working in Greece in the 1980s 

questioned the ‘cultural dichotomy’ that ‘postulates a clear and gendered distinction 

between the public and private realm’.85  A more useful approach sees the insults in 

Orderic’s work being analysed not just by whether they occur in the public realm, but 

by ‘where’, more generally, insult is depicted as taking place.  It is useful to ask how 

the context of location affected how the insult was interpreted by those involved 

(see 4.3). 

Although this thesis will work with a definition of honour that can be held and lost by 

all members of society, that individuals experienced honour differently depending 

on their role or position is not in question.86  Belonging to a particular social group 

might encourage you to insult in particular ways or receive particular insults.87 It was 

previously thought by some that honour ascribed ‘ideal modes of being and conduct’ 

on particular social grounds and that when individuals fell ‘too far short in the effort 

of identification’ with an ‘ideal anthropological type’ honour was lost.88  This caused 

some anthropologists to look for ideal virtues and reflect on the societies which 

valued them.  But as already discussed above Bourdieu argued that the  ‘the dictates 

of honour, directly applied to the individual case and varying according to the 

situation, are in no way capable of being made universal’ for a social group.89  Context 

                                                             
85 Dubisch, In a Different Place, p. 197; Dubisch, ‘Gender, kinship, and religion’, pp. 40-44. 
86 C. Taylor, Chivalry and the Ideals of Knighthood in France during the Hundred Years War 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2013) p. 55. 
87 See 4.3 
88 Campbell, ‘Honour and the Devil’, p. 147. 
89 Bourdieu, ‘The Sentiment of Honour in Kabyle Society’, p. 229. 
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as ever was key.  Things that may be insulting to an individual of one social group in 

one context would not be in another.90   

Bourdieu’s theory of habitus has helped to reframe some of the structuralist 

assumptions which have dominated the study of honour. Bourdieu suggested that 

the rules (habitus) which govern social interactions are continually contested and 

redefined as individuals engage with each other in different social situations.91  What 

afforded or affronted honour was ‘repeatedly negotiated in everyday interactions’.92  

Insult is one of these everyday interactions.  It is frequently a break in relations, a 

challenge to structures, a point at which relations may be renegotiated or else re-

established and strengthened depending on the performance of those involved.  The 

study of insult offers us the chance to examine the norms of a society at the points 

at which these norms are being tested.  For the historian, concerned with how society 

changes over time, studying insult offers the opportunity to examine and anticipate 

that change.   

There is one final aspect of Bourdieu’s work on honour of relevance to the study of 

insult.  In his study of Kabyle society Bourdieu argued a challenge to honour was 

defined by the response of the person being challenged. 

It is the nature of the riposte which confers upon the challenge (or the 

offence) its meaning and even determines the fact that it is challenge (or 

offence) and not simply a piece of pure aggression.93   

                                                             
90 See ‘When and where’ 4.3 
91 Bourdieu, Distinction, p. 170; P. Bourdieu & L. J. D. Wacquant, An Invitation to Reflexive Sociology, 
(Cambridge : Polity Press, 1992), pp. 16-18. 
92 N. Lindisfarne, ‘Variant Masculinities, Variant Virginities: Rethinking ‘honour and shame’ in A. 

Cornwall and N. Lindisfarne ed. Dislocating Masculinity Comparative Ethnographies (London: 

Routledge, 1994) p. 88. 
93 Bourdieu, ‘The Sentiment of Honour in Kabyle Society’, p. 200. 
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For insult this would mean that an incident was only defined as an insult in the 

response.  To return to our original example: Before Ivo and Aubrey interjected 

Robert Curthose had not responded to the actions of William Rufus and Henry.  We 

might speculate as to whether he was purposefully ignoring their actions, and thus 

was in a way responding, by choosing not to act.  Or whether, in line with Orderic’s 

pejorative characterisation of Robert Curthose throughout the rest of the EH, Robert 

had not in fact recognised the insult.94 If the latter, and imagining for a moment Ivo 

and Aubrey did not interject, or perhaps were not even present, would Orderic’s 

audience have concluded that no challenge had taken place (see chapter 6)?   

One final concern about honour must be addressed.  It has been argued that the 

concept of honour exists only in medieval literature – it was a rhetorical trope which 

assisted in the characterisation and causation of the author’s narrative but – that it 

was not a true feature of medieval society.95  This argument makes some 

assumptions about medieval narratives which this thesis contests below. 

1.3 Methodology  

Narrative Sources 

This thesis makes some methodological assumptions about how historians can work 

with medieval narrative sources.96  The insults depicted in medieval narratives may 

be more or less grounded in real incidents but can still be read for what they can tell 

us about insult at the time the narrative was written.  I have not found any instances 

                                                             
94 On the pejorative description of Robert Curthose, EH, IV, 115 and then, EH, IV, 125, 127, 147, 157-
9, 163, 221, 287; EH, V, 27, 209, 301, 309; EH, VI, 23, 35, 47. 
95 For a discussion and dismissal of these debates see R. Kaeuper, Chivalry and Violence in Medieval 
Europe (Oxford, New York: Oxford University Press, 1999). 
96 The organisation of these thoughts owes a debt to Meulengracht Sǿrensen, The Unmanly Man, 
pp. 10-14.  
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of insult in the EH which are also depicted in other contemporary sources except 

where Orderic’s account is derivative of another source (such as in the case of the 

‘rope dancers’ fleeing the siege of Antioch taken from Baudry of Dol’s Historia 

Ierosolimitana).97  Nevertheless, Elizabeth van Houts has previously discussed an 

incident of insult described by Orderic in an interpolation in the Gesta Normannorum 

Ducum – in which William I is insulted by the inhabitants of Alençon – and argued it 

was a memory, preserved in oral tradition, then written down by Orderic in the 

twelfth century: We might then remain open to the possibility that some of the 

insults under discussion have some basis in actual events.98  Orderic certainly depicts 

through the use of insult animosity that features in other contemporary sources.  For 

example, in seeking to explain the sinking of the White Ship, various contemporary 

authors discuss the negative actions of those onboard (which might have justified 

such divine vengeance) but only Orderic describes an exchange of insults with monks 

on the quayside.99  In these instances – it could be argued – we might reach the reality 

by ‘reading against the grain’ of Orderic’s creative penmanship.  The extent to which 

Orderic’s insults are grounded in reality might be considered as a scale. Certainly at  

                                                             
97 Discussed at length in D. Roach, ‘Orderic Vitalis and the First Crusade’, Journal of Medieval History, 
42, 2 (2016) pp. 185-190. 
98 E. van Houts, ‘The origins of Herleva, mother of William the Conqueror’, English Historical Review, 
101 (1986), p. 401.  
99 EH, VI, p. 297.  In the seven contemporary accounts of the incident drunkenness, the folly of 
youth, the pride in new technologies and sodomy are all cited as reasons for the incident: Henry of 
Huntingdon, Historia anglorum ed. D. E. Greenway (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1996) p. 467; William 
of Malmesbury, Gesta regum Anglorum ed. and trans. R. A. B. Mynors, R. M. Thomson, and M. 
Winterbottom (Oxford: Clarendon Press,1998) pp. 758–763; Simeon of Durham, Historia regum vol. 
II ed. T. Arnold (London: Longman, 1885) pp. 258–9; Eadmer, Historia nouorum in Anglia ed. M. Rule 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2012) pp. 288–9;  The History of the Norman People: 
Wace’s Roman de Rou ed. and trans. G. S. Burgess (Woodbridge: Boydell, 2004) p. 206; The gesta 
Normannorum Ducum of William of Jumièges, Orderic Vitalis, and Robert of Torigni ed. and trans. E. 
van Houts, vol. II, (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1995) pp. 216–19, 246–51, 274; Hugh the 
Chanter, History of the Church at York 1066-1127 ed. and trans. C. Johnson revd. M. Brett, C. Brooke, 
M. Winterbottom (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1990) pp. 164–5. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/William_of_Malmesbury
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/William_of_Malmesbury
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Simeon_of_Durham
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Eadmer
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wace
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hugh_the_Chanter
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hugh_the_Chanter
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the other end of the scale are instances where there is nothing to verify the incident 

Orderic described ever occurred.  Knowledge of the rhetorical conventions of the 

medieval narrative and the fact that the insults served a clear rhetorical purpose for 

our author points suggests these incidents are purely Orderic’s invention. The 

majority of instances of insult in Orderic’s EH are at this end of the scale, and in other 

instances it is difficult to be conclusive.   

Yet, this does not preclude studying the incidents for what they can tell us about the 

society in which they were written.  Depictions of insult in the narrative must have 

some basis in reality in order that the audience of the work can recognise them as 

such, and thus follow Orderic’s rhetorical purpose.  Whilst in some instances – as in 

our original example – Orderic is explicit in telling the audience that insult has 

occurred, elsewhere he is not (see below). And yet we assume his audience still 

understood the incident.  Regardless of the period of history Orderic is depicting, to 

study the EH is to study the twelfth century world in which it was written and the 

world view of Orderic and his audience (see Chapter 2).  

Yet it could be that the conventions shared between Orderic and his audience are 

not social but literary.  Perhaps insults in Orderic’s narrative were recognised as such 

by his audience because insult was a known literary convention rather than because 

they reflected how insult worked in the society in which they lived?  Orderic drew on 

a rhetorical inheritance born of the Classical world and adapted and shared by 

authors of the Middle Ages. Orderic’s audience used this literary context (even if they 

were only implicitly aware of it) to navigate the EH. Working with narrative sources 

necessitates the study of insult within its literary context and an understanding of 
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the literary role the depiction of insult played within the narrative (see chapter 3). 

However, insult is not a known trope of the Classical canon.  There were no explicit 

references to insult in the manuals for oratory of Cicero or Quintilian.100  

Undoubtedly Orderic used insult rhetorically (see chapter 5) but that he was able to 

do so pivoted on his audience’s easy recognition of insult when it occurred in the 

narrative and this recognition was based on a depiction of insult which had a basis in 

the society which Orderic and his audience shared.   

One final argument can be made against those who question whether history can be 

written solely from evidence found in the medieval narrative.  Literature’s ability to 

not just reflect society but to shape it is now established.101  In the context of 

medieval writing this tendency is enhanced by the influence of Classical oratory; 

didactic aims embodied by tropes like exempla were considered part of what 

historical writing should be.102  Orderic depicted insults in his narrative with 

reference to how they occurred in reality but he was also influenced by a literary 

inheritance, and his depiction was shaped by the constraints of the written word, 

language, syntax, structure and form. The audience reading or hearing Orderic’s work 

both recognised insult and refined their idea of what was an insult and what it should 

look and sound like and took these ideas back into society.  

                                                             
100 E. W. Sutton ed and trans. completed H. Rackham, De Oratore, vol. I and II Loeb Classical Library 
(London, Harvard University Press, 1967); D. A. Russell ed and trans., Quintilian. The Orator's 
Education, Volume I-V  Loeb Classical Library (London: Harvard University Press, 2001). 
101 For a summary, G. M. Spiegel, ‘Genealogy: form and function in medieval historical narrative’, 
History and Theory, 22, 1 (Feb. 1983), pp. 43-53. 
102 M. Kempshall, Rhetoric and the Writing of History (Manchester: Manchester University Press, 
2012) pp. 269-270. 
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A single source study: Why the Historia ecclesiastica? 

The methodological assumptions made above – that the majority of incidents of 

insult in the medieval narrative were to a greater or lesser extent the invention of 

the author, and that understanding the literary role insult played is important for 

interpreting the incidents under study – explain the decision to study insult in the 

twelfth century through a single medieval source.   

A preliminary survey of the critical editions of twenty Latin narratives from Normandy 

and England in the eleventh and twelfth centuries including works by William of 

Malmesbury, Henry of Huntingdon and Simeon of Durham showed insult as a 

prevalent and reoccurring feature of these narratives.  Orderic Vitalis’ EH was chosen 

as typical of this sample.  The advantage of the EH was that the length of the work 

resulted in a comparably large number of incidents of insult and thus a more reliable 

sample size for analysis.  Perhaps because of its length, the EH has received less 

historiographical attention than many of the other Latin narratives of the High 

Middle Ages and the contribution of this thesis to our understanding of the source 

thus stands to be of greater value.  

The benefits of a single source study are both practical and methodological.  

Practically the focus on one source represents a realistic project for completion in 

three years of post-graduate study.  Limiting the sample of insults under 

consideration allows for more in-depth engagement with the sample collected. 

Focussing on a single author allows the required depth of engagement with author 

biography and social context and the author’s purpose, audience and sources for the 
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work.  Before focussing on the insults of the EH it is important to understand the 

source as a whole (see chapters 2 and 3).   

Having established the methodological principle that insult’s literary role in the 

narrative intersects with a realistic depiction of insult taken from the society under 

study, focussing on one source allows better reference to the rhetorical aims of the 

narrative and the subject, form, word and syntax choices, and theme of the wider 

work.  The line-by-line reading employed in the identification of a dataset of insults 

and the close reading approach used in the analysis of individual incidences of insult 

(in chapters 6, 7 and 8) are more suitable to a single source study.  Studying insult in 

one narrative ensures a culturally specific analysis of what insult might tell us about 

a society particular in time and place and avoids accusations of the anachronism and 

cultural hegemony that can result from broader studies.103    

Of course, as with all methodologies, there are limitations to a single source study 

and in choosing to focus on certain questions this thesis leaves others unanswered.  

It is difficult to conclude to what extent Orderic’s depictions of insult are 

representative of Latin authors of wider Norman society and thus equally to identify 

authorial preferences from his rhetorical use of insult.  A comparative approach, 

which studied a wider number of authors, would be a valuable subject for future 

study.  However, this thesis provides a starting point and establishes general 

principles for the study of insult in a medieval narrative from which future work may 

build or depart.  

                                                             
103 For a discussion of the problems of taking varied sources together see G.Halsall, ‘Violence and 
society in the early medieval west: an introductory survey’ in G. Halsall ed., Violence and Society in 
the Early Medieval West (Woodbridge: Boydell Press, 1998), p. 6.  
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Identifying insult in the narrative and creating a dataset 

Orderic was keen to ensure that his audience interpreted his writing as he intended 

and was sometimes explicit in stating that an insult had occurred.104  Explicit linguistic 

references to insult in the texts are useful in so much as they confirm that to study 

insult in medieval narratives is not to impose upon our sources an anachronistic 

concept which contemporaries would not recognize (a criticism of the study of 

honour and ritual in the period).105  

 

Yet to restrict the study of insult in Orderic’s narrative to a sample derived purely on 

a linguistic basis obscures the frequency and variety with which incidents of insult 

permeate the text.106  Tenth-century monastic literature, notable for its hermeneutic 

style, had bequeathed to twelfth-century authors “a love of variety and sensitivity to 

literary meaning”.107  Within Orderic’s narrative many alternative verbs were used to 

convey the idea of an insult, an individual might not be said straightforwardly to insult 

another, but instead to reprove (arguo), to deprecate (obsecro) or to disparage 

(detraho).108  Though these words were sometimes synonymous with insult, they 

were not always so, making it nearly impossible to compile a definitive list of words 

which indicate an insult took place. 

                                                             
104 For example, insulter EH, IV, p. 225. 
105 For criticism of honour see: P. Fouracre, ‘The use of the term beneficium in Frankish sources’ in 
Wendy Davies and Paul Fouracre ed., The Language of Gift in the Early Middle Ages (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 2010), p. 80. For criticism of ritual see P. Buc, The Dangers of Ritual 
(Princeton: Princeton University Press), p. 6.  
106 Meulengracht Sørensen identified the same problem in the Norse texts -whilst beginning with a 
linguistic study of the word nið - he concluded it was necessary to study a broader concept of nið to 
accurately represent the prevalence with which it featured in the sources. Meulengracht Sǿrensen, 
The Unmanly Man, pp. 79-86. 
107 Chibnall, EH, I, p. 101; M. Lapidge, ‘The hermeneutic style in tenth-century Anglo-Latin literature’, 
Anglo Saxon England IV (1975), pp. 67-111. 
108 EH, II, 29. 
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Orderic’s use of synonyms to describe insult necessitates a line-by-line reading of the 

source to identify where insult takes place. In practice this reading was undertaken 

in the first instance in English translation using Marjorie Chibnall’s critical edition, 

with targeted cross referencing to the Latin text.109  Furthermore, a line-by-line 

reading of the text shows that beyond his love of synonyms Orderic sometimes did 

not explicitly tell his audience that an insult had taken place.  To reduce the study of 

insult to occasions where Orderic is explicit that an insult has occurred risks at best 

reducing the sample of insults under study and at worst skewing the sample as to 

represent only a certain type and use of insult.  

 

Commonly Orderic expected his audience to infer insult from the emotional response 

of the insulter (most commonly anger but also pride, greed, hatred and shame), the 

insulted (again commonly anger, but also fear, grief, shame and even laughter) or a 

third party.110  Common emotional responses to insult across societies or different 

times and places make (at least some of these) incidents recognisable to us as 

insults.111  Similarly, insult might be recognised where it is associated with physical 

violence.112  Some instances of insult in Orderic’s narrative are identifiable by 

reference to anthropological universals.  

                                                             
109 M. Chibnall ed. The Ecclesiastical History of Orderic Vitalis Vol. I -VI (Oxford: Oxford University 

Press, 1969, 1972, 1973, 1975, 1978, 1980). 
110 Insulter, anger EH, II 55, 95, 115, 173, 283; EH, III, 97, 103; EH, IV, 25, 129; EH, VI, 349, 445. 
Pride EH, II, 319; EH, IV, 75; Greed EH, III, 97; Hatred EH, VI, 467; Shame EH, VI, 351. Insulted, anger 
EH, II 91, 307, 319, 359; EH, III, 103, 111, 135, 207; EH, IV, 141-3, 213; EH, V, 117; EH, VI, 207,211, 
445; Fear EH, II, 97, 115; EH, V, 325; Grief EH, V, 87; Shame EH, VI, 215; Laughter EH, III, 319.  
Reaction of a third party, EH, VI, 353-5. 
111 M. Pickavé and L. Shapiro, Emotion and cognitive life in Medieval and Early Modern Philosophy 
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2012) p. 6. 
112 EH, II, 173 
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In other instances the line-by-line reading of the text suggests that a common 

association of insult with a particular action or situation, understood by both author 

and audience, precluded the need for an explicit definition.  Recognising these 

instances of insult is more difficult.  But it is sometimes possible to recognise features 

of incidents in which Orderic is explicit that insult has occurred in other instances 

elsewhere in the text.  For example, the speeches that occur at the start of accounts 

of battles frequently contain a section of derogatory comments about one’s 

enemy.113  Orderic is sometimes explicit but elsewhere he does not explicitly define 

the comments as derogatory but we can still recognise them as such.  For example, 

in his depiction of the rebellion of Roger of Hereford and Ralph of Norwich Orderic 

imagines these men drawing supporters to their cause with an exhortation: Nowhere 

does Orderic say the men insult William I but the pejorative comments are still 

readable as insult.114  

 

A further type of extract from the EH might be considered relevant to the study of 

insult and a useful addition to the sample under consideration.  Character portraits 

[ethologia] in which “a speaker or writer enumerates an individual’s virtues [or vices] 

so far as they are revealed through their actions in conjunction with their physical 

advantages and external circumstances”, frequently include any number of 

pejorative assertions in the first person authorial voice.115  Orderic’s famous portrait 

of Hugh d’Avranches, first earl of Chester is a particularly withering example: 

                                                             
113 See chapter 4.3. 
114 EH, II, p. 313. 
115 Kempshall, Rhetoric, pp. 15, 142. 
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He was more prodigal than generous; and went about surrounded by an army 
instead of a household. He kept no check on what he gave or received. His 
hunting was a daily devastation of his lands, for he thought more highly of 
fowlers and hunters than husbandmen or monks. A slave to gluttony, he 
staggered under a mountain of fat, scarcely able to move. He was given over 
to carnal lusts and had a numerous progeny of sons and daughters by his 
concubines; but almost all of them died miserably in one way of another. He 
married Ermentrude, daughter of Hugh of Claremont in Beauvaisis, by whom 
he had an heir to the county of Chester, named Richard; but this youth 
perished without issue in the company of Prince William, son of King Henry, 
and many nobles, in the shipwreck on 25 November.116  
 

Of course ethologia are a distinct rhetorical device and subject to a specific set of 

guidelines and must be treated as a separate but related phenomenon.  However, 

accepting that the insults under study in Orderic’s narrative are to a greater or lesser 

extent imagined by the author it is illogical to ignore these other pejorative instances 

simply because they are constructed in the first person.  Ethologia also fall under the 

remit of this thesis. 

In his study of medieval Spain Julio Caro Baroja created a typology that has largely 

been ignored by historians suggesting insults (or ‘outrages’) might be of five types: 

words, “as when one man says something insulting to another in public”; verse, satire 

and derogatory songs; mimicry, or gesticulating in such a way to provoke laughter; 

insult through the making of lewd proposals or unequivocal gifts; and, insult by a kick, 

blow, by pursuit with intent to wound, by damage to possession or property.117  This 

typology serves as a useful reminder of the breadth of form which an insult can take. 

The historiography of insult has been concerned mostly with verbal insults, but a line 

by line reading of the EH demonstrates that insult need not be verbal and indeed the 

                                                             
116 EH, II, p. 261. 
117 Caro Baroja, ‘Honour and Shame’, pp. 90-91. 
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verbal frequently interacts with the physical.118  Sometimes non-verbal insult takes 

the form of mild physical violence.  For example, Orderic imagines Harold 

Godwinson’s response to a call for caution at Hastings in 1066, “He rejected the 

counsel that seemed wise to his friends, answered his brother who was advising him 

for the best with reproofs, and, when his mother clung to him to hold him back, 

insolently spurned her with his foot”.119 Harold insults his brother verbally, and his 

mother with physically.  Elsewhere non-verbal insult speaks to the historiography of 

ritual in the medieval world.  Historians have observed that personal interactions in 

the medieval world were governed by ritual.  Gerd Althoff has convincingly argued 

that ritual could be considered a form of inter-personal communication and analysed 

much as we consider orality or literacy.120  Julia Barrow has helpfully discussed ritual 

as a ‘metalanguage’ within which there might be ‘dialects’ which are specific to time 

and place.121  Historians of ritual have noted that ‘conflicts’ were one of ‘the 

occasions when the rituals of medieval group life may be observed most easily’ and 

conflict and resolution has been a focus of study.122   One of the types on non-verbal 

insult in Orderic’s EH can be understood as instances in which there is a deliberate 

violation of the ‘rules’ of the ritual ‘game’.123  Althoff noted an occasion when the 

German Emperor Henry IV deliberately made an envoy of Saxon nobles wait by 

continuing to play a dice game, in contravention of the rituals surrounding the 

                                                             
118 A fact noted by Leach, ‘Anthropological aspects of language’, p. 39.  
119 EH, II, p. 173. 
120 G. Althoff, Die Macht der Rituale: Symbolik und Herrschaft im Mittelalter (Darmstadt, WBG, 
2003). 
121 J. Barrow, ‘Demonstrative behaviour and political communication in Late Anglo-Saxon England’, 
Anglo-Saxon England, 36, (2007), p. 127. 
122 G. Althoff, Friends, family and followers, p. 139. On ritual and conflict see: Althoff, Die Macht der 
Rituale, p. 11; Barrow, ‘Demonstrative behaviour’, p. 137-140.  
123 ‘Rules of the game’ or Spielregeln: G. Althoff, Spielregeln der Politik im Mittelalter (Darmstadt: 
Primus, 1997). 
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reception of honoured guests.124  Similarly Orderic described an exchange of insults 

between William I (1028-1087) and the rebellious Earl Roger de Bretuil, second earl 

of Hereford (1056-after 1087) which centred on the violation of the rituals around 

gift giving.125  Having imprisoned Earl Roger for his attempted rebellion, William I sent 

him an Easter gift of furs.  This insult inverted the usual context for gift giving, the 

formation of alliances, drawing attention to the Earl’s treachery in breaking his 

alliance with William.  It also contravened the expectation that a gift be of 

appropriate status for the recipient, the fine furs in direct opposition to, and thus 

highlighting, Earl Roger’s much reduced circumstances.  Earl Roger responded in kind 

with an insult of his own, rather than receive the gift graciously, he had the furs burnt.  

Ritual then could be ‘dangerous’, ‘a gamble’, the ‘rules’ of the game were open to 

manipulation by one’s enemies; individuals always had agency in how they played 

the ritual ‘game’.126  Non-verbal insult will also be included in the sample of insult 

under study from the EH.   

 

The approach therefore is to define insult in the broadest possible terms and to 

create a sample of incidents of insult from the EH which includes both instances 

where Orderic is explicit that insult has occurred and those where he is not.  Insult 

might be verbal and/or physical. And the pejorative language of ethologia may be 

studied for what it might tell us about insult proper.  

                                                             
124 Althoff, Friends, family and followers, p. 137. 
125 EH, II, p. 319. For further discussion of this incident see p. 147. On gift giving see W.Davies & P. 
Fouracre, The Languages of Gift in the Early Middle Ages (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 
2010). 
126 Buc, The Dangers of Ritual, p. 8. See also Koziol, Begging Pardon and Favour, p. 8.  Koziol makes a 
neat distincition between ‘ritual’ and ‘ceremony’ predicated on the potential for conflict and 
ambiguity.  
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An anthropological approach assumes that medieval societies like modern ones had 

a lexicon of pejorative words, which were always insults and also required no further 

explanation.  The cultural specificity of insult, the very fact that makes it an 

interesting subject for historical study, means it cannot be assumed that this lexicon 

is the same as our own.  Some of these words might be identified as they occur in 

incidents with some of the other markers identified above.  But otherwise a cautious 

reading of the sources must exclude those we cannot prove are pejorative, whilst 

being aware that even taking this broad approach to identifying insult in the narrative 

our sample may be incomplete.  

 

Treatment of data 

Following the methodology above identifies 355 incidents of insult in EH.  This figure 

serves to demonstrate the size of the sample or dataset under examination and 

illustrate the prevalence with which the phenomenon permeated Orderic’s text.  

Otherwise the number itself is fairly arbitrary, not least because each incident rarely 

contains a single insult.  Rather – as demonstrated in the example which began this 

chapter – each insult incident might be made up of multiple parts and/or multiple 

derogatory remarks.   

The dataset is analysed using two methods.  In chapters four and five the whole 

dataset is considered.  The ‘subject’ of insult is considered with reference to 

‘wordchoice’ and ‘form’.  Chapter four asks what types of insult occur in Orderic’s 

text? When and where does insult occur? And who is involved in insult? Chapter five 
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considers the rhetorical use of insult and asks what role insult plays in the structure 

and development of the EH?  From this whole sample approach occur the further 

research questions address in chapters six to eight.  In these chapters a more limited 

sample is considered in greater depth using a ‘close reading’ approach.127    

Treating the sample data in these two different ways goes some way to mitigate 

against the limitations of each methodology.  Creating a dataset from a line-by-line 

reading of the EH and working with this whole dataset mitigates a historiographical 

tendency to select extracts from a narrative and extrapolate them using close reading 

far beyond their original weight and significance.  This methodology can be useful for 

understanding contemporary preoccupations and subjects and themes which are not 

explicitly stated by the author.  On the other hand, working with a more limited 

sample and close reading allows extracts to examined in more detail and discussed 

with reference to where the extract sits in the narrative, extracts remain connected 

to the wider text.  This approach assists in understanding narrative complexity and 

prevents setting too much store by data which might speak as much to authorial style 

as contemporary preoccupation. 

Throughout the thesis quotations are provided in English translation taken from 

Marjorie Chibnall’s critical edition unless specifically noted.  Latin is provided only 

where analysis of a particular word or phrase is central to the argument under 

consideration.   

 

                                                             
127 The term ‘close reading’ in literary criticism encompasses a wide range of practice.  The close 
reading employed in this thesis is probably closest to the ‘symptomatic reading’ promoted in F. 
Jameson, The Political Unconciousness: Narrative as a Social Symbolic Act (Ithaca, USA: Cornell 
University Press, 1981) pp. 240-248.  
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1.4 Structure 

The next two chapters of this thesis introduce our author and his work.  Chapter 2 

surveys Orderic’s social and literary context.  Using the same methodology developed 

for the study of insult in a medieval narrative, a survey of the extradiegetic 

interpolations in Orderic’s text supplements and refines a synthesis of the extensive 

existing historiography of this most famous of Norman authors.  Chapter 3 also draws 

on this new research to introduce Orderic’s major work, the EH.  It discusses Orderic’s 

methods and sources, with a particular focus on the inherited Classical literary 

tradition, and speaks to Orderic’s intended purpose and audience. These chapters 

set the context for the rest of the thesis and allow an understanding of the nature of 

the data available for the study of medieval insult.  

 

Chapter 4 surveys insult in the EH.  It discusses the dataset of insults gathered from 

the EH which forms the evidence base for the rest of the study.  It asks: what served 

as an insult and what were the most common themes of the insult in Orderic’s 

narrative; who was involved in the exchange of insult; and in what contexts did insult 

occur? This chapter establishes that reading insult in EH can tell us something about 

the society in which the work was created.  It points to further research questions 

and provides background to the deeper analysis of insult later in this thesis.   

 

Chapter 5 also considers the whole of the dataset.  It illustrates how Orderic used 

insult rhetorically in the EH and provides a typology for the rhetorical use of insult.  It 

illustrates how the insults we find in the EH might speak to an external reality as well 

as serving a rhetorical purpose for our author, a theme revisited throughout the later 
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chapters of the thesis.  It argues that insult was a useful rhetorical tool for Orderic 

and allowed him to do things that other rhetorical techniques – inherited from the 

Classical canon – could not.  

 

Chapters 6, 7 and 8 take a limited selection of insults from the EH and subject them 

to closer analysis.  Chapter 6 looks at insults which feature emotion words and asks 

what studying insult might tell us about medieval emotion and what the growing 

body of literature on emotion history might add to our study of insult.  Chapter 7 

discusses insult and honour.  It looks at insults which are in some way concerned with 

external reputation. A case study discusses the intersection between insult, honour 

and feud. Chapter 8 looks for evidence of the chivalric ideal in Orderic’s insults.   

 

The literature review has not so far discussed how the study of insult in Orderic’s 

work intersects with the wider historiography of the eleventh and twelfth century.  

The conclusion of this thesis reflects on what our conclusions about insult in Orderic’s 

work might contribute to the wider canon of Anglo-Norman history.  
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2. Orderic Vitalis and his contexts  

 

2.1 Introduction 

So in the end I, who came here from the remote parts of Mercia as a ten-year 

old English boy, an ignorant stranger of another race thrown amongst folk 

who know, have endeavoured by God’s grace to commit to writing an account 

of the deeds of the Normans for the Normans to read.  Already with God’s 

help I have completed two books in which I have given a brief account of the 

refoundation of our house and its first three abbots, with some other events 

of that period, truthfully recording what I had laboriously learned from the 

oldest monks…128 

This extract is taken from the prologue to Book V of the EH.  This prologue was 

identified by Chibnall – along with the epilogue to Book XIII – as a key passage about 

Orderic in the EH.129  From these two passages we learn that Orderic was born ‘in 

extremis Merciorum’ on 16th February 1075.130 His father was Odelerius of Orleans 

who had accompanied Roger of Montgomery to England.  Roger of Montgomery had 

been given Shrewsbury after the second rebellion of Earl Edwin in 1071, and 

subsequently installed Odelerius in the church of St Peter in a suburb outside 

Shrewsbury’s east gate, to found a Benedictine abbey.131  Orderic’s mother is 

assumed to be English.  Orderic was baptised in the church of St Eata at Atcham by 

the priest from whom he took his name.  Between the ages of five and ten Orderic 

studied with the priest Siward before in his eleventh year being sent by his father to 

Saint-Évroul in Normandy where he took monastic orders.132 Not unusually for a 

twelfth-century writer Orderic is known to us only through his work.133   

                                                             
128 EH, III, p. 7. 
129 EH, I, p. 1. 
130 EH, III, pp. 6-7. 
131 EH, III, pp. 142-147. See E. van Houts, ‚‘Orderic and his father Odelerius‘ in C. C. Rozier, D. Roach, 
G. E. M. Gasper and E. van Houts eds., Orderic Vitalis: Life, Works and Interpretations (Woodbridge: 
The Boydell Press, 2016), p. 20.  
132 EH, III, pp. 6-7. 
133 EH, I, p. 1. 
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This chapter will look at what is known about Orderic and his social and literary 

context, in order to get into the mind of the man who has ‘unknowingly determined 

what materials should be available’ for our study of insult in the twelfth century.134  

Chibnall sought to verify the autobiographical detail of the source as truthful by 

reference to external sources.  For example, she accounted for Odelerius sending his 

son to Saint-Évroul by reference to the nebulous nature of Benedictinism in England 

at this time and the fact that Shrewsbury was not yet equipped to accept a child 

oblate.135  The principle biography of Orderic is found in Chibnall’s general 

introduction to the Oxford Medieval Texts edition.136  This chapter will take a 

different approach.  Following the assumptions about narrative sources and a 

methodology established in the introduction (1.3) chapter 2 and 3 will use the same 

methodology created to study insult in a narrative source to establish a dataset about 

Orderic and analyse it for what it can add to our understanding of the man, his social 

context and his authorial project.  In this instance the data under analysis is the 

extradiegetic narrative which occurs not only in the prologues and epilogues of EH 

but scattered throughout the whole text.  The extradiegetic narrative occurs when 

the narrator – in this case Orderic – steps outside the universe they are depicting to 

speak directly to the audience.137  Monika Otter has recognised this phenomenon in 

twelfth century Latin texts of monastic production. She described these interjections 

                                                             
134 R. W. Southern, ‘Aspects of the European Tradition of Historical Writing I-IV’ reprinted in R. 

Bartlett ed., History and Historians (Oxford: Wiley-Blackwell, 2004), p. 11. 
135 EH, I, pp. 2-4. 
136 EH, I, pp. 1-44.  
137 L. Herman and B. Vervaeck, Handbook of Narrative Analysis (University of Nebraska Press: Lincoln 
and London, 2001) p. 81. For the original development of the concept see Gerard Genette, Figures 
III, (Paris: Seuil, 1972).  I am grateful to Dr Godfried Croenen for introducing me to the term and the 
scholarship surrounding it. 
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‘discovery episodes’ and argued for their importance in recognising the fictive 

elements of medieval historiography and the development of fiction not just from 

vernacular sources but also from Latin ones.138  This methodology is particularly 

relevant because the only information we have about Orderic comes from the EH.  

The contribution that such a methodology might make to our understanding of 

medieval authors such as Orderic is illustrated by the worked example below 

focussing on Orderic’s early life.    

2.2 Early life 

The focus on Orderic’s early life within the existing historiography has centred on his 

English identity.  Most historians working with the EH have seen Orderic’s English 

identity as significant to the reading of the text.  It has often been seen as an 

unusually pervasive influence on his work, with a tendency among some historians 

to see it as something so ingrained in Orderic’s subconscious that he could not help 

exhibiting loyalty to the English no matter how much he might have been trying to 

avoid bias.139  Alongside the references to England in Orderic’s autobiographical 

passages, it has been variously suggested that Orderic’s Englishness is evident in: The 

content of his subject matter, explaining his interest in events on the English side of 

channel; the treatment of his subject matter, making him a reliable eyewitness of 

                                                             
138 M. Otter, ‘Introduction’, Inventiones: Fiction and Referentiality in English Historical Writing 
(Chapel Hill, NC, 1996)  
139 E. Albu, The Normans in their Histories: Propaganda, Myth and Subversion (Woodbridge: Boydell 
Press, 2001), p. 208; EH, I, p. 79; M. Chibnall, The World of Orderic Vitalis: Norman Monks and 
Norman Knight (Rochester, NY: Boydell Press, 1996), p. 183; R. R. Darlington, Anglo-Norman 
Historians an Inaugural Lecture delivered 20 May 1947 at Birkbeck College (London: University of 
London, 1947) pp. 12-13; D. C. Douglas, The Norman Achievement: 1050-1100 (London: Eyre & 
Spottiswoode, 1969), p. 20; B. Smalley, Historians in the Middle Ages (London: Thames Hudson, 
1974), p. 86; L. Shopkow, History & Community: Norman Historical Writing in the Eleventh and 
Twelfth Centuries (Washington D. C.: Catholic University of America Press, 1997), p. 202.  
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events in England and a more balanced reporter; the use of English words and 

spellings in the text; and reference to himself as Vitalis angligena in the text.140   

Yet, a more methodical treatment of the extradiegetic interpolations in EH suggests 

caution is necessary.  Let us consider first the extradiegetic narrative found in the 

prologues and epilogues of the EH.  The form of the prologue came to medieval 

historians from the Classical world, as ‘an address which directly or in plain language 

makes the audience well-disposed receptive and attentive’.141  Including 

autobiographical content in the prologue or exordium was a common technique that 

would have been expected by Orderic’s audience.  It was part of the function of a 

prologue which aims to get the audience on side and establish an authoritative 

authorial voice.142   

There are seven extant prologues to the thirteen books of EH.  Of these, five include 

explicit autobiographical content.143  Two, identified by Chibnall above, reference 

Orderic’s early life in England but the other five, the majority, reference Orderic’s 

                                                             
140 On the content of EH; A. Cooper, ‘‘The feet of those that bark shall be cut off’: Timorous 
historians and the personality of Henry I’, Anglo Norman Studies, 23 (2001), pp.  47-67. On the 
treatment of his subject matter; Albu, Normans in their Histories, pp. 188, 195; Chibnall, World of 
Orderic Vitalis, p. 183; EH, II, note 2, pp. 232-233; M. Chibnall, The Debate on the Norman Conquest 
(Manchester: Manchester University Press, 1999) p. 13; Chibnall, World of Orderic Vitalis, p. 185; EH, 
I, pp. 3, 40-42; A. Gransden, Historical Writing in England c. 550-1307 (London: Routledge & Kegan 
Paul, 1982), pp. 152, 160.  Orderic’s use of English word and spellings as evidence for a continuing 
English identity has been convincingly disputed by Mark Faulkner who argues Orderic’s use of 
English is not consistent enough to suggest that the English language was a preoccupation or 
deliberately employed as part of a constructed English persona,’Orderic and English’ in C. Rozier et 
al. ed., Orderic Vitalis: Life, works and interpretations (Suffolk: Boydell & Brewer, 2016), pp. 100-127; 
On self-reference to Vitalis angligena; Chibnall, Debate on the Norman Conquest, p. 129; EH, I, note 
2, p. 2; I. Short, ‘Tam angli quam franci: Self definition in Anglo-Norman England’, Anglo Norman 
Studies, 14 (1994), p. 162. 
141 Cicero, H.M. Hubbell ed. and trans. De inventione, De optimo genere oratorum, Topica (London: 
Heinemann, 1949), p. 43. 
142 A. Gransden, Prologues in the Historiography of Twelfth Century England’ in D. Williams ed., 
England in the Twelfth Century (Woodbridge: Boydell Press, 1990), p. 59.  
143 Prologues with explicitly autobiographical content; EH, I, pp. 130-133; EH, II, pp. 2-5; EH, III, pp. 4-
9; EH, V, pp. 4-9; EH, VI, pp. 8-13.  Those without; EH, II, pp. 190-193; EH, III, pp. 212-215. 
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career as a monk, writer and more specifically historian at Saint-Évroul.  It is not until 

the prologue to Book V that Orderic offers us an autobiography drawing on his early 

life in England.144  If Orderic’s English identity was so deeply felt, why did he insert 

this detail about his life at the beginning of Book V, and not in the prologue to the 

entire work, or the prologue to Book III the original beginning of EH?145  It is within a 

wider context of autobiographical content in the prologues that the references to 

Orderic’s early life in England should be read. 

Following precedents Orderic used his prologues to introduce the content of his next 

book, signpost his approach and specifically to introduce – or reference – his 

sources.146 So in the prologue to Book III, Orderic discussed the early Norman 

historians Dudo of Saint-Quentin and William of Jumièges and then within Book III 

(as Chibnall identified) drew extensively from these sources.  In the prologue to Book 

IX, discussion of the crusade historian Baudry of Dol signposted his forthcoming 

contribution to the EH.147  Chibnall established that Book V was the first book of EH 

that relied heavily on eyewitness accounts for its source material (both from Orderic 

and other ‘reliable’ eyewitnesses).148  The inclusion of autobiographical material 

about Orderic in the prologue of Book V is Orderic introducing himself as a source.149   

The prologue to Book V helped Orderic to establish himself as a reliable eyewitness 

to events recounted in the forthcoming pages. It is tempting to read Orderic’s 

                                                             
144 EH, III, pp. 4-9.  
145 For the dating of the writing of the various books see L. Delisle, ‘Notice sur Orderic Vital’ cited in 

T. Forester,  The Ecclesiastical History of England and Normandy (London: Bohn, 1853), p. xli: EH, I, 

pp. 34, 48.   
146 Kempshall, Rhetoric, pp. 140-141; Gransden, ‘Prologues in the historiography’, pp. 56-81. 
147 EH, II, pp. 3-5; EH, V, pp. 6-7.  For Orderic’s use of sources see Chibnall, EH, I, pp. 48-77. 
148 Chibnall, EH, III, p. xv. 
149 EH, III, pp. 4-9. 
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Englishness as an attempt to paint himself as a peculiarly unbiased reporter.  

Comparisons have been drawn with the prologue of William of Malmesbury, ‘For my 

part, having the blood of both people in my veins, I propose to maintain the following 

moderation…’150  However, in this case, lack of bias seems to be a secondary 

consideration for Orderic who suggested his value as an eyewitness primarily on the 

strength of having been present. To claim authorial authority on the basis of having 

been an eyewitness to events was common practice.151  That Orderic chose the year 

of his birth as the starting point of the chapter further supports this analysis, 

reinforcing his claim (rhetorically if not actually) to have been present at events.  

Notably in the prologue Orderic was keen to establish his status as an eyewitness not 

just for the 11 early years in England, but also for the 42 succeeding years in 

Normandy.  A juxtaposition is created between the 11 years at home with 42 years 

at Saint-Évroul, ‘joined for ever to the community of monks by a solemn vow’.152  

Orderic’s Norman credentials are just as important for establishing himself as a good 

eyewitness as his English birth right.  References to his life in Normandy also serve to 

anticipate criticism from those who might question why someone English born is 

writing a Norman History. This is a recurring concern for Orderic mentioned 

elsewhere in EH.153  The reference to himself as ‘a stranger of another race’ earlier in 

the prologue – far from being a heartfelt lament of alienation – anticipates this 

                                                             
150 Winterbottom and Thomson ed. and trans. William of Malmesbury, Gesta Regum Anglorum, p. 
425.  
151 Gransden, ‘Prologues in the historiography’, p. 59; N. Partner, ‘The New Conificus: Medieval 
History and the Artifice of Words’ in E. Breisach ed., Classical Rhetoric and Medieval Historiography, 
(Kalamazoo,MI: Medieval Institute Publications, 1985), p. 11; Kempshall, Rhetoric, p. 185. 
152 EH, III, pp. 212-213;  
153 Reference to ‘my own age and neighbourhood’, EH, II, pp. 188-189, ‘the fortunes of our people’ 
(my emphasis) EH, II, pp. 360-361. 
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criticism. 154   It also served to emphasise the dire need for the EH; the need for a 

History of Saint-Évroul was so dire that better a stranger write it than it not get 

written. Demonstrating need for a work is itself recurring rhetorical device in the 

medieval narrative connected to the modesty trope.155  

The epilogue of Book XIII is also seen as illustrative of Orderic’s English identity. 

Chibnall recognised this passage was modelled on Bede’s autobiographical account 

in his own EH.156  The location of this piece at the end of the text undoubtedly 

bookended the homage to Bede, afforded Orderic’s work its title and is mentioned 

in the first paragraph of the prologue to Book I.157  Yet, the passage is also reminiscent 

of the biographical summaries of other historians Orderic included elsewhere in 

EH.158  These interjections highlighted the debt owed to the earlier writer and 

signposted the end of the use of the source.  Orderic’s autobiographical epilogue 

served a similar purpose, it signposted the end of his contribution to the historical 

narrative.  It also framed Orderic as a successor to these earlier established 

historians, something he was keen to establish at various places in the work.159       

The larger part of the epilogue is written as a prayer.  Orderic used phrases like, ‘Thou 

didst cause me to be reborn of water’, ‘It was not thy will that that I should serve 

thee longer in that place’, ‘thou didst suffer me through thy grace to find nothing but 

kindness and friendship among strangers’.160  An alternative reading of this 

                                                             
154 EH, III, pp. 4-9. 
155 On the necessity trope see Kempshall, Rhetoric, pp. 51, 233-238. 
156 EH, I, p. 57. 
157 EH, I, pp. 130-131. 
158 EH, III, pp. 188-189; Also, not an epilogue, but a similar biography; EH, II, pp. 260-261. 
159 E.g. EH, I, pp. 132-133; EH, II, pp. 258-259. 
160 EH, VI, pp. 552-555. 
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‘autobiographical’ section of the text would see it concerned less with Orderic, and 

rather with the idea that all worldly things are God’s work, a dominant theme 

throughout EH (see below).  Again, the autobiographical content does not stop with 

Orderic’s early life in England. There is as much text again focussing on his 

subsequent fifty-six years in the monastery of Saint-Évroul, detailing the abbots he 

has known, his ordination and subdeacon and deacon and finally priest.161  And again 

a juxtaposition is created between his early life in England and his later life in 

Normandy, his life before and in monastic orders.  From this juxtaposition, Orderic’s 

time in monastic orders at Saint-Évroul comes out very positively.  Orderic tells us he 

was ‘loved and honoured by my fellow monks’ and that he performed sacred office 

with a ‘joyful heart’.162  Orderic is making his life story speak to a higher idea, the 

security of a life in God versus the misfortune of those who put their faith in worldly 

things, another theme of the EH.  Orderic’s autobiographical epilogue could be read 

as an example of synecdoche, ‘where the individual is treated as a replica of the 

universe and vice versa…microcosm is related to macrocosm as part to the whole’, a 

common technique in medieval history with solid Classical precedent.163   

Looking beyond the prologues and epilogues, analysis of the extradiegetic content in 

the wider body of text also causes us to question the importance of Orderic’s English 

identity.  The text includes over 500 extradiegetic references where Orderic draws 

the readers’ attention to the author’s role in creating the text.  Considering this 

extradiegetic content serves firstly to contextualise the third person references to 

                                                             
161 EH, VI, pp. 552-555. 
162 EH, VI, pp. 552-555. 
163 Partner, ‘The new Conificus’, p. 45.  
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Vitalis angligena of which so much has been made in the historiography.  Orderic’s 

self-definition as Angligena occurs only three times.  Orderic much more frequently 

refers to himself in the first person, with no epithet.  In addition, even where Orderic 

speaks of himself in the third person, as Vitalis, he often does not always use 

Angligena.  Having established that it is himself to whom he is referring, Orderic 

drops the epithet from subsequent references.164  Vitalis was Orderic’s adoptive 

name, given to him on arrival at Saint-Évroul.  References to other Vitalis do occur in 

the text, such as Vitalis the hermit.165  Inclusion of the epithet Angligena can perhaps 

be explained by the need for Orderic to define himself against other men named 

Vitalis.   

There are approximately 18 extradiegetic references to collective identity in the text, 

‘us’, ‘we’ or ‘our’, as in ‘aecclesiae nostrae’ or ‘sicut ipse nobis referre’.166 In the 

majority of these references the ‘us’ – the shared identity – is the monks of Saint-

Évroul, but occasionally this is implicit as to allow for a more general, even pan-

European audience. But in two or possible three places in the text there is an ‘our’ 

which seems to refer to the Normans in Normandy.  This example follows Orderic’s 

insertion of his history of Crowland abbey: 

I believe that, little as these things are known amongst our own countrymen 

[nostratibus patuit], they must prove all the more pleasing and full of grace 

to men of ardent charity who lament their past sins from the bottom of their 

hearts.167 

                                                             
164 Having established it is Vitalis angligena he is speaking of EH, III, pp. 256-257, he then drops the 
epithet angligena EH, III, pp. 330-331. 
165 References to Vitalis angligena, EH, II, pp. 350-351; EH, II, pp. 256-257; EH, IV, pp. 144-145.  
Reference to other Vitalis, EH, IV, pp. 330-331.  
166 EH, II, pp. 150-151. 
167 EH, II, pp. 324-325. 
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Here Orderic seems to be suggesting a collective identity not just with his monastic 

brethren but more broadly with Normans in Normandy.  This is not to argue, as Albu 

has, that we can read a burgeoning Norman identity in Orderic’s work.168  Rather it is 

to further underline the fluidity with which identity is employed in the text.  In this 

instance Orderic employs identity as an act of pathos, he is winning his readers round 

with a sense of a shared or collective identity.  These extradiegetic references tell us 

more about Orderic’s intended purpose and audience for his work (see below), than 

whether he felt Norman or English. 

Finally, there is a sub category of extradiegetic references in EH that refers to 

Orderic’s sources and his treatment of them.  Chibnall’s argument for Orderic’s pro-

English bias was predicated on Orderic’s reworking of William of Poitiers in Book III, 

particularly his treatment of William I’s coronation and his condemnation of the 

harrying of the north.169 But the treatment says more about Orderic’s assessment of 

William of Poitiers as a source (for more general discussion on Orderic’s treatment 

of sources see below) than about Orderic’s latent Englishness.  Orderic stated 

explicitly that he has abridged and modified the source.170  Orderic valued William of 

Poitiers for his excellent credentials as an eyewitness. William of Poitiers was, one of  

those learned and eloquent men who through long years dwelt in King 

William’s court, witnessed his deeds and all the great doings there, knew his 

deepest and most secret counsels.  

                                                             
168 Albu, Normans in their Histories, p. 213. 
169 Chibnall, World of Orderic Vitalis, p. 183; She also suggested here that ‘Orderic’s gloomy picture 
of the state of the English churches before the coming of the Normans may have owed much to his 
childhood memories’ EH, II, note 2, pp. 232-233. 
170 EH, II, pp. 258-259. 
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But Orderic recognised that this made William weak to the vagaries of bias, as one of 

those men ‘endowed by him [William I] with riches that raised them above the 

station they were born to’.171  Orderic sought to correct this bias in William of 

Poitiers’ account and so presented a series of events much more sympathetic to the 

English than the original source.172  It was not easy for Orderic to justify the 

amendment of an account told by an eyewitness as eyewitness accounts were held 

in the period to be the most reliable of sources.173  Orderic’s ability to do this rested 

on the authorial persona he had created.  His persona as the unbiased Englishman 

was directly opposite to the bias of William of Poitiers.   

A methodical reading of the extradiegetic content of the EH leads us to the conclusion 

that Orderic constructed an English identity to serve his authorial project.  

Englishness was only one facet of his authorial persona.174  This is not to say that 

Orderic never felt English.  A fundamental assumption of this thesis (1.3) is that 

medieval narratives must at some level reflect and reference their social realities in 

order to ensure that the rhetorical tools they used worked. However, psychological 

profiling for our authors will always be something of a speculation.175  Instead 

                                                             
171 EH, II, pp. 190-193.  See also EH, II, pp. 184-189; EH, II, pp. 258-259. 
172 EH, II, pp. 2-259. See also, R. Ray, ‘Orderic Vitalis and William of Poitiers: A monastic 
reinterpretation of William the Conqueror’, Revue belge de philologie et d’histoire, 50, 4 (1972), pp. 
1116-1127. 
173 Kempshall, Rhetoric, pp. 183-4. 
174 Otter also recognised that extradiegetic ‘helped to define the authors self image’ and led to a 
fictionalisation of the author’s role: Otter, ‘Introduction’, Inventiones 
175 Whilst cautioning against ‘too psychological a study’ Chibnall still saw Orderic as compassionate, 
receptive and ‘incurably romantic’.  EH, I, pp. 39-44.  Aird follows Chibnall both believing it is 
possible to learn enough of the medieval individual’s psychology to write a biography whilst 
recognising the rhetorical role these interjections played in the text.  Aird notes Orderic’s 
relationship with his father may have influenced his reading of the relationship between William I 
and his son Robert Curthose. W. Aird, Robert Curthose: Duke of Normandy (c1050-1134) 
(Woodbridge: The Boydell Press, 2008), p. 31. Others have also speculated on Orderic’s character; 
Smalley, Historians in the Middle Ages, pp. 86-87. 
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extradiegetic content is better employed in enhancing our understanding of the 

narrative in question, its purpose and intended audience.    

This example has served a number of purposes for this thesis.  (It is also hoped that 

this example shows the capacity a methodical approach to the extradiegetic 

interpolations in our narrative sources has for re-shaping and enhancing our 

understanding of the authors and their projects and the potential for further work in 

this area.) Firstly it goes someway to establishing Orderic’s credentials as a 

commentator on Norman society.  It positions him not as an outsider looking in but 

instead as a part of that society with the implication that when we discuss insult in 

the EH it will be insult in Norman society in the early twelfth century on which we are 

able to draw conclusions.  Secondly, it introduces a methodology and contextualises 

a dataset from which the rest of chapter 2 and 3 will continue to draw.  This 

methodology and dataset are used alongside knowledge already established by the 

wider historiography on Orderic and his contexts.  

2.3 Life at Saint-Évroul 

Having joined Saint-Évroul as an oblate, Orderic’s extradiegetic commentary tells us 

that he rose to deacon in 1093 and priest in 1107 spending the rest of his life at the 

monastery.176  Chibnall drew parallels with what was known about twelfth-century 

monasteries more generally and established that Orderic was ideally placed for the 

observation of wider Norman society.177  The monastery’s role in providing 

hospitality created a ‘news network’ of ‘pilgrims, monks and other travellers’.178  

                                                             
176 EH, VI, pp. 554-557. 
177 E.g. Chibnall, World of Orderic Vitalis, p. 175. 
178 EH, I, p. 85.  For a similar argument, Smalley, Historians in the Middle Ages, p. 60. 
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Knights, specifically lower knights and younger sons hoping to win lands, stayed at 

the monastery and seculars ‘visited the abbey to make and receive gifts, to rest and 

nurse their wounds and in the end to die’.179  It was the duke of Normandy who 

nominated the abbot and the monastery relied on close relations with local lords, 

and even owed knight service as a land holder, even if this debt was, in this period 

still, fluid and ill defined.180  Saint-Évroul monastery was located on the periphery of 

Normandy and on the main route into the dukedom from Anjou.  It was located at a 

critical point between three episcopal seats, Liseux, Évreux and Sées.  Dan Power has 

illustrated that the Norman border regions of the twelfth century were characterised 

by competing aristocratic and princely interests, and furthermore, noted that they 

continued to be areas which successive Norman dukes frequently visited. All this 

ensured the monks could never be even partially insulated from the realities of 

political life.181  EH detailed the reception of a number of ‘monastic converts of 

mature years trained in outside schools’ taken from great well connected families 

such as Warenne, Tilleul and Laigle. 182  Orderic thus had first-hand knowledge of 

secular as well as ecclesiastical culture.183  On knighthood he wrote from a position 

of understanding (see chapter 8).  

                                                             
179 Chibnall, World of Orderic Vitalis, pp. 210-212; EH, I, pp. 20, 86. 
180 EH, I, pp. 10-11. 
181 D. Power, The Norman Frontier in the Twelfth and Early Thirteenth Centuries (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 2004) p. 467. See also, EH, I, pp. 5, 86-87; Shopkow, History and 
Community, p. 60; Albu, Normans and their Histories, p. 180. For the significance of Saint-Évroul’s 
peripheral position in Normandy see John Ward, ‘Orderic Vitalis as Historian in the Europe of the 
Early Twelfth-Century Renaissance’, Parergon, 31:1 (2014), pp. 4, 25. For the significance of its 
location as related to ecclesiastical power see F. Mazel, ‘Pouvoirs seigneuriaux et territoires 
diocésains (Xe-XIIIe siècles)’ in F. Mazel ed., L’espace du diocese. Genèse d’un territoire dans 
l’Occident medieval (Ve-XIIIe siècle) (Rennes: Presses Universitaires de Rennes, 2008), pp. 227-230.  
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Two families with whose fortunes Orderic was well acquainted were the Giroies and 

the Grandmesnils.184 Saint-Évroul was founded sometime around 1050 by William 

and Robert Giroie and Hugh of Grandmesnil.185  Orderic’s narrative exhibited a bias 

in favour of these founding families.  Chibnall noted that Orderic is silent on the 

causes of the families’ decline in fortunes, and Katherine Thompson recognised 

Orderic’s negative depiction of Robert of Bellême with whom the Giroie family had a 

long held animosity.186  (This despite the fact that Orderic’s father served in the 

household of Roger Montgomery, kin of the Bellêmes.187)  Interfamilial conflict and 

Orderic’s bias in favour of those families associated with his monastery provides an 

important context for the pejorative character portraits and incidents of insult 

discussed later in this thesis.  

Orderic also gained knowledge of the wider world through the interactions of the 

different religious houses.  At the time of Orderic’s departure for Saint-Évroul, 

Reynold of Sées was in Shrewsbury helping Odelerius to build the monastery there.188  

In his extradiegetic commentary Orderic frequently explained the provenance of the 

sources used in EH, and through this we learn something about where he travelled.  

For example,  

And now I am able to include in this modest work of mine a summary which I 

recently made of the life of St Guthlac the hermit at the request of Prior 
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Wulfwin.  A certain Felix, bishop of the East Angles, of Burgundian origin and 

revered for his sanctity, wrote the deeds of this most holy hermit in a lengthy 

book somewhat obscure in style, which to the best of my ability I abbreviated 

and clarified at the kind request of the brethren and loving command of 

Abbot Geoffrey, with whom I passed five weeks at Crowland.189 

Between 1114 and 1123 he visited Cambrai, Arras, Crowland, Thorney and Worcester 

Priory.190  He had easy access to libraries at Rouen and Bec.191  He attended the 

Council of Rheims in 1119 and was at Cluny in 1132.192 On these visits he had access 

to other libraries and was exposed to other texts, was influenced by people he met, 

gathered oral sources, and observed both events and the physical landscape first 

hand.193  

Chibnall established beyond doubt that Orderic’s social context gave him unrivalled 

access to information.  Yet, some of her conclusions risk painting Orderic as a passive 

recorder of his source material, ignorant of how his loyalties were shaped by his 

context.  As will be discussed in chapter 3 of this thesis, nothing in Orderic’s 

treatment of his sources suggests this is true. For example, Chibnall’s suggestion that 

‘even Orderic’s loyalty [to the Grandmesnils] could not gloss over the ignominy of 

William, Ivo and Aubrey’s flight from Antioch’, might better be framed as Orderic’s 

struggle to rationalise William, Ivo and Aubrey’s flight from Antioch with positive 

depictions of the founding families of Saint-Évroul, a narrative which spoke to the 

central purpose of EH.  
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Aside from access to information Orderic’s monastic context gave him the practical 

capacity for writing a work of length.   The monastery of Saint-Évroul was fully 

established by the time Orderic reached it.194   ‘Here, apart from short journeys, the 

remainder of his life was spent in following the ordered round of the cloister’, the 

monastic environment offered the stability required for the writing of an extended 

work.195  The writing of History was a natural occupation in monasteries which acted 

as a place of preservation at a time before permanent central registers.196  From the 

early ninth century onwards the manual work prescribed by the Benedictine rule 

could be undertaken in the Scriptorium.197  Books were vehicles for sacred texts, 

essential for the endurance or even permanence of divine ideas.198  Lisa Shopkow 

argued that writing at Saint-Évroul had a further role to play, as a repository of 

remembering on behalf of a wider secular elite.199  The writing of History not only 

recorded memories but also shaped these memories – telling communities how they 

were to interpret events and creating communities of shared experience, 

monasteries commissioned histories as expressions of community identity.200  

Most specifically it was Orderic’s access to the scriptorium that allowed him to write 

the EH.201  That Orderic as cantor also held the position of librarian is inferred from 
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the identification of his handwriting in over twelve manuscripts that survive from the 

library, and in notes in a twelfth-century catalogue.202  The association between cthe 

roles of cantor and librarian and the tendency for cantors to be involved in the writing 

of history is well documented for the period.203 The twelfth-century catalogue is one 

of our primary pieces of evidence for understanding Saint-Évroul in Orderic’s time: 

dated 1125-1150 (Bibl. Nat. 10,062 (55)) it lists 153 holdings at the monastery.204  Of 

the 130 works listed 45 are extant.205  The catalogue has been extensively analysed 

and paints a picture of Orderic working in a well-resourced library, during a period 

when the key works of a medieval library had already been gathered at Saint-

Évroul.206  After the death of Orderic’s teacher John of Rheims (see below), it is 

estimated the library continued to increase by as much as 70 volumes under Orderic’s 

leadership.207  Charlie Rozier’s analysis of the library’s expansion under Orderic 

concluded that whilst we know him for a History, Orderic focussed on the acquisition 

of hagiography.208  This conclusion is supported by reference to EH (as we will see 

                                                             
defined as a centre where (according to the surviving evidence) at least two scribes working in 
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and the Historia Ecclesiastica of Orderic Vitalis’, Durham Thesis, Durham University (2014), pp. 186-
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further below) in discussing the purpose of the work: Orderic repeatedly excuses the 

fact he is writing a work of history and not hagiography.209 

If Orderic’s social context gave him the capacity to undertake the EH it also gave him 

the ability.  Orderic’s earliest education with the monk named Siward equipped him 

with his Latin letters, knowledge of the psalter, bible and works of devotion.210  But 

it was his schooling at Saint-Évroul which allowed ‘his talents an opportunity to 

develop’.211  Between the ages of 10 and 18, when he became a deacon, Orderic 

undertook a formal programme of study.212  Chibnall asserted that the main focus of 

the monastic programme ‘was with lectio divina, the understanding of the scriptures, 

spiritual mediation and the liturgy’.  She argued there was little need for instruction 

in the liberal arts, some grammar but little dialectic and no rhetoric and so Orderic 

had little access to Classical writers.  The ‘aids to the formal study of grammar and 

the development of style’ evident in the twelfth-century library catalogue would 

have been little more than ‘names, or at most, quotations in florilegia’. 213   

Yet, this depiction of monastic education has been contested.214  Isidore of Seville 

argued that historical writing should be studied as part of grammar and logic.215  It 
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seems likely the monks of Saint-Évroul followed this instruction; Isidore’s work was 

recorded in the twelfth-century catalogue for the monastery, alongside the grammar 

aids which Chibnall dismissed, but which existed to provide extracts from ancient 

historical texts to be studied and learned as part of grammar.216  If Orderic had little 

first-hand access to the work of Classical writers at Saint-Évroul we have already 

established that he had access to many other libraries.  Furthermore, he would still 

have encountered many of the same ideas through the ‘first historians of Europe’, 

Gregory of Tours, Bede and Paul the Deacon.217  These authors, and also those 

coming after them in the middle ages distilled and passed on access to Classical ideas 

to future historians.218  Matthew Kempshall tracked the influences of Sallust on 

William of Poitiers and argued that this in turn shaped the work of Orderic Vitalis.219   

Chibnall’s rejection of any sort of Classical influence on Orderic required her to 

qualify the influence of his teacher John of Rhiems.  John had come to Saint-Évroul 

in c. 1077 from the cathedral school at Rheims which had a specialism in the liberal 

arts and an ‘exceptionally strong historical tradition’.220  Chibnall accepted that 

‘Orderic’s intellectual growth was certainly shaped by the master he revered’.221  But 
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she argued John did not ‘bring the full training in rhetoric and dialectic, or the more 

detailed Classical studies for which Rheims was famous all through the eleventh 

century; these would have been out of place in a monastic school; and he adapted 

his teaching to suit monastic life.222  It is easy to accept that monastic education 

differed from that of a cathedral school and that the liberal arts were not a formal 

part of the education of monastic oblates, however, it is harder to believe that 

Orderic’s close mentor John of Rheims restricted the knowledge he passed on.223 

After Orderic’s ascension to deacon in 1093 and priest in 1107 Orderic continued to 

work closely with John, his commemorative poem on John’s death described him as 

‘most learned in the liberal arts’ and so it was clearly a facet of John’s work he 

recognised.224 

Other evidence for Orderic’s experience of education can be gleaned from a line-by-

line reading of the EH itself.  The numerous references to the liberal arts and the 

Classical world throughout the work make it difficult to see Orderic as someone who 

held the liberal arts as alien or other (even if in reality his experience was limited or 

second hand).225  As might be expected in a Benedictine, learning is depicted as an 

unequivocal good throughout the work, to be celebrated in all those who obtain it.226  

Conversely, those who reject learning are shown to have a questionable moral 

character. The clerk Ranulf, son of Thurstan, whose station should have afforded him 
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learning but who was ‘better instructed in cunning deception and the specious 

manipulation of words than in literary studies’ is a good example.227  All branches of 

learning are celebrated.  Orderic praises Gilbert Maminot, bishop of Lisieux for 

teaching ‘arithmetic and astronomy, the many branches of natural science, and other 

profound subjects’.228  These other branches of learning were not seen as contrary 

to study of the scripture: Henry I is celebrated for his learning in both ‘natural 

philosophy and knowledge of doctrine’.229  Monks and clerics, such as Andrew, monk 

of Vallombrosa, are praised for being ‘very learned in the liberal arts’.230  Thus it is 

difficult to imagine Orderic’s own education was restricted to what was strictly useful 

to his monastic vocation.  

The result of this broad education can be read in the EH.  Whilst it is true that history 

was not taught as a distinct subject until at least the thirteenth century, this is 

somewhat misleading.231  Through his engagement with earlier texts Orderic ‘had a 

clear idea of what history contained and sounded like’.232  As the product of a 

‘received Latin tradition’, he ‘learned by fruitful observation’, through this he gained 

a ready supply of references, models and information but also a particular 

understanding of what history was.233 
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2.4 The Literary Context 

Historians have read Orderic’s earlier extant works as training pieces for the writing 

of the EH.  The twelve works surviving in Orderic’s handwriting include work as a 

copyist for the scriptorium as well as the composition of epitaph and original verse.234  

Many of these documents contain not just Orderic’s hand, but also that of John of 

Rheims, leading Chibnall to conclude that between 1095 and 1114 (or possibly 1118) 

Orderic was serving an ‘historical apprenticeship’.235  Chibnall noted that a direct 

influence could be drawn between Orderic’s work on scriptural exegesis and the 

study of the Life of Christ in Book I of the EH.  This book was a reconciliation of the 

four gospels into a chronological sequence, after the Augustinian principle that the 

gospels supplemented rather than contradicted each other.236  Orderic’s historical 

exegesis of the scripture established a method for using sources which he would 

continue elsewhere in his History (see chapter 3).237  Towards the end of this 

‘apprenticeship’, Orderic began contributing to the annals of Saint-Évroul and also 

began interpolating lengthy passages into the copy of the History of the Normans by 

William of Jumièges he was writing for the monastery.238  These interpolations often 

included stories of local interest, relating to Saint-Évroul and its patrons, which 

Chibnall speculated were the result of incorporating oral tradition and extracts from 

earlier chronicles.239   
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Orderic began work on EH soon after completion of his copy the Gesta Normannorum 

Ducum.240  The writing of the EH was dated by Delisle from textual references with 

only minor revisions suggested by Chibnall.  The earliest book (eventually Book III) 

was written before 1124, the latest (Book XIII and sections of Books I and II) 

completed by 1141.241  That the books were not written in order is further evidenced 

by manuscript amends and continuity errors within the text.242  It is assumed the 

books were written up from notes at the end of the year.243 Chibnall saw evidence of 

systematic note taking until 1118 and believes Orderic had scribes to help him at least 

until 1135.244  The manuscript culture within which Orderic worked, meant works 

were never really finished but continued to be added to.245  In Book XII, a section of 

the text six paragraphs before the end has all the features of one of Orderic’s 

epilogues, but further material was subsequently added.246   

Whilst the varying structure of the work has been much discussed (see below), Books 

I and II form a chronographical sketch from the birth of Christ, Books III-VI 

predominantly deal with the history of the abbey, and Books VII-XIII form a historical 

narrative of Orderic’s time beginning in 1083.247  Historiographically there has been 

an emphasis on the division between Orderic’s account of events before his lifetime, 

and those of which he had direct experience.  Some historians have argued that 

Orderic is reliable (or at least more reliable) as a chronicler only during his own 
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lifetime, they have put more significance on the evidence of Books VII-XIII.248  Others, 

following Chibnall, have stressed the benefit of hindsight and perspective afforded 

to Orderic in his account of earlier events, and his skill in synthesizing multiple earlier 

extant sources and oral testimonies. Writing forty to fifty years after some of the 

events he discusses, Orderic is able to see with some perspective.249  This thesis reads 

the whole of the EH as a product of Orderic’s twelfth-century mind.  Even where 

Orderic drew on earlier sources he selected, adapted and interjected to create an 

account of his own making.  For the study of the insults in the narrative – most of 

which we assume were Orderic’s own creation – whether these insults were 

supposed to have taken place before Orderic’s lifetime or during it is not a distinction 

of significance.    

Orderic’s work has been considered part of the so-called ‘Twelfth-Century 

Renaissance’. 250   Building on the work of Charles Homer Haskins, Christopher Brooke 

argued that the twelfth century saw something of a ‘renaissance’ of historical writing  

which in turn was a part of wider cultural zeitgeist – also evidenced in art and 

architecture – which saw a return to interest and awareness of Classical ideals .251  

Chibnall sought to demonstrate this trend this in the EH, for example in her 

conclusion that in ‘his appreciation of the many faces of his contemporaries he 

[Orderic] showed himself a faithful exponent of twelfth century humanism’.252  Yet, 
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more recently, historians have cautioned that Classical models were not lost in the 

tenth and eleventh century and continued to be used.253 And so the idea of a revival 

is now suspect.254  However, what is evident is that there was a notable expansion in 

the quantity of history being written and more broadly of historical activity during 

this period and indeed, it is possible that alongside this there was an expansion of 

knowledge about classical models and engagement with the works of classical 

authors.255 Orderic’s work was part of this expanded output. 

Many reasons have been put forward for the expansion in quantity of historical 

writing in the twelfth century.  It has been suggested that history was ‘a by-product 

of crisis’ written in times of stability following threat.  No history could be written 

during crises when the church suffered loss of holdings by aggressive elites, but come 

time of peace the writing of history served as a way of processing change. 256 Or that 

the impetus to the revival in historical writing came with the crusade, the ideal 

subject matter for the historian looking to record both the temporal and the 

divine.257  Or, the writing of history was seen as helping to establish civil status for a 

new nation or people. There was a Classical precedent for seeing the writing of 
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history as a mark of civility, that which separated man from beast.258  Or that 

historical writing was inspired by the great displays of pomp and power that became 

common in the period and served as an outlet for the practice of rhetoric which 

medieval people valued but which no longer had a role in legal or political 

structures.259  Or, most fundamentally of all, increased literacy levels and the 

establishment of Christianity as a book religion meant a larger potential audience and 

thus the impetus to write more history.260   

Undoubtedly the twelfth century was a period of unique political context with the 

formation of new national identities, empires and new monastic traditions.261  

History written in the Middle Ages did play a role in fostering national self-awareness, 

unifying peoples, ‘establishing or abolishing custom… strengthening or weakening 

privilege’. 262  ‘The emergence of national traditions was due in large part to the 

retrospective labours of scholars…especially the mythologizing of historians, usually 

with the Roman model in mind’. 263  Yet, whether this was an explicit intention of 

twelfth-century writers, recognised as a purpose of their work, remains in question. 

A question that can only be answered for one twelfth-century historian at a time.  In 

chapter 2 discussion of Orderic’s purpose in writing EH will suggest there is little 

evidence for nation forming as a motivation for his work.  
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262 Gransden, ‘Prologues in the historiography’, p. 66. 
263 Kelly, Faces of History, pp. 36, 118;  
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Recognising Orderic’s work as part of an expansion in historical writing in the twelfth 

century leads to discussion of the wider literary context of his work.  Historians now 

largely agree that historians of the twelfth century saw themselves as part of literary 

community.264  However, there has been some disagreement on the nature of this 

literary community.  Orderic has been regarded as both an example of the English 

canon –discussed as a contemporary of Henry of Huntingdon, Geoffrey of 

Monmouth, John of Worcester, William of Malmesbury, the anonymous author of 

the Peterborough chronicle and Symeon of Durham – and as part of the Norman one 

– as a successor of Dudo, William of Poitiers, William of Jumièges and precursor of 

Wace. 265   To consider EH within an exclusively English, or exclusively Norman canon 

skews the interpretation of the text.  As we will see further in chapter 2, a division 

between Norman and English authors does not reflect how Orderic used his sources.  

He makes use of both Norman and English sources as the requirements of his 

narrative demanded and seems to think of them as united by the enterprise of 

writing,  

all of which he (Bede) carefully enumerated and described in the epilogue to 

his History of the English People.  At that time the monk Paul of Monte 

Cassino flourished in the Lombard kingdom, and Fortunatus, the poet, the 

beloved bishop of Poitiers, in Gaul.266    

                                                             
264 Cooper, ‘Timorous historians’, p. 66; Martin Brett’s research established how ‘Historical research 
at Durham, Worcester, Malmesbury and Canterbury was accompanied by a frequent and elaborate 
exchange of results’, M. Brett, ‘John of Worcester and his contemporaries’ in R. H. C. Davis and J. M. 
Wallace-Hadrill, The Writing of History in the Middle Ages: Essays presented to Richard William 
Southern (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1981), p. 125; Nancy Partner argued that Henry of Huntingdon’s 
wish for recognition from the literate community and the subsequent advancement which might 
result was a key motivation for his work, Partner, Serious Entertainments, pp. 18, 62, 178. 
265 Historians citing Orderic as part of the English canon e.g. Cooper, ‘Timorous historians’, p. 48; 
Gransden, Historical Writing in England, p. 136; Rozier, ‘The Importance of Writing Institutional 
History’, pp. 172-230.  And as part of the Norman canon e.g. Albu, Normans and their Histories; 
Shopkow, History and Community. 
266 EH, III, pp. 68-69. 
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Orderic’s work suggests a literary environment which incorporated Norman, English 

and French authors.  Indeed, Ian Short has argued authors like Orderic, working 

across England and Normandy, were instrumental in creating this literary 

environment and ensuring England’s involvement in ‘the Continental mainstream of 

the twelfth’.267   

This is not to dispute – as Chibnall did – that Norman and English identities, defined 

by on which side of the channel you resided, were existent by the late 1120s when 

Orderic began writing.268  It is rather to say that distinctive identities for Normans in 

Normandy and Norman descendants in England are difficult to read in Orderic’s 

work.  Many things might explain this; the international nature of Benedictinism; the 

influence of Saint-Évroul a place of connection on Orderic’s experience and ideas; 

Orderic’s aspirations for a pan-European audience for his work.  Whether the insults 

Orderic recounted were supposed to have occurred in England or Normandy is of 

limited significance, they speak to insult in Norman society which for Orderic was 

pan-European.   

2.5 Conclusion 

Our picture of Orderic is refracted through his work, and so this chapter might be 

better considered a discussion of authorial persona and not person.  The picture that 

                                                             
267 Short, ‘Language and literature’, p. 213. 
268 John Gillingham argued that national identities were solidifying either side of the channel in the 
1120s-1140s, ‘Henry of Huntingdon and the Twelfth Century’ in The English in the Twelfth Century 
(Woodbridge: Boydell Press, 2000), pp. 124-141.  For linguistic evidence see I. Short, ‘Language and 
Literature’ in Christopher Harper-Bill and Elisabeth van Houts ed., A Companion to the Anglo-
Norman World (Woodbridge: Boydell Press, 2003), p. 204; Short, ‘Tam angli quam franci’, pp. 153-
75; for legal evidence supporting a united insular English identity by 1130 see George Garnet, ‘Franci 
et Angli The legal distinction between peoples after the conquest’ Anglo-Norman Studies, 13 (1985), 
pp. 136-137; Shopkow has argued a clearly defined Norman identity is a fundamental tenet of the 
expansion in the writing of history in the twelfth century, History and Community, p. 8. 
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Orderic painted of himself for the reader is of an individual who was eyewitness to 

events in Normandy and England.  Well-connected, he accessed information from 

ecclesiastical and secular sources and participated in a literary community which 

incorporated Normandy, England, France and beyond. His monastic order granted 

him the skills and opportunity to write the EH but did not preclude him commenting 

on wider Noman society.  Orderic sought to establish himself as a reliable author of 

history, all the better to fulfil the purpose of his work.  It is to this we shall now turn.      
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3. The EH 

 

3.1 Introduction  

We often read such complaints in the writings of men of old, and lament with 

the men of fame and learning who bewail the insults of their rivals; we find 

Jerome and Origen and other learned doctors deploring the cavils of their 

critics in their defences; and we regret bitterly that for this reason many great 

events are hidden from sight, since learned scholars would rather remain idle 

than strive to discover the hidden truth and then endure the scurrilous 

attacks of their denigrators.269  

This short extract taken from the prologue of Book VI speaks to three themes to 

which Orderic continually returned when discussing his work in the extradiegetic 

interpolations of the EH.  Here he laments the criticism which authors – like himself 

– opened themselves to when they wrote.  He juxtaposes the danger of criticism with 

the sin of idleness and thus whilst conforming to the Classical trope of modesty, still 

implies his enterprise is one worth undertaking.  He compares his plight to that of 

the early church fathers Jerome and Origen, positioning himself as their successor in 

the enterprise of writing. And he underlines the risk that ‘great events’ are lost to 

posterity if histories like the EH are not written. 

This chapter will look at the EH – written between 1124 and 1141 in the scriptorium 

of the monastery of Saint-Évroul – and at Orderic’s methods and motivations in 

writing the work.270  It will attempt to understand why this source is available to us 

for the study of Norman society – specifically insult – and will frame the approach to 

reading insult in the subsequent chapters.  First we will consider how Orderic 

interpreted the Classical tradition that defined in the broadest terms the nature and 

purpose of historical writing as a discipline.  Then, a survey of the prologues and 

                                                             
269 EH, III, p. 213. 
270 EH, I, pp. 45-48. 
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epilogues in EH, and the extradiegetic interjections in the text, will be undertaken to 

assess what Orderic himself tells us about the purpose of this specific work of History, 

his intended audience and the sources he used in the writing of the work.  An analysis 

of the way Orderic chooses to structure his History will also offer further insight into 

the purpose of the work. This chapter will suggest that the predominant theme of 

work is the importance of recording information for posterity. 

3.2 Purpose 

The EH is ultimately a work of History.  Orderic’s understanding of History was the 

product of a ‘received Latin tradition…learned by fruitful observation’.271  Although, 

as we have seen above, Chibnall was cynical of the extent of Orderic’s Classical 

education, at the very least Orderic would have been aware of the Classical tradition 

refracted through later authors like Bede.272   

In the Classical tradition History was a part of oratory or, in Cicero’s words, ‘a minor 

part of eloquence’.273  Its ultimate purpose was to persuade. Rhetorical manuals and 

the works of rhetors like Cicero detailed five elements that scholars should follow in 

to the practice of the artform.  First, invention, identified and constructed a 

convincing argument; then, arrangement, ordered and organised the argument; 

style, chose language appropriate to the argument; memory, memorised the speech 

and finally, delivery, was concerned with the manner in which the speech was 

presented.274  The first three parts of this framework applied to the writing of History. 

                                                             
271 Ray, ‘The triumph of Greco-Roman rhetorical assumptions’, p. 70. 
272 Smalley, Historians in the Middle Ages, p. 55. 
273 Cicero cited Partner, ‘The new Conificus’, p. 10. 
274 De inventione, p. 19. 
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At the heart of rhetoric’s impact on Orderic was the construction of truths according 

to rhetorical principles.  Cicero instructed, ‘the speaker must bend everything to the 

advantage of his case, by passing over all things that move against it which can be 

passed over’.275 To persuade their audience of higher moral truths, literal truths 

could be dispensed with as part of inventio.   Historians might use verisimilitude or 

‘probable logic’ as evidence in their arguments.  That which is probable is ‘that which 

always or usually happens or is thought to be true by many or at least by persons of 

good judgement’.276  Making truth subject to the ultimate purpose of History, 

persuasion, was key to the utility of the discipline and the ends (persuasion) justified 

the means (using invented material).277  John Ward recognised this constructed truth 

in EH and suggested a useful categorisation that the work contains two types of 

untruth, the intentional bound up with the moral purpose of the narrative, and 

‘unintentional’ untruths, that is, Orderic’s mistakes.278  Verisimilar evidence had to 

‘fit the nature of the actors in it, the habits of ordinary people and the beliefs of the 

audience’.279  Verisimilitude concerned itself not with literal truth but with things that 

people could believe to be true.280  Although we might read in the EH much which is 

Orderic’s invention, the conventions of verisimilitude dictate that this invented 

                                                             
275 De Inventione, p. 63. 
276 Gransden, ‘Prologues in the historiography’, p. 72; Ray, ‘Rhetorical scepticism’, pp. 65, 72.  The 
idea that the medieval historian’s concept of truth was different to our own, but no less judiciously 
applied has now largely replaced the earlier suggestion that medieval people cared little for truth or 
struggled to separate fact and fiction, see for example Wiseman’s, ‘cavalier attitude to historical 
fact’, T. P. Wiseman, Clio’s Cosmetics: Three Studies in Greco-Roman Literature, (Leicester, England: 
Leicester University Press, 1979) p. 34,  
277 Ray, ‘The triumph of Greco-Roman rhetorical assumptions’, pp. 67-71; Gransden, ‘Prologues in 
the historiography’, p. 58. 
278 Ward, ‘Orderic Vitalis as Historian’, p. 9. 
279 De inventione, p. 60.  
280 Ray, ‘Rhetorical scepticism’, p. 65. 
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material cannot be entirely detached from a reality which would have been 

recognised by the work’s intended audience. 

Definitions of History, and ideas on how best to approach the writing of it, continued 

to develop in the centuries after the fall of the Roman Empire.281  Isidore of Seville’s 

definition of History as a narrative (narratio) of the deeds (res gestae), words (dictis) 

and behaviour (conversatio) of famous men was known to Orderic.282  Writing in a 

Christian context, Orderic’s ideas about History were refined by theological 

assumptions about the ‘impermanence of all human life’ and importance of focussing 

on the higher divine truths.283  As we will see below, the idea that all things were in 

some sense the work of the divine also gave a heightened sense of purpose to 

Orderic’s historical writing. History was a ‘pious speculation’.284  Yet, there is a 

tension within Orderic’s work, which reflects another theological development that, 

if all events were divine, they might at times be beyond human understanding.285    

If a universal definition for History was not agreed in the twelfth century, a Classical 

inheritance gave a ‘commonality’ to the genre of History.286  As Nancy Partner has 

pointed out, the fact that histories of the medieval period ‘all sound substantially 

similar to one another suggests that historians were writing in accordance with tastes 

and standards recognizable to them and their readers’.287  In many ways EH can be 

                                                             
281 Kempshall, Rhetoric, p. 12. 
282 Isidore of Seville, Etymologianrum sive originum libri XX ed. W. M. Lindsay, (Oxford: Clarendon 
Press, 1911) 1.41.1. 
283 Partner, Serious Entertainments, p. 189.  See also Pohl, Dudo, p. 232. 
284 Kelly, Faces of History, p. 125. 
285 Ray, ‘Rhetorical scepticism’, p. 74. 
286 Kelly, Faces of History, p. 5. 
287 Partner, Serious Entertainments, p. 195, followed by P. Damian-Grint, The New Historians of the 
Twelfth Century Renaissance (Woodbridge: Boydell Press, 1999), p. x.  
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seen as typical of the output of the twelfth century – and this only increases its utility 

as a focus for the study of medieval insult in narrative sources. 

History was often defined by what it was not, in opposition to other genres. In the 

Classical world the distinction was commonly made between History and Poetry.288  

However, in the Anglo Norman world there was a closer relationship between the 

writing of history and verse, prosimetrum such as the prologue of the eleventh 

century Vita Aedwardi and by a corpus of vernacular verse.289 Ben Pohl has noted 

Orderic’s work included lots of poetry, revealing ‘if not a general preference then at 

least an occasional fondness for employing metrical poetry’.290  Instead, Orderic 

defines History against biblical exegesis and more predominantly against the writing 

of the lives of saints.291 This opposition takes two forms. The first associates the genre 

of History with the writing of saints’ lives and thus establishes the writing of History 

as a worthwhile and pious activity; in this form history is seen as separate but 

similar.292  Orderic is anxious to address perceived criticism of the writing of History 

as a worthwhile activity for a monk.  Another trope argues for the utility of writing 

History as a prevention against idleness, drawing on the Benedictine belief that to 

work was to pray.293  The second opposition created between History and miracle 

                                                             
288 For the Greek origins of this division via Herodotus and Thucydides see Kelly, Faces of History, pp. 
2-3, 37, 65, 101. 
289 The Life of King Edward who rests at Westminster: Attributed to a monk of Saint Bertin, ed. and 
trans. F. Barlow (Oxford: Oxford Clarendon Press, 1992), book I prologue; for analysis see E. Tyler, 
England in Europe: English Royal Women and Literary Patronage 1000-1150 (Toronto: Toronto 
University Press, 2017), p. 140.  
290 B. Pohl, Dudo of Saint-Quentin’s Historia Normannorum: Tradition, innovation and memory, 
(Woodbridge: Boydell & Brewer, 2015), p. 237. Rozier notes further that Orderic presented himself 
as a poet as much as a historian, ‘The Importance of Writing institutional History’, pp. 181-182. 
291 History is defined against exegesis; EH, IV, pp. 228-229. 
292 ‘Ob hoc beati homines quorum laus est in autenticis codicibus’ EH, II, pp. 3-5; ‘De miraculis uero 
prodigiisque sanctorum’ EH, III, pp. 212-213. 
293 EH, III, pp. 4-9, 212-213; EH, VI, pp. 8-13. Indeed, the Benedictine idea that the work of writing 
was in itself a devotion led to the continuation of the work of the scriptorium well beyond the 
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stories has a different nuance.  Here Orderic argues the writing of miracle stories [De 

miraculis] is the more pious and preferable activity and excuses himself for writing 

History.294  As in the oft quoted passage, ‘I would write of holiness and sacred 

miracles [De sanctitate et miraculis sanctorum] if there were miracles occurring, but 

instead I am left writing of earthly things’.295  In all cases the difference between the 

genres for Orderic, is one of subject matter.  History is the study of temporal events 

(albeit ultimately guided by God’s hand), hagiography the divine come to earth. 

That is not to say EH does not include both extracts from hagiographical texts, and 

material which owes a debt to hagiography as a genre.296  The increasing overlap 

between genres in the later Middle Ages has been much commented upon.297  Roger 

Ray – reacting to a methodology which sought to subdivide histories into ‘types’ –

argued that medieval authors were ‘not overly genre conscious’ and that the blurring 

of genres became more pronounced in the later Middle Ages, making what 

constitutes a History and so called ‘types’ of History hard to categorise.298  Orderic’s 

work is again typical in this regard.  Yet, in Orderic’s case, this is perhaps caused by 

the unique variety of sources and models he took for his work (discussed below).   

So if this is the context in which Orderic was defining his work, what of his specific 

purpose in writing this specific text? Historians of Orderic have generally concluded 

                                                             
advent of printing, P. Needham, ‘Book Production on Paper and Vellum in the fourteenth and 
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294 EH, III, pp. 4-9; EH, IV, pp. 190-193. 
295 My translation. EH, VI, pp. 8-13.  
296 For a full list of hagiographic borrowings and allusions see, EH, I, p. 61.   
297 Galbraith, Historical Research, p. 27; Kempshall, Rhetoric, pp. 32-36.  
298 Ray, ‘Medieval Historiography’, pp. 35-43; E. Breisach, ‘Introduction’ in E. Breisach ed., Classical 
Rhetoric and Medieval Historiography (Kalamazoo, MI: Western Michigan University Press, 2005) p. 
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text’, pp. 53, 63.Kelly, Faces of History, p. 121; Shopkow, History and Community, p. 22-23.  
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a multiplicity of purposes, or layers of purpose in EH.299 Two reasons might be 

suggested for this. In line with Classical precedent, the purpose of the work and the 

author’s main argument should be outlined in the work’s prologue.300 EH is a long 

work of thirteen books, with multiple prologues and epilogues. The result is that 

within EH reference to a variety of purposes for the writing of the History can be 

found.  In addition to the evidence from the prologues, there are around 30 explicit 

references to the purpose of EH in the extradiegetic interjections scattered 

throughout the body of the text from Book V onwards.  Meaning, taken as a whole, 

EH is a veritable canon of reasons for the writing of History, articulated by a Twelfth-

Century author and evident in other narrative works of the period.301   

Furthermore, as has been discussed above, manuscript evidence suggests that the 

work was not written in the order that the thirteen books appear in in the final 

work.302 Delisle conjectured that the original plan had been for two volumes with 5 

books in each.303  There has been general consensus among historians that over the 

twenty years in which Orderic was writing the scope and purpose of his work 

changed.304  This has been used to explain the variety of extradiegetic references to 

purpose in the text.  Various reasons are postulated as to why this change of purpose 

occurred with particular importance being given to the difference between the 

                                                             
299 Barton, ‘Emotions and Power’, p. 43; Chibnall, World of Orderic Vitalis, p. 182; Cooper, ‘Timorous 
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prologue to Book III (written c. 1114) and seemingly opposing affirmations of purpose 

written later and given elsewhere in the text.305 Some see the change as a deliberate 

deviation by Orderic, the result of a new or developing purpose for the work.  Others 

believe it was Orderic’s failure to master his sources and the interconnectedness of 

Saint-Évroul with the wider world that resulted in the changing scope of the work; 

‘he was swept away by the momentum of the events that he recorded.  Try as he 

would to adapt the material to a monastic purpose, it continually burst the bonds of 

any formal or utilitarian structure’.306 

A methodical reading of the extradiegetic interpolations suggests the changing 

nature of Orderic’s purpose in writing EH may have been somewhat overstated.  The 

various different purposes cited by Orderic in EH are nuances united by a common 

thread, the idea of recording information for posterity.  The idea of posterity 

[posteritas] occurs throughout the EH: the word itself is used no less than 58 times 

and, as we will see below, Orderic also has other ways of conveying the same 

concept.  Whilst a particular nuance might be more prevalent in one book than 

another, this says more about the way Orderic structures his work than about a 

changing or developing purpose for his work (see below 3.4). 

That said, it is highly likely that some immediate and temporal cause existed to allow 

Orderic – whose work as an author always sat alongside other monastic roles – to 

take the time to undertake a work the size of EH.  ‘Every written text produced in this 

                                                             
305 Chibnall, EH, I, pp. 33-34.  
306 Those who suggest a deliberate change of purpose for the work; Cooper, ‘Timorous historians’, p. 
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period represented an investment in time and resources’.307  The impetus for 

undertaking the work appears to have been an instruction from Abbot Roger, who 

ordered Orderic to undertake ‘the narrative of the restoration of the abbey of Saint-

Évroul’.308  After the Abbot’s death, Abbot Warin became the patron for the work 

and seems to have renewed pressure on Orderic to complete the undertaking.309 

That Orderic was established as an author commissioned or ordered to undertake 

the works he wrote is further evidenced elsewhere: 

A certain Felix, bishop of the East Angles, of Burgundian origin and revered 

for his sanctity, wrote the deeds of this most holy hermit in a lengthy book 

somewhat obscure in style, which to the best of my ability I abbreviated and 

clarified at the kind request of the brethren and loving command of Abbot 

Geoffrey, with whom I passed five weeks at Crowland.310 

Whilst medieval historians may well have enjoyed their craft the idea of a work of 

medieval narrative being created purely to fulfil ‘the creative impulse’, or that the 

chronicler might enjoy ‘the odd pleasure of writing’ is unconvincing.311  Indeed this 

would be contrary to Orderic’s extended protestations of the weariness induced by 

writing and the difficulty of the task (a trope which Orderic wholeheartedly 

embraced, using it over eight times, perhaps to reinforce the idea of writing History 

as work, and thus as a pious prevention against idleness).312  
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Chibnall offered a variety of reasons why Abbot Roger might have ordered the writing 

of the History, 

reverence for his predecessors, a fatherly wish to enable one of his monks to 

make full use of his talents or a desire to imitate other houses at a time when 

the writing of individual monastic histories was a normal activity in most large 

Benedictine houses.  

Or else, the Abbot might have been more pragmatically minded and commissioned 

Orderic’s work as an opusculum, a monastic cartulary. 313  Undoubtedly, the 

preservation of practical information important to the monastery of Saint-Évroul is a 

purpose explicitly referenced in Orderic’s extradiegetic interpolations.314  Orderic’s 

History was to guarantee that in the monastery could prove ownership of property if 

it were confiscated by expansionist lords in the future.315  Orderic was also at pains 

to record the benefactors of the monastery to ensure appropriate future 

commemoration.316 His History records the ownership and significance of moveable 

material goods including relics which, as Daniel Roach has pointed out, served not 

just to prove ownership but also safeguard for posterity knowledge of the object’s 

religious significance.317  The verbatim inclusion of a number of records, charters and 

statutes with an obviously practical use to the monastery might also be cited.318 
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I have decided to insert here the statutes of this council, as they were 

accurately set down by those present, so that future generations may learn 

what kind of laws existed in Normandy in William's reign.319  

Yet, these documentary records are not the only texts Orderic is at pains to preserve 

within the pages of his History.  The preservation of earlier Histories and other 

narrative sources for the use and edification of the monks of Saint-Évroul is also an 

explicitly cited purpose in Orderic’s work.320   There is no way of knowing whether 

this broader purpose for the work was undertaken at Abbot Robert’s instruction or 

was Orderic’s interpretation of a more general order to produce a History for the 

monastery.  But it is an approach to the project, which exists throughout the work, 

and is present in even the earliest books (Books III and IV) written c. 1114.  It is 

evident both in extradiegetic interjections – Orderic notes facts ‘sought out and taken 

from chronicles, briefly noting them for the information of my readers’ – and in the 

wide ranging subject matter of these earlier books.321  

I have given a true account of the life of the holy father Evroul, and have 

included it fully in this modest work as I have received it from earlier writers, 

so that readers may profit from their knowledge of this great patron.322  

Furthermore, throughout his work Orderic expressed a fear or lament over deeds, 

not recorded in writing, which as a result have been forgotten.323  His concept of 

preserving for future generations useful information also included recording 

contemporary events or putting in writing that which existed only orally. 324    

I have digressed at great length on the subject of the bishops of Rouen, 

through my great desire to describe fully for posterity the unbroken 
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succession in the see.  With this object I have sketched the annals of almost 

eight hundred years, and have named all the Roman popes in turn from 

Eusebius up to Lambert of Ostia called Honorius, who now governs the 

apostolic see.325 

Often Orderic assumed his audience understood the utility of the information he was 

recording, but there are instances where he explicitly explained that the stories were 

useful to serve as an exemplum guiding the reader towards proper behaviour.326  ‘I 

have recorded these things for the edification of my readers, so that just men may 

be encouraged in good, and vicious men may repent of evil’.327   

There is, however, some tension in Orderic’s work between the power of exempla as 

models of behaviour for men to follow and the somewhat contrary idea that events 

were often beyond the control of human and thus humankind’s focus should be on 

the life to come.328  Orderic also made reference to figura whereby ‘the living world 

is regarded as God’s book’ and to record temporal events was to record the workings 

of Providence on earth.329  ‘My labour and intention may be pleasing to God, since I 

strive to spread abroad the wonderful acts of my master to the glory of him in whom 

we live and move and have our being.330 

Augustine had written on how awareness of God’s workings only came over longer 

periods of time, longer than it was possible for one person to experience first-hand, 

thus History was a way of transcending that experience and offered the possibility of 

seeing the bigger picture.331  If the divine plan was obscure to the medieval historian, 

                                                             
325 EH, III, pp. 94-97. 
326 EH, II, pp. 322-325. EH, III, pp. 212-213; EH, IV, pp. 44-45; EH, V, 154-155. 
327 EH, IV, pp. 248-249. 
328 EH, III, pp. 360-361; EH, IV, pp. 106-109; EH, V, pp. 380-81. 
329 Kelly, Faces of History, pp. 36, 75; Kempshall, Rhetoric, p. 54; Partner, ‘The new Cornificius’, p. 20; 
Ray, ‘Rhetorical scepticism’, p. 64; Partner, Serious Entertainments, pp. 222-225. 
330 EH, III, pp. 302-307; EH, V, pp. 358-359; EH, II, pp. 3-5. 
331 Kelly, Faces of History, p. 90. 
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recording events might allow the pattern to be visible to future generations.332 

Orderic recognised his own limitations in reflecting on contemporary events for 

example when he lamented, ‘This noble mother and her children, who have been 

favoured by fortune, but whose ultimate fate is at present hidden from me’.333  It was 

not, as Chibnall suggested, Orderic’s ‘eagerness to understand the ways of God 

through experience of the created world…’ that was the ‘driving force behind his 

work’; rather, it was a wish or responsibility to record events that future generations 

might understand.334  

Far from being full of divergent purposes, the purpose of the EH is the recording of 

information for posterity in all its guises. That this is the purpose that unites the 

various books of the EH will now be further explored through discussion of the work’s 

audience.  

3.3  Audience 

It is in many ways impossible to detach the purpose of a text from its intended 

audience.  Discussion of the audience for a text may be considered under two 

headings, the implied audience and the hypothetical audience. The implied audience 

is the audience deduced from the text, either through the author’s explicit reference 

to his audience or ‘extrapolated from the text’ by identifying a style or part of the 

content which implies a certain readership.  The hypothetical audience, ‘constructed 

from the social and historical knowledge of the time’, is those readers who had 

                                                             
332 Kelly, Faces of History, p. 127. 
333EH, VI, pp. 44-45. 
334 Chibnall, EH, I, p. 44; EH, III, pp. 212-213; EH, IV, pp. 106-109; EH, V, pp. 4-9, 192-193; EH, VI, pp. 
8-13, 182-183. 
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reason to come into contact with the text.  These readers may have been an 

unintended audience for the writer.335 

The implied audience 

Something of the implied audience for EH can be read from Orderic’s explicit 

references to his readers evident in his prologues and epilogues and in extradiegetic 

interjections scattered throughout the text.  As discussed above, the most basic 

entries are a series of references to ‘us’, ‘we’, ‘our’ which aligned Orderic’s collective 

identity principally with the monks of Saint-Évroul but also possibly with a broader 

audience of Normans in Normandy.336   

Beyond the idea of collective identity there are a number of more explicit 

extradiegetic interpolations about audience. By far the most common are generic 

references to readers of the future, or ‘future generations’ as Chibnall translates 

posteritas throughout.337  (A similar translation is used in the two places in the text 

where Orderic uses the phrase ad notitiam futurorum, of future renown.)338  This 

supports the idea that Orderic’s core purpose in writing the EH was to pass on events 

or sources to future generations. Indeed, Orderic is explicit in this aim,   

                                                             
335 Terms adapted from literary criticism and used with various definitions by various critics, my use 
of ‘implied reader’ is closest to W. Booth, The rhetoric of fiction (Chicago: University of Chicago 
Press, 1961).  However I believe Orderic’s references to audience sit more comfortably within the 
category of ‘implied reader’ than Booth’s alternative ‘inscribed reader’.  ‘Hypothetical audience’ 
from S. Chatman, Story and Discourse: Narrative Structure in Fiction and Film (Cornell: Cornell 
University Press, 1978).    
336 See section 1.2 above. 
337 For example, EH, I, pp. 130-133, EH, II, pp. 24-25, 150-151, 258-259, 292-293; EH, III, pp. 24-27, 
48-49, 136-137, 212-213; EH, IV, pp. 44-45, 104-105, 120-121, 312-313, 332-333; EH, V, pp. 190-191, 
358-359; EH, VI, pp. 282-283.  There are 58 uses of the word in the text. 
338 My translation. EH, V, pp. 358-359. 
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holding for certain that, just as I gladly read the narratives of my 

predecessors, so my younger contemporaries and those yet unborn will be 

eager to learn the events of this present age.339 

There is, although notably much less commonly, within the extradiegetic 

interpolations a suggestion Orderic is writing for a specifically monastic audience, 

and particularly for the monks of Saint-Évroul.  This audience has been much 

discussed, and historians are largely in agreement that Orderic designed EH at least 

in part for use in his own monastery.340  References in the prologue and epilogue to 

Book V say explicitly that this book aims to ‘bring profit or pleasure to some of the 

servants in the house of God’ and is ‘recorded for the information of the monks who 

will labour in the Lord's field after us’.341   

References to ‘novices’ are another way Orderic underlined his intention to write for 

future generations, i.e. the novices of today will be the monks of the future. As in, ‘I 

wish now to give a brief account of the properties of the church of Saint-Évroul, so 

that alms given in faith may be brought to the knowledge of the novices and when 

they make use of them they may know when and by whom they were given, or sold 

at a price’.342 Elsewhere references to boy [puer] are part of the modesty trope, 

Orderic argued his work was so simple as to be most suitable for children, ‘Now an 

old man, I write the deeds of kings and bishops; I, a sexagenarian, make them plain 

to the novices’.343   

                                                             
339 EH, II, pp. 258-259. 
340 EH, I, pp. 36-37. 
341 EH, III, pp. 5-7, 210-211. 
342 EH, III, pp. 122-123; also EH, II, pp. 258-259. 
343 EH, VI, pp. 9-10. Also ‘something which may give pleasure to my ordinary fellow-students’ 
(simplicibus sinmatitis) EH, I, pp. 130-131.  The modesty trope in EH is extensively discussed by 
Smalley, Historians in the Middle Ages, pp. 87-88. On the link between the concept of puer and 
oblates in monastic sources, see I. Cochelin, ‘Pre-thirteenth century definitions of the life cycles’ in I. 
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There is some evidence that Orderic envisaged or at least hoped part of his audience 

would be educated, to be engaged in the kind of literary community discussed in 

chapter 2, the sort of audience Cicero might have defined as learned [doctus] or 

intelligent [intellegens].344  Orderic was explicit in this hope when he said, ‘I neither 

compose a fictitious tragedy for the sake of gain, nor entertain cackling parasites with 

a wordy comedy, but truly record events of different kinds for studious readers’.345 

Elsewhere he relied upon his readers to draw conclusions based on them being 

studious [studiosus], intelligent [intellegens], sophist [sophists] or gifted readers 

[Lectoribus ingeniosis].346  More tentatively it could be suggested that Orderic’s 

concern that his work be subject to the ‘scurrilous attacks’ of ‘denigrators’, suggests 

he anticipated an audience informed enough, about events perhaps, but 

alternatively about what History should sound like, to compose a successful attack.347 

And (as mentioned above) in several places Orderic asserted himself as the successor 

of notable earlier historians; this device only worked if his readers knew these earlier 

authors.348  The most explicit assertion of Orderic’s hopes for an audience of this kind 

is in the prologue to Book I, 

I firmly believe, following the prognostications of earlier writers, that in time 

someone will come with greater understanding than myself, and greater 

capacity for interpreting the various events taking place on earth, who will 

perhaps derive something from my writings and those of others like me, and 

                                                             
Cochelin and K. Smyth eds., Medieval Life Cycles: Continuity and Change (Turhout: Brepols, 2013), p. 
8.  
344 Wiseman, Clio’s cosmetics, p. 34. Cicero suggested this audience would have recognised the 
rhetorical tropes used by the author and appreciated the work for its rhetorical craftsmanship. 
Cicero, Brut, 187. 
345 EH, IV, pp. 106-107. 
346 My translation. EH, VI, pp. 12-13, 386-389. 
347 EH, III, pp. 214-215. 
348 E.g. EH, II, pp. 2-3.   
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will graciously insert this in his chronicle or history for the information of 

future generations.349    

The nature of Orderic’s sources and models will be further discussed below, but it is 

notable here to say that Orderic saw himself as a successor to a pan-European 

historical canon, Pohl has noted Orderic’s interest and focus on the exchange of 

manuscripts ‘fostered through institutional, or sometimes personal relationships’.350 

Orderic’s extradiegetic narrative reflects the idea that a similarly pan-European 

literary audience could be expected for his work.    

Beyond Orderic’s explicit references to his audience, it has been suggested that 

something of his ‘implied audience’ can be postulated from the content of the work 

and its style.  As has been discussed above, passages from Books III and IV have been 

cited to evidence that Orderic was writing for the monks of Saint-Évroul and 

addressing a temporal need by providing a record of the monastery’s 

endowments.351  Alan Cooper, who placed Orderic very firmly in the English canon, 

saw the audience as English, or Anglo-Norman; he suggested that the larger purpose 

of the work ‘sought to understand the Norman conquest, giving their audience an 

understanding of what went wrong, and teaching a generation of Normans born in 

England about the land they inhabited’.352 Much has also been made of the quantity 

of so called secular material in the EH.  Chibnall argued this material, with its echoes 

of the chansons, was designed to be recognisable both to the monastic community 

                                                             
349 EH, I, pp. 132-133. 
350 Pohl, Dudo, pp. 69-70. 
351 EH, III, pp. 24-27, 122-123, 260-265. 
352 Cooper, ‘Timorous historians’, p. 48.   
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of Saint-Évroul (many of whom were raised as knights and only later became monks), 

but also to a secular audience; 

he wrote in part for monks of the knightly class who had been familiar with 

such things from boyhood; but he wrote also for secular knights, in the hope 

of moderating their brutality and directing their swords to the service of 

God.353 

Others have countered this argument and correctly cautioned that what presents to 

us as secular, may well not have seemed that way to Orderic.354 

The style of writing in EH is in many ways typical of the time it was written.  It reflects 

a move away from the high style of earlier works and it has been suggested that 

Orderic thought there was a truthfulness to a simplicity of style, it fitted with his 

biblical idea of writing.355  For Albu, it ‘forshadows new trends in Norman historical 

writing, which will culminate in the vernacular romance histories’.356  Due to its 

rhythmic quality and large number of speeches, Roger Ray suggested it was designed 

for reading aloud, for entonement at lectio divina and maybe at collatio, or even 

divine office.357  This would further support the extradiegetic interpolations cited 

above that tells us the monks of Saint-Évroul were at least one of Orderic’s implied 

audiences.  

The hypothetical audience  

It should be recognised, beyond any audience to which Orderic makes an explicit 

reference, there is a larger potential audience for the work and this hypothetical 

                                                             
353 Chibnall, ‘General Introduction’, EH, I, p. 38. 
354 Ward, ‘Orderic Vitalis as Historian’, pp. 15-16. 
355 Shopkow, History and Community, p. 136. 
356 Albu, Normans and their Histories, p. 212. 
357 Ray, ‘Orderic Vitalis and his readers’, p. 21.   
For an opposing view see Shopkow, History and Community, p. 248. 
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audience will now be discussed.  As a work in Latin it is to Latin literacy that we turn 

first. 

In this period literacy was defined in terms of Latin literacy.358 Michael Clanchy’s 

broader definition of literacy is convincing and was followed by Chibnall.  Clanchy 

argued that there was not a binary opposition between literate and illiterate in the 

medieval world and large numbers of people had a degree of literacy, developed to 

serve a particular need.359  There was ever increasing Latin literacy among the laity 

in this period.360  The majority of secular knights and clerks existed in a state of semi-

literacy with some Latin, allowing for shades of understanding.361  The concept of 

reading in the medieval period was equally broad.  ‘Readers’ and ‘hearers’ were 

interchangable concepts and ancient and medieval writers expected their books to 

be read aloud.362  In light of Ray’s comments on style above, Chibnall suggested that 

the punctuation of EH which was ideal for reading aloud meant the audience of the 

work might be extended to laymen who understood spoken if not written Latin.363  

Shopkow extended this idea to suggest readers might also engage, if not literarily or 

aurally then, symbolically with texts, for example the placing of mortuary rolls on the 

altar as part of the liturgy.364  

Much has been made of a passage in the EH about the relationship between the work 

of the jongleurs and that of Latin narratives. 

                                                             
358 Shopkow, History and Community, p. 26. 
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361 EH, I, p. 37. 
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Jongleurs sing a popular song about him, but a reliable account, carefully 

written by pious scholars and reverently read aloud by learned readers for all 

the monks to hear, is certainly to be preferred to that.365  

This passage has been interpreted as a criticism of the vernacular.366  But that does 

not tally with Orderic’s treatment of vernacular languages elsewhere in the text.  

Shopkow pointed out that vernacular texts used as sources were given the same 

weight as oral testimony.367 Orderic was happy to use vernacular words where there 

was no better or more specific Latin term.368 And in the depiction of the conveyance 

of the relics of Evroul, Evremond, and Ansbert (often quoted by historians arguing 

for Orderic’s loyalty to the English saints) Orderic constructed a scenario whereby 

individuals mocking a vernacular get their comeuppance.369 Throughout the text 

Orderic implied writing in Latin expanded the audience for the work, extending the 

work’s potential audience. In brief, Orderic’s references to language in EH support 

Ian Short’s description of the Anglo-Norman realm and specifically the ‘permeability 

of England’s trilingual culture and the interaction between its different elements’.370  

This leaves us with a wide variety of people who would have been capable of 

engaging with Orderic’s text and a broad hypothetical audience.   

Orderic’s hypothetical audience, however, may have been limited by the number of 

manuscripts of EH in circulation in the Middle Ages.  There is a school of thought that 

argues the relative number of manuscripts of a text that survive provides an 

                                                             
365 EH, III, pp. 218. 
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approximation of its popularity.371  Caution should be used in using works which have 

limited impact in their own day as cultural barometers.372  It is true that there are a 

limited number of manuscripts surviving of EH, with no complete copy extant.373  The 

existing autograph volumes are lightly read and exhibit light marginalia.374 There is 

no extant continuation of Orderic’s work from Saint-Évroul and Orderic is never cited 

by name in the work of any other author before the sixteenth century.375   

Multiple reasons have been hypothesized for this lack of popularity.  EH was a 

‘lengthy work… difficult to copy and even keep together’, it was ‘too cumbersome’.376  

It had a ‘highly individual structure’ that was difficult to follow.  377  The work was 

written with no singular defined purpose, it was not officially commissioned and 

there was no patronage of the wider work.  Dissemination of Norman histories 

‘depended in large part on the ability of the historian to make his name and work 

known; patronage seems to have been crucial to the process’. Its use at Saint-Évroul 

was limited as history was not part of the dictated program of reading for a 

Benedictine monastery.378 Chibnall concluded that Orderic fell foul of changes in 

society after his death, which the work could not have anticipated: the rise of the 

new monastic orders, a secular audience sated by the new vernacular literature, the 

end of the Normans’ influence to be replaced by the Angevins about whom Orderic 

                                                             
371 Shopkow, History and Community, p. 218. 
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374 Shopkow, History and Community, p. 232. 
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is critical and the rise of Giroie and Grandesmil families about whom Orderic is 

negative.379  

But as Ian Short has argued, survival of history in only a few manuscripts is a typical 

survival pattern for the period; survival in multiple manuscripts is the exception and 

not the norm.  Survivals represent ‘an infinitesimal part of what was actually 

produced’ and ‘modern copies still extant rarely correlate with modern perceptions 

of the literary quality of the works they transmit’.380  Survival rates are not in direct 

correlation with popularity.  They may also be dependent on the history/ stability of 

the particular monastery where the text was written. A text may be popular for a 

short time and then be superseded. Loaning of texts was common and dispensed 

with the need for copying.  The lending of a popular text made it increasingly 

vulnerable to loss or damage and conversely unread texts have a better survival 

rate.381   

And in the case of EH, we know that at least one contemporary copy was made at 

Caen and individual treatises circulated separately.  Whilst Orderic’s work might not 

have been continued directly at Saint-Évroul he left his mark through the work of 

Wace and Robert of Torigny.382   Similarities between Wace’s work and Orderic’s had 

previously been attributed to a common source, but Chibnall established that Wace, 

educated at Caen, would have had access to at least the Caen manuscript of EH Books 

VII and VIII.383 Robert of Torigny continued Orderic’s version of William of Jumièges’ 
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Deeds of Dukes and authored a treatise on the new monastic orders inspired by 

Orderic’s.384   

Ultimately arguments over the reach of the EH and the size of Orderic’s 

contemporary audience can never be more than hypothesises.  What is important 

for the purposes of this thesis is that no historian is asserting the circulation of 

Orderic’s work was limited because of its lack of relevance to his contemporaries or 

because it was wildly misrepresentative of contemporary society.  Christopher 

Brooke’s succinct statement still stands, if something is read ‘by almost no one in its 

own day’ it can still be used as ‘an indication, a kind of thermometer of the 

temperature of the age’.385  Orderic repeatedly asserted he was writing posteris and 

as EH gained an audience from the nineteenth century and eventually became the 

inaugural text of the Oxford Medieval Text series, Orderic must be considered 

ultimately successful in his aim to record present happenings and pass them on to 

future generations.386  

3.4 Sources and models  

An awareness of our author’s models and sources is critical to our reading of the text.  

The Classical legacy that framed the concept of history for the medieval historian, 

distilled through the Christian values, has been discussed above.  There was 

undoubtedly no greater source or inspiration for Orderic’s work than the Bible and 
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the Gospels, which framed Orderic’s moral outlook and provided the context for his 

historical writing.387   

Beyond this, however, Chibnall noted that Orderic was unusual in having no singular, 

primary model for his work.388  Orderic’s careful choice of title for the work which 

might usually have offered an indication, is inconclusive because the Historia 

ecclesiastica echoes works by both the Roman historian Eusebius (c260-339), and the 

later English historian Bede (672-735).389  This has framed a debate as to which of 

these authors was the greatest influence on Orderic.  Shopkow suggested Eusebius 

provided the model for Orderic to include a life of Christ in his work, a model for the 

extensive citing of documents in EH and framed Orderic’s concern for the whole of 

Christendom whereas Chibnall suggested it was in fact Bede who inspired the Life of 

Christ in Book I. 390 Orderic’s approach to chronology and calculation of dates 

followed Bede’s methodology (albeit with mixed success) and the inclusion of 

multiple genres within one work, a mix of secular and sacred history was notably 

Bedan.391 Gransden also saw Bede as Orderic’s primary influence; Orderic borrowed 

Bede’s title, method, tropes, sources, and the ‘Orosian concept that history was the 

manifestation of God’s will on earth’.392  Orderic may have had the greater familiarity 

with Bede’s work having copied Bede’s Ecclesiastical History for the scriptorium at 

                                                             
387 EH, I, p. 52. 
388 EH, I, pp. 48. 
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Saint-Évroul (Rouen MS 1343).393  Yet, this by now familiar quote from the prologue 

to Book I of the EH suggests that Orderic saw no one model for his work, but rather 

he hoped to continue a model of historical writing that passed from Eusebius, to 

Bede, to himself and into the future. 

This we see achieved by Moses and Daniel and other writers of the 

Hagiographa; this we find in Dares Phrygius and Pompeius Trogus and other 

historians of the gentiles, this too we perceive in Eusebius and the De 

Ormesta mundi of Orosius and Bede the Englishman and Paul of Monte 

Cassino and other ecclesiastical writers.394 

Eusebius and Bede, as well as the Bible and church fathers acted as sources, as well 

as models for Orderic’s work. 395  Chibnall noted the influence of the Bible and church 

fathers like Augustine and Gregory the Great as a source for Books I and II and that 

the second part of Book I is copied from Bede with very few omissions and 

modifications.396   

The selection of sources speaks to the intent of our author and the purpose of his 

work and a close comparison between EH and its antecedent sources allows us to 

determine how he amended and interpolated earlier texts and suggest to what ends.  

The sources used in EH can be identified in a number of different ways – the 

definition of ‘implied’ and ‘hypothetical’ used above might also be relevant here.  

There are a number of sources and models explicitly listed by Orderic in the text.  

Other sources, not mentioned, might be inferred from a close reading of the text.  

These might be termed ‘implied sources’.  Hypothetical sources are those which we 
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know Orderic had access to in the library at Saint-Évroul or in the libraries of affiliated 

house and the monasteries to which Orderic travelled.   

To turn first to the sources hypothetically available to Orderic. Central to our 

understanding of the works available to Orderic is the extant twelfth century library 

catelogue from Saint-Évroul, the later listings added in Orderic’s hand.397  Chibnall, 

however, identified a number of works of which Orderic made extensive use such as 

Isidore’s Etymologiae that are not listed.398  Pohl has shown that although Orderic 

lists Dudo of Saint-Quentin’s Historia Normannorum as a source, Saint-Évroul did not 

receive a copy of the text until after Orderic’s death, thus he must have viewed the 

manuscript elsewhere.399   It is hypothesized then that Orderic viewed manuscripts 

at other monasteries he visited during the course of writing EH.400  Furthermore, 

Rozier reminds us of the limitations of book list knowledge, as works were often 

bound together and has identified this is the case at St Évroul where there are extant 

saints’ lives from the twelfth century which do not feature on the list.401 And we have 

seen above how Classical ideas were disseminated to twelfth century historians 

through the works of late Antiquity and the early Middle Ages.  So caution must be 

applied. Whilst this approach might prove Orderic had access to one source, it cannot 

prove beyond doubt he did not have sight of another.  

When discussing implied sources it is possible to be more conclusive.  Orderic is 

generally explicit in referencing the sources he uses in EH, for example using the Vita 
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Guillelmi; ‘And since I have happened to mention St William, I will now insert a brief 

account of his life in this book.  I have found it very hard to come by in this region, 

and a true account of the life of such a man will delight many’.402  These 

acknowledgements make up a notable category of the extradiegetic interjections in 

the text.403   

Delisle recognised 50 literary sources in EH and Orderic is said to be remarkable in 

the breadth of his reading.404 The literary sources he used were many and varied; 

Dudo of St Quentin, Eadmer’s Vita Anselmi, French annals, Gesta Romanorum, Vita 

Ebrulfi, Geoffrey of Monmouth’s History of the Kings of Britain, Nennius, John of 

Worcester, David Bishop of Bangor.405  Paul the Deacon was Orderic’s primary source 

for Lombard history.406  William of Jumièges’s Liber Pontificalis provided the model 

for the biographical series of the archbishops of Rouen in Book V and his Gesta 

Normannorum Ducum was used selectively through Books III and IV.407 In many 

instances Orderic took just one story, or event, or aphorism from a source before 

moving on but there are three sources from which he quotes at length: William of 

Poitiers’ Gesta Guillelmi provided the framework for Orderic’s narrative of the 

Norman conquest in Books III and IV; much of his writing on the early history of Saint-

Évroul came from a (late and unreliable) saint’s life; and Baudry of Bourgueil’s 

                                                             
402 EH, III, pp. 218-19. 
403 Extradiegetic interpolations acknowledging sources e.g; EH, II, pp. 246-7, 302-5, 258-9, 322-5; EH, 
III, pp. 48-9, 66-9, 218-9, 266-7, 282-3, 290-1, 346-7; EH, IV, pp. 54-57, 312-3; EH, V, pp. 120-1, 194-
5, 198-9, 252-3, 298-300; EH, VI, pp. 126-7, 140-1, 150-1, 380-3, 386-9. 
404 Gransden, Historical Writing in England, p. 160; Delisle, ‘Notice sur Orderic Vital’, p. lvii; Shopkow, 
History and Community, pp. 137, 201. 
405 See EH, I, p. 60; Shopkow, History and Community, pp. 160-161. 
406 EH, I, p. 58 
407 EH, I, p. 60. 
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Historia Ierosolimitana was the principle source for Orderic’s crusade history (the 

whole of Book IX).408   

Comparison between the EH and what remains extant for these three sources allays 

concern that the insults we are reading in Orderic’s work are actually the work of 

earlier authors copied verbatim.  Only in the case of Baudry of Bourgueil (EH Book IX) 

is this the case.409  This is useful because it means that we may be confident that the 

majority of insults in Orderic’s work are of his own invention.  It is notable that across 

the sample, the number of insults in Book IX is fewer than those in other books and 

this perhaps points to a peculiar rhetorical use of insult by Orderic which would 

warrant further investigation in a comparative study.  

There is a smaller number of extradiegetic interpolations in the EH where Orderic 

made reference to sources without drawing any content from them.  In places this 

served to signpost readers to other literary works.410  But in other instances Chibnall 

attributed these interpolations to Orderic’s lack of knowledge of a source, suggesting 

he knew them only through exempla or as a quote within an earlier historian’s 

work411  In citing such sources Orderic might have been trying to demonstrate literary 

credentials beyond his actual capability.412 But the citations also served to frame the 

EH as a work of history, and Orderic as a historian and they were frequently used as 

                                                             
408 EH, I, p. 60; Chibnall, World of Orderic Vitalis, pp, 148-149. 
409 For a comparison of the two texts see D. Roach ‘Orderic Vitalis and the First Crusade’, Journal of 
Medieval History, 42, 2 (2016).  The insults Orderic lifted verbatim from Baudry occur EH, V, pp. 33, 
47, 75, 87, 109, 113, 117, 147. 
410 EH, II, pp. 166-7, 280-1, 296-7; EH, VI, 382-3. 
411 EH, I, p. 63. 
412 Shopkow, History and Community, beginning p. 137. 
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a shorthand to suggest something was so old as to be universal; ‘a town called 

Tarragona in ancient books’ [urbem quae Terracona in antiquis codicibus].  

Saints’ lives were a significant source for Orderic’s history, and their inclusion can 

certainly be seen as consistent with Orderic’s purpose to preserve texts for posterity.  

Chibnall read Orderic’s lament at the lack of miracles in his own age as a sincere 

preoccupation with society’s moral decline.413  But it could also be read in the context 

of Orderic defining (possibly excusing) his work of history against the Vita sancti (as 

discussed above). Documentary sources – charters of donations, pancartes, early 

annals – are both used as sources and included in the body of the EH line with the 

work’s purpose to preserve information for posterity.414 

In many of his extradiegetic references to his sources, Orderic also explains to the 

reader how he has treated the source;  

John, archdeacon of Bari, has vividly described how and by whom the 

translation was carried out. I have been able to take extracts, albeit 

somewhat hastily, from his account, and to include a record of this glorious 

event in my modest work, for the information of scholars who are not familiar 

with John's writings, if they should ever chance to cast their eyes over mine.415    

Most often this made reference to an abbreviation, if not explicitly as above, then 

with the use of the verb suffire, to be enough, or with qualifiers such as ‘few’ [paucus] 

and short [breviter].416  Pohl has previously noted Orderic’s understanding that 

omission and abbreviation of earlier sources was central to the preservation of 

                                                             
413 Chibnall, World of Orderic Vitalis, p. 38. 
414 EH, I, p. 65. 
415 EH, IV, pp. 54-57. 
416 EH, II, pp. 24-5, 30-1 (suffit), 130-1, 150-1, 166-167 (pauca), 246-7, 270-1, 298-9, 322-5, 338-9; 
EH, III, pp. 218-9 (breuiter); EH, VI, pp. 202-3, 438-9, 536-7. 
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memory.417  But elsewhere Orderic emphasised that the text was included in full.418  

At times Orderic glosses the text to explain that an omission in the earlier text stops 

him saying more; ‘I am uncertain whether the count of Saint-Giles mistook the road 

through ignorance, or whether he misled his compatriots through malevolence in 

pursuit of vengeance’.419  Or to explain the style of writing has been changed.420 Or 

to explain and justify interpolations into earlier texts; ‘The writer of his life does not 

name the monastery in which Evroul took refuge, so I think it proper to leave a brief 

record for others of what I have learnt on this subject from the lips of older men’.421  

Chibnall has noted that biblical exegesis, and particularly the Augustinian ideas about 

the gospels, influenced Orderic’s treatment of his secular sources and Orderic’s 

treatments often reconciled conflicting sources and grouped related episodes to 

follow a line of interpretation.422  The numerous extradiegetic interpolations 

detailing the varied treatments of sources suggests Orderic’s approach to his sources 

was not passive.  This is typical of the twelfth century where ‘medieval historians 

were apt to ‘improve’ or conflate most authorities they copied’.423  Yet it is significant 

to note that where Orderic changed or modified a source he was careful to highlight 

that fact.   

Chibnall saw Orderic as part of the first generation of historians who relied on 

primary oral evidence.424  Prior to beginning EH Orderic had already demonstrated 

                                                             
417 Pohl, Dudo, pp. 13-14. 
418 EH, III, pp. 300-7. 
419 EH, V, pp. 334-5. 
420 EH, IV, pp. 312-3. 
421 EH, III, pp. 226-7. 
422 EH, I, pp. 49-54. 
423 Galbraith, Historical Research, p. 41. 
424 Chibnall, Debate on the Norman Conquest, p. 3. 
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his interpolation of oral testimony into a written source in his work on William of 

Jumièges Gesta Normannorum ducum.425  However, Orderic always privileged the 

written over the oral.  Oral testimony was often used to supplement a written 

work.426  Notably in a number of instances Orderic included information about 

people of whom he had first-hand experience, but he preferred where possible to 

cite himself and his earlier writings rather than claim authority as an eyewitness.427  

There are various places in EH where Orderic recognised the vagaries and limitations 

of oral testimony that things might be forgotten, mistakes might be made or events 

open to interpretation.428 Orderic is particularly wary of oral testimony as evidence 

for numbers; ‘I cannot here record the number slain for certain, since I was not there. 

Those who were there were too much occupied with killing to count, and went back 

only to take the spoils of the dead.’429  This preference for written sources over oral 

testimony is hardly surprising in light of Orderic’s core purpose and preoccupation, 

to preserve information for posterity through writing (discussed above).    

Where Orderic did cite oral testimony he adhered to expectations for the treatment 

of such sources coming to the medieval historian from the Classical world.  

Preference was given to eyewitness account and where the author himself could not 

be present then the witness of others was valued.430  

                                                             
425 EH, I, p. 78. See also van Hout’s conclusions on an incident at Alençon, ‘van Houts, ‘The origins of 
Herleva’, p. 401. 
426 E.g. Book IV and the eyewitness interpolations into the account of Baudry of Dol, EH, V, pp. 34-35, 
52-55, 282-283. 
427 EH, II, pp. 350-51; EH, III, pp. 256-9; EH, IV, pp. 144-145,336-337; EH, VI, pp. 142-143, 326-327, 
488-489. 
428 Forgotten: EH, IV, pp. 240-243; EH, VI, pp. 274-275. Mistakes: EH, III, p. 322-323. Varying 
interpretations: EH, VI, pp. 226-229. 
429 EH, V, pp. 350-351.  Other e.gs of Orderic’s concern over verbally reported numbers: EH, V, pp. 
336-337; EH, VI, pp. 240-241, 456-457, 546-547. 
430 Kempshall, Rhetoric, p. 183. 
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These are the things I have learned about the fortunes of the Christians who 

live in exile in the east for the sake of Christ Jesus, and I have written them 

down truthfully for the information of future generations just as I heard them 

from those who were present.431  

The truth of the testimony was based not on the probability of the event in question 

having occurred but on the reliability and impartiality of the eyewitness.432  Reliability 

was asserted by trustworthiness, religious vocation could offer a shorthand for 

trustworthiness, but where clerical or monastic testimony was not available Orderic 

was careful to establish the trustworthiness of an eyewitness by reference to their 

behaviour; ‘I learnt all that I have related from his own mouth, and because he is a 

trustworthy man of upright life I have no hesitation in believing him'.433 Old age was 

also seen to make for a reliable witness.434  Many witnesses are more convincing than 

a single witness; 

In the previous winter torrential rains fell, and unusually high flood-waters 
swept through the homes of men.  The inhabitants of Rouen and Paris and 
other citizens and peasants can testify to this, for they felt to their cost the 
harm done to their homes and crops by the raging torrents of the overflowing 
Seine.435   
 

Furthermore, witnesses were sometimes named, potentially allowing readers who 

knew the men in question to make up their own mind as to the reliability of the 

evidence or else verify it directly.436   

                                                             
431 EH,  VI, pp. 136-137. Also: EH, III, pp.328-329; EH, V, pp. 110-111; EH, VI, pp. 74-75, 424-427. 
432 Partner, Serious Entertainments, p. 117; Gransden, ‘Prologues in the historiography’, p. 56. 
433 EH, IV, pp. 260-261: Also: EH, II, pp. 18-19; EH, IV, pp. 24-25; EH, V, pp. 222-223, 284-285; EH, VI, 
pp. 72-73, 438-439. 
434 EH, II, pp. 338-339; EH, III, pp. 226-267, 282-283, 290-291, 328-329, 344-345.  In one instance 
Orderic tells us that he has got his information from the eyewitness testimony of a twelve year old 
boy, perhaps offering this information to the reader so they might draw their own conclusions about 
the reliability of the witness? EH, VI, pp. 440-1. 
435 EH, VI, pp. 226-7, 296-7. Also: EH, III, pp. 158-159,194-195. 
436 EH, V, pp. 18-9, 28-9, 34-5, 52-5 (although Orderic’s interpolations into Baudry’s text of these 
names might be interpreted as trying to establish the validity of his eyewitnesses, it could also speak 
to the need to record for posterity these names and their actions in the crusade.  Not least because 
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The idea of verification of oral testimony was one which preoccupied Orderic. In 

seeking to verify oral testimony Orderic brought another ‘type’ of evidence into play, 

that of material culture and the built environment.  Roach rightly identified material 

culture as a source in the EH and observed that the recording of stories and 

information about objects and places chimed with the work’s core purpose of 

recording information for posterity less it be lost.437 But Orderic also used material 

culture to verify oral testimony.  For example, that William, abbot of Caen, ‘had the 

body of St Romanus, archbishop of Rouen, translated from his own church to the 

cathedral with splendid ceremonies and reverently placed it in a reliquary of gold and 

silver, thickly encrusted with precious stones' is evidenced by a reliquary of that type 

being found at the cathedral.438 References to the epitaphs on tombs are not only 

verifiable, but also allow Orderic to revert to some extent to his preferred written 

evidence.439  In three places, Orderic is explicit about why material evidence is cited; 

Visible evidence of the truth of my statement is provided by the new basilicas 

and numerous churches recently founded in villages all over England.440 

In using material culture in this was Orderic followed the rhetorical rules of fides 

where by saying something known to be true by your audience, increases the 

likelihood they will believe the things you tell them which are not verifiable in any 

                                                             
of the spiritual immunity afforded by the Truce of God movement afforded to those who went on 
crusade.) EH, VI, pp. 72-73, 122-123. 
437 D. Roach, ‘The Material and the Visual: Objects and Memories in the Historia ecclesiatica of 
Orderic Vitalis’, Haskins Society Journal, 24 (2014) pp. 64, 76-77. 
438 EH, III, pp. 24-25. 
439 EH, III, pp. 90-1, 136-7; EH, IV, 112-3, 164-5, 180-1, 304-5, 308-9; EH, VI, pp. 36-7, 38-9, 138-9. In 
addition, Pohl has suggested that Orderic had a broader personal interest in epitaphs, Dudo, p. 236. 
440 Narrationi nostrae perhibent euidens testimonium nouae basilicae et multa oratoria nuper 
condita per uicos Angliae EH, V, pp. 320-1; EH, IV, pp. 116-7; EH, III, pp. 268-9 
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way.441  Presumably it was commonly known, for example, that Archbishop John’s 

tomb was made of white marble.442  

Beyond his extradiegetic interpolations, Orderic also signposted to his sources in the 

prologues and epilogues of each book of EH.  As discussed in chapter 1 of this thesis 

in the prologue to Book III, Orderic discussed the early Norman historians Dudo of 

Saint-Quentin and William of Jumièges and then within Book III (as Chibnall 

identified) drew from these sources.  In the prologue to Book IX discussion of the 

crusade historian Baudry of Dol, signposted his forthcoming contribution to EH.  

Orderic introduced his use of place and material culture as a source in the prologue 

to Book IV when he spoke of ‘the churches’ built by William I standing ‘as noble 

witness to his piety and generosity’.443  This use of prologues and epilogues to 

signpost sources conforms to Orderic’s broader approach to the structure of the EH, 

and it is to this we will now turn. 

3.5 Structure 

Historians have on the whole been critical of the structure of Orderic’s voluminous 

major work, seeing it as at best ranging and at worst confused. Delisle benevolently 

noted, ‘Ordericus had not the leisure required for digesting them into a consistent 

whole and arranging them on a regular and methodological plan’.444  Chibnall noted 

that Orderic had at times a lackadaisical approach to dating and compared his work, 

unfavourably, with Bede’s.445   

                                                             
441 Kempshall, Rhetoric, pp. 538-9. 
442 EH, III, pp. 22-23. Also EH, III, pp. 270-1, 276-7; EH, IV, pp. 112-3, 142-3, 330-1; EH, VI, pp. 38-39. 
443 EH, II, p. 190-1. 
444 F. Guiznot cited Delisle, ‘Notice sur Orderic Vitalis’, p. xxxix; similar opinions Albu, Normans and 
their Histories, p. 191; Gransden, Historical Writing in England, p. 161. 
445 EH, vol. I, p. 112. 
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However, there is an observable structure in Orderic’s work. Orderic approached 

chronology as a series of ‘ages’ often defined by reference to his sources; the Biblical, 

the Classical, the Church Fathers, the early medieval historians, his predecessor 

historians and events witnessed in living memory, and the present day.  He made a 

binary division between the past, and present ‘our times’ [nostris temporibus] a 

phrase used seven times in the work.446 This opposition spoke to the wider idea in 

the work of figura that a true understanding of events can only come to those 

reflecting on them from the future. 

In line with the definition inherited from the Classical world that history should relate 

events according to the order in which they happen, Orderic organised his history in 

a broadly chronological fashion.447  The primary structural level within EH is the 

division of the work into thirteen books. Analysed at a book level each book is 

subsequent to the previous one.  However, as Antonia Gransden noted, the writing 

of history was a literary form which allowed events to be ‘selected in order to suit a 

theme’.448  Within each book there is a secondary, thematic organisation (further 

discussed below) whereby Orderic followed a particular event or theme up to the 

present day before returning to his chronology. 449 Roach observed the importance 

of present day and specifically the phrase usque hodie in Orderic’s work, in 

comparison to his contemporaries.450 

                                                             
446 My translation. EH vol. II, pp. 192-193. 
447 Kempshall, Rhetoric, p. 74. 
448 Gransden, ‘The chronicles of medieval England and Scotland Part 1’, p. 130.  
449 Chibnall, EH vol. I, p. 52. Also recognised by Albu, Normans and their Histories, p. 191; 
450 Roach, ‘The Material and the Visual’, p. 69. 
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Analysed at book level, each book can be seen to have a primary theme.  At the 

beginning and end of most books the prologue and epilogue signposted the reader 

to the nature of this theme. So, the prologue to Book I defined history as a successor 

or subset of scripture or hagiographical writing and stated its importance for figura 

the understanding of God’s work on earth in the future.451  What followed in Book I 

was a juxtaposition of the Life of Christ, with a summary of temporal events, a list of 

Roman Emperors and some events from the history of the Lombards, Franks, English 

and Normans.  The prologue to Book III aligned the writing of history with the writing 

of hagiography and stated the next subject discussed would be ‘the deeds of the 

Normans’.  What followed was an early history of St Évroul (drawing on a Vita of the 

saint), the summary of two Vitae Sancti Iudoci and a collection of St Judoc’s miracles, 

juxtaposed with details of the Norman conquest of England.452  

There is evidence that Orderic was sometimes forced to divide a growing quantity of 

material into multiple books when he had originally envisaged one. 453  Here Orderic 

made a chronological subdivision, choosing a significant date to mark the break and 

making this clear to his reader.  For example at the end of the seventh book; ‘Here 

with the King’s death it is fitting to conclude the seventh book of the history of Saint-

Évroul.454   

                                                             
451 EH vol. I, pp. 130-133. 
452 EH vol. II, pp. 2-3. 
453 Chibnall, EH vol. I, p. 47. 
454 EH vol. IV, pp. 108-109. Also EH vol. IV, pp. 380-381. 
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Where Orderic was not able (for whatever reason) to be entirely consistent in his 

schema he apologised to his readers.  In Book VIII after inclusion of a verbal citation 

of a charter ending in a list of witnesses, he commented: 

They were present when Robert entered the church and placed his gift of 

these things on the altar. I have touched very briefly on the gifts which Lord 

Robert granted to the church of Saint-Évroul, and I beg my judicious reader 

not to turn away with a sneer if I follow up the original purpose of the work I 

have undertaken in my narrative as occasion permits.455  

The apology is not for the nature of the material included, but for including it here, 

in the wrong place.  There is an intentional logic to Orderic’s subdivision of the EH 

into books. 

A thematic approach to organising material can also be seen in EH at an inter-book 

level.  Chibnall observed how biblical exegesis had influenced Orderic’s use of 

sources, placing accounts of the same events next to each other.456  This analysis 

could be extended to explain Orderic’s tendency to strengthen a given theme in his 

narrative by including next to each other – in a parataxical arrangement – a number 

of different events or occurrences which speak to this larger idea.457 For example, in 

Book XIII incidents of a heavy snow, a flood, a drought, a whirlwind, a thunderstorm 

and a fire were recounted in a series of incidents about natural disasters,  this was 

followed by an account of the death of Robert II Normandy and a Welsh rebellion.  

The broader them is of divinely inspired devastation.458  

                                                             
455 EH, IV, pp. 136-139. 
456 Chibnall, EH, I, p. 51. 
457 A similar description of structure in medieval narratives is described Partner, Serious 
Entertainments, p. x 
458 EH, VI, pp. 435-443. 
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A thematic approach allowed Orderic to link disparate events from different 

geographical areas, so Orderic follows discussion of the Normans poisoning Alan 

Count of Brittany, with another story of poisoning, an abridged life of Maurilius of 

Mainz who ‘was so much hated by the sinful monks for the severity of his discipline 

that he found poison in a cup prepared for him’.459   

Thematic association also allowed Orderic to insert material – which seemingly does 

not warrant inclusion as it adds little to the forward movement of the narrative – but 

which is essential to Orderic’s purpose of preserving important information for 

posterity.  For example, having spoken of Gerold of Avranches, who ‘made a 

collection of tales of the combats of holy knights’ including that of St William, Orderic 

was able to subsequently include a Life of St William and preserve this document for 

a Norman audience. ‘And since I have happened to mention St William, I will now 

insert a brief account of his life in this. I have found it very hard to come by in this 

region’.460  A story about Geoffrey of Corbonnais, included in the work as a record of 

a miracle at Saint-Évroul (but also potentially to ensure commemoration of 

Geoffrey’s alms giving) was linked to a biography of Abbot Warin by the fact of 

Warin’s ‘very real love and deep respect for this man [Geoffrey] because of his 

boundless devotion to God’.461  After speaking of Earl Waltheof Orderic was able to 

include a Life of St Guthlac composed for the Abbot of Crowland abbey (and thus 

make this document available to a Norman audience) ‘since Earl Waltheof was a good 

friend and brother of the abbey of Crowland.462 

                                                             
459 EH, III, pp. 88-89. 
460 EH, III, pp. 218-219. 
461 EH, III, pp. 246-347. 
462 EH, II, pp. 322-325. 
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Whilst this multi-layered and thematic structure served a number of useful rhetorical 

purposes for Orderic it also necessitated careful signposting to ensure the reader 

followed the direct of the text.  Orderic used his prologues and epilogues to this ends. 

Already with God’s aid I have completed two books in which I have given a  

brief account of the refoundation of our house and its first three abbots, with 

some other events of that period, truthfully recording what I had laboriously 

learned from the oldest monks.  Now I shall embark on a third book, beginning 

in the year of our Lord 1075, and treating of my own abbot and the 

community of Saint-Évroul and the events that took place for the next twelve 

years, up to the death of King William.463 

Throughout the body of the text a large number of extradiegetic interjections also 

deal with signposting.  At its most simple this was with the verb ‘to say’ [dico] 

sometimes combined with a prefix like supra- or prae- these phrases occur around 

80 times in the text and the same function is also achieved less commonly with other 

verbs such as to report [refero], to note [nota] and [to remember] memori.464  

Elsewhere Orderic made more extensive references to what is coming next, ‘I wish 

now to give a brief account of the properties of the church of Saint-Évroul’.465  A 

particular subcategory of these interjections drew the reader back to the course of 

the narrative after a digression; ‘Leaving these things I will continue with the thread 

of my narrative’.466  Orderic’s seeming apologetic tone after a number of significant 

digressions has been used as evidence for the lack of structure in his work.467  

                                                             
463 EH, III, pp. 6-7.  See also, EH, I, pp. 132-133; EH, II, pp. 188-189, 360-361; EH, III, pp. 6-7, 210-211, 

360-361; EH, IV, pp. 336-337; EH, IX, pp. 6-7. 
464 My translation: dico e.g: EH, III, pp. 153, 158, 183, 199 etc; refero e.g. EH, II, p. 150; nota e.g. EH, 
III, p. 189; memori e.g. EH, IV, p. 209. 
465 EH, III, pp. 122-123. Also; EH, III, pp. 166-167, 200-201, 246-247, 252-253, 288-289; EH, IV, pp. 
170-171; EH, V, pp. 220-221; 228-229, 268-269, 300-301 
466 EH, VI, pp. 228-229.  See also; EH,  II, pp. 30-31, 130-131, 246-247; EH, III, pp. 348-349; EH, IV, 49-
50, 276-277; EH, V, pp. 200-201; EH,  VI, 44-45; 154-155. 
467 E.g. Rozier, ‘The Importance of Writing History’, p. 210. 
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A little while ago I began the subject-matter of my book with the church of 

Saint-Évroul; but I have surveyed the wide kingdoms of the earth like on 

caught up in a trance; I have flown hither and thither in my speech and, 

traversing many of them, I have prolonged an extensive digression.  But now, 

weary, I return to my bed, which is Saint-Évroul, and will give a simple account 

of some things concerning us at the end of this book.468 

But digression had legitimate Classical precedent, and Orderic’s apologies would be 

better interpreted an example of pathos and not evidence for Orderic’s failure to 

control his source material as he would have liked. 

The structure described above is consistently applied throughout the books of the 

EH.  Thus, the structure of the work further speaks to Orderic having a largely 

consistent purpose for writing the EH.  It is true that Orderic had more material than 

he had anticipated necessitating additional books, but this need not detract from the 

idea of a consistent purpose.  A handful examples from the extradiegetic 

interpolations speak explicitly to the idea Orderic organised his material to a pre-

conceived plan; for example, ‘I hope, God willing, to describe more fully in a later 

book’.469   

And in the prologue to Book I, written at the end of his authorial project, Orderic 

reflected that the new events which take place every day should be ‘systematically 

committed to writing to the glory of God’. 470 This was the task he as author of the 

EH had undertaken 

                                                             
468 EH, IV, pp. 336-337. 
469 EH,  IV, pp. 118-9. See also; EH, III, pp. 94-7, 242-3; EH, IV, pp. 120-1; EH, V, pp. 76-7, 314-5; EH, 
VI, pp. 358-9. 
470 EH, I, pp. 130-131. 
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3.6 Conclusion  

In the writing of EH Orderic Vitalis had one purpose, to record and pass on knowledge 

of important words, deeds, and men to future generations.  This was what Orderic 

thought the writing of history was.  His approach was informed by a Classical 

inheritance which he absorbed through the work of the church fathers and earlier 

medieval writers.  He wrote the work for the monks of Saint-Évroul but envisaged a 

potential wider Norman audience, secular as well as ecclesiastical, living across the 

expanded Norman world.  To this end he drew information from an almost uniquely 

broad range of sources.  He organised his material using both a chronological and 

thematic structure to ensure the greatest quantity of material was preserved.  The 

Classical inheritance for the writing of history gave Orderic and his imagined audience 

a set of shared tools and conventions with which to create and navigate the EH. This 

shared knowledge was supported by Orderic’s constant extradiegetic interpolations 

which left the reader in no doubt as to his intentions as an author.   

In creating a work of the size, scope and complexity at the EH Orderic gave to future 

historians a well-rounded picture of the Norman society in which he wrote through 

which many facets of society might be studied.  In the next chapter of this thesis we 

will discuss what the EH might tell us about insult in the twelfth century society in 

which Orderic lived.   
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4: Insult in the Historia ecclesiastica   

 

4.1. Introduction  

Deservedly the men, who had fought against unarmed, simple folk and had 

not spared them out of fear of God, afterwards found valiant and warlike 

champions when they did not seek them, and often heard from the knights 

they encountered such mocking and derisive words as these: 'Come on 

knights! We are not cowled and tonsured monks, but knights in armour 

challenging you to do battle.  We are your brothers in arms; you should see 

what we can do.' They were often shamed by taunts of this kind; many of 

them received hard blows and died, so that some of them were brought to 

repentance by the downfall of others.471  

In this incident, Orderic described insults thrown at the men of the Norman lord, 

Richer of Laigle.  The incident being described was close to Orderic’s heart and to the 

purpose of his work because the monks who had been attacked were those of 

Orderic’s own monastery of Saint-Évroul.  The animosity began on the 18 May 1135 

when Robert Bouet, an archer in Richer of Laigle’s retinue, led an unprovoked attack 

on the monastery.  The townspeople of Saint-Évroul rushed to the monastery’s 

defence capturing the attackers and hanging Bouet and six others. In vengeance 

Laigle ‘set fire without warning to […] eighty-four houses’ in the town.  The monks of 

Saint-Évroul prostrated themselves at the feet of their attackers, suing for peace and 

offering to pay compensation for Bouet’s death, but ‘blinded with wrath’ Laigle’s men 

then turned on the monks and went so far as to attack the monastery church. The 

insult Orderic imagined was one of cowardice, it was thrown at Laigle’s men by their 

fellow knights [miles], perhaps, we could infer, in the context of future military 

engagement. Orderic left his readers in no doubt that the insults and abuse the men 

of Laigle subsequently received were deserved in light of their actions.  

                                                             
471 EH, VI, pp. 459-463. 
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This chapter provides a survey of insult in EH.  It analyses the dataset of 355 

references to insult identified by a line-by-line reading of the text as already outlined 

in 1.3.  It asks: what served as an insult and what were the most common themes of 

the insult in Orderic’s narrative; who was involved in the exchange of insult; and in 

what contexts did insult occur? This chapter establishes that reading insult in EH can 

tell us something about the society in which the work was created.  It points to 

further research questions and provides background to the deeper analysis of insult 

later in this thesis.   

Methodology 

Some of the methodological difficulties of the thesis particularly with identifying 

insult in the narrative have already been discussed above, however, there are further 

specific difficulties associated with the categorisation of insults in the sample which 

need to be addressed here.472   

Some instances of insult in the EH explicitly state the nature or type of the insult and 

these instances form the basis of the analysis in section 4.2.  The types of insult 

occurring the EH are categorised into a number of themes. In the majority of cases 

one incident is made up of various insults. Here each element of the insult is recorded 

separately under the relevant theme.   

Orderic’s hermeneutical commitment, which resulted in many synonyms being 

employed to convey the same idea precludes a purely linguistic categorisation of 

insult in this study.473  For example, softness [mollis], tameness [mansuetus], 

                                                             
472 See ‘methodology’ 1.3 
473 Orderic’s hermeneutical character see Chibnall, EH, I, 101; M. Lapidge, ‘The hermeneutic style in 
tenth-century Anglo-Latin literature’, Anglo Saxon England IV (1975), pp. 67-111. 
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sleepiness [somnolentus] and idleness [deses] were used by Orderic at different times 

to convey an associated group of character traits or behaviours which conveyed 

weakness and laziness.  These references were grouped in the same theme for the 

purposes of analysis.474   Conversely some words used in insult invoke multiple 

signifiers.  Mollis also had a homosexual subtext for the Anglo-Norman historians 

which might have also seen it categorised with other insults which more explicitly 

reference sexual deviance.475 Certain categories of insult such as insults based on 

physiology or on animalistic allusions include insults which referred to a variety of 

features, or to different animals whilst remaining part of the same general theme.476  

Some insults in the EH were based on gestures without recourse to explicit Latin 

words at all.  The mother of Ranulf Flambard, bishop of Durham (c1060-1128), who, 

Orderic recounts was a known sorceress with only one eye, was frequently mocked 

with gestures for this association.477  There are also instances where the type or 

nature of the insult is not explicitly stated by Orderic but is inferred.  As illustrated by 

the example which opened this chapter, cowardice is also often not mentioned 

explicitly but is still implied.478 The most famous accusation of cowardice in the EH is 

perhaps the description of those who fled the battle of Antioch and were 

                                                             
474 My translation. EH, IV, pp. 115, 157; EH, VI, pp. 35, 47. 
475 R. Sharpe, ‘Appendix: The prefaces of Quadripartitus’ in G. Garnett and J. Hudson ed., Law and 
Government in Medieval England and Normandy: Essays in honour of Sir James Holt (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 1994) p. 153 n. 25. 
476 Physiology: EH, II, pp. 23, 263, 357; EH, III, pp. 135, 347; EH, IV, pp. 115, 185, 279; EH, V, pp. 215, 
225; EH, VI, pp. 71, 77, 267, 293, 313, 433. Animalistic: EH, III, p. 107; EH, V, p. 113; EH, VI, pp. 113, 
34, 441. 
477 Mater uero Flambardi quæ sortilega erat, et cum demone crebro locuta ex cuius nefaria 
familiaritate unum oculum amiserat in alia naue cum filii thesauro sui per pelagus in Neustriam 
ferebatur, et a sociis ibidem pro scelestis incantationibus cum derisoriis gesitibus passim 
detrahebatur. EH, V, p. 313. Another e.g. of a woman accused of sorcery: EH, VI, pp. 53-55. Another 
example of gestural insult occurs in an interpolation by Orderic in the Gesta Normannorum Ducum 
when the inhabitants of Alençon beat furs in mockery of the occupation of William I’s maternal 
grandfather as an embalmer, van Houts, ‘The origins of Herleva’, pp. 400-402. 
478 EH, VI, p. 201 
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subsequently insultingly referred to as ‘clandestine rope-dancers’.479  At the defence 

of Falaise, Orderic described how the captain of the knights Richard de Lucy insulted 

Geoffrey of Anjou: 

Every day, throwing open the gates, he showed off the daring of the besieged 

to taunt the besiegers; since those inside had an ample supply of food and 

weapons he challenged the enemy derisively to attack.480 

In nowhere in this instance is the adjective foolish [insipiens] used but Geoffrey of 

Anjou’s stupidity at attacking a well-resourced garrison is still a theme of the insult.481   

A second difficulty with the categorisation of insult relates to the distortion of the 

sample by Orderic’s repeated references to a limited number of key characters.  

Although there are 27 references to cruelty [crudele] and savageness [atrox] in the 

sample, it must be recognised that the frequency is somewhat distorted by the seven 

references to Robert of Bellême.482  References to laziness, weakness or softness 

occurs 22 times in the text, but this frequency is distorted by the fifteen instances 

which relate to Orderic’s characterisation of Robert Curthose.483  This distortion need 

not be problematic if it is accounted for in the analysis of the data (see chapter 8) but 

it does mean the absolute numbers of instances of each type of insult are not 

particularly useful.   

                                                             
479 EH, V, pp. 99, 325; EH, VI, p. 19 
480 EH, VI, p. 527 
481 Elsewhere in the text references to insipiens EH, IV, p. 93; solidum EH, III, p. 315. 
482 EH, II, p. 49; EH, IV, pp. 159, 299-303; EH, V, pp. 227, 235; EH, VI, pp. 31, 179 On Robert of 
Bellême see: Louise, La seigneurie de Bellême, pp. 387-404. 
483 E.g. EH, IV, pp. 127, 147, 157-9, 163, 221, 287; EH, V, pp. 27, 301; EH, VI, pp. 35, 47, 63 Bill Aird 
has argued that Orderic’s low opinion of Robert Curthose was a result of his loyalty to Henry I and 
his seeing the violence which affected Saint-Évroul during Robert’s rule, Aird argues for a more 
moderated view of the duke: Aird, Robert Curthose, p. 9. 
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In order to paint a realistic picture of the nature of insult in the EH categorisation 

must be based on more than linguistics, but this unavoidably results in a 

categorisation process which is to some extent subjective.  Nevertheless some form 

of categorisation is necessary to begin to discuss the type of insults Orderic used and 

to allow us to analyse what this means for Norman society in more detail later in the 

thesis.   

In section 4.3 the analysis focusses on the context of insults occurring in the EH; who 

was involved in insult and when and where did it occur.  Here the methodology draws 

on the sociolinguistic theory that all language is situational. Sociolinguists established 

that different groups within a society can be expected to speak differently.484  

Ethnographic studies, for example of bilingual communities and dialects, concerned 

themselves with the conscious or unconscious strategies groups within a society 

might use to employ one register or another according to situation.485  Historians 

developed these theories and suggested that the nature of these groups and the way 

they use language might differ over time, and as such tell us something specific about 

the society under study.486  

There are many instances within the dataset where we learn something about who 

is involved in an incident of insult and these instances form the basis for analysis in 

the first part of section 4.3.  In many instances in the EH one of the parties involved 

in the incident of insult is not known.  For example, the monks at Cluny lament they 

are being called usurpers, but do not specify by whom: ‘The truth is that we are called 

                                                             
484 Fishman, ‘Who speaks What Language to Whom and When’, pp. 15-33 
485 Gumperz, Discourse Strategies, pp. 30-37. 
486 Burke, Burke and Porter, The Social History of Language, p. 5. 
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usurpers and suffer much unjust abuse because we resolutely protect from 

plunderers the endowments given to us by the faithful for the love of God’.487 

Elsewhere the perpetrator of the insult is not specific enough to record, as in the case 

of the insult of the hostage Peter Leonis, handed to the Pope Calixtus at Rhiems in 

1119, by ‘aliique plures’.488 There are also a limited number of instances not included 

in this table which can be said to involve ‘the populous’ (as defined by Peter Burke).489  

For example, an instance of a mummer insulting a saint, townspeople insulting a 

group of monks and mercenary troops insulting the lords who employed them.490  

These groups are potentially very different in character and nothing stands to be 

learnt from grouping them together so these insults are also excluded from the 

analysis. Only the 130 instances of insult, where the person doing the insulting and 

being insulted are both specified by Orderic, are included in the analysis.   

Context for insult has been less discussed in the historiography.  The quantity of 

insults in the EH where the context is explicitly stated is also smaller than the samples 

for type of insult, or persons involved in insult.  However, some general observations 

on the context for insult maybe inferred from the original dataset and these are 

discussed in the second half of 4.3. 

4.2 What? The types of insults in the EH  

Having used the methodology outline in 1.3 to create a dataset of insult; the first 

analysis considers the types of insult in the EH and offers a categorization.   

                                                             
487 EH, VI, p. 271 
488 EH, VI, pp. 267-9. 
489 P. Burke, ‘What is the history of popular culture? II’, History Today, 35, 12 (December 1985) p. 1.   
490 EH, III, pp. 319, 339; EH, VI, p. 29. 

http://www.historytoday.com/archive/history-today/latest
http://www.historytoday.com/archive/history-today/volume-35-issue-12-december-1985
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Results 

Table 1: Insulting associations occurring more than once within the EH  

Nb. An asterisk denotes those themes which might owe a debt to the theory of vice 

see below. 

Types of insult by 
theme 

Occurrences References 

Disloyalty or 
treachery* 

33 EH, II, 219, 257, 285, 301, 315, 349; 
EH, III, 19, 101, 103, 103, 215, 311, 
313, 315; EH, IV, 6-9, 15, 21, 47, 83, 
99, 129, 133, 153, 159; EH, V, 249, 
335; EH, VI, 27, 79, 91,123, 271, 
333, 353. 

Lawlessness or 
criminality 
 

28 EH, II, 135, 237, 247, 313, 361; EH, 
III, 99, 149, 209, 315, 361; EH, IV, 
25-7, 133, 159, 243, 313; EH, V, 33, 
251, 309; EH, VI, 48, 63, 117, 193, 
243, 285-7, 313, 433, 459-463, 473  

Cruelty   25 EH, II, 15, 49, 49, 135, 269, 345, 
351; EH, III, 133, 137, 149, 209; EH, 
IV, 15, 25-7, 41, 99, 159, 213, 299-
303; EH, V, 227, 235, 311-313; EH, 
VI, 31, 117, 179, 498 

Foolishness or stupidity 
 

25 EH, II, 53, 89, 227, 269; EH, III, 99, 
107, 201, 257. 287, 311, 315; EH, 
IV, 93, 115, 157-9, 195; EH, V, 289, 
309, 331; EH, VI, 95, 149, 205, 221, 
359, 527, 535 

Pride * 23 EH, II, 55, 155, 319; EH, III, 15, 19, 
103, 133, 183; EH, IV, 75, 93, 111, 
123, 279, 299-303; EH, V, 227, 281, 
289; EH, VI, 77, 321, 359, 409, 459, 
523 

Sexual deviance * 23 EH, II, 21, 57, 201, 247, 261-3; EH, 
III, 87, 103, 107; EH, IV, 6-9, 35, 
159, 179, 189-91, 261; EH, V, 201, 
309; EH, VI, 53-5, 99, 215, 281, 
313, 381 

Love of worldly 
pleasures * 

22 EH, II, 21, 49, 55, 65, 131, 247, 261-
3, 265; EH, III, 15, 21, 103, 201, 
217, 257, 329; EH, IV, 99, 111, 171-
3, 179; EH, V, 309; EH, VI, 99, 321, 
359  

 

Laziness or weakness * 
 

23 EH, III, 21, 107; EH, IV, 83, 111, 
115, 127, 147, 147, 157-9, 163, 
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193, 195, 221, 287; EH, V, 27, 215, 
301, 349; EH, VI, 23; 35, 47, 63, 97 

Animalistic 
associations  

18 EH, II, 117, 195, 217, 295, 301, 305, 
315, 361; EH, III, 107; EH, IV, 6-9; 
25-27; EH, V, 113, 235, 349; EH, VI, 
113, 349, 441, 473 

Physiological 
abnormality 

17 EH, II, 23; EH, III, 135, 347-361; EH, 
IV, 115, 185, 263, 279, 357; EH, V, 
209, 215, 225; EH, VI, 71, 77, 267-
269, 293, 313, 433. 

Crafty or cunning 
 

17 EH, II, 15, 49, 99; EH, III, 347-361; 
EH, IV, 27, 31, 99, 159, 133; EH, V, 
235, 249, 275, 311-313; EH, VI, 29, 
115, 433, 503  
  

Greed or covetousness 
* 

16 EH, II, 137, 145, 215, 261-263, 269; 
EH, III, 179, 183; EH, IV, 21, 25-7, 
75, 159, 175, 243; EH, V, 309; EH, 
VI, 245, 433 

Cowardice * 11 EH, II, 57, 219; EH, IV, 195, 199; EH, 
V, 99, 325, 349; EH, VI, 19, 201, 
415, 459-63 
 

Disturbing the peace, 
troublemaking, 
warlike, fierce 
* 

10 EH, II, 301; EH, III, 347-361; EH, IV, 
47; EH, V, 25, 213, 301, 331; EH, VI, 
221, 245, 455;  

Evil or wicked 
 

9 EH, III, 149, 311, 347-361; EH, IV, 
25-7, 153, 299-303;  EH, V, 335; EH, 
VI 261, 459-463; 

Ambition * 9 EH, II, 237; EH, III, 183; EH, V, 25, 
331; EH, IV, 41, 99, 153, 171-3, 243 

An association with 
magic or paganism 

8 EH, II, 227, 245; EH, III, 347-361; 
EH, IV, 25-7; EH, V, 109, 313; EH, 
VI, 53-55, 411;  

Liar or deceiver *  7 EH, II, 349; EH, III, 103, 347-361; 
EH, IV, 41, 243; EH, V, 47; EH, VI, 
261 

An attack on the family 
or kin group  

6 EH, II, 313; EH, III, 149, 313; EH, IV, 
83, 85, 153. 

Blasphemy * 5 EH, IV, 25-7; EH, V, 109, 195; EH, 
VI, 63, 285-7 

General rudeness 5 EH, II, 301, EH, III, 207, 243; EH, V, 
333; EH, VI, 293 

Shamelessness 3 EH, II, 269; EH, IV, 125; EH, VI, 53-
55 

Madness 3 EH, III, 35, 99, 103, 
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Gender inversion 3 EH, II, 57; EH, V, 289; EH, VI, 65-7 

Rustic ignorant  3 EH, VI, 351; EH, IV, 25; EH, V, 97 

Mercenary 3 EH, VI, 351, 473. 

 

As discussed above categorisation unavoidably obscures trends and variations within 

each individual theme. For example, within the category of physiological Orderic’s 

insults largely focus on shortness and stoutness, with only a minority of insults which 

focussed on appearance to suggest foreignness or rusticity.491  The majority of 

Orderic’s animalistic insults make reference to animals in the dog family; comparison 

was made with dogs, wolves or foxes.  Other animal references draw predominantly 

on biblical analogies, for example references to the untrustworthiness of serpents or 

the idea of the wanton cow.492 The categories of ‘cruelty’ and ‘foolishness’ include 

both incidents where the insult was linked to a specific deed; for example, when King 

Baldwin’s treatment of his hostages rendered him cruel [crudele].493 Or else where 

cruelty was seen to be an inherent part of an individual’s natura; some individuals 

were accused of having an inherently cruel or foolish temperament, or peoples of 

being an inherently cruel race.494  Greed was frequently used by Orderic as a 

metaphor for expansionist lords or peoples.495  It was elsewhere linked to physiology 

through the specific accusation of gluttony.496  Orderic’s treatment of John of Rheims 

                                                             
491 For the diversity of features EH, III, p. 135; EH, IV, pp. 263, 357; EH, IV, p. 279; EH, V, p. 215; EH, 
VI, p. 77; EH, VI, pp. 267-269, 293, 433. For an etomology of rustici ‘deliberately vague members of 
the agricultural world’ see Gowers, ‘996 and all that’, p. 83. 
492 EH, III, p. 107, EH, IV, pp. 25-7. Serpents: Matthew 3:7, 23:33. Wanton cow: Proverbs 7:22.  
493 EH, VI, p. 117 Other examples of facta. Cruelty: EH, IV, p. 41; EH, V, p. 227. Foolishness: EH, II, pp. 
53, 227, 259; EH, III, pp. 107, 201, 257; EH, IV, pp. 93, 115. 
494 Cruelty: Countess Helwise EH, IV, p. 159 or Gilduin of Dol, EH, VI, p. 498, the Romans, EH, IV pp. 
25-27, the Normans, EH, IV, p. 15. Foolishness: EH, II, pp. 53, 227, 259; EH, III, pp. 107, 201, 257; EH, 
IV, pp. 93, 115 
495 EH, II, pp. 137, 145, 215; EH, III, p. 183; EH, IV, pp. 21, 25-7; EH, V, p. 309; EH, VI, p. 245 
496 EH, II, pp. 261-263; EH, IV, pp. 159, 75 
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epitaph for Peter of Maule shows that these two ideas were not always mutually 

exclusive: 

He loved giving alms and gave freely; but he shrank from fasting, and so 

abhorred it that he avoided it as far as possible.  He was lavish with his 

promises, and sometimes alienated valuable property at a very low price. He 

was greedy and generous at one and the same time...497 

Categorisation also obscures the common sequencing or association between one or 

more category.  The most prevalent category ‘disloyalty’, in the main, references a 

breach of loyalty owed to a superior, be it lord, abbot or father.498  However, a subset 

of this theme was the more specific accusation of treachery against the crown.499 

Orderic frequently associated the  theme of disloyalty with the second most 

prevalent theme in the sample, accusations of criminality. The majority of the 28 

references of criminality were described by Orderic in general terms such as 

references to general wickedness [facinus] and criminal actions [crimen], or acts, 

such as taking spoils [spolio].500  But at some times Orderic made accusations of the 

specific crimes of homicide, theft and usury.501   

Analysis 

In other studies of historic insult analysis has often been predicated on the idea that 

the most common themes within the insult of any given society reflect ‘common 

                                                             
497 EH, III, p. 179. 
498 EH, II, pp. 257, 285, 301, 349; EH, III, pp. 19, 101-3; EH, IV, pp. 6-9, 15, 21, 83, 153, 159; EH, V, pp. 
249, 335; EH, VI, pp. 79, 91,123, 271, 333, 353-355  
499 EH, II, pp. 219, 315; EH, III, pp. 215, 313; EH, IV, pp. 47, 99, 129, 133; EH, VI, p. 27 
500 My translation. EH, II, pp. 135, 237, 247, 361; EH, III, pp. 99, 149, 209, 315; EH, IV, pp. 159, 243, 
313; EH, V, pp. 33, 251,; EH, VI, pp. 63, 117, 193, 285-7, 313, 433, 459-463, 473 
501 Homicide; EH, II, p. 313; EH, IV, p. 133. Theft; EH, III, p. 361; EH, IV, p. 25-7; EH, VI, p. 243; EH, V, 
p. 309; EH VI, p. 193. Usury; EH, III, p. 361; EH, VI, p. 48. 
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social anxieties’.502  According to this methodology the categories listed above might 

be seen to list the social anxieties, if not of twelfth-century society at large, then at 

least of a Benedictine monk in a Norman monastery and perhaps the audiences he 

anticipated for his work.  Yet, as discussed earlier in this thesis, there is a further 

difficulty which presents when working with narrative sources: to what extent were 

these the social preoccupations of our author versus the preoccupations of the 

literary genre, or literary inheritance within which he was writing?   A revision of the 

existing methodology for the study of insult might be necessary when studying insult 

in the narrative.  

A useful starting point for the analysing the prevalence of different types of insult in 

medieval narratives might be drawn from the literature on vice and virtue.  From 

Classical beginnings, late antique writers and early church fathers such as Gregory 

the Great and Alcuin developed a theological and literary genre that presented and 

discussed a system of moral construct loosely based around the deadly sins and their 

opposite virtues.503 Medieval authors of the twelfth century such as Orderic were 

acutely aware of these favourable and unfavourable behaviours, regardless of direct 

contact with specific texts.504   

The types of insult observed in the EH which might owe a debt to the theory of vice 

are marked with an asterisk above.  Some themes such as pride [superbio] 

                                                             
502 Moogk, ‘”Thieving buggers”’, pp. 526-28. Moogk concluded that a common sensibility to family 
origins in his sample of insults reflected a society where few people knew the background of their 
neighbours. 
503 R. Newhauser, The Treatise on Vices and Virtues in Latin and the Vernacular, (Turnholt, Belguim: 
Brepols, 1993), pp. 55, 60-64.  
504 B. H. Rosenwein, Generations of Feeling: A history of emotions 600-1700 (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 2016), p. 90. 
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correspond clearly to specific vices.  But others such as the theme of disloyalty or 

treachery might also be considered linked to this particular vice as disobedience to 

one’s betters was considered a way of committing pride.505 It is possible to make a 

comparison between the types of insult in Orderic’s narrative and the pejoratives 

inherited from the literary canon of vice and virtue literature and look for points of 

difference.  These points of difference – those categories not marked with an asterisk 

– form the first part of this analysis. 

It is possible to explain some of the categories of insult which do not correspond to 

medieval vices by drawing anthropological commonalities with insult across other 

societies and eras.  The sociolinguist Edmund Leach identified a tripartite division for 

the categorization of obscenity: dirty words, usually references to sex and excretion; 

blasphemy and profanity; and animal abuse, in which a human being is equated with 

an animal of another species.506  Each of these categories of insult was represented 

in Orderic’s narrative.507 For example, in 1102 at a fortress some miles outside Jaffa, 

Orderic imagined King Baldwin exhorting his troops to action against the infidel by 

calling the enemy ‘cowards and idlers who rely on the craft of foxes and similar 

wiles’.508  Pejorative names in the text also included animalistic references.509  The 

second of Edmund Leach’s categories, blasphemy, occurs only 5 times in the EH; the 

                                                             
505 Newhauser, The Treatise on Vices and Virtues, p. 60. 
506 Leach, ‘Anthropological aspects of language’, p. 42.; the influence is clear for example in Garrioch, 
‘Verbal insults’, p. 110 and Dean, Crime and Justice, p. 114. Conversely, Moogk, ‘”Thieving buggers”’, 
p. 540, argues this categorization isn’t evidenced in his study of New France.   
507 Sex and excretion: EH, II, pp. 21, 57, 201, 247, 261-3; EH, III, pp. 87, 103, 107; EH, IV, pp. 6-9, 35, 
159, 179, 189-91, 261; EH, V, pp. 201, 309; EH, VI, pp. 53-5, 99, 215, 281, 313, 381; Blasphemy and 
profanity: EH, IV, pp. 25-7; EH, V, pp. 109, 195; EH, VI, pp. 63, 285-7 Animal abuse: EH, II, pp. 117, 
195, 217, 295, 301, 305, 315, 361; EH, III, p. 107; EH, IV, pp. 6-9; 25-27; EH, V, pp. 113, 235, 349; EH, 
VI, pp. 113, 349, 441, 473 
508 EH, V, p. 349. 
509 EH, II, pp. 117, 195, 217, 301, 305 
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references are to godlessness or profanity, for example when Serlo, bishop of Sées 

(d. 1123) accused the Norman lord Robert of Bellême (c1056 –after 1130) of being, 

‘Normannia prophanis subdita predonibus’.  However, it could be argued that the 

references to paganism and magic listed above should also be considered in this 

category.510  Where Orderic reflected insults which his audience observed in their 

everyday lives in his narrative, Orderic adhered to the combination of mimetic with 

didactic function which was expected of the historical genre in the medieval period.  

Using insults from everyday life increased their authorial authority as an eyewitness 

to events, and helped to create realistic character portraits in their texts.    

Beyond pejoratives inherited from the literary canon on vice and anthropological 

universals, some of the other categories of insult found in the EH appear to have a 

uniquely twelfth century character (at least as refracted through a Benedictine 

monastic chronicler).  A number of categories of insult might be said to reflect the 

honour based society in which Orderic lived (see chapter 7).  The insult of 

‘shamelessness’ has a particular potency as an insult when it occurs in an honour 

based society, where having shame might be viewed as a positive thing.511  The 

prevalence of references to disloyalty, cunning and accusations of being a liar also 

reflect a society which relied upon honour and reputation for its stability.  Being 

accused of being a mercenary was an insult as you had, in effect been bought, there 

was an implied an association with greed or wish for money, but a mercenary was 

also an individual who was outside the honour codes which governed military 

                                                             
510 Godlessness EH, IV, p. 25-7; EH, V, pp. 109, 195; EH, VI, p. 285-7. Profanity EH, VI, p. 63 
511 S. Pattison, Shame: Theory, Therapy, Theology (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2000), p. 
151. 
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engagement and so might be seen as a dangerous social other (see chapter 8).  The 

insult which accused someone of being a mercenary was specific to a time and place 

where the duties owed to lords through service were increasingly formalized.512   

Another socially specific category of insult in EH were insults relating to a ‘love of 

worldly pleasures’; accusations which suggested an excessive love of property, 

games, hunting and hawking.513 This was different from the accusation of greed and 

is illustrated by an example from Orderic’s description of Gilbert Maminot (Bishop of 

Lisieux 1077-1101): 

A man of great learning and eloquence, he enjoyed an abundance of wealth 

and luxuries, but was a slave to his own desires and to bodily ease.  He was a 

great lover of leisure and repose, and continually engaged in every kind of 

dice game. Casual and negligent in his worship, he was a tireless devotee of 

hunting and hawking.  So he gave himself up to secular interests and activities 

all his life, right up to extreme old age.514 

Orderic was concerned with clerics leading a worldly life.515 But was also critical of 

the indulgence of secular knights and lords in temporal pleasures and luxury.516  This 

category of insults consistently made reference to hunting, hawking, feasting and 

dice games suggesting these were commonplaces within medieval narratives.  

Feasting’s association with greed is noted above.  Dice games have an association 

with gambling and a basis in biblical condemnations of gaming.517 But references to 

hunting were largely positive in the bible.  The association of hunting with 

temporality was Orderic’s.  Hunting was certainly not respectable for an elderly 

                                                             
512 M. Strickland, War and Chivalry (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1996), p. 233. 
513 EH, II, pp. 49, 55 
514 EH, III, p. 21.  
515 EH, II, pp. 65, 131, 247, 265; EH, III, p. 329; EH, IV, p. 99; EH, VI, p. 321. 
516 EH, II, pp. 261-3; EH, III, pp. 103, 201, 217, 257; EH, IV, pp. 111, 171-3, 179; EH, V, p. 309; EH, VI, 
pp. 99, 359; EH, III, p. 15 
517 I Cor. IV 6 
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bishop who was supposed to be quiet and respectable. Over-indulgence in temporal 

pleasures was part of a wider theme of Orderic’s work, that the earthly world is 

fleeting and individuals should be mindful of the world to come.  

Some categories of insult not representative of vice and virtue literature but found 

in the EH are common to other writings from across the longer medieval period and 

in multiple geographic areas.  Here it is possible to make a comparison between the 

way Orderic uses the category and the way it was constructed in other societies.  For 

example, insults concerning sexual deviance feature in many medieval societies and 

have been much studied thanks to their prevalence in the saga narratives of medieval 

Scandinavia and in the late medieval defamation records of the church courts. 

Preben Meulengracht Sørensen noted that the majority of insults in the sagas 

centred on accusations of sodomy.518 There are a limited number of insults based 

around the accusation of sodomy in the EH.  Whilst in the sagas this had a connection 

to gender inversion, the passive partner being equated with the female, in the 

Christian context of the EH, the insult is the accusation of a sinful act rather than an 

accusation of effeminacy.519  This supports Klaus van Eickels observation that 

Norman masculinity could and did exist without reference to sexuality.520  In the 

church court records of the early modern period accusations of adultery and sexual 

promiscuity were prevalent.521  There are also insults relating to adultery and sexual 

promiscuity within the EH.522  For example, Orderic tells us that the castle at  Old 

                                                             
518 Meulengracht Sørensen, The Unmanly Man, pp. 79-86. 
519 EH, II, p. 57; EH, IV, pp. 35, 189-191; EH, V, p. 201. 
520 K. van Eickels, ‘Gendered violence: castration and binding as punishment for treason in 
Normandy and Anglo-Norman England’, Gender & History, 16 (2004) p. 596. 
521 Sharpe, ‘Defamation and sexual slander’, pp. 11, 18, 20, 22. 
522 Adultery: EH, IV, pp. 6-9, 261; EH, V, p. 201. Sexual promiscuity: EH, III, p. 103; EH, V, p. 309; EH, 
VI, p. 313. 
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Rouen was called 'Mate-putain' or 'Whore-humbler' out of contempt for the 

Countess Hawise’.523  However, the most prevalent references to sexual deviance in 

the EH are general accusations of lust and particularly of clerical lust.524  This is again 

specific to the time and place Orderic was writing when recent reform had outlawed 

clerical marriage.  As a monk, Orderic was uniquely critical of clerical relationships 

and of clerical marriage in particular.525  

This methodology only goes so far; nearly half of the proposed categories of insult in 

the EH have a connection to vice as defined by the earlier vice and virtue literature.  

Yet, even where the categories of insult correspond to vices detailed in the literary 

inheritance of vice and virtue literature it is possible to use them to say something 

about medieval society.  As with all literary inheritances, medieval authors adopted 

and adapted expected norms to suit their own needs and times.  The selection and 

deployment of literary tradition was an active choice by authors and reflected their 

own preoccupations.  The prevalence of insults concerned with ambition within the 

EH serves as an example.  Although ambition was termed a type of pride by the 

literature of vice, Orderic’s decision to frame pride in this way within his insults 

speaks to a wider textual theme in his work; a specific and contemporary 

preoccupation of the author, a concern about the creation of a new Norman 

aristocracy and upward social mobility within society.526  

                                                             
523 EH, VI, p. 281 
524 EH, II, pp. 247, 261-263; EH, IV, p. 179; EH, V, p. 201; EH, VI, pp. 99, 381. Clerical lust: EH, II, pp. 
21, 201; EH, III, p. 87. 
525 On clerical reform see: C. N. L. Brooke, ‘Gregorian Reform in Action: Clerical Marriage in England 
1050-1200’, Cambridge Historical Journal, 12, 1 (Jan. 1956), pp. 1-21 
526 Chibnall, EH, I, p. 41.  
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Adaptation of the literary inheritance is also evident in Orderic’s work.  Those 

exhibiting the vice of sloth traditionally included those ‘not performing one’s 

duties’.527 Yet, Orderic’s use of this vice in his insults centres, not just on a failure to 

meet obligations dictated by duty or social standing, but also by the social norms that 

surrounded certain social interactions specific to the society in which Orderic and his 

audience lived.  For example, the failure to adhere to the social norms around 

hostage taking, hospitality and gift exchange.528  

Furthermore, Orderic drew from other literary traditions and used them alongside 

the literature on vice in his insults.  Orderic’s description of Robert, son of Roger of 

Mowbray might be categorised alongside other insults which focus on physiology; 

a man of great bodily stature, strong, dark and shaggy, bold and crafty, with 

an austere and melancholy countenance; more given to thought than to 

speech he scarcely ever smiled when he spoke.529  

Orderic’s insult also reflected the Classical idea that physiology showed something of 

internal character and he related Roger of Mowbray’s looks to his subsequent 

actions.530  

Many of the insults in the EH do not neatly categorize within the typology of vice but 

speak to more than one vice.  When William Repostal (d. after 1027) boasted at court 

of having seduced Osmund’s daughter the accusation against Osmund conformed to 

the vice of sloth; not performing his duties as a father in protecting his daughters’ 

honour.531  But the fact that William Repostal is insulted through the seduction of his 

                                                             
527 EH, II, pp. 23, 25, 45, 95, 237, 269; EH, III, p. 217; EH, IV, p. 99; EH, V, p. 29; EH, VI, pp. 215, 349. 
528 Hostage taking; EH, VI, pp. 207, 211. Hospitality: EH, II, pp. 15, 55; EH, IV, 213; Gift Exchange, EH, 
II, p. 319; EH, V, p. 147. 
529 EH, IV, p. 279. 
530 Kempshall, Rhetoric, pp. 177-185. 
531 EH, II, p. 57. 
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daughter shows a familial aspect to insults which move beyond the genre of vice and 

virtue entirely.  This example demonstrates the artificiality of separating the 

rhetorical influence from the social influence within the insults under study.  This is 

a point further illustrated when we turn from the types of insult included in the EH 

to the contexts in which they appear.  

 

4.3 Who? When? And Where? The contexts of insult in the EH 

In 130 instances of insult in the EH we learn who has insulted whom.  This is detailed 

in table 2 below.  In much of the existing historiography surrounding the study of 

insult it has been possible to clearly identify different voices within the sources and 

conduct analysis of different sections of societies on this basis. However, the range 

of voices suggested in Orderic’s narrative, refracted as they were through the pen of 

a Benedictine monk, are not nuanced enough to draw conclusions about the sort of 

insults employed specifically by different groups in society.   

Results 

Yet analysis of who is involved in insult within the EH does offer some other more 

general conclusions about how insult worked in twelfth century society and these are 

outlined below.
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Table 2: Detail of who is involved in the instances of insult in the EH 
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Kings
/ 
duke
s 

6 1
0 

2 4 3 2 0 4 1 1 Kings, EH, III, 101, 113; EH, IV, 87; EH, VI, 87, 97, 285-1; Lords, 
EH, II, 213, 283; EH, III, 97, 99; EH, IV, 93, 225-7; EH, VI, 197, 207, 
349, 415; Knights, EH, II, 213; EH, V, 349; Women, EH, II, 173; 
EH, III, 103; EH, VI, 215, 281; Cleric, EH, IV, 41, 99, 133; Abbots; 
EH, II, 95; EH, V, 289; Peoples, EH, II, 301; EH, III, 99; EH, IV, 83; 
EH, VI, 91; Saints, EH, II, 59; Other (the Pope) EH, IV, II. 

Lords 1
8 

1
9 

2 0 1 0 2 5 0 0 Kings, EH, II, 143, 213, 213, 313, 319, 359; EH, III, 101, 111, 207, 
315; EH, V, 109, 233; EH, VI, 89, 117, 353-5; EH, VI, 373, 445, 
523; Lords, EH, II, 15, 57, 309, 361; EH, III, 161, 195, 311, 313, 
347-61, 347-61, 347-61, 347-61; EH, IV, 83, 99-101, 123,192-3, 
243; EH, VI, 71,211; Knights, EH, V, 75; EH, VI, 159; Clerics; EH, 
VI, 297; Monks, EH, III, 243; EH, VI, 459-63; Peoples, EH, IV, 25-
7, 35, 37, 197; EH, V, 249 

Knigh
ts or 
lesser 

4 2 1
0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 2 Kings, EH, II, 213; EH, V, 259; EH, VI, 27-83; Lords, EH, V, 305, 
307; Knights, EH, II, 309; EH, IV, 25, 141-3; EH, V, 99, 303; EH, VI, 
25, 345, 351, 459-63, 527; Other (the infidel enemy), EH, V, 87, 
147. 
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noble
s 

Wom
en 

2 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 Kings EH, III, 103; EH, V, 325; Abbots EH, II, 55; Woman EH, IV, 
213 

Cleric
s 

2 1 0 0 4 0 0 3 0 0 Kings EH, IV 85, 249; Lords EH, IV, 153; Clerics EH, II, 19, 201, 
111; EH, VI, 261, 533; Peoples EH, II, 271, 279; EH, VI, 65-7 

Abbo
ts 

2 0 0 0 0 1 2 0 0 0 King, EH, II, 91, 99; Monks, EH, II, 43, 331; Abbots, EH, II, 115. 

Monk
s 

2 0 0 0 1 3 4 0 2 1 Kings EH, III, 107; EH, VI, 63; Clerics EH, VI, 293; Abbots EH, II 
53,69, 97; Monks, EH, II, 315, 339, 345; EH, III, 339; Saint, EH, II 
249; EH, IV, 69-71; Other (the Pope) EH, V, 195 
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Analysis – Who? 

Within the insults in Orderic’s narrative there were some types of insult that were 

restricted to, or largely targeted at, particular groups in society. Gender inversion 

was an accusation levelled only at men.  The accusation of being a mercenary was 

levelled only at knights (see further chapter 8).  Whilst insults aimed at particular 

groups might make reference to commonplaces, something can still be learnt about 

society from them.  For example, clerics are frequently insulted with reference to 

their ‘gluttony, carnal lusts and a fondness for worldly profits’ and this was something 

of a trope of medieval narratives.532 But it was a trope specific to monastic writing, 

in a post Gregorian reform world where authors were concerned with the separation 

of the spiritual and the everyday.533  Some of the insults contravene commonplace 

expectations.  The accusation of magic or superstition was not uniquely levelled at 

women, nor was the suggestion of craftiness or cunning.534 

Analysis of who was involved in the insults in Orderic’s narrative also cautions against 

the conclusion, made by some other historians of insult in other times and places, 

that the inverse of the insult is something desirable to society; that if insult is a vice, 

its inverse is a virtue.535 Monks were accused in Orderic’s insults of being too worldly, 

or else not worldly enough.536 Secular leaders were accused of cowardice but also of 

being too warlike.537  

                                                             
532 EH, II, p. 21. 
533 Brooke, ‘Gregorian reform in action’, pp. 1-21. 
534 E.g. Magic/superstition: EH, III, pp. 347-361; EH, V, p. 109; EH, VI, p. 411.  Cunning: EH, IV, pp. 27, 
99; EH, V, pp. 235, 249. 
535 For example, Moogk, ‘”Thieving buggers”’, p. 526.  
536 Too worldly: EH, II, pp. 45, 65, 265, 269; EH, III, pp. 81-3; EH, VI, pp. 459-463. Not worldly enough: 
EH, II, pp. 53, 65 
537 Cowardice: E.g. EH, II, pp. 57, 219; EH, IV, p. 195; EH, V, pp. 99, 325, 349. Too warlike: E.g. EH, V, 
pp. 213, 301, 331; EH, VI, 221, 245, 455. 
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As Table 2 shows, all groups in society are depicted engaging in insult, as both insulter 

and insulted.  This offers a small further piece of evidence against the now 

questionable idea that some sections of society are beyond honour and do not 

engage in honour politics.538   

As noted above, one of Orderic’s preferred categories of insult was ambition, which 

spoke to his concern with the creation of a new Norman aristocracy and his 

perception of upward social mobility.  Analysis of who was involved in the insults 

illustrates that many of the insults listed above – regardless of the various themes 

they might reference – were ultimately concerned with the contravention of social 

roles.539  It is at the heart of the insult in the pejorative name given to the cleric Ralph 

‘Ill-tonsured’ [malacorona] who got his cognomen, ‘because of his predilection for 

knightly sports and frivolities in his youth'.540  Elsewhere in the EH kings contravened 

their social role by acting independently of the advice they received.541 And, lords 

were seen not fulfilling the responsibilities of lordship through the profligate gifting 

of land, the extortion of the peasantry, abuse of the church or by ignoring accepted 

social conventions on the treatment of hostages (see further chapter 8).542   

Elsewhere the contravention at the heart of the insult was not of social role per se 

but of the social norms expected during interactions with others.  Most often this 

centred on not showing another the respect owed, for example, to a social superior, 

                                                             
538 An idea propagated by Peristiany, J. G. ed., Honour and Shame, p. 10. See also 1.2. 
539 EH, III, pp. 81-83; IV, pp. 313, 327 
540 EH, II, pp. 23, 29, 33, 63, 75, 105 
541 EH, II, p. 173 
542 EH, II, pp. 261-3, 285; EH, III, pp. 201, 217; EH, IV, p. 15; EH, IV, pp. 115, 159, 179; EH, V, p. 201; 
EH, VI, pp. 117, 207, 211, 349 
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lord, king or abbot, or to the vocation of monastic orders.543  When William I heard 

that the deposed abbot of Saint-Évroul, Robert Grandmesnil (d. c1082) was seeking 

papal intervention to restore himself to the monastery he angrily threatened to hang 

Abbot Robert by his cowl ‘from the top of the highest oak tree in the wood near-by’. 

544  This was a threat of violence, but it was also an insult.  The insult was based on 

the symbolic inversion of respect which would be due to a man of the cloth 

(represented by his cowl). Orderic often made references to family in his narrative, 

and the context or severity of the insults he imagined were heightened when they 

took place between family members.545  Insult was an inversion of the familial 

respect owed.   

In his study of personal confrontation Charles Phythion-Adams suggested two scales 

of social interaction, the ‘horizontal scale’, the acceptable distance between 

interacting people of different social groups, and the ‘vertical scale’, the acceptable 

division between who stood high, or bowed low in any interaction.546  Orderic 

predominantly depicted insult occurring between those of the same social group –

those who would be portrayed as close on Phythion-Adams’ ‘horizontal scale’.  This 

is perhaps not surprising as the likelihood or frequency of interaction is so much 

greater than between those from different social spheres. However, Orderic also 

depicts instances where insult occurs between an individual and their social superior, 

along Phythion-Adams ‘vertical-scale’.547  This is in line with the findings of earlier 

                                                             
543 EH, II, pp. 95, 319; EH, III, pp. 243, 257; EH, IV, p. 11; EH, V, pp. 117, 147; EH, VI, pp. 215, 459-463 
544 EH, II, p. 95 
545 EH, IV, p. 159. 
546 Phythion-Adams, ‘Rituals of personal confrontation’, pp. 69-73. 
547 E.g. EH, II, 143, 213, 213, 313, 319, 359; EH, III, 101, 111, 207, 315; EH, V, 109, 233; EH, VI, 89, 
117, 353-5; EH, VI, 373, 445, 523. 
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historical studies of insult which observed insults taking place between people of 

different social standing. 548 Where prosecution of defamation was enshrined by law 

higher penalties were payable to the insult of higher status persons.549  But it 

challenges the idea of insult as an ‘honour exchange’ which anthropologists and 

historians have observed can only take place between equals (see chapter 7).550  

                                                             
548 Dean, Crime and justice, p. 116; Moogk, ‘”Thieving buggers”’, p. 537 
549 Davies, ‘Anger and the Celtic Saint’, p.199. 
550 Pitt-Rivers, ‘Honour and social status’, p. 31; Miller, Eye for and eye, p. 120; D. L. Smail, ‘Hatred as 
a social institution in Late-Medieval Society’, Speculum, 76, 1 (January 2001), p. 104. 
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Analysis – When and where? 

Historiographically, research into the situational nature of insult has largely been 

focused on the public nature of insult. 551  Drawing on the language of the 

dramaturgical turn, the insulter and insulted might be termed actors, and the public 

nature of insult described by the presence of an audience.552  This notion of insult is 

supported by the study of insult in Orderic’s narrative.  There are a number of 

instances of insult in the EH where it is made explicit that the insult is made in 

public.553  For example, Orderic was careful to describe how Ansold of Maule 

admonished his unruly son ‘in the hearing of all, old and young, of both sexes’.554 

When William I refused the request of his son Robert Curthose to rule in Normandy, 

Orderic imagined the insult to Robert to be all the greater because of the public 

nature of the refusal.  Robert Curthose says, 'I will take service among foreigners, and 

see whether fortune's aid may win in exile the rewards so publicly [palam] and 

contemptuously denied me in my father's house'.555  

There are many other places where insult occurs in the EH in a place which whilst not 

explicitly described as public might be assumed to be so: for example, the insults 

which occured at Saint Waltheof’s tomb, a popular pilgrimage site; an insult which 

took place within the Norman lord Earl Roger’s tents, where we assume his followers 

would have been in attendance; or the insults which occurred at the dockside on the 

occasion of the fated voyage of the White Ship, where the young sons of Henry I 

                                                             
551 Burke, The Historical Anthropology of Early Modern Italy, pp. 81, 104; Labov, ‘Rules for ritual 
insult’, pp. 144-146, 156. 
552 E. Goffman, The Presentation of Self in Everyday Life (New York, 1959), pp. 15-66. 
553 EH, II, pp. 57, 213, 259; EH, III, p. 195; EH, IV, pp. 133, 153; EH, VI, pp. 83, 353-5 
554 EH, III, p.195. 
555 EH, III, p.101. 
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mocked the monks who had come to bless them.556 That is not to say that insults only 

occurred in public in medieval society.  Where there are two persons and the will to 

insult, insult may still take place. Instead, the preoccupation with insults delivered 

publicly in Orderic’s narrative is explained by the fact that the public location gave 

these insults greater social impact and as such they better served rhetorical purposes 

within the text (see chapter 5). 

Beyond the dichotomy of public and private, three specific recurring contexts for 

insults in the EH warrant discussion.  The first context is court, whether this is the 

King’s court, or the papal curia.  For example, at the trial of Bricstan where ‘The 

opposing party charged him with lying and made fun of him, for he was short in 

stature, somewhat corpulent, and had what one might call a homely face’.557  

Secondly, there is a group of contexts where insult intersected with other 

performative social phenomena such as gift giving and hospitality.558 Finally, insult 

frequently occurred in the context of battle, in the battle exhortations already 

discussed above, but also in the context of siege, and marking the symbolic end of 

battle.559 

The repeated appearance of insult in specific contexts suggests there were times and 

places where insult was tolerated, allowed, or even expected in medieval society.    In 

his study of feud Max Gluckman developed the idea that ritualized conflict ‘restrains 

the conflict from destroying the wider social order’.560  In the study of carnival some 

                                                             
556 EH, II, pp. 349, 361; EH, VI, p. 297. 
557 EH, III, p. 347-61. 
558 EH, II, p. 319, recognised as an insult by Chibnall note 2. 
559 EH, II, pp. 57, 213, 313; EH, III, p. 319; EH, IV, pp. 25, 35, 37, 87, 133, 141-3; EH, V, pp. 75, 87, 97, 
99, 109, 113, 117, 225, 259, 303, 307, 349, 371; EH, VI, pp. 25, 27, 29, 83, 159, 215, 281, 343. 
560 M. Gluckman, ‘The peace in the feud’, Past and Present, 8 (Nov., 1955), p. 1. 
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historians suggested that carnival was a time of ‘licensed disorder’ when social rules 

were suspended, this acted as a ‘safety valve’ serving to guarantee and affirm the 

social order which existed the rest of the year.561   Insults might be interpreted as a 

form of ritualized conflict designed to ultimately enhance social stability, but only 

when they occur in certain recognised contexts which society has afforded properties 

we might call ‘carnivalesque’.  

If insult is sometimes depicted as an accepted social interaction, there are other 

instances where Orderic explicitly condemned it. Orderic’s condemnation of insult is 

notably connected to the trading of insults during the specific points in the agrarian 

and/or liturgical year, for example, during Lent. Orderic related how insult was used 

by Robert of Bellême to exhort William I to act in defence of Norman holdings in 

Maine (February 1098):  

The tyrant, Robert was irked because he could not ravage the neighbouring 

fields indiscriminately. So, out of season [intempestivus], in January, he 

roused the king to action, goaded him with bitter words, and brought him 

with the Norman army to attack the castle in the beginning of February.562 

The insulting words were necessary in order for Robert to persuade the king to act 

contrary to convention which saw a suspension of the warfare during the winter 

months.  The inclusion of the detail that this took place out of season meant Robert 

of Bellême’s actions were not only warlike and ambitious (which as we have seen 

above are insults in their own right) but also offensive because they contravened 

social convention.   

                                                             
561 P. Burke, Popular Culture in Early Modern Europe (New York: Harper and Row, 1978), pp. 196-200  
562 EH, V, p. 233. 
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Elsewhere Orderic condemned Robert because ‘During Lent, a season when sinners 

are moved by God to abandon their sins and fearfully seek the remedy of penitence 

for past crimes, more than three hundred fettered prisoners perished in Robert's 

prison.’563  In this instance Orderic’s insult of Robert of Bellême was predicated on 

the idea that his behaviour was not appropriate to the time in the liturgical calendar.  

The Peace and Truce of God movement had from the tenth century sought to limit 

violence on certain days of the week and times of the religious year.564 Orderic’s 

insulting comment on Robert of Bellême is based on a shared understanding of this 

context with his audience. 

A final example shows an incident of insult which Orderic might not normally have 

condemned – occurring as it does at a time of warfare – but which he deems 

inappropriate because of the time of year it occurred.  After relations broke down 

between Henry I and his son-in-law Eustace of Breteuil, Eustace fortified his castles. 

Orderic described how in the face of this aggression and with the support of the 

townspeople Henry besieged the castle of Breteuil. The castle, held by Eustace’s wife 

(and Henry I’s illegitimate daughter) Juliana, surrendered to Henry I, but despite 

Juliana’s surrender Henry showed her no mercy insulting her thus; 

by the king's command she was forced to leap down from the walls, with no 

bridge or support, and fell shamefully, with bare buttocks, into the depths of 

the moat.  This happened at the beginning of Lent, in the third week of 

February, when the castle moat was full to overflowing with winter rains, and 

the frozen waters naturally struck numbing cold into the tender flesh of the 

woman when she fell.565  

                                                             
563 EH, V, p. 235. 
564 See below 7.2 
565 EH, VI, p. 215. 
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Orderic’s admiration for Henry I has been noted above, his support for the monarch 

in putting down a rebellion and in disciplining a family member could be expected, 

however, Orderic made it clear Henry’s insulting treatment of Juliana was 

unacceptable.  Central to Orderic’s demonstration of this disapproval was the 

inclusion of the detail as to when the incident took place.566 Again this insult relied 

on a shared acceptance between Orderic and his audience that there was a permitted 

(and vice versa inappropriate) time and context for insult.   

Such instances remind us that not all insult in the EH was ritualised.  Orderic depicted 

insult occurring beyond the contexts in which it might be tolerated or even expected.  

Insult was more than performative (see chapter 6).  Indeed there were some contexts 

– such as those above – where the nature of insult as ritualized violence could be 

inversed, insult in these contexts was not a lesser form of violence or a ‘safety valve’ 

but instead could be read as an act of social protest, the impact of the insult was 

heightened as it had occurred at a time of the Peace.  In his study of the 

‘carnivalesque’ Chris Humphrey suggested that the binary opposition between the 

carnivalesque as site of social protest versus a social safety valve is an artificial one.567 

Insult is itself a potential form of ‘carnivalesque’ by Humphrey’s definition – that is, 

‘activity which ‘conveys a sense of copiousness, abundance or transgression’.568  The 

study of insult stands to support Humphrey’s conclusion. 

                                                             
566 EH, V, pp. 233, 235; EH, VI, p. 215. 
567 C. Humphrey, The Politics of Carnival: Festive Misrule in Medieval Europe (Manchester and New 
York: Manchester University Press, 2001), p. 6. 
568 Humphrey, The Politics of Carnival, pp. 3, 6. 
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4.4 Conclusion 

This chapter has sought to survey the types and contexts of insult which can be read 

in the EH.  It has established that despite the influence of a literary inheritance and 

the presence of anthropological universals there is still much in Orderic’s insults  

which speak to the specific context in which the work was created.  Analysis of insult 

can tell us something about society.  This overview has raised a number of questions 

which will be explored in more detail later in the thesis; the suggestion that insult in 

medieval society was more than performative; the idea of insult as an ‘honour 

exchange’ and the understanding that insult was experienced differently by different 

sections of society.  Insults association with the rhetorical purpose of Orderic’s 

authorial project has also been alluded to and it is to the rhetorical use of insult within 

the narrative that we turn next.  
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5. Insult and rhetoric  

 

5.1 Introduction 

He approached the King as a petitioner and said, 'My lord king, whatever are 

you doing? This is an impious deed, derogatory to your dignity.  Is not all this 

land of Normandy, which you are ruining your own? Why, Rouen and the 

other citie, the villages and strongholds, lie open at your command; all the 

inhabitants, rich and poor alike, obey you and having no other lord, revere 

and love you.  Who gave you this ill-conceived counsel, to destroy your own 

domain and slaughter your industrious people with the sword of the wicked? 

Only one who was demonstrably an ill-wisher, disloyal to your royal majesty, 

could have urged you to devastate your own provinces with fire and 

sword'.569  

In this extract Orderic imagines a speech made by Bernard the Dane – a Norman lord 

– to King Louis of France.  King Louis was trying to consolidate his hold in Normandy 

following the death of William I.  He had sent his French duke, Hugh the Great, to 

besiege the Normans at Bayeux (Orderic mistakenly says the siege took place at 

Exmes). In the face of French aggression, and facing war on multiple fronts, Orderic 

imagines Bernard petitioning the king.   

The use of ‘direct speech’ is a much discussed tool in the twelfth-century narratives 

whereby medieval authors imagined speeches by their protagonists which outlined 

arguments, signposted audiences to conclusions and generally entertained.  

Audiences as much as authors would have recognised these speeches as entirely 

fictitious.570  Medieval authors had a number of tools bequeathed to them from the 

Classical world.  These tools were used across different written genres and 

understood, by authors and audiences alike, to adhere to specific conventions.  Along 

with direct speech medieval audience would have expected entertaining and 

                                                             
569 EH, III, p. 311. 
570 Kempshall, Rhetoric, p. 38; Wiseman, Clio’s cosmetics, p. 28. 
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informative digressio to ‘expand the interpretative axiom and provide an interlaced 

narrative pattern’, creating the impression of ‘warp and weft’ and enrich the core 

theme.571  ‘Commonplaces’ would have been sought by audiences looking for the 

veracity of the narrative and the extent to which it spoke to universal truths.572  Insult 

might be considered another of the rhetorical tools in the medieval author’s toolbox. 

Insult can be said to serve four main rhetorical purposes for Orderic: it was a key tool 

in explaining the causation of events; it helped with characterisation of some of the 

text’s main protagonists; it was a key part of Orderic’s adherence to three specific 

genre of writing incorporated with the wider historical genre of the EH; and it helped 

Orderic to fulfil the medieval requirement, inherited from Classical ideas on oratory, 

that writing should entertain.  In many instances insult fulfils multiple rhetorical 

functions within the text. 

This chapter will discuss each of these rhetorical purposes of insult in turn to establish 

insult as a rhetorical tool for our author.  Analysis is based on the database of 355 

instances and references to insult found in the EH by line-by-line reading (discussed 

in 1.3 above).  A connection will be made between insult and the inherited concept 

of ethologia.  Finally, it will be argued that insult served our author more usefully 

than ethologia and many of the other inherited rhetorical tropes. 

                                                             
571 Ward, ‘Some principles of rhetorical historiography’, p. 116. 
572 Kempshall, Rhetoric, p. 268; Partner, ‘The new Conificus’, p. 11; Ray, ‘Rhetorical scepticism’, p. 84. 
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5.2 Causation 

Insult helped Orderic to explain why certain events in his narrative occurred.  Insult 

was a tool of causation.573  For example, in this extract Orderic described how the 

insult of Osmund (the brother of Gilbert Buatère) by William Repostel (d. after 1027) 

ultimately led to Osmund’s exile.   

At this time Osmund, surname Drengot, fled with all his family from the wrath 

of Duke Robert first to Brittany, then to England, and finally to Apulia. After 

William Repostel had boasted at court before all the Norman lords of 

seducing his daughter, Osmund had slain him in the arms of Duke Robert 

whilst they were hunting in the woods. He was the first Norman to settle in 

Apulia and receive a stronghold for himself and his heirs from the prince of 

Benevento.574  

The insult helped Orderic to explain why Osmund’s family, and indeed the Normans, 

first ended up in Apulia (an incident also recounted in the history of Amatus).575  A 

second example, can be found in the exchange of insults between William I (1028-

1087) and Roger de Bretuil, second earl of Hereford (1056-after 1087) imagined to 

have occurred following Earl Roger’s rebellion in 1075 and his subsequent 

imprisonment.   

Even in prison he continued to abuse the king in many ways, and give him still 

greater offence by his provocative behaviour.  For once, whilst the Christian 

populace was reverently celebrating the Easter feast, the king sent 

honourable garments with a store of valuable garments to Earl Roger in his 

prison; whereat he commanded that a huge pyre should be prepared and the 

                                                             
573 On causation in medieval writing see: Kempshall, Rhetoric, pp. 270-284.  Further examples of 
insult as a tool for causation: EH, II, p. 65 prior Robert’s insult of Abbot Thierry explains Robert and 
his followers subsequent split from the monastery of Saint-Évroul; William Rufus and Henry’s insult 
causes Robert Curthose subsequent break with his brothers EH, II, p. 359; Robert Curthose’s 
followers suggest he is insulted by his father and an insult exchange between William and his eldest 
son leads to Robert’s advances in Normandy, EH III, pp. 97-105; Bernard the Dane insults Hugh and 
leaded to King Louis revoking his land gift EH, III, pp. 313-15; EH, IV, pp. 25, 41; An insult to William 
Rufus causes the king's withdrawal from his siege of Mayet; the insult also sets the scene for the 
kings problems EH, V, p. 259. 
574 EH, II, p. 57.  
575 Amatus of Monte Cassino, The History of the Normans ed. and trans. P. N Dunbar revd. G. Loud 
(Woodbridge: The Boydell Press, 2004), pp. 50-51. 
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royal finery – cloak and silken tunic and mantle of ermine skins from different 

parts – burned at once.  At the news of this the king exclaimed in wrath, ‘It is 

a proud man who insults me in this way; but by God’s glory he shall never 

leave my prison as long as I live’.  The king’s sentence was so lasting that even 

after the king’s death nothing but death released him from his fetters.576 

Orderic framed this incident as Earl Roger insulting the king, by his refusal to take 

part in the codified behaviours that surrounded the reception and reciprocation of 

gifts.   The incident allowed Orderic to explain why, later in his narrative, Earl Roger 

was still in prison.  It provided a cause for Earl Roger’s long imprisonment and also 

justified William I’s lack of mercy. However, Chibnall noted, given Earl Roger’s 

captivity, the gift of the royal finery may well have been intended as an insult and his 

burning of the garments reciprocal rather than unprovoked.577  Orderic ignored this 

fact and skewed his retelling of events to suit his narrative purpose. 

Elsewhere the connection between an incident of insult and subsequent recorded 

events may be less explicitly identified as causal.  In some places in the narrative 

Orderic described an exchange of insults in order to set the scene for a time of 

general disorder, recounted in subsequent pages.  This parataxical structure, where 

events on similar themes were recounted alongside each other allowing the reader 

to draw connections between them, and allowing Orderic to move the narrative 

forward by a process of association, is a feature of EH previously discussed in chapter 

3.578  For example, Orderic described an insult received by William Rufus (c.1056-

1100) whilst he is besieging the castle of Helias of Maine at Mayet (1099):  

…someone flung a stone at him from a high tower, which by God's will missed 

him and struck the head of the knight standing beside him so violently that 

                                                             
576 EH, II, p. 319. 
577 EH, II note 2, p. 319 
578 See 3.5 
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the merciless blow smashed bone into brain. As the man fell at the king's feet, 

miserably slain, long roars of laughter and strident shouts came from the 

tower, 'See, now the king has fresh meat! Take it to the kitchen, to be served 

for him at dinner!579   

The insult is causal in that it explained William Rufus’ subsequent withdrawal from 

the siege, but it also set the scene for his failure to control his magnates narrated in 

the subsequent pages. Elsewhere in EH, Orderic used a pejorative character portrait 

to the same ends. A slanderous epitaph for Mauger Archbishop of Rouen, who ‘was 

excessively addicted to the lusts of the flesh and distractions of the world’, prefaced 

a series of terrible events introduced with the line, ‘At this time many disturbances 

broke out all over the world, bringing distress to mortal men’.580  Orderic was not 

suggesting Mauger caused these subsequent events, but the description of the 

immoral Abbot set the scene for the subsequent tragedies.  In his prologue to Book 

V Orderic made reference to the contemporary theological discussion of the ‘end of 

days’, ‘The time of the Antichrist draws near, preceded, as God made known to the 

blessed Job by a drying up of miracles and a growing frenzy of vices in those who give 

themselves up to fleshy lusts'.581 It may be that it was this theological concept that 

caused Orderic to see insult as typifying or representing the times of general 

disturbance which would precede terrible events.  

Among the use of insult as a rhetorical tool to communicate causation there is one 

further sub-type.  Insult was sometimes used by Orderic to link his narrative back to 

Saint-Évroul and back to his work’s avowed purpose to write a history of the 

                                                             
579 EH, V, p. 259. There is another possible example of this phenomena in Book III, EH, III, p. 87. 
580 EH, III, p. 87. 
581 EH, III, p. 9. 
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monastery.582 For example, an exchange of insults between William I and his wife 

Matilda of Flanders (c. 1031-1083) resulted in William calling for the blinding of 

Samson, one of Matilda’s messengers. 

However, when Samson got wind through friends of the queen of the king’s 

wrath, he avoided the terrible sentence by flight, and speedily took refuge in 

the monastery of Saint-Évroul.  There at the queen’s pleas he was received by 

Abbot Mainer, and prudently adopted the monastic way of life to save both 

body and soul. He was shrewd and eloquent and chaste; and he lived for 

twenty-six years under monastic rule.583 

This description of events served to enhance Orderic’s authority on the events he 

described, as it highlighted to the reader Orderic’s connection to an eyewitness of 

the incident. 584 But it also allowed Orderic to refer back to his avowed purpose of 

writing a history of the monastery through Samson.  In this, insult fulfils the same 

function within the text as Orderic’s references to material culture.585   

5.3 Characterisation 

The second rhetorical use for insult in the EH is characterisation.  A close connection 

between insult and characterisation is perhaps to be expected given the Classical 

legacy of associating fama and rumor with character.  This ‘extrinsic authority’ can 

either be supported or dismissed by an author.586  Insult in the mouth of a character 

can illustrate their propensity to disrupt the peace and frame an individual as a 

‘baddie’. For example, when Orderic described how Robert Malarteis insulted 

                                                             
582 In another example of insults linking events back to Saint-Évroul, an ‘oaf’ [homuncio] cracks a 
marble alter, EH, III, p. 287. 
583 EH vol. III, p. 103. On the centrality of blinding to the Norman judicial system and its Scandinavian 
origins see K. van Eickel, ‘Gendered violence’, pp. 590, 594.' 
584 On Orderic’s tendency to assert authorial authority on the basis of being an eyewitness see 2.2  
585 Roach, ‘The material and the visual’, p. 78. 
586 Kempshall, Rhetoric, pp. 285-6 
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Bricstan calling him a thief and a usurer it underlined Malarteis’ bad character (also 

highlighted by his cognomen): 

His name was Robert and he was nicknamed Malarteis, from the Latin 

meaning 'ill-doer'. The name was deserved. For he seemed to have no 

function except to catch men out.  All men I repeat: monks and clerks, knights 

and peasants, men of every order, whether living under religious vow or 

otherwise; but, lest I be accused of lying, this was his constant practice 

wherever he could exercise his malice.587   

Orderic made it clear to his audience that Robert Malarteis’ insult to Bricstan 

contained an accusation which was untrue which framed Malarteis as unfair, unjust 

or a liar. Elsewhere in the EH, the context of the insult (see 4.3) made it inappropriate 

and so framed the insultee as dangerously unpredictable or out of order.588   

Conversely, Orderic also used insult to depict negatively the person being insulted. 

Orderic used the description of an incident, often along with direct speech, to 

describe to his audience an individual’s negative character traits.589 As Chibnall has 

noted, ‘Orderic’s imagined speeches are not to be regarded as merely [sic] rhetorical 

exercises they reflect common viewpoints’.590   

Indeed the connection between insult and characterisation is further confirmed by 

the analysis of the types of insult included in the EH (see chapter 4).  Examples of 

insults can be found to reflect many of the various topics to which authors were 

expected to refer when describing characters.591  The relevance of names [nomen] to 

the study of insult has already been discussed above.  Authors were also expected to 

                                                             
587 EH, III, pp. 347-361. 
588 EH, V, p. 289. 
589 EH, III, p. 313; EH, IV, pp. 99, 133; EH, VI, p. 27. 
590 EH, IV, p. 321. 
591 As described by Kempshall, Rhetoric, p. 177. 
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refer to three contexts relevant to an individual.  First nature [natura] which might 

include reference to sex, race, fatherland, ancestors or kin, temperament and 

physicality.592  (Indeed, Orderic’s insults sometimes attributed the same natura to 

different members of the same family.  Insults of William Talvas and his daughter 

Mabel both reference a disregard for the rules of hospitality).593 Secondly, way of life 

[victus] which might include upbringing, education, friends, occupation or domestic 

life.594  And finally fortuna which might reference children, status, wealth and power, 

reputation and manner of death.595   Orderic had a number of reasons for wanting to 

portray individuals in a negative light, and he deployed insult in nuanced ways to do 

so.   

One type of characterisation within the EH has the associated rhetorical purpose of 

explaining subsequent events.  This followed rhetorical instructions to relate deeds 

[res gestae] to behaviour [mores].596   Significantly for this study, a character fault 

often explained or led to a future calamity.597  A concern with the character of an 

individual and how this related to their subsequent actions was a dominant theme of 

Classical judicial rhetoric which became a recognised feature of later historical 

                                                             
592 E.g. Sex: EH, II, p. 57, Race: EH, IV, p. 25, Fatherland: EH, II, p. 283, Ancestors/Kin: EH, III, p. 313, 
Temperament: EH, III, p. 99, Physicality: EH, III, p. 361.  
593 EH, II, pp. 15, 55. On the Talvas family see Louise, La seigeurie de Bellême, pp. 355-6, Power, The 
Norman Frontier, pp. 350-3. 
594 E.g. Occupation: EH, II, pp. 29, 53 89, 95 
595 E.g. Status; EH, II, p. 55, Children; EH, II, p. 57. 
596 Kempshall, Rhetoric, p. 141. 
597 Other examples include; Peter of Maule’s insolent nature results in King Louis later burning down 
his castle. EH,III, pp. 201-7, Robert Malterais character leads to the accusation of Bricstan EH, III, p. 
347; Hugh of Maine’s many weaknesses were exploited by his counsellors EH, IV, p. 195; Orderic 
cites Robert of Bellême’s cruelty as a causal factor in many of the troubles Saint-Évroul suffer EH, IV, 
pp. 299-303; King Louis was unable to defend his territories because he was ‘piger et corpulentus 
belloque incongruus’ EH, V, p. 215; Ranulf Flambard’s character results in exile EH, V, pp. 311-313. 
The ‘miserabilis homuncio’ Robert of Saint-Pierre-Sur-Dive later tricks Henry I EH, VI, pp. 73, 81; 
Amaury’s turbulent nature explains why he will not make peace with the king, EH, VI, p. 221; 
Stigand’s inherent worldliness and ambition lead to his downfall, EH, VI, p. 321. 
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writing.598  In several places in the EH Orderic accounted for unfortunate events by 

reference to the deficits of individual characters.  The two most frequent examples 

of this phenomenon concerned Robert of Bellême and Robert Curthose.  Robert of 

Bellême’s attempts to expand his lands and his repeated attacks on monastic 

property were explained by the fact ‘he was cruel and proud and evil in every way he 

committed innumerable crimes'.599  Equally, the unrest in Normandy under the rule 

of Robert Curthose’ is explained by his character, variously described as soft [mollis], 

slothful [ignavus], slow [segnis] and unreliable [levis].600  In certain instances Orderic 

explicitly signposted this device to his readers. For example, in his description of 

Roger de Bretuil, second earl of Hereford (who would later rise in rebellion against 

William I) Orderic says: ‘Roger the younger brother, who received the county of 

Hereford and all his father's estates in England, soon lost them through his treachery 

and perversity, as will appear in due course’.601  It should be noted this rhetorical 

device demanded a somewhat one-dimensional portrait of the character in question.   

Another rhetorical use for characterisation was to fulfil the purpose of historical 

writing – inherited by medieval writers from the Classical writings on oratory – as a 

narrative presenting exempla.  Medieval historians aimed to provide edification for 

the ‘reader’ through a series of examples, moral or political lessons or models of 

virtue and vice.602  Orderic used insult to define individuals as bad, and then explained 

                                                             
598 Kempshall, Rhetoric, p. 537. 
599 EH, III, p. 149.  
600 EH, IV, pp. 92, 110, 114, 124, 156, 158; EH, V, pp. 26, 300-4, 308, 312; EH, VI, pp. 22, 86 
601 EH, II, p. 285. Also in this portrait of William Clito Orderic makes the causal characterisation 
explicit, ‘Many were mistaken in their opinion of him, and was later clearly demonstrated by heaven, 
and as I will truly relate in the conclusion of this book’. EH, VI, p. 359 
602 Gransden, ‘Prologues in the historiography’, p. 66; Kelly, Faces of History, p. 36; Kempshall, 
Rhetoric, p. 151; p. 65; Partner, ‘The new Conificus’, p. 17.  Orderic cites this as an explicit purpose of 
his work, see above 3.2.  
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how something terrible befell them.603 For example, Orderic described how Ralph 

(died c. 1070), the errant son of Albert and Aubrée insulted the monk Guitmund (later 

prior of Maule) by taking his horse making him walk rather than ride; Ralph soon fell 

sick.  Orderic recounted the story because his parents made a donation to Saint-

Évroul on his death by way of penance.604  Elsewhere in the narrative, the adulterous 

German King Henry IV (c. 1050-1106) insulted the Pope and was later 

excommunicated.605  Here insult helped Orderic to show that bad things happened 

to bad people and so encourage the reader to good behaviour.   

Classical ideas about oratory in medieval historical writing dictated that all characters 

should be shown to have both good and bad traits, and that the description of this 

light and shade was essential to painting a realistic character portrait.606  Classical 

orators, offering advice specific to the writing of eulogy, also suggested that the 

description of negative character traits might throw the positive facets of a person’s 

character into greater relief.607  Orderic cited his awareness of this convention when 

he preceded a vivid description of Abbot Robert [died c. 1082], the brother of Hugh 

of Grandmesnil and first abbot of Saint-Évroul, with a quote from Horace, ‘Horace 

says: 'Nothing that is good is good in every part'’.608  Orderic’s depiction of Henry I 

(1068-1135), for whom Orderic had nothing but affection, further illustrates this 

point.609  

                                                             
603 Other examples; EH, III, p. 15; EH, IV, p. 197; EH, VI, p. 65-7. 
604 EH, III, p. 243. 
605 EH, IV, pp 6-9. Other examples, The knight Walter insults Abbot Serlo in the presence of William 
Rufus, EH, V, p. 289; 
606 Kempshall, Rhetoric, p. 39. 
607 Kempshall, Rhetoric, p. 165. 
608 EH, II, p. 65. Also EH, II, p. 265. 
609 Chibnall noted Orderic’s affection for Henry, EH, vol. I, p. 43; Yet increasingly the consensus is 
that Orderic was not an uncritical partisan of the King see W. Aird, ‘Orderic’s secular rulers and 
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After being firmly established in his government on both sides of the Channel 

in the eighth year of his reign, he always attempted to give peace to his 

subject peoples, and strictly punished law breakers according to severe laws. 

Possessing an abundance of wealth and luxuries, he gave way too easily to 

the sin of lust; from boyhood until old age he was sinfully enslaved by this 

vice, and had many sons and daughters by his mistresses. A man of 

tremendous energy, he greatly increased his worldly possessions, and 

collected a huge treasure store of precious objects. He claimed for himself 

alone the hunting rights all over England, and even had the feet of dogs living 

in the neighbourhood of the forest mutilated, only grudgingly allowing a few 

of his greatest nobles and closest friends the privilege of hunting in their own 

woods. A diligent investigator, he inquired into everything, and retained all 

he heard in his tenacious memory...610 

By highlighting Henry’s lust, materialism and greed with regards to hunting rights, 

Orderic threw his subsequent positive words about Henry into relief and avoided the 

accusation of sycophancy.  Criticism of a subject was allowed and even expected 

within a ethologic portrait.  Furthermore, the use of insult helped Orderic to conform 

to the Classical ideal of characterisation at other points in the text without recourse 

to the restrictive form of ethologia.611   

Following Cicero’s rules for narratio, it was expected that the medieval historian 

would ‘do some type casting, making politicians act like politicians, mothers like 

mothers and so on’.612  This was useful in the act of persuasion as these were 

stereotypes in which people already believed.613  Commonplaces were ‘generic 

arguments applicable to many subjects or events’.614 Analysis of the use of insult in 

                                                             
representations of personality and power in the Historia ecclesiastica’ in C. Rozier, D. Roach & G. 
Elisabeth van Houts ed., Orderic Vitalis: Life, Works and Interpretations (Woodbridge: Boydell & 
Brewer, 2016) p. 207. 
610 EH, VI, p. 99. 
611 William Rufus EH, IV, pp. 111, 179, EH, V, p. 201; Robert Curthose EH, IV, p. 115; Robert of 
Bellême EH, IV, pp. 159, 299-303; Ranulf Flambard, EH, IV, p. 171-3; Countess Helwise EH, IV, p. 197; 
Robert of Mowbray EH, IV, p. 279.  
612 Ray, ‘Rhetorical scepticism’, p. 84. 
613 Ray, ‘The triumph of Greco-Roman rhetorical assumptions’, p. 74. 
614 Kempshall, Rhetoric, p. 268. 
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EH reveals reference to a number of commonplaces of twelfth century literature.  For 

example, the descriptions of youths and children [adolescens and puer] as hot 

headed, arrogant or frivolous; the nephew of the first prior or provost of Saint-Évroul, 

Ascelin, was described by Orderic as ‘full of youthful frivolity’[qui iuuenili leuitate 

feruens siluestrem uitam].615  In the case of the adolescens  this commonplace was a 

criticism and so it is unsurprising it appears in the insults of the EH.  Isabelle Cochelin 

has noted that an Isidorean system of life cycles - which saw a clear division between 

puer, child, and adolescens, young adult - continued into the twelfth century and so 

adolescens might have reasonably been expected to have behaved as adults.  

However, Orderic was not the only twelfth century commentator to note them as 

difficult to control and apt to challenging authority.616 Another commonplace was 

evident in Orderic’s depictions of crafty [callido] or shifty and cunning [uersipellis, 

ingeniosus] women.617 The bad or evil advisor, misadvising their lord, was a further 

commonplace.618 That is not to say that all of Orderic’s insults were commonplaces 

as the previous chapter has already shown.  

Indeed whilst stereotypes and abstracts could be useful in creating a plausible 

narrative, they were rendered harmful to the authority of the author if contradicted 

by commonly known ‘anecdotes and gossip’.  619  Then, it might be more persuasive 

                                                             
615 EH, III, p. 329. Other e.g.s EH, III, pp. 257, 265; EH, V, pp. 281, 331; EH, VI, pp. 205, 445. On the 
commonplaces associated with youths see Aird, Robert Curthose, p. 77. 
616 On Isidorian life cycles see Cochelin, ‘Pre-thirteenth century definitions’, p. 8-12.  On the peculiar 
concerns about adolescens the twelfth century see I. Cochelin ‘Adolescence Uncloistered (Cluny in 
the e. Twelfth Century)’ in I. Cochelin and K. Smyth eds., Medieval Life Cycles: Continuity and Change 
(Turhout: Brepols, 2013), pp. 148, 150, 152, 159. 
617 EH, II, p. 49; EH, IV, p. 31; EH, VI, p. 433. It should be noted Orderic’s depictions of women are far 
from universally references to commonplace. 
618 EH, II, p. 215; EH, III, pp. 97-105, 209, EH, VI, pp. 81, 285-7. 
619 Partner, ‘The new Conificus’, p. 11; Dunbabin, ‘Discovering a past’, p. 10 
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to invoke known experience, rather than recognised trope.  Here insult is being used 

for characterisation according to the Classical rules of fides.  Classical teaching 

suggested that by including something known to be true by your audience in the 

narrative, they would be more inclined to fides or belief in the other things reported, 

which are not verifiable in any way.620 There are a number of instances where the 

individuals described in the EH were well known to Orderic and his intended 

audience, and as such there was much to be gained in painting a realistic picture. 621  

Whilst not strictly an incident of insult, but instead one of the associated pejorative 

descriptions outlined above, Orderic’s famous description of Hugh d’Avranches, 1st 

earl of Chester (d. 1101) serves as a good example.  

He [Hugh] was more prodigal than generous; and went about surrounded by 

an army instead of a household. He kept no check on what he gave or 

received. His hunting was a daily devastation of his lands, for he thought more 

highly of fowlers and hunters than husbandmen or monks. A slave to gluttony, 

he staggered under a mountain of fat, scarcely able to move. He was given 

over to carnal lusts and had a numerous progeny of sons and daughters by 

his concubines; but almost all of them died miserably in one way or another. 

He married Ermentrude, daughter of Hugh of Claremont in Beauvaisis, by 

whom he had an heir to the county of Chester, named Richard; but this youth 

perished without issue in the company of Prince William, son of Henry I, and 

many nobles, in the shipwreck on 25 November.622 

Unlike those character portraits of Robert of Bellême and Robert ‘Curthose’ 

discussed above Orderic’s pejorative description of Hugh was not necessary for him 

to explain future events.  Indeed, Orderic’s future discussion of Hugh’s actions gave 

the impression of a man whom you would expect to earn praise, not criticism from 

his narrator.623 Orderic, and equally importantly his audience, had first-hand 

                                                             
620 Kempshall, Rhetoric, pp. 538-9. 
621 E.g. Gilbert Maminot: EH, III, p. 21; Ranulf Flambard's mother: EH, V, p. 313.  
622 EH, II, pp. 261-263. 
623 EH, II, p. 144; EH, III, pp. 113, 236-9; EH, IV, pp. 121, 143, 221; EH, V, p. 315.  
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knowledge of Hugh and his household as five knights who were persuaded to 

monastic life in adulthood by the ministry of Gerold d’Avranches later joined the 

community of Saint-Évroul.624  Therefore Orderic spoke with the authority of an 

eyewitness.625 In addition, the comparison of Orderic’s description with what we 

know of Hugh from other sources might confirm some of his assertions.626  Insults 

and other pejorative descriptions commonly known by Orderic’s intended audience 

were included in the EH in order to foster fides or belief in the narrative.  

5.4 Genre 

The third rhetorical use of insult in the EH demonstrates adherence to genre.  Whilst 

conscious of genre, and frequently deliberate in the deployment of rhetorical tropes 

and tools appropriate to the genre in which they were writing, medieval authors 

were content to include writing of different genre within one longer work.  Some 

historians have seen the twelfth century as the beginning of tendency in writers to 

blur genres which became more pronounced in the later middle age.627  The EH was 

typical in this regard, as despite being a history, it included passages which drew on 

                                                             
624 EH, III, p. 227; EH, IV, p. 143; For Gerold d’Avranches see MacGregor, ‘The ministry of Gerold 
d’Avranches’, Journal of Medieval History, 29 (2003), p. 222. 
625 Kelly, Faces of History, p. 21; Kempshall, Rhetoric, pp. 50, 183 
626 For example, that Hugh was ‘Profligate with his wealth’ and that ‘There is something odd about 

his household’ might be explained by the fact that the majority of Earl Hugh’s enfeoffments were in 

favour of his own men, gifted strategically according to the order of men, with three visible ranks of 

men, the third rank of lesser men possessing no more than a few acres, C. P. Lewis, ‘The Formation 

of the Honor of Chester, 1060-1100’ in A. T. Thacker ed., The Earldom of Chester and its charters 

(Chester, 1991), pp. 59-61. The assertion of Hugh’s greed is supported by the use in the Welsh Brut y 

Tywysogyon of the cognomen Hugone Vras Jarll Caerlleon (Cotton manuscript Cleopatra B), Brut y 

Tywysogyon or Chronicle of the Princes ed. and trans. T. Jones (Cardiff: University of Wales Press, 

1952), p. 21. That Hugh had a lusty nature might be suggested by the number of his illegitimate 

children later found witnessing charters see G. Barraclough, Charters of the Anglo-Norman Earls of 

Chester c. 1071-1237 (The Record Society of Lancashire and Cheshire, 1988). 
627 Ray, ‘Medieval Historiography’, pp. 35-43; Breisach, ‘Introduction’ in Classical Rhetoric, p. 1; Kelly, 
Faces of History, p. 121; For more on the blurring of genre’s specifically with regards contemporary 
history see Brown, ‘The political use of the past’, p. 200; Cameron, ‘History as a text’, pp. 53, 63. 
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other genres. The first has already been touched upon above, eulogy.  There are a 

number of passages which exhibit the Classical features of eulogy, not least the 

instruction to include both light and shade, within which the pejorative comment, or 

authorial criticism, is an integral part of the genre.628  For example, Orderic’s portrait 

of William of Moulins-la-Marche (1025-1100), son of Walter of Falaise who was 

buried in the chapter house of Saint-Évroul and whose eulogy is inserted in the 

narrative at the point of his death: 

he set too much store on empty vainglory and consequently he was guilty of 

the deaths of many men.  He was reputed to have shed much blood, and to 

be of such ferocious cruelty that no one ever escaped from death who had 

received even the slightest wound at his hands.  He lived through prosperity 

and adversity to a ripe old age, and enjoyed honour such as the world can 

give.  Finally he died in his castle on 19 October, and was laid to rest in the 

chapter house at Saint-Évroul.629 

Or this epitaph for Gunhard, archbishop of Rouen (d. 942), 

He held the office of archbishop for forty-seven years,  

but he received no praise from any of the writers who have described him 

or his fellow bishops.   

They record frankly that he was a monk in dress but not in deed.630 

 

Both examples might also be said to be examples of fides discussed above, but there 

was a further rhetorical necessity in that the pejorative must be discussed to fulfil 

the requirements of the genre. 

A second genre frequently found within the EH is the lives of saints.631  Insult was a 

common part of this genre, and Orderic continued this tradition.  A common way of 

                                                             
628 Kempshall, Rhetoric, p. 201. See also EH, III, p. 87. John of Rheims EH, III, pp. 169-71; OV cites 
Peter Leonis satirical epitaph of Guibert of Ravenna, EH, V, p. 195. 
629 EH, III, p. 133.  
630 EH, III, pp. 81-83. 
631 Life of St Taurin, EH, III, p. 39; An insult to Evroul, Evremond, and Ansbert EH, III, p. 319; St 
Nicholas EH IV, pp. 69-71;  
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using insult in the genre was for someone to insult the saint, and quickly come to a 

bad end, illustrating the otherworldly power of the saint.  This might even occur when 

someone insulted the saint after their death, as when Duke Haimo insulted St Judoc 

by forcing open his tomb; Duke Haimo subsequently died.632  That Orderic was aware 

of this device is explicit in his summary of Vita B of the Life of St Évroul where he 

paraphrased a number of events in the original text thus, ‘So whatever or whoever 

sought to harm them either perished speedily or, becoming penitent, turned to a 

better way of life’.633  Studying the insults in EH also shows that Orderic further 

adapted or stretched this genre – he also describes the insults made against pious 

individuals who were not saints ending in similar divine vengeance – by doing this he 

highlighted the holiness of the person being insulted.634  In some cases (such as the 

insult made against Waltheof) this is explained by their subsequent beatification but 

elsewhere, where this is not the case, it is tempting to suggest Orderic was himself 

suggesting their suitability for sainthood at a future date.635 

Finally, a less commonly discussed genre but one with which insult also intersects is 

battle rhetoric. John Bliese has defined this genre as speeches which the chroniclers 

describe in more or less detail, and occur before battles, with which ‘the 

commanders exhorted their men in an attempt to raise their fighting spirit and to 

motivate them to give their all in combat’.636  In Bliese’s analysis, insult formed a part 

of a category of oratory which boosts the army’s confidence by knowing they have 

                                                             
632 EH, II, p. 159;  
633 EH, III, p. 279. 
634 EH, II, 55, 349; EH, III, 19, 243; EH, VI, 297. 
635 Waltheof: EH, II, p. 349; Orderic treats Hugh of Eu and Guitmund in a similar way EH, III, 19, 243. 
636 Bliese, ‘Rhetoric and morale’, p. 202. 
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some decisive advantage, ‘the enemy are weak and of no account’.637  There are a 

number of instances in EH where insults formed a part of a longer battle 

exhortation.638  This example is taken from an exhortation by King Baldwin which 

Orderic imagines to have occurred when fighting the infidel in 1102 at a fortress some 

miles outside Jaffa: 

Now the time has come for brave knights, the moment is propitious for noble 

champions to avenge their friends and disastrous for cowards and idlers who 

rely on the craft of foxes and similar wiles.  Here now you see, at the gates, a 

detestable enemy, hateful to the Lord God and all the faithful.639 

Given Bliese’s work on the commonalities of this genre, it seems likely that, in part at 

least, insult is helping Orderic to conform to commonly held medieval ideas about 

what a battle oration should sound like.  Elsewhere in EH there are also instances of 

insult which do not occur before battles, but which worked in a similar way to the 

battle exhortations, motivating others to action.640  For example, an imagined speech 

by Odo of Bayeux (d. 1097) aimed to persuade Robert Curthose to take action against 

the Talvas family who were expanding their power base in Maine and included the 

following insults: 

Their stock is accursed: it nourishes evil and conspires almost by right of 

inheritance. This is proved by their horrible ends; you will find that none of 

them has met an ordinary or normal death like other men. I consider that 

unless you root out the family Talvas now it will become more menacing to 

you and invincible later...They have always been addicted to deceits or evil 

plots; they have never kept faith with any of their friends or neighbours. They 

have grown excessively powerful by annexing the possessions of their 

innocent neighbours they have killed or taken prisoner, and have built great 

                                                             
637 Bliese, ‘Rhetoric and morale’, p. 208. 
638 EH, IV, pp. 35-7; EH, VI, p. 351; EH, VI, p. 415 
639 EH, V, p. 349. 
640 See other examples, EH, II, p. 359. Ansold’s speech to his son, EH, III, p. 195; Bernard the Dane to 
King Louis of France, EH, III, p. 311; Precursory engagement between the crusaders and the infidel 
EH, V, p. 109; EH, V, p. 249; Henry I’s followers try to put heart in the king EH, VI, p. 27; Henry I’s 
message to his brother Robert EH, VI, p. 87.  
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houses and almost impregnable castles by the sweated labour of 

peasants...641   

The inclusion of exhortations in Orderic’s narrative in a variety of other settings 

suggest the merging and adaptation of the battle exhortation genre to other ends by 

our author.  

5.5 Entertainment 

A final rhetorical use for insult within the text was to entertain. Writing entertaining 

and engaging history was key to keeping the audience on side.  No less than a third 

of Cicero’s purpose of good oratory was ‘to please’. 642  Widukind of Corvey made this 

facet of history explicit in the prologue to Book I of his Rerum gestarum Saxonicarum 

saying he hoped to recount for the Lady Mathilda the deeds of her ancestors in a 

brief and plain manner so that she might have more time for leisure [otium].643 This 

instruction affected both the content of medieval history and the nature of its 

composition.  Authors were mindful to ‘enhance the entertainment value of the 

work’.644   This is harder to demonstrate with reference to specific textual examples.  

In part negative evidence might be brought to bear, instances included in Orderic’s 

narrative for which there seem to be no other explanation.  Why, for example, in the 

account of Bricstan’s trial do we find out that ‘The opposing party charged him with 

lying and made fun of him, for he was short in stature, somewhat corpulent, and had 

what one might call a homely face’?645 

                                                             
641 EH, IV, p. 153. 
642 Kempshall, Rhetoric, p. 8. 
643 Widukind of Corvey, Rerum gestarum Saxonicarum, pp. 1-2.  
644 D. J. Wilcox, ‘The sense of time in Western Historical Narratives from Eusebius to Machiavelli’ in 

E. Breisach ed., Classical Rhetoric and Medieval Historiography, (Liverpool: Liverpool University 

Press, 1985) 

 p. 200. 
645 EH, III, pp. 347-61 
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It has been suggested that two parts of the medieval narrative specifically associated 

with the purpose of entertaining are the use of direct speech and the use of the 

digression.646  In this case it is possible to cite instances where an insult is an integral 

part of a direct speech or part of a digression.647  For example, in illustrating English 

support for the William I at the Siege of Rochester (1088) Orderic used an imagined 

speech from the crowd to insult Odo of Bayeux, 

Halters, bring halters, and hang this traitor bishop and his accomplices from 

the gallows. Great king of England, why do you allow the tormentor of our 

troubles to go free? This traitor and murderer, who caused the death of 

thousands by his schemes and cruelties has no right to live.' The unhappy 

bishop and his men heard these abuses and many more, but though he voiced 

dire threats he had to swallow his indignation.648 

Finally, it might be helpful to assess the insults surveyed in EH against a definition of 

‘entertainment’ constructed by Nancy Partner in her highly regarded book on the 

medieval narrative, Serious Entertainments: 

Work had to arrest the attention and divert the imagination with scenes of 

great triumphs and failures, inside information about princes both secular 

and ecclesiastical, matters of provincial but intense interest, scandalous 

gossip, tales of exotic places, and, of course accounts of exemplary lives and 

evidences of God’s continued interest in human affairs.649 

Against this definition insult fares well as an instrument of rhetorical communication.  

As has been illustrated above it was an integral tool of causation, where is helped to 

paint ‘scenes’ of ‘great failures’. And it offered the opportunity for the inclusion of 

                                                             
646 Digression; Ward, ‘Some principles of rhetorical historiography’, p. 113.   
647 Insult in direct speech e.g.: EH, III, p. 311; EH, IV, pp. 25-7, 35-7, 41, 83-93, 123, 153, 193, 225, 
243, 261; EH, V, pp. 113, 249, 325; EH, VI pp. 285-7, 351, 415, 503. Insult in digressio e.g: EH, II, p. 
246; EH, III, p. 149. 
648 EH, IV, p. 133. 
649 Partner, Serious Entertainments, p. 2. 
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‘inside information’ and ‘gossip’, and accounts of ‘exemplary lives’ through its role in 

characterisation.    

5.6 Insult as a rhetorical tool 

Such is the prevalence and versatility of the concept of insult it should be considered 

a tool of rhetorical communication no less valuable to the medieval author than the 

digression, the use of direct speech or the invocation of the commonplace. It has 

been noted that the tools inherited from antiquity developed a character specific to 

the twelfth century Latin milieu.650  For example, the first crusade became an 

expected digressio in the period.651  It might equally be argued that insult developed 

by the twelfth century out of the Classical ideas of ethologia to be a distinct rhetorical 

tool in its own right.  As has been shown above insult intersects with the Classical 

concept of ethologia notably through characterisation in the res gestae/ mores 

mode.  Elsewhere insult provides an alternative way of achieving the same rhetorical 

ends, namely in recourse to commonplaces, the creation of exempla, and the 

demonstration of authorial authority through the concept of fides.   

Indeed in some contexts insult proved the more flexible tool, fulfilling rhetorical ends 

which ethologia could not.  Insult had the power to entertain, in a way ethologia 

could not. Insult could explain causation without recourse to character.  Insult could 

set a scene and allowed the author to make connections between people, places and 

events.  Insult worked as a tool across multiple rhetorical genre, a necessity in the 

genre-blurring writing of the twelfth century.   

                                                             
650 Kempshall, Rhetoric, pp. 428-526. 
651 Ward, ‘Some principles of rhetorical historiography’, p. 119. 
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Even more significantly insult allowed the author to undertake characterisation, to 

describe individuals negatively and implicitly condemn their actions – without laying 

themselves open to retaliation from those whom they criticised.  In one incident 

Orderic described how Henry I insulted the Norman lord Richer II of Laigle (c1090-

1156) when he refused to grant his inheritance: Henry ‘flatly refused him with 

contemptuous words into the bargain.' Orderic excused Henry’s behaviour, 

explaining he was ‘occupied with many affairs’, but there was no doubt that Orderic 

thought Henry had handled the situation badly and indeed Henry was described 

subsequently reinstating the inheritance.652  Chibnall has suggested Orderic sought 

Henry I as a patron for his work.653  The use of insult in recounting events with Richard 

of Laigle allowed Orderic to criticise Henry I without alienating the King who he hoped 

might patronise his work.   

Orderic used insult to the same ends as his depiction of Abbot Robert.  As we have 

seen above, Orderic was not afraid to criticise the former Abbot within ethologia, 

where such criticism was validated by genre, but Orderic might reasonably have been 

cautious about criticising an Abbot of his own monastery elsewhere in his text.  Some 

at least of his audience at Saint-Évroul might have been loyal to the Abbot and thus 

Orderic risked alienating his audience. So Orderic was not openly derogatory about 

Abbot Robert, but he did frequently depict him engaging in insult; first insulting 

William I; then Richard, prince of Capua (d. 1078) and finally the monk (and later 

Abbot of Saint-Évroul) Osbern.654  These insults framed Abbot Robert as at best a 

                                                             
652 EH, VI, p. 197. 
653 Chibnall, EH, I, p. 58. 
654 EH, II, pp. 95, 99, 115. 
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contentious character, and at worst a trouble maker, but distanced Orderic as the 

author from the criticism. Insult gave Orderic the ability to criticise his protagonists 

without fear of retribution.  This was particularly useful where he sought to criticise 

those in positions of power. 

5.7 Conclusion 

The potential of insult as a rhetorical tool for the medieval author has therefore been 

established. The rhetorical utility of insult perhaps goes some way to explaining the 

prevalence of insult in Orderic’s narrative and in those of other authors in the Anglo-

Norman world.  The rhetorical purpose of insult does not, however, preclude reading 

the insults in the EH for what they might tell us about Norman society.  As detailed 

in 1.3 above there was no binary opposition between rhetoric and truth in the 

medieval narrative: Rhetorical devices depended on content which was rooted in the 

real world and recognisable not just to medieval authors but also their audiences and 

authors depended on rhetorical tools to help them convey the truths that were 

central to the purpose of their narrative.  In the coming chapters this thesis will focus 

on three specific areas of medieval life where insult might make a significant 

contribution to our understanding.  First we discuss what insult might tell us about 

medieval emotion and what ‘emotion history’ can add to our understanding of 

medieval insult.  
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6: Insult and emotion  

 

6.1 Introduction 

On hearing them the king exploded with mirth and said, laughing to the 

knight, 'Walter, do what is right in the business you have heard'; and he 

replied, 'So I will my lord.' So scorning the warnings of his elders, forgetting 

that pride comes before a fall, he commented after this fashion on the 

contents of the letters he had heard, 'I wonder what has induced my lord 

Serlo to tell me such things, for I believe that he really is a good abbot and a 

sensible old man. Yet he is so simple that he tells me, when I have so much 

real business to attend to, the dreams of snoring monks, and even has them 

written down and sent across several counties to me. Does he think I act after 

the fashion of the English, who put off their journeys and their business on 

account of the snores and dreams of little old women?655 

This incident of insult is preceded by laughter.  William Rufus received letters from 

Abbot Serlo of the monastery of St Peter’s, Gloucester warning him of a premonition 

of one of the monks there.  The premonition called on the William Rufus to reform 

his ways else suffer divine judgement.  William Rufus dismissed the letters and with 

laughter his close associate, the knight Walter Tirrel of Pontoise, further insulted 

Abbot Serlo by comparing him and his brothers to ‘little old women’ [uetularum].  

Shortly after William Rufus died in a hunting accident, shot by a stray arrow from 

Walter Tirrel’s bow.   

The Historia ecclesiatica is full of emotion. Orderic used so called ‘emotion words’ 

more readily than either his sources, or his contemporaries.656  Of the 355 references 

to insult identified in Orderic’s text, 176 contain what might be defined as emotion 

words.657 Therefore the study of emotion forms an important part of the study of 

insult in the text.  Although the word ‘emotion’ itself has no existence before the 

                                                             
655 EH, V, p. 289. 
656 Barton, ‘Emotion and Power in Orderic Vitalis’, pp. 43, 58. Term ‘emotion words’ borrowed from 
Rosenwein, Generations of Feeling see further below.  
657 See methodology below. 
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sixteenth century, the sense, and with it the problems of definition, have been 

debated since the ancient world.658   For example, Augustine in City of God used five 

terms which whilst not synonymous with ‘emotion’ are related; stirrings of the mind 

[animi motus], perturbations [perturbationes], affections [affectiones], affect 

[affectus], passions [passiones].659  The possibility of discussing emotion in pre-

modern societies, and also the problems, are now well established.660  

This chapter explores what the growing historiography of emotion history might 

bring to our study of insult, and argues that studying insult might have a unique 

contribution to make to the study of emotion in the Twelfth Century.     

Historiography 

The study of emotion in medieval history has a long pedigree, arguably beginning in 

the early twentieth century with the publication of Norbert Elias, The Civilising 

Process.  Elias argued that medieval peoples were less in control of their emotions 

than modern man, and that the subsequent rational control of emotion was evidence 

for the ‘civilising process’.661  In the 1960s the interest in everyday life and mentalités 

championed by the Annales school led again to concern with emotions; Marc Bloch 

                                                             
658 There was a late antique/medieval preoccupation with whether animals could be said to 
experience emotions. P. King, ‘Emotions in Medieval Thought’ in P. Goldie ed., The Oxford Handbook 
of Philosophy of Emotions (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2009), p. 167;  S. Knuuttila,  Emotions in 
Ancient and Medieval Philosophy (Oxford: Oxford Scholarship, 2004), p. 152. 
659 Pickavé and Shapiro, Emotion and cognitive life, p. 7; Rosenwein, Generations of Feeling, p. 13. 
660 M. Garrison, ‘The study of emotions in early medieval history: some starting points’, Early 
Medieval Europe, 10, 2 (2001), pp. 243-250; C. Larrington, ‘The psychology of emotion and study of 
the Medieval Period’, Early Medieval Europe, 10, 2 (July 2001), pp. 251-256; Rosenwein, Generations 
of Feeling. 
661 N. Elias, The Civilising Process: The History of Manners and State Formation and Civilisation trans. 
(X edition, 2000) pp. 52-60.  An idea now almost universally disputed: Rosenwein, Generations of 
Feeling, p. 4.  But for continued usage see R. Bartlett, England under the Norman and Angevin Kings 
1075-1222 (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 2000) p. 580 and for an alternative reading of Elias see P. N. 
Stearns, ‘Modern Patterns in Emotions History’ in S. J. Matt & P. N. Stearns, Doing Emotions History 
(Illinois: University of Illinois Press, 2014), pp. 17-40.  
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argued that the religious sensibility of the medieval period heightened the medieval 

persons’ emotional state.662  And at the same time sociologists, such as Clifford 

Geertz, were concluding from studies of contemporary societies that ‘not only ideas 

but emotions too are cultural artefacts’.663  The cultural specificity of emotion was 

thus established. In the last twenty years there has been an explosion of writing on 

emotion within the historiography.  The impact of emotion history has gone beyond 

those who would define themselves as emotion historians and it has been integrated 

into social, cultural and political history, and as such justified the observations of 

those who have suggested an ‘emotional turn’.664  

A number of debates remain current within emotion history and at the outset it is 

necessary to establish where amongst the existing historiography this thesis purports 

to sit.  There is almost universal agreement among historians that there is a culturally 

constructed element to emotion, but to what extent is debated.  At one end of the 

spectrum are those historians, such as Lester K. Little and Paul Hyams, who see 

emotions as existing ‘somewhere in-between’ biology and culture.665  Central to this 

view are the universal somatic markers which emotions are said to produce across 

societies and cultures.666  Whilst now contested by many psychologists the theory of 

‘basic emotions’ posited by Paul Ekman also remains influential.667 Ekman looked at 

the somatic markers of emotion which were common across different societies and 

                                                             
662 M. Bloch, Feudal Society trans. L. A. Manyon, 2nd edn. (London: Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1965), 
originally published 1939, pp. 81-7. 
663 Cf. Rosenwein, Anger’s Past, p. 236. 
664 Plamper, ‘The History of Emotions’, p. 3. 
665 Rosenwein, Anger’s Past, pp. 2, 238. 
666 Larrington, ‘The psychology of emotion’, p. 253. 
667 E.g. as used by C. Boehm, ‘The Natural History of Blood Revenge’ in J. Büchert Netterstrøm & B. 
Poulsen ed., Feud in Medieval and Early Modern Europe (California: Aarhus University Press, 2007), 
p. 198. 
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common to all primate species and concluded that anger, disgust, fear, happiness, 

sadness and surprise were universal emotions inherited from our primate 

ancestors.668   Philosophers of emotion have provided another methodology which 

supports a Universalist approach. 669  Meanwhile other historians, such as Stephen 

White, Richard Barton and Catherine Peyroux, have been more convinced by 

‘componential theories’ which see emotions as made up of psychological, cognitive, 

and expressive or behavioural factors.670  Whilst not disputing the existence of ‘basic 

emotions’ or the internalisation of the performed emotion, these scholars suggest 

that because emotion must always be studied through its outward expression, the 

biological similarities are all but meaningless.671  The anthropologist, Jill Dubisch, also 

of this school summarises the idea: ‘One can only know what is publicly expressed. 

And from the anthropologist’s point of view, what is publicly expressed is culturally 

constructed.  There are in this sense, no “natural” emotions’.672 This thesis sits in the 

tradition of componential theory, whilst recognising that in part divisions within the 

historiography are a result of the difficulty of defining emotion.   

The final point of debate among emotion historians is what causes the observed 

changes in the way emotions work in different societies over time; how do these 

changes occur? Do changes in the rules governing emotion cause a change in 

                                                             
668 P. Ekman and R. J. Davidson ed., The Nature of Emotion: Fundamental Questions (Oxford: Oxford 
University Press, 1994). 
669 Pickavé and Shapiro, Emotion and Cognitive Life, p. 1; Knuuttila, Emotions in Ancient and 
Medieval Philosophy, p. 3. 
670 Barton, ‘Emotions & Power’, pp. 52-3; Pattison, Shame, p. 23; C. Peyroux, ‘Gertrude’s furor: 
Reading Anger in an Early Medieval Saints Life’ in Rosenwein, B. H. ed., Anger’s Past: The Social Uses 
of an Emotion in the Middle Ages (Ithaca and London: Cornell University Press, 1998), p. 43. 
671 R. Kaeuper, Medieval Chivalry (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2016) p. 316; S. J. Matt, 
‘Recovering the invisible’ in S. J. Matt & P. N. Stearns, Doing Emotions History (Illinois: University of 
Illinois Press, 2014), p. 42; Pattison, Shame, p. 25; Rosenwein, Generations of Feeling, p. 5. 
672 Dubisch, In a Different Place, p. 224. 
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political, religious or social practices, or is it changes in political, technological, 

religious or social connections which effect change on emotions?  Various 

suggestions have been made.673  The study of insult might offer some insight into the 

process of change and some tentative suggestions will be made in the conclusion of 

this chapter.   

Methodology 

Three historians have been at the forefront of the emotional turn and have gifted the 

discipline a range of useful concepts and definitions which might be adopted for the 

study of insult and emotion in the EH.674  Peter Stearns’ work on emotion has 

focussed on cultural codes and the social expectations which give rise to feeling. 

Stearns coined the term ‘emotionology’ which he defined as the cultural norms or 

rules governing emotion in any given community and argued that at the heart of the 

study of emotion history was the study of these systems and a comparison between 

the emotional standard and the emotional experience.675  William Reddy’s work has 

similarly looked at the rules governing emotion in any given society, terming these 

rules ‘emotional regimes’.  For Reddy, however, there is a clear distinction between 

emotions and the expression of emotion (which he terms ‘emotives’).  Reddy’s 

‘emotional regimes’ govern the ‘emotives’ and not necessarily the emotions 

                                                             
673 Rosenwein suggests; charismatic personalities; competing groups; social and economic change; 
theory; suffering; and search for liberty all might cause a change in the emotional rules governing 
society, Rosenwein, Generations of Feeling, p. 319. 
674 For an introduction to the work of these three emotion historians see; Matt, S. J., ‘Current 

Emotion Research in History: Or, doing History from the Inside Out’, Emotion Review, 3, 1 (Jan 2011), 

pp. 117-124; Plamper, ‘The History of Emotions’, pp. 241-262. 
675 P. N. Stearns & C. Z. Stearns, ‘Emotionology: Clarifying the history of Emotions and Emotional 
Standards’, American Historical Review, 90, 4 (Oct. 1985), p. 825; Stearns, ‘Modern Patterns in 
Emotion History’, p. 29-33. 
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themselves.676  Individuals are involved in ‘effortful self-management’ navigating 

these regimes to avoid incurring ‘social or legal ‘penalties’.  

One of the criticisms of Reddy’s work has been his assumption that ‘emotional 

regimes’ largely equate to political regimes; this has been seen as problematic for 

the study of the pre-modern period where the concept of the nation state is not 

always appropriate.677   Thus the term is avoided here.  Barbara Rosenwein addressed 

this criticism for the middle ages with her theory of ‘emotional communities’.  

Rosenwein argued that instead of one governing code within any culture there are 

multiple ‘emotional communities’ which shape emotions and their expression. 

‘Individuals move through various environments each of which has its own 

guidelines, standards and expectations’.678  Rosenwein’s ‘emotional communities’ 

and Stearns’ ‘emotionology’ will be used throughout this chapter. Whilst Stearns and 

Reddy concentrated on prescriptive sources, which laid out rules and norms for the 

expression of emotion, Rosenwein has established that emotion can be studied 

through other types of narrative sources by reading against the grain, to see emotion 

even in the commonplace.679   

In other time periods, the division between ‘prescriptive sources’, which lay out rules 

and norms, and ‘first-hand accounts’ of people’s emotional experience and reaction 

to these norms, is a clear one.680  However, this is not the case in the twelfth century.  

Orderic’s text is neither a prescriptive source dealing explicitly in emotion, nor a 

                                                             
676 W. M. Reddy, The Navigation of Feeling (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2001), p. xii.   
677 Plamper, ‘The History of Emotions’, p. 242. 
678 Rosenwein, Generations of Feeling, p. 4. 
679 Plamper, ‘The History of Emotions’, p. 250. 
680 Matt, ‘Recovering the invisible’, p. 47. 
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personal first-hand account such as a diary or a letter.  Historians of the early 

medieval period have established that despite the lack of ‘personal sources’ at this 

time emotion might still be studied; and there are ‘many insights to be won from 

sensitive and theoretically informed readings of the sources which do exist’.681  

Furthermore, that emotion might be studied within Orderic’s work specifically has 

already been established by Barton who has used the EH to discuss emotion and 

power.682  Supporting this assertion are arguments deployed elsewhere in this thesis 

in defence of the use of narrative sources for the study of society; that the selection, 

employment and adaptation of models and topoi represent an authorial choice and 

might ‘serve as the most effective way to communicate or represent aspects of 

emotion or the inner world to others’; that imaginative literature does permit some 

understanding of the protagonists’ interior processes, ‘processes which are of course 

imagined but not randomly so’; and that imaginative literature relies on shared 

conventions between author and audience.683  Yet a further argument may also be 

made for the study of emotion in Orderic’s work.  The EH might be considered not 

only as containing personal, first-hand material, but in another sense as a prescriptive 

source.  Reflecting the didactic aims of history in part played out in the exempla 

model, the Historia might itself be considered part of the ‘emotionology’ of the 

twelfth century. 

Beyond useful concepts such as ‘emotional communities’ Rosenwein also proposes 

a methodology for the study of emotion which will serve as a starting point for the 

                                                             
681 Garrison, ‘The study of emotions’, p. 243. 
682 Barton uses Rosenwein’s concept of ‘Emotional Communities’, ‘Emotions & Power’, pp. 52-3. 
683 Garrison, ‘The study of emotions’, p. 247; Larrington, ‘The psychology of emotion’, p. 256 
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study of emotion and insult in this chapter.  She suggests the historian of emotion 

should identify a text which represents an ‘emotional community’; define a list of 

emotion words for this community (by finding a list of emotions in an earlier source 

and seeking these and synonyms in the text); observe points of similarity and 

difference between the text under study and the earlier source; identify 

combinations of emotions common in the text under study, or ‘emotional 

sequencing’; and form analysis from these observations.684  The text in this instance 

is of course the EH.  The list of emotion words might be defined from the earlier 

literature on virtue and vice which (as discussed above in chapter 3) influenced 

Orderic’s work and particularly his depictions of insult.  In Rosenwein’s methodology, 

the vocabulary of virtue and vice would equal the vocabulary of emotion.685  For the 

study of insult this means that the accusation of exhibiting particular emotions is in 

itself an insult.  This occurs in the text either in Orderic’s own voice, in his pejorative 

character portraits, for example, his famous condemnation of William’s anger [furor] 

which led to the harrying of the north, or else, in insults delivered by the narrative’s 

protagonist; as when Hugh the Great accuses King Louis of being mad [insania]. 686 

Undoubtedly there is a parallel, a relationship, between the language of emotion and 

the language of vice.  But studying insult in the EH suggests it is not always as simple 

as vice equals emotion. The language of vice and virtue literature appears in Orderic’s 

insults in two definite guises.  Sometimes the insult suggests, as above, that an 

                                                             
684 Rosenwein, Generations of Feeling, p. 8; similar sentiments are recounted in interview in 
Plamper, ‘The History of Emotions’, p. 253. 
685 Rosenwein, Generations of Feeling, p. xx 
686 Pejorative character portraits. EH, II, p. 23.  Other examples; EH, II, p. 269; EH, III, pp. 15, 103; 
Insults. EH, III, p. 315.  Other examples; EH, III, pp. 99, 103; EH, IV, p. 261; EH, V, pp. 27, 99; EH, VI, p. 
415. 
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emotion or vice is an inherent characteristic of an individual’s personality but 

elsewhere the insult is that someone is temporarily subject to the emotion or vice.   

Orderic commonly qualifies his emotion words to make this distinction, for example, 

the noble wives of the magnates accompanying William I on his conquest of England 

are described as ‘they were burning with the fierce torch of lust’ [seua libidinis face 

urebantur].687 Of the 173 instances of insult which contain emotion words, only 103 

deal with emotion in the sense of a temporary state rather than an inherent 

characteristic. 

Orderic’s tendency to distinguish between personality and performative action was 

also recognised by Barton in his study of emotion, who attributed it to Orderic’s 

familiarity with Isidore of Seville’s writing on anger.688  Isidore made a distinction 

between the soul and the will; the ‘soul is characteristic of life, while the will is 

characteristic of intention’.689 This is an important distinction not recognised by 

Rosenwein’s methodology.  Rhetorically, the distinction allows Orderic a degree of 

variance in his characterisation of his protagonists.  That is to say that to temporarily 

exhibit anger is not as damning a character portrait as one who is angry by character.  

Notably, Henry I, whom Orderic is reluctant to criticise is subject to lust ‘this vice’ 

[huic uitio], but not inherently lustful despite his many progeny.690 

The true study of emotions is in the study of these temporary, passing feelings rather 

than in the inherent characteristics.  Recognition of this difference necessitates an 

                                                             
687 EH, II, pp. 219.  For other temporary emotions see also EH, III, p. 107; EH, IV, pp. 75, 111, 175, 
243; EH, V, pp. 27, 227; EH, VI, pp. 99, 381. 
688 Barton, ‘Emotions and power’, pp. 44-7, 51. 
689 The Etymologies of Isidore of Seville ed. and trans. S. A. Barney, W. J. Lewis, J. A. Beach, O. 
Berghof (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2006), p. 231. 
690 EH, VI, p. 99.  
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amendment to Rosenwein’s methodology for the study of emotion in EH.  Whilst the 

emotion words identified by Rosenwein’s methodology are indeed all signifiers, the 

context in which they are employed must be paramount.  Contexts of employment 

signify not only variety, but suggest that some contexts may be more emotional than 

others.  

6.2 Orderic Vitalis’ Emotionology  

Whilst the literature of vice and virtue might provide a starting point for a language 

of emotion in Orderic’s text it was not the only influence on his ‘emotionology’.  

Barton has rightly suggested that Orderic offers no consciously articulated 

philosophy of emotion in his text but that despite this his use of emotion does 

suggest an intuitive and consistent approach throughout.  For Barton this was an 

Aristotelian model of emotions whereby, ‘emotions are cognitive; and derive from 

(rational beliefs) and emotions are a natural response to certain social stimuli’; a 

model defined against the work of the Stoics who saw emotions as disturbances of 

the soul to be avoided.  Barton was surprised by this because the Stoic model was 

dominant in theological writing and heavily influenced Isidore of Seville, one of 

Orderic’s known sources.691  Isidore cites Vergil, ‘Does such great wrath possess 

divine minds?’692  This puzzle might be solved if we think of Orderic’s philosophy of 

emotion, not as Aristotelian but as Augustinian.  (This would also address the 

problem that Aristotle had a limited influence on high medieval monasticism until 

the translation of his works into Latin in the thirteenth century).693  

                                                             
691 Barton, ‘Emotion and Power’, pp. 48-49. 
692 The Etymologies of Isidore of Seville, p. 76. 
693 On the translation of Aristotle and its impact see Kempshall, Rhetoric, p. 13. 
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Indeed it has been suggested that Augustine was the starting point for all later 

discussion of emotion.694  In opposition to the Stoic model, and like Aristotle, 

Augustine suggested that emotions were neutral and a natural part of the human 

condition.  For Augustine emotions were given to humans by God as a result of the 

Fall.695  As such emotions might be positive and appropriate.  By the twelfth century 

had led to the display of emotion having positive associations and association with 

elite behaviour.696 Although Augustine suggested some emotions were more morally 

dubious than others – to be proud [superbio] for example was associated with 

original sin – there were no exclusively bad emotions.697  However, emotions could 

and should be controlled by will, and put to appropriate use.  This was a use defined 

by Christian morality, God’s teaching and Jesus’ example. 698  The control of emotions 

was the ‘elementary ethical level all Christians should achieve’.699  Barton’s 

conclusion that Orderic ‘emotions were conductors and manipulators of power’ is 

surely correct, but this is not the exclusive depiction of emotion in the EH.700  In the 

Augustinian model (and notably not in the Aristotelian), Orderic can be generous 

towards those who are subject to emotions which are not rational.701      

Considering Orderic’s writing as a prescriptive model for emotion points to another 

influence within the EH.  Augustine thought that the representation of negative 

emotional responses in literature and poetry was morally dangerous, ‘since the soul 

                                                             
694 King, ‘Emotions in Medieval Thought’, p. 168. 
695 Knuuttila, Emotions in Ancient and Medieval Philosophy, p. 152. 
696 Kaeuper, Medieval Chivalry, p. 314. 
697 Rosenwein, Generations of Feeling, p. 37.  
698 King, ‘Emotions in Medieval Thought’, p. 168. 
699 Knuuttila, Emotions in Ancient and Medieval Philosophy, pp. 112-118. 
700 Barton, ‘Emotions and Power’, p. 56. 
701 For example in his depiction of William I argument with his son Robert Curthose, EH, III, pp. 97-
105. 
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hardly becomes immune to their ability to arouse it’.702  However, Orderic models 

good and bad behaviour in the form of exempla with the hope of shaping the 

behaviour of his audience.  This departure from Augustine reflects how Orderic’s 

treatment of emotions was the product not only of the emotionology of his own time 

but was also shaped by how emotions had been treated by the literary inheritance.  

The inheritance of rhetorical instruction was fundamentally connected to the 

philosophy of emotion as rhetoric sought to prompt the audience to actions by 

affecting them emotionally.703  Creating an emotional affect was thought particularly 

essential when appealing to a non-learned audience such as the wider secular 

audience Orderic envisaged for his work.704  Two ways were suggested for achieving 

this.  Quintilian suggested an audience was most likely to be moved if events were 

recounted as if they were happening before one’s eyes [enargeia] because this would 

encourage the audience to empathise with the characters.  One of the ways this 

appeal could be made was by ‘painting with words’ the emotions those characters 

felt.705  Orderic uses this technique when he describes using an emotion word, how 

an insult was delivered.706  Even more explicitly, Cicero called for the use of emotion 

in narrative to support argument.  He suggested where conflicting versions of events 

existed the rhetor should, ‘describe the entire chain of causation for a given action’.  

Amongst a list of topics to be covered was modus ‘the state of mind in which an act 

was done’, or in other words the emotions involved.707 Orderic uses this technique 

                                                             
702 Knuuttila, Emotions in Ancient and Medieval Philosophy, pp. 152-172. 
703 Kempshall, Rhetoric, p. 9. 
704 Kempshall, Rhetoric, p.309.  Audience see chapter 2 above.  
705 Kempshall, Rhetoric, p. 330.  
706 See below 4.3. 
707 Kempshall, Rhetoric, pp. 178-9. 
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when he suggests an emotion was the motivation for an insult being thrown.708  

Whilst the Stoics had limited influence on Orderic’s philosophy of emotion, some of 

their ideas, for example that the saints were similar to God and thus free from 

emotion or passions, came into his writing through an early literary tradition 

associated with the writing of saints’ lives.  In the face of insult saints (and 

occasionally also clerics and monks) are described by Orderic as emotionally stoic.709 

The multiplicity of emotional communities in which Orderic existed and wrote 

conforms to Rosenwein’s theory.  As a monk, Orderic was influenced by Augustine’s 

theological philosophy of emotion; as a historian by the legacy of the Classical 

rhetors; and as an adopted Norman by the need to engage with emotion as part of 

the human condition.  Yet, perhaps these emotional communities speak not just to 

Orderic’s individual identity so much as his envisaged audiences for his work: the 

monks of Saint-Évroul; the literary community; and the wider secular Norman 

audience.710   

6.3 Insult and emotion  

A range of emotions are represented within the insults of the EH, anger, fear, hatred, 

laughter, madness, pride and shame.711  There is also a group of insults where the 

nature of the insult is the accusation of emotional instability.712  This is at the heart 

                                                             
708 See below 4.3. 
709 Saints EH, II, pp. 223, 297. Clerics EH, II, pp. 55, 349; EH, V, p. 199. 
710 See above 2.3. 
711 In the group of insults which exhibit emotions: Anger is represented by the nouns ira and furor or 
implied by the verbs  inflammo and indignor. Fear is implied through use of the verb territo, to 
frighten. Hatred, the noun odium is used. Laughter is demonstrated through the use of the verb 
cachinno, to laugh aloud. Lust is represented with the adjective carnâlis. Madness with the adjective 
insanus. Pride with the verbs superbio ‘to be proud’ and reference to having ambition, the noun 
ambitio is used.  Shame with the verb dolor, literally ‘to have pain’ and verb erubesco, to blush. 
712 E.g. EH, III, p. 99; EH, VI, pp. 47, 221; EH, VI, p. 245. 
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of Orderic’s portrait of Peter of Maule; ‘When angry he quickly gave voice to terrible 

threats; when pleased he recklessly made promises hard to fulfil, and either way he 

was often found to have lied...’.713  In line with Augustine’s teachings a lack of 

emotional restraint was associated with bestial savagery.714  This is best illustrated 

by Orderic’s description of Count Waleran who 'raging like a mad boar, entered the 

forest of Brotonne, took prisoner many of the peasants he found cutting wood in the 

thickets, and crippled them by cutting off their feet.'715   

The overlap between insult and emotion is perhaps not surprising.  Insults by 

definition, include two or more people and as such provide the social situations 

necessary for emotions to take place, to be ‘expressed towards and communicated 

to others’.716  As mentioned above, sometimes it is only possible to identify insults 

within the EH by the presence of emotion words.717  Emotion intersects with insult in 

Orderic’s narrative in three main ways: as part of the description of how the insult 

was delivered; as the motivation which causes the person doing the insulting to 

throw an insult; and as part of the reaction of the person who has received the insult, 

or less commonly those around them.   

                                                             
713 EH, III, p. 201. Other examples; EH, II, pp. 155, 247; EH, III, pp. 99, 201; EH, IV, pp. 47, 157-9, 187; 
EH, V, p. 301. 
714 P. Freedman, ‘Peasant Anger in the Late Middle Ages’ in Rosenwein, B. H. ed., Anger’s Past: The 
social uses of an emotion in the middle ages (Ithaca and London: Cornell University Press, 1998), p. 
176. 
715 EH, VI, p. 349.  This type of mutilation amputates pedibus has literary pedigree.  Bernard Gowers 
has argued that in the eleventh century it was a legitimate form of judicial violence.  Thus the 
qualification of Waleran’s act by reference to bestial emotion is likely to be Orderic’s reframing of 
Waleran’s actions as unreasonable. B. Gowers, ‘966 and all that: the Norman peasants revolt 
reconsidered’, Early Medieval Europe, 21, (1) (2013) pp. 84, 90. 
716 Pickavé and Shapiro, Emotion and cognitive life, p. 6. 
717 See 4.1 methodology. 
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In the first of these instances, where emotion is part of the description of how the 

insult was delivered, the most common emotion mentioned is laughter.718  Rather 

than specifically adhering to one of the emotion words identified above, the emotion 

is often implied; for example the verb ‘to mock’ [irrisio] implies some laughter or 

humour; and actions done ‘dreadfull’ or ‘terribly’ [terribiliter] implie some anger.719  

Furthermore, sometimes in these instances the form of the insult is not known, and 

it is the emotion that makes the words or actions insulting.  Historians who study 

insult through the court records of the late middle-ages have lamented the inability 

to read in those records the gesture, tone of voice and other non-verbal signifiers 

that surround medieval insult.720  The presence of emotion words in the description 

of the delivery of the insult in medieval narrative might be as close as we come to 

understanding and recognising the importance of these factors. 

In the second instance, where emotion is the motivation for an insult, the most 

common emotion is anger.721  For example, Hugh the Great’s anger causes him to 

insult King Louis; 

On hearing this Hugh flew into a rage and, beside himself with wrath, 

addressed his men in these words, ‘What madness has taken possession of 

the foolish king, to make him send such a command when I am helping him 

with all my forces?722 

Elsewhere Orderic also suggests pride, greed, hatred and shame might be emotions 

which cause people to throw insults.723  That Orderic depicts shame as an emotion 

                                                             
718 EH, IV, pp. 11, 293; EH, V, pp. 97, 259, 289; EH, VI, pp. 63, 83, 159, 297; But also Fearfully EH, VI, 
p. 297; Angrily EH, VI, p. 349; Shamefully (blushing) EH, VI, pp. 459-463. 
719 EH, II, p. 349; EH, III, p. 103.  See also, EH, V, pp. 109, 147, 233; EH, VI, pp. 25, 29, 267-9 
720 Dean, Crime and Justice, pp. 2-5. 
721 Other examples, EH, II pp. 55, 95, 115, 173, 283; EH, III, pp. 97, 103; EH, IV, pp. 25, 129; EH, VI, p. 
349. 
722 EH, III, p. 315. 
723 Pride EH, II, p. 319; EH, IV, p. 75; Greed EH, III, p. 97; Hatred EH, VI, p. 467; Shame EH, VI, p. 351. 
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with the potential to invoke action supports the suggestion that in medieval society, 

shame was not a universally negative emotion and to have shame might be 

appropriate and indeed desirable in certain circumstances.724 

In the third instance, where insult caused an emotional response, anger is the most 

common reaction of those who have been insulted.725 For example, when King 

Gruffydd’s Welsh army insulted the troops of Robert of Rhuddlan by fastening the 

head of their beheaded leader to a ship’s mast, the reaction to the insult was one of 

such anger [ira] that the retreating Welsh subsequently removed the head and threw 

it in the sea.726   

The association between anger and insult and Orderic’s narrative is indisputable.  In 

part the particular association between insult and anger might be explained by the 

specific connection between emotions of anger and shame and insults which have 

been documented by anthropologists.727  Orderic might be said to represent insult in 

a realistic way recognisable to his readers.  But conversely it also seems that 

emotions such as anger were represented widely in Orderic’s work, in a way unique 

to him as opposed to other contemporary chroniclers.728  As such we might conclude 

that Orderic’s use of insult in his narrative suited his preoccupations with the 

depiction of specific emotions.  The prevalence of anger amongst the emotions 

depicted in Orderic’s narrative along with the strong historiographical tradition 

                                                             
724 Pattison, Shame, p. 151. 
725 EH, II pp. 91, 307, 319, 359; EH, III, pp. 103, 111, 135, 207; EH, IV, pp. 141-3, 213; EH, V, p. 117; 
EH, VI, pp. 207, 211, 445 
726 EH, IV, p. 143. 
727 P. M. Rodriguez et al., ‘Attack, disapproval or withdrawal? The role of honour in anger and shame 
responses to being insulted’ in Cognition and Emotion, 22:8 (2008) p. 1472. 
728 Barton observed that throughout the EH Orderic focusses on ‘moral emotions’ and the ‘hostility 
triad’.  Barton, ‘Emotions and power’, pp. 43, 47. 
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associated with medieval anger makes it a useful case study for the study of emotion 

and insult more generally.  

6.4 Anger: A case study 

Anger is the most commonly represented emotion in the EH.729  In medieval society 

anger was a deadly sin.730  Monks in particular were expected to be above anger; the 

Benedictine rule established they should ‘not act in anger or nurse a grudge’.731 

Patience was a monastic ideal.732 However, in line with Augustine’s philosophy of 

emotion that there were no ‘bad emotions’, anger was acceptable if turned by will 

to the right target.  This righteous anger had a biblical precedent when Jesus became 

angry with the money changers in the temple.733 

The standard view of anger developed by Christian theologians distinguished 

between a vice that was self-indulgent and could be recklessly destructive 

and a righteous zeal that could marshal passion and thus focus energy to fight 

constructively against evil.734 

By the twelfth century the idea of just anger had developed to be associated with 

good lordship and kingship and the idea of legitimate authority.735  The instances of 

insult in the Historia contain many examples of just, or at least justified and rational, 

anger.736  Indeed this righteous anger does not seem to have been restricted to kings 

or lords but also exhibited by monks and clerics in leadership roles.737 

                                                             
729 Barton, ‘Emotions and power’, pp. 50-52. 
730 G. Althoff, ‘Ira Regis: Prolegomena to a history of royal anger’ in in Rosenwein, B. H. ed., Anger’s 
Past: The social uses of an emotion in the middle ages (Ithaca and London: Cornell University Press, 
1998), p. 60. 
731 J. McCann ed. and trans., The rule of St Benedict (London, 1951) chapter 4. 22-28. 
732 L. K. Little, ‘Anger in Monastic Curses’ in Rosenwein, B. H. ed., Anger’s Past: The Social Uses of an 
Emotion in the Middle Ages (Ithaca and London: Cornell University Press, 1998), p. 27. 
733 Matthew 21:12. 
734 Little, ‘Anger in Monastic Curses’, p. 12. 
735 Althoff, ‘Ira Regis’, p. 70; Barton, ‘’Zealous Anger’’, pp. 155, 160. 
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It has been suggested that a linguistic division is made in some twelfth century texts 

including the Historia between ira and furor.738  Ira signified the just or rational anger 

associated with leadership and furor was an un-controllable fury, irrational, self-

indulgent anger that signified ‘failure to action and action that was unjust’ and was 

associated with pagans and beasts.739  However, where insult intersects with anger 

this does not seem to be true.  For example, Abbot Robert, notable to this study both 

as a pejorative character portrait and for his pre-disposition for ‘violent utterances’, 

is shown exhibiting both ira and furor:  

and if he saw or heard anything which displeased him he flew into a rage [ira]; 

he preferred to lead rather than follow, and to command rather than to obey. 

Open-handed in both giving and receiving he was quick to express his anger 

[furor] in violent utterance.740 

Equally, in an exchange between ‘the proud youth’ Geoffrey of Anjou and Henry I, 

Orderic defines Geoffrey’s anger as ira and Henry I’s as furor despite Henry’s anger 

being justified by Geoffrey’s actions, and Orderic’s noted admiration for the King and 

his almost universally positive depiction of him in the narrative:  

The proud youth therefore took umbrage [ira], incurred the king's displeasure 

by his threats and haughty behaviour, presumptuously scorned his 

commands and counsels, and recklessly roused him to such fury [furor] that 

he would have taken his daughter away from him and taken him back to 

England if God had so decreed.741 

At times, as in the example above, Orderic appears to use furor to emphasise the 

severity of the anger in the insult. However, more often than not, the terms are used 

                                                             
738 Barton, ‘’Zealous Anger’’, p. 159; Inversely Stephen D. White has argued these ‘different terms do 
not necessarily mark more than one clearly identifiable form of anger’, ‘The politics of anger’, p.135. 
739 Barton, ‘Emotions and power’, p. 50. 
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EH, II, pp. 91, 95. 
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almost synonymously, with ira being used much more commonly and usually in the 

first instance of any given exchange, suggesting that the distinction might be 

attributed to Orderic’s hermeneutical training rather than marking different, clearly 

identifiable forms of anger.742 

6.5 Anger and insult  

Where an emotion such as anger is the motivation for insult it acts as a justification 

for the insult that follows.  This justification rests upon the acceptance by author and 

audience of the idea of emotional appraisal and ‘action readiness’.  This idea says 

that ‘emotion does not occur without a proximate course; and it results in some 

action’.743  The insult is the action that emotion must inevitably cause.  In line with 

Augustinian teaching about will, Orderic did not see the spontaneous and 

unavoidable throwing of insult as desirable, but in certain contexts it was natural and 

described without condemnation.744  Elsewhere in the narrative, insult is seen as a 

preferable action-response to emotion, as opposed for example, to violence.745 For 

example, William Rufus’ anger at the siege of Rochester causing insults and threats 

of violence, allowed intercessors to intercede in his rage and moderate the 

violence.746  Finally, there are some instances grounded in righteous anger where 

insult was seen as necessary.  For example, King William insulted his son Robert’s 

followers; 

Choose yourself better counsellors; have sense to mistrust those rash spirits 

who have shamelessly goaded you on to lawless deeds...The Normans are a 

                                                             
742 The division of ira/furor in the Latin sources of this period has also been disputed elsewhere see 
White, ‘The politics of anger’, p. 135.  
743 Larrington, ‘The psychology of emotion’, p. 254. 
744 E.g. EH, II, p. 283. 
745 An example of anger causing a violent response is given EH, VI, p. 349. 
746 EH, IV, p. 129.  
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turbulent people, always ready to cause disturbances.  They provoke you to 

foolish ambitions, so that when order breaks down they may do as they 

please and commit crimes without fear of retribution...  

William’s intention, Orderic is clear, was to correct Robert’s behaviour and save him 

from further harm.  Here, insult blends into reproving or rebuking. Reproving and 

rebuking had good biblical precedents, for example Psalms 105:14 ‘He suffered no 

man to do them wrong: yea, he reproved kings for their sakes’.  It features elsewhere 

in Orderic’s text, for example in Orderic’s inclusion of the early history of Crowland 

Abbey when Guthlac of Crowland (674-715, later beatified) upbraids [increpo] the 

beer-drinking clerks .747 The familial context of the example above is significant.  The 

father reproves the son, as the King reproves his subject and as God reproves the 

king.  Rhetorically this acceptance of some instances of insult allows the 

characterisation of the person throwing the insult to be positive. The significance for 

the study of insult is that in twelfth century society to insult someone is not 

universally a bad thing. 

Another example of the assumed state of action readiness caused by insult is the 

group of insults in the exhortation genre.748  Here an insult is thrown in the hope of 

provoking an emotion in another and inciting them to action.  For example, Robert 

of Meulan insults Helwise of Évreux and incites the King to hate her.749 Insults 

directed at the enemies of Henry I ‘put heart into the King’ [animatus].750  In these 

instances, the emotion is a reaction to the insult.  In the case of anger, the insult can 

be said to justify the anger and make it in some sense righteous. Rhetorically this 

                                                             
747 EH, II, p. 331. 
748 See 5.4 and 6.5 for further on exhortation. 
749 EH, VI, p. 149. 
750 EH, VI, p. 27. A further example; EH, IV, p. 25. 
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again allows the positive characterisation of a protagonist who is exhibiting an 

emotion which would traditionally be condemned as a vice; and allows insult to work 

as an agent of causation for the protagonist’s subsequent action. These exhortation 

insults speak to a shared understanding of ‘emotional sequencing’ between author 

and audience.  Emotional sequencing is the ‘mapping of co-occurrence and contrasts 

between different emotions’.751  The rhetorical use of the insult is predicated on the 

idea that insult will result in anger which will in turn result in action.  Where insult 

results in anger in the narrative it conforms to the emotional sequencing noted in a 

broader range of medieval texts by Stephen D. White.  White suggested the following 

sequencing in response to perceived injury in the texts; shame/ anger/ grief; enmity/ 

loathing/ hostility; revenge.  Anger only abates when the shame has been avenged.752  

However, whilst anger may indeed be the most common emotional response to 

insult in Orderic’s narrative it is not the only one.  Shame and grief but also fear and 

even laughter are provoked by insult.753  These emotions followed different 

emotional sequences and so the train of events observed by White, begun with a 

perceived injury, is far from inevitable.  Laughter serves as an example.  In one 

instance in the EH, the Emperor Henry IV besieging Pope Gregory VII in Rome (1081) 

responded to those who attacked his reputation: 

When anyone asked why he ventured to make such a shocking attack on the 

head of the Church, he replied, roaring with laughter, that the reason for this 

breach between him and the Pope was that the doctor had attempted a cure 

that was too harsh for an unruly patient.754 

                                                             
751 Larrington, ‘The psychology of emotion’, p. 255. 
752 White, ‘The politics of anger’, p. 142. 
753 Fear EH, II, pp. 97, 115; EH, V, p. 325; Grief EH, V, p. 87; Shame EH, VI, p. 215; Laughter EH, III, p. 
319. 
754 EH, IV, p. 11. 
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Had Emperor Henry responded in anger to his denigrators he would have defined 

their attacks as an insult and perhaps invoked the emotional sequence suggested by 

White above; ‘to display anger about an action publicly is to construe the action as 

an injury’.755  By invoking laughter the incident is redefined and the emotional 

sequence open to Emperor Henry is different:  ‘Playing down the harms done to you 

was a much cheaper way of dealing with insult and injury than having a thin skin that 

exposed you to the dangers of taking revenge’. 756  That is not to say that Orderic 

condoned Emperor Henry’s actions.  There are other rhetorical devices being 

employed.  Humour was frequently used in medieval writing, for example in 

devotional literature, to poke fun at sin.757  The interjection of a joke at this point in 

the narrative only serves to underline Orderic’s condemnation of Emperor Henry’s 

treatment of the papacy.  

That medieval people recognised multiple possible responses to insult is further 

underlined by an example already cited in this thesis.  In an incident imagined at the 

house of Roger Cauchois in Laigle, William Rufus and Henry are sat above their elder 

brother Robert Curthose, playing dice, and creating noise, and eventually pouring 

down something (possibly water or possibly something more ambiguous) onto 

Robert’s head.  Despite the nature of this insult Robert, in line with Orderic’s 

characterisation of him does nothing.  It is only when Robert’s advisors, Ivo and 

Aubrey Grandmesnil, define the incident as an insult, asking Robert ‘Why do you put 

up with such insults [iniuria]?’  that he must act.758 The significance for the study of 

                                                             
755 White, ‘The politics of anger’, pp. 139-40. 
756 Miller, Eye for an eye, p. 10. 
757 K. Ihnat, ‘Getting the punchline: deciphering anti-Jewish humour in Anglo-Norman England’, 
Journal of Medieval History, 38, 4 (2012), p. 411. 
758 EH, II, p. 359. 
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insult, is that insult might have multiple and varied consequences.  Whilst any given 

emotion might provoke common sequencing, the variety of emotional responses to 

insult meant a variety of sequences were in play.  

6.6 Feeling insult 

Whilst the discussion of the multiple emotional engagements with insult goes some 

way to challenge the idea that insult had only one outcome in medieval society, it 

might unintentionally suggest that the deployment of emotion, for example in 

response to insult, was deliberate, cognitive and performative.  Indeed, there have 

been those who have read this conclusion from medieval narratives.  For example, 

Mary Douglas has drawn on recent psychological research which questions the idea 

of spontaneous experience to argue that this is a uniquely modern construct, a result 

of our weakly articulated social structure. Those in medieval societies with more 

closely articulated social structures were more acutely aware of the performative 

nature of emotion and would not have recognised the idea of spontaneous or natural 

emotion.759  It is certainly true that medieval (and indeed ancient) philosophers 

debated these issues and recognised that emotion could be performative.  There was 

a peculiarly contemporary concern over hypocrisy and feigning of emotions for 

personal gain.760  Arguments may be added to this about the ‘public, ‘theatrical’ 

mode of communication’ in the middle ages’ which preferenced the performative.761  

However, one of the key contributions of emotion history to the historiography has 

been the reminder that, whilst medieval people were undoubtedly as aware of the 

                                                             
759 Garrison, ‘The study of emotions’, p. 247. 
760 G. Constable, Culture and Spirituality in Medieval Europe (Aldershot: Variorum, 1996) p. 324 
761 Rosenwein, Anger’s Past, p. 241. 
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constructed nature of emotion as we are today, it did not stop them feeling the 

emotions they exhibited.  The significance for this study is that medieval people could 

and did feel insulted; and were motivated to throw insults by their feelings.   

Somatic markers have often been cited in emotion history as evidence for the feeling 

of emotion.  These are the bodily reactions to the feeling of emotion and ideas that 

‘the emotional brain operates within an excitable body’.762  There was debate in the 

medieval world as to whether these changes occur before or after the feeling of the 

emotion.763  In medieval narratives, somatic references show a shared understanding 

of emotion and resulting physiological experience.  ‘Reference to somatic indices in 

historical or imaginative texts encourages readers to infer the presence of an 

emotion on the basis of our own similar bodily changes’.764  However, there is a 

problem for this study in citing somatic markers as evidence for feeling; there are a 

very limited number of references to somatic markers in Orderic’s insults.  Most 

common are references to blushing [erubesco] in association with shame.765 There is 

one instance of weeping [ploro] associated with sadness and two of roaring [infremo] 

associated with anger.766  Yet these very limited instances suggest it was not a trope 

which Orderic embraced. The tendency for Orderic to use these words in association 

with another emotion word – for example iratus infremuit- might suggest Orderic felt 

somatic descriptions risked misinterpretation by his audience.  Equally, Orderic’s 

subscription to the belief, inherited from the Classical world, that physiology 

                                                             
762 V. Blud, ‘Emotional bodies; : Cognitive Neuroscience and Medieval Studies’, Literature Compass, 
13, 6 (2016), p. 459; J. Corrigon ed., Religion & Emotion: Approaches and Interpretations (Oxford: 
Oxford University Press, 2004) p. 151; Stearns, ‘Modern Patterns in Emotions History’, p. 19. 
763 Pattison, Shame, p. 29. 
764 Larrington, ‘The psychology of emotion’, p. 254. 
765 EH, VI, pp. 19, 207, 415, 463. 
766 Weeping: EH, VI, p. 29.  Roaring: EH, II, p. 283; EH, IV, pp. 225-227;  
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reflected the internal character (discussed in chapter 3 above) meant that the idea 

of a changing physiology stood to compromise characterisation which drew on an 

individual’s appearance for insight into their personality.  Somatic reactions are no 

less performative than other expressions of emotion, Gerd Althoff defined five 

typical situations where a King might cry or otherwise exhibit sadness with the 

purpose of communication.767  They may not then be the best evidence for the 

presence of feeling in Orderic’s insults or indeed twelfth-century society. 

A more convincing argument for the presence of feeling in medieval societies is made 

by Paul Hyams who has argued that performative emotions only really work as such 

if they reference a felt emotion; ‘to convince its recipients, formal anger must 

threaten anger and resemble the real thing’.768  There is a risk when discussing this 

argument that a division is created in the interpretation of medieval motivations 

whereby sometimes emotion is rationally, consciously and deliberately employed 

and sometimes pre-cognitively, spontaneously and genuinely felt. 769   Studying the 

insults in Orderic’s narrative can illustrate how emotions might be both performative 

and felt.   

One further argument might be made for the presence of real feeling within Orderic’s 

insults.  Here it is necessary to return to an observation cited above in defence of the 

study of emotion through the EH; that literature shapes society.  The inclusion of 

                                                             
767 G. Althoff, ‘Der König weint: Rituelle Tränen in öffentlicher Kommunikation’ in J-D. Muller ed., 
‘Aufführung’ und ‘schrift’ im Mittelalter und früher Neuzeit (Stuttgart, 1996), pp. 242-3. See also P. 
Murphy, ‘Body Talk: Gestures of emotion in Late Medieval England’, Literature Compass, 13, 6 (June 
2016), p. 413. 
768 P. Hyams, ‘What did Henry III think in Bed and in French about Kingship and Anger’ in B. 
Rosenwein ed., Anger’s Past: The social uses of an emotion in the middle ages (Ithaca and London: 
Cornell University Press, 1998), p. 102. 
769 As for example in Harvey, ‘Episcopal emotions’, p. 609. 
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emotion in the EH was intended to make an emotional appeal to the work’s audience. 

Psychologists have established that emotions can be felt through a ‘mirror 

mechanism’ whereby an expression of disgust causes those observing that 

expression to also feel disgust; this theory has been adopted by literary theory and 

extending to create an idea of ‘mirroring literature’ whereby a protagonist’s fear 

might make the reader feel fear.770  As has been noted above in chapter 5, one of the 

rhetorical uses of insult in Orderic’s text was to mark a turning point, or point of 

tension in the narrative.  This technique relies on the audience’s previous experience 

of insult and the emotional tension it induces.  

6.7 Insult as an emotional ‘field’ 

The study of insult in the work of Orderic Vitalis might make one further contribution 

to medieval emotion history.  Following Pierre Bourdieu’s concept of ‘fields’ – 

whereby social relations are continually contested and redefined as two or more 

persons engage with each other – insult might be considered a uniquely situated 

‘field’ of contest.771  Insult is by definition a break in relations, a challenge to 

structures, a point at which relations may be renegotiated or else re-established and 

strengthened depending on the performance of those involved.  Insult acts in the 

opposite way to social interactions such as prayer and oath making which Jan 

Plamper has termed ‘emotional rituals’, points at which communities define, and 

shore up, emotional ideals and norms.772  As emotion historians grapple with how 

changes in ‘emotionologies’ occur over time and place, it is tempting to suggest that 

                                                             
770 Blud, ‘Emotion Bodies’, p. 458.  
771 P. Bourdieu & L. Wacquat, An invitation to reflexive sociology, (Chicago: Polity Press, 1992), pp. 
16-18. 
772 Plamper, ‘The History of Emotions’, p. 241. 
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studying insult might be a way of tracking these changes.  An example is provided by 

the various ways Orderic treated emotion in the insults he described, he sometimes 

saw emotion as natural (or even rational) and at other times as undesirable.  Whilst 

this has been in part explained by Augustine’s concept of will, and the various 

traditions influencing Orderic’s ‘emotionology’, another explanation might be found 

in the time and place in which Orderic lived and wrote.  Various historians have noted 

a change in the sources around the high middle ages from a society which valued 

righteous anger, to one which preferences an ethic of restraint.773 Nowhere is this 

more evident that in the emotions associated with Orderic’s depictions of insult and 

this might reflect the fact EH was written at this turning point. 

6.8 Conclusion 

In conclusion, emotion history has much to bring to the study of insult in medieval 

narratives.  It illustrates conclusively that insult in medieval society was not always 

negative, and certainly not universally condemned.  Insult might be the product of a 

number of emotional states, and provoke a number of different emotional 

responses.  Fundamentally there was more than one possible response to being 

insulted.  Whilst the academic discussion of a social phenomenon like insult often 

unavoidably results in a discussion about rational thought processes and medieval 

people as active agents, the study of emotions reminds us that this did not stop 

medieval people from feeling an emotional response to insult.  In addition, the study 

of insult has something to offer emotion history.  As a field for the contest of social 

                                                             
773 Althoff, ‘Ira Regis’, p. 65; Hyams, ‘What did Henry III think…’, pp. 99-120. 
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relations, studying insult might offer us the first glimpse of a changing emotional or 

even social regime.  

The ‘emotional regimes’ defined by emotion historians are not are not dissimilar to 

the social structures studied by a generation of historians before them (and have 

been subject to very similar treatments at some places in the historiography).774  One 

emotion in particular has a longer historiography; shame.  The cognitive deployment 

of this emotion, and its connection to the concept of honour connects with the study 

of insult on a different level. As part of a social structure that mediates between the 

inner emotional world discussed here and the outside world of politics discussed 

later in this thesis.  It is to these social structures and their intersection with insult 

that we now turn. 

  

  

                                                             
774 E.g. Hyams, Was there really such a thing as feud’, p. 175; Smail, ‘Hatred as a social institution’, 
pp. 92-93. 
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7. Insult and honour 

 

7.1 Introduction 

All through Monday the peace was broken by both sides, and the king as he 

watched grew very anxious. While he was tormented by anger and regret 

[dolor], in case all his efforts should be brought to nothing, someone flung a 

stone at him from a high tower, which by God's will missed him and struck 

the head of the knight standing beside him so violently that the merciless 

blow smashed bone into brain. As the man fell at the king's feet, miserably 

slain, long roars of laughter and strident shouts came from the tower, 'See, 

now the king has fresh meat! Take it to the kitchen, to be served for him at 

dinner!' The king, much distressed, called his magnates to his presence and, 

on their advice, commanded his men to withdraw to Luce-le-Grand at 

daybreak.775 

There are a number of insults in the EH which Orderic associated, more or less 

explicitly, with feelings of shame [dolor, erubesco].776  Whilst on one level shame 

might be interpreted as an emotion, it is part of a wider ‘family of meanings and 

phenomena’.777 The opposite of shame might be pride, but it might also be 

honour.778  In the example above Orderic recounted how William Rufus besieged 

Helias of Maine at Mayet.  Orderic described William’s anger and shame as emotions 

but also related his shame to a wider concern as to how others witnessed the 

incident.   

In this incident, Orderic imagined feelings of shame are provoked by a challenge to 

honour.  The intersection between insult and honour has already been established 

(see 1.2).  The study of insult in medieval narratives offers a chance to refine our 

ideas about how honour worked in the societies in which these sources were written. 

                                                             
775 EH, V, 259. 
776 EH, II, 53, 97; EH, III, 15; EH, V, 75, 259, 325; EH, VI, 19, 53-55, 117, 121, 173, 207, 215, 243, 267-9, 
315, 415, 467. 
777 Pattison, Shame, p. 3. 
778 Campbell, Honour, Family and Patronage, pp. 310-312; Caro Baroja, ‘Honour and Shame’, p. 118; 
Pattison, Shame, p. 27. 
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Furthermore the existing historiography on honour and shame might contribute 

significantly to our study of medieval insult and our understanding of what insult can 

tell us about medieval society.  One group of historians who have engaged 

extensively with ideas about honour and shame for the medieval period have been 

those working on feud and vengeance studies.  Insult has been a recognised but little 

explored part of many of these studies.  In the second part of this chapter a case 

study on the intersection between insult and feud will examine this area more fully. 

Historiography  

The introduction to this thesis discussed how the study of insult has intersected with 

the study of honour and discussed a definition for honour.  In previous studies, insult 

was sometimes defined as a challenge to honour.  The medieval idea of honour was 

different from that of virtue, concerned as it was with external reputation [fama].  

Whilst reputation and honour were connected, they were not equivalent. For some 

scholars, the difference was about who was involved: whilst everyone in society was 

concerned with reputation, only the elite male was concerned with honour.779  

However, as 4.3 demonstrated, all sections of society could insult or be insulted and 

this suggests that honour was a much more broadly applicable social structure.  

Instead, the key difference between reputation and honour can in part be 

understood by the fact that unlike concern over reputation honour was an 

internalised value system.780  

                                                             
779 See 1.2. 
780 Taylor, Chivalry, p. 88. 
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Societies where honour is an organising social structure have been termed ‘honour 

societies’.  Certain key features of honour and honour societies have been recognised 

by anthropologists and historians and the study of medieval insult might contribute 

further to our understanding.  Most fundamental is the idea that individuals in 

honour societies are governed by rules or codes of behaviour which they adhere to 

in order to preserve their honour. 781  That rules surrounding honour restricted 

human agency has been challenged with arguments such as: practical expediency; 

‘the multiplicity of possible meanings extracted from any possible social situation’; 

and by the human capacity for deliberate manipulation.782  Studying insult provides 

a further argument against structuralist reductionism.    

Also common in the historiography is the idea that honour was public.783 William Ian 

Miller summarised the idea: ‘The entire moral and social order involved sizing people 

up; that’s what honour was, and still is all about’.784  However, the dichotomy of the 

private v. public sphere has been questioned.785 Our earlier discussion of when and 

where insult occurred showed the benefits of a more nuanced reading of place when 

considering where honour was negotiated (4.3).  Furthermore, conclusions on the 

way insult was felt by medieval people (6.6) and the importance now given to the 

internalisation of honour as a value system suggest that negotiating honour should 

                                                             
781 For example, Bartlett, England under the Norman and Angevin Kings, p. 581; Taylor, Chivalry, p. 
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782 Practical expediency, ‘matters of demographics, timing or micropolitics’, C. J. Johnson, ‘Kinship, 
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not be reduced to a public performance.   Further consideration of fama and more 

broadly ‘reputation’ with reference to insult will help to rationalise these findings 

with earlier conclusions about the public nature of honour. 

Finally, honour is commonly held to be active, a commodity which individuals had to 

actively work to maintain. 786 ‘People in an honour driven society tend to act as if it 

was a scarce commodity, the supply of which was either constant or diminishing’.787  

Challenges to honour had to be confronted. 788 And when a challenge occurred, the 

honour not only of the challenged but the challenger was at stake.  Bourdieu 

observed that only a challenge from an equal deserves to be taken up and he who 

challenged a man incapable of taking up the challenge dishonoured himself .789  Not 

all individuals began with the same amount of honour – honour was not just 

conferred by the correct playing of the ‘honour game’ but also through bloodline, 

family, wealth and power.790  

Analysis of who was involved in insult in the EH (4.3) has qualified Bourdieu’s 

observation slightly: in Orderic’s work individuals are frequently seen engaging in 

insult not just with equals but with those within one-degree of social separation.791  

Studying responses to insult and the long term consequences of incidents of insult 

                                                             
786 Campbell Honour, Family and Patronage, p. 295; Pitt-Rivers, ‘Honour and social status’, p. 29; 
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will speak further to the idea of honour as active and the risks for those who engaged 

in challenging another’s honour.  

Methodology 

The model above suggests a number of questions or limitations we might put to the 

dataset of incidents of insult in the EH.  The connection between honour and 

reputation and the idea that honour played out in public suggest that incidents of 

insult which reference public perception, for example by reference to [fama], might 

be relevant to our study of insult and honour.  The internalisation of honour suggests 

that incidents of insult which explicitly feature feelings of shame [dolor, erubesco, 

ignominia] are also relevant. The idea of insult as a challenge to honour, the 

suggestion that honour is active and that challenges to honour had to be confronted 

according the ‘rules’ of the honour society suggest that incidents of insult where we 

know the response to the insult should also be key to our consideration of this topic.  

(In the second half of this chapter this final data group will be further restricted in 

light of the historiography of feud discussed in 7.4.)  

7.2 Honour in EH 

Whilst the extensive secondary literature on the subject of honour necessarily frames 

the discussion of honour and insult Orderic’s own ideas on honour were influenced 

by his wider social and literary context.  As a monk Orderic may well have had 

reservations about the influence of honour on society.  Anthropologically honour has 

been viewed as an organising system in opposition to the church.792  The reputational 

association of honour – judgement by one’s peers – was at odds with the Christian 
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belief that judgement was the preserve of God and the immediacy of mortal 

judgement was contrary to the delayed judgement at the end of life, the threat of 

which was offered by some Christian writers as the motivation for adherence to 

‘appropriate’ behaviours.793   

Beyond theological suspicion Orderic’s lived monastic experience might have caused 

further reservations about honour.  As further discussed in 7.4 vengeance was a 

recognised part of honour societies.  Latin monastic writers tended to be 

unsympathetic to warfare.794 Feud violence only stood to harm the ‘non-noble who 

suffered from the warfare’, not least the inhabitants of monasteries whose goods 

and holdings made easy targets for ravaging troops.795  The church’s response to the 

perceived threat of vengeance and feud (regardless of the actual extent of violence) 

was the Peace and Truce of God movement, ‘one of the seminal institutions of the 

age’.796    With a theological basis that keeping the peace was divine, as outlined in 

Augustine’s De civitate dei, the movement was founded around the year 1000 and 

ratified in law by the Treaty of Compiègne (1023), Synod of Arles (1041) and Council 

of Narbonne (1054).   The movement aimed to protect churchmen, churches and 

church lands from secular lords trying to take back resources and land from the 

church.   

Warfare conducted by anyone except ducal forces was restricted to 

engagements permitted only from Monday to Wednesday and also set out 
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unacceptable targets: church personnel and property, merchents, peasants, 

widows and orphans.797   

By the twelfth century, the Peace had been co-opted as part of the emerging 

monopoly on legitimate violence by public authority.798  Orderic’s concept of the 

Peace is evident in his condemnation of those who engage in violence in religious 

holidays such as Lent and Easter.799 

Analysis of insult in the EH does suggest Orderic had some suspicion of honour as a 

motivating factor.  In several instances he condemned those who set too much store 

by worldly reputation.  For example, he was critical of the concern Foucher, son of 

Ralph of Chaudry, showed about how others saw him: “He was always ready to seize 

the property of others and dissipate his own in order to win a worthless reputation 

for generosity”.800 And he criticised William of Moulins-la-Marche for setting “too 

much store on empty vainglory”.801  There is some correlation between those of 

whom Orderic’s depiction is more generally negative and those who are concerned 

with reputation; for example Robert Curthose’s advisors and Belek who tricked King 

Baldwin.802 

Indeed the connection between reputation [fama] and characterisation was a 

product of the Classical canon. 803  In Classical instruction on historical writing fama 

had two distinct but related meanings.  The first was ‘common report’ offered as a 

                                                             
797 M. Bennett, ‘Violence in eleventh century Normandy: Feud, warfare and politics’ in G. Halsall, 

Violence and society in the Early Medieval West (Woodbridge: Boydell Press, 1998), p. 137. 
798 Head & R. Landes ed., The Peace of God, pp. 7-8.  
799 EH, II, p. 319; EH, V, pp. 233, 235 see further 4.3. 
800 EH, III, p. 155.  
801 EH, III, p. 133. 
802 EH, II, p. 359; EH, VI, p. 117. 
803 Kempshall, Rhetoric, pp. 232, 263, 285. 
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type of evidence or witness to truth equivalent to oral testimony.804  The second was 

reputation, which was linked to the very purpose of the writing of history, offering 

exempla for the reader to emulate or avoid.805  In the 50 references to fama in the 

EH Orderic used fama to mean both common report and  reputation, and there is a 

fairly even split between these two usages.806  The relative percentage of uses to 

mean common report versus reputation increases where Orderic relates events 

which happened in his lifetime.807  This might be explained by the Classical instruction 

that reputation transcends the temporal and reputation can only be considered with 

the benefit of hindsight.808   

In considering honour in the EH we are primarily concerned with fama as relates to 

reputation. Where Orderic uses fama to mean reputation it is strongly linked to a 

characterisation of sanctity (either explicitly with saints or else by connection to holy 

places, ecclesiastical, monastic or miracle stories).809  Boethius had suggested that to 

reflect on reputation served to help reveal divine order.810  Orderic’s favoured usage 

might point to a pragmatic interpretation of this philosophy.  A further interesting 

feature of Orderic’s usage of fama as reputation is that he freely uses it in the context 

                                                             
804 Kempshall, Rhetoric, pp. 174, 353 
805 Kempshall, Rhetoric, pp. 44-45, 135 
806 EH, II, pp. 86, 128, 158, 174, 228, 238, 250, 296, 330, 340, 346; EH, III, pp. 40, 218, 258, 274, 280, 
284, 296, 346; EH, IV, pp. 26, 28, 62, 70, 82, 102, 266, 304; EH, V, pp. 30, 62, 76, 86, 88, 192, 194, 
280, 284, 346; EH, VI, 16, 120, 186, 194, 206, 234, 272, 312, 358, 456, 510.  
807 Common report: EH, II, p. 228; EH, III, pp. 219, 296; EH, IV, pp. 26, 28, 62, 71, 102, 266, EH, V, pp. 
30, 63, 76, 89, 281, 347; EH, VI, pp. 207, 234, 272, 313, 457, 511.  Reputation; EH, II, pp. 86, 128, 158, 
174, 238, 250, 296, 331, 341, 346; EH, III, pp. 40, 258, 275, 280, 284, 346; EH, IV, pp. 82, 304; EH, V, 
pp. 87, 192, 194, 284; EH, VI, pp. 16, 120, 186, 195, 272, 313, 358.  Common report 29: Reputation 
21. Nb where these references are known to be derivative of Orderic’s sources e.g. Baudry of Dol’s 
work EH, V, pp. 63, 76, 87, 89 Orderic mirrors the original authors use but these instances are limited 
and do not affect the general conclusion. 
808 Kempshall, Rhetoric, p. 42 cites Sallust. 
809 EH, II, p. 86, 128, 158, 250, 296, 331, 341, 346; EH, III, pp. 40, 275, 280, 284, 346; EH, IV, p. 304; 
EH, V, pp. 192, 194, 284; EH, VI, pp. 272, 313. 
810 Kempshall, Rhetoric, p. 80. 
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of women and non-nobles, providing some supporting evidence to the idea of honour 

as something affecting the whole of society and not just an elite male subset (4.3 and 

below).811  

Despite these various influences, Orderic’s depiction of honour had on some level to 

reflect the way honour worked in the society he described and in a way which his 

audience would have recognised.812  Those working with the EH have noted that 

honour is a prevalent concern of the text: “numerous anecdotes demonstrate 

Orderic’s aristocrats were deeply concerned about their honour or reputation”813  

The study of insult confirms this observation and offers some suggestions and 

qualifications about how honour worked in the society Orderic was describing.  

7.3 Insult and honour  

The insults in Orderic’s EH make reference to fama in only five instances.814  For 

example, Adela of Blois encourages her husband Stephen – one of the Antioch ‘rope-

dancers’ – to respond to the insults he is facing by going on crusade once again, 

regaining the good reputation [fama] he had enjoyed in his youth.  815  Far more 

commonly Orderic makes reference to reputation without using the term fama.  In 

his study of vengeance in EH Roche recognised laus and probitas as synonyms and 

these terms are evident in Orderic’s insults.816   In addition, studying insult shows 

Orderic also made reference to reputation by reference to an incident being known 

                                                             
811 EH, II, p. 128; EH, III, p. 258, 346; EH, IV, p. 304. 
812 See 1.3 ‘narrative sources’. 
813 Barton, ‘Emotions and Power’, Anglo-Norman Studies 33 (2010) p. 48. 
814 EH, III, p. 346; EH, IV, pp. 62, 82; EH, V, p. 325; EH, VI, p. 120. 
815 EH, V, p. 325;  
816 Laus is also used in Orderic’s account of insult EH, II, pp. 155, 257; EH, III, pp. 80-83.  We might 
add as synonyms censeri EH, II, p. 221 and fertur quod EH, III, p. 133. 
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to all [omnis, multis], or known to all in our time [diebus nostris] or known 

everywhere.817 Elsewhere, that something is known to all is depicted by the 

suggestion of people sharing insults behind the back of the insulted.818  Orderic 

describes the reputation of Robert of Bellême by reference to commonly circulated 

‘stories’ [fabula]: “The English and the Welsh who up to that time had listened to 

accounts of his brutal sports as though to stories, with a smile, now groaned and 

wailed as they were torn by his iron talons, and discovered by their own sufferings 

that the stories were true”.819  There are also the large number of instances 

inherently to do with reputation – ethologia, commonplaces and nicknames –

pejorative versions of which have come under the remit of this study.  Following 

Cicero’s rules for depicting character, Orderic included what was ‘commonly known’ 

about individuals and groups of peoples.  For example, Orderic describes a member 

of the Giroie family, ‘As for Ralph the fifth brother, he was nicknamed [cognomino] 

“the clerk” because he was thoroughly versed in grammar and the other liberal arts. 

He was also called [malacorona] “Ill-tonsured” because of his predilection for 

knightly sports and frivolities in his youth’.820 Finally, in addition to the incidents of 

insults which express a concern with reputation there are further incidents of insult 

where the public nature of the incident marks an implicit connection to public 

perception.821  For example, when William I admonishes his son Robert Curthose for 

wishing to inherit the Duchy of Normandy before his father’s death, Orderic makes 

                                                             
817 Known to all: EH, II, pp. 15, 265; EH, IV, pp. 115, 195; EH, V, pp. 199, 325; EH, VI, pp. 73, 149; 
known in our times: EH, II, p. 49; known everywhere EH, II pp. 279, 313; EH, VI, pp. 121, 243. 
818 EH, II, pp. 53, 65, 91. 
819 EH, V, p. 227. 
820 EH, II, pp. 23, 29. 
821 EH, IV, p. 133; EH, VI, p. 277, 355. 
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clear that the insults William I throws at Robert Curthose were all the greater for 

having been made in public.822   

And yet reputation was not the same as honour.  Honour implies some internalisation 

of the concern for reputation.  As discussed above, emotion history has established 

that medieval people were simultaneously capable of being aware of the socially 

constructed nature of ideas such as honour and being subject to real feelings around 

it.823  Orderic’s insults also display an internalised concern with honour.  

Internalisation is sometimes implicit in the somatic markers which surround the 

insult.824  Elsewhere it is evident by the reaction to the insult, either of the person 

who has been insulted or others around them.825  Finally, two insults speak directly 

to the idea of fear at a loss of reputation, a fear we might consider evidence of honour 

at work. So the men who accompanied William I to England but subsequently 

returned to their lands in Normandy “feared [uereor] that if they abandoned him 

[William] they would be openly branded as traitors and cowardly deserters”.826  And 

in Waltheof’s imagined speech to the would-be rebels, Ralph of Norwich and Roger 

of Hereford, he worried that “I am known all over the country, and it would cause 

great scandal if – which Heaven forbid – I were publicly proclaimed a sacrilegious 

traitor.”827  In total, 68 instances of insult in the EH make some reference to 

reputation. The size of the sample of insult concerned with reputation provides some 

                                                             
822 EH, III, p. 133. 
823 See 6.6 
824 EH, VI, p. 243, 463. 
825 The person being insulted: EH, II, pp. 57, 91-99. Audience reaction: EH, II, p. 359; EH, III, p. 97; EH, 
V, p. 325. 
826 EH, II, p. 221. 
827 EH, II, p. 315.  
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evidence for Orderic’s concern with honour and the idea of Norman society as a 

Norman society. 

A further subsection of our sample of insult provides further evidence for the idea of 

an honour society in Orderic’s work.  In six additional instances, insult intersects with 

feelings of shame [dolor, erubesco].  There are only two references to shame [dolor] 

in the insults of the EH: William Rufus’ shame at his treatment by the besieged 

townsmen of Mayet, and the shame of the clandestine rope dancers having fled 

Antioch.828  (That is excluding the extradiegetic exclamation proh dolor, although the 

fact that this was a common expression and so frequently used by Orderic might in 

itself provide evidence for an honour society and an author for whom the concept of 

honour was relevant).829  Instead Orderic shows a preference for expressing shame 

through its somatic marker blushing, the verb erubesco, to blush occurs four times.830 

Pattison has argued that in an honour society shame can be perceived positively, 

motivating individuals to correct or moral actions and behaviours.831  The insults in 

Orderic’s work which mention shame show it working in precisely this way and 

provide further evidence that Orderic wrote as part of an honour society.   

If this establishes that honour was important to Orderic and his audience, further 

detail of how honour worked in Norman society can be gleaned from the responses 

to insult in Orderic Vitalis’ EH.  In 48 of the incidents of insult identified in the EH the 

                                                             
828 EH, V, pp. 259, 269. 
829 There are 35 instances of the phrase ‘Proh dolor’: EH, II, pp. 52, 88, 320; EH, III, pp. 96, 104, 242, 
262, 304, 326, 348; EH, IV, pp. 30, 86, 94, 228, 260, 288; EH, V, pp. 224, 290, 304, 314; EH, VI, pp. 12, 
48, 62, 66, 134, 158, 212, 298, 312, 422, 432, 452, 466, 480, 524. 
830 EH, VI, p. 19, 207, 415, 459 
831 Pattison, Shame, p. 151. 
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response of the person(s) being insulted is clearly stated.832 In most instances, 

Orderic noted both the immediate response of the person being insulted and the 

longer term consequence of the incident. (Where ‘immediate’ and ‘longer term’ are 

defined by relative to the role insult plays in the narrative and not in actual temporal 

terms.)  

Table 3: A summary of the immediate response to insult by the insulted where 

known 

Immediate response of 
the insulted party 

Number of 
incidents 
where this 
occurs 

PP. 

Anger  9 EH, II, 91, 95; EH, III, 101, 135; EH, IV, 
129, 141-3, 213; EH, V, 117; EH, VI, 207 

Doubt 1 EH, VI, 117 

Fear 2 EH, IV, 225-7; EH, V, 325 

Forgive 1 EH, II, 213 

Grief and contrition  2 EH, V, 87, 259 

Ignore 6 EH, II, 219, 359; EH, III, 223, 339; EH, V, 
199; EH, VI, 87 

Insult 4 EH, II, 309, 319; EH, V, 303; EH, VI, 261 

Thank 1 EH, II, 143 

Threat 7 EH, II, 55, 95; EH, IV, 129, 133; EH, 117; 
EH, VI, 83, 197 

Verbal defence 2 EH, III, 101, 135 

Violence 4 EH, II, 57; EH, IV, 37, 293; EH, VI, 353-
355 

Unknown 8 EH, II, 159, 349; EH, III, 19, 243, 319; 
EH, IV, 69-71, 192-3; EH, VI, 297 

 

Table 4: A summary of the longer term consequences of incidents of insult where 

Orderic narrates this explicitly 

Longer term consequence 
of the insult 

Number of 
incidents 
where this 
occurs 

PP. 

Battle victory by insulted 2 EH, II, 143; EH, IV, 293 
                                                             
832 EH, II, pp. 15, 55, 57, 91, 95, 143, 159, 213, 219, 309, 319, 349, 359; EH, III, 19, 101, 135, 223, 243, 
319, 339; EH, IV, 37, 69-71, 129, 133, 141-3, 192-5, 213, 225-227, 293; EH, V, 87, 117, 199, 259, 303, 
325; EH, VI, 19, 83, 87, 117, 197, 207, 261, 297, 353-355, 415, 459. 
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Battle loss by insulted 1 EH, V, 259 

Continued animosity 4 EH, II, 135, 359; EH, III, 135; EH, VI, 207 

Exile of the insulter 6 EH, II, 15,91, 95, 95; EH, III, 101, 135 

Exile of the insulted 1 EH, II, 57 

Exhortation to action of 
insulted 

3 EH, II, 143; EH, IV, 37; EH, 192-3 

Imprisonment of the 
insulted 

1 EH, II, 319 

Peace 3 EH, II, 213; EH, IV, 133; EH, VI, 197 

Reputational damage of 
insulter 

1 EH, VI, 117 

Reputational damage of 
insulted 

1 EH, VI, 87 

Sickness (and/or) death of 
insulter 

9 EH, II, 55, 159, 349; EH, III, 19, 243, 
319; EH, IV, 69-71; EH, VI, 297, 353-
355 

Sickness (and/or) death of 
insulted 

1 EH, VI, 459 

Violence by the insulter 2 EH, IV, 213, 225-7 

Violence by the insulted 2 EH, VI, 83, 415 

Withdrawal of the insult 
by the insulter 

1 EH, IV, 141-3 

 

In table 3 the 48 instances where the immediate response to insult is known are 

listed. In a small number of instances more than one reaction is given as an 

immediate response – for example anger and threat – and where this occurs the 

reference is recorded under both headings.  Of these 48 instances, in 38 cases the 

long term consequence of the incident is made explicit by Orderic and these 

instances are categorised in Table 4. As previously noted (see chapter 5), one of the 

rhetorical purposes served by insult for Orderic was to explain causation so the 

explicit inclusion of long term consequences of insult is to be expected and this gave 

purpose to the invention or inclusion of the insult in the narrative. 

Furthermore, rhetorical techniques may explain particular categories listed above.  

For example, the instance in which the insulted party thanks their insulter is an 
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example of the exhortations trope, most commonly seen as the start of a battle scene 

but also used by Orderic in other instances, in which the thanks are given for 

provoking the insulted party to action.833 A group of instances whereby the long term 

consequence is sickness or death of the insulter speaks to the genre of saints’ lives 

whereby insult of a saint or other pious person results in divine vengeance and the 

sickness or death of the person throwing the insult (see 5.5 above).  

That said, it still stands that any analysis of the responses to insult described in EH 

shows the variety of possibilities open to an individual being insulted in the Norman 

world.  The frequency with which Orderic imagines an insulted party would ignore 

and even forgive an insult counters the idea that in honour societies individual 

agency is sublimated to the ‘rules of the game’ and questions the idea that challenges 

to honour – such as insult – must always be confronted. 

In his descriptions of response to insult, Orderic imagines that for some honour was 

not the primary motivating factor for their actions.834  William IX duke of Aquitaine, 

who was also the Count of Pointou, took the decision not to go on the First Crusade, 

and instead used the Crusade as an opportunity to capture Toulouse.  Orderic 

recounted how he was shamed by his wife Philippa and subsequently went on 

crusade in 1101.  This incident is frequently cited as an incident in the EH concerned 

with honour.835  Yet in describing this incident Orderic was careful to qualify the idea 

of honour as the motivating factor; . “He was continually chided by many people, and 

                                                             
833 EH, II, p. 143 
834 See also the lords accompanying William I on the conquest of England who Orderic describes 
returning to Normandy despite their concern for their reputation in doing so EH, II, p. 219. 
835 S. M. Johns, Noblewomen, Aristocracy and Power in the Twelfth-Century Anglo-Norman Realm 
(Manchester: Manchester University Press, 2003), p. 16. 
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was driven to embark on another crusade as much by fear as by shame”.836  Honour 

was not the only or always primary motivation for Orderic’s characters. 

Analysis of insult in the EH also shows that the response of the insulted party could 

influence the longer term outcomes of the incident. In eighteen instances this is 

explicitly shown to be the case.837  Orderic explains the exile of William Repostel as 

caused by his violent response to an insult from Osmund, whom he kills after Osmund 

has boasted of seducing his daughter.838  This is compared to the very small number 

of instances where the response of the insulted party is explicitly shown as having 

made no difference to the outcome of events such as when Conan pleads for mercy 

in the face of Henry I’s insults, but Henry I still pushes Conan to his death.839   

Analysis of the long term consequence of incidents of insult speaks to the idea of 

honour as active and confirms that in a challenge to honour, the honour of both the 

insulter and insulted was at stake.  When Robert Curthose is insulted by his followers, 

he fails to acknowledge the insult and as such suffers reputational damage.  However, 

later in the same book of the EH, Belek insults King Baldwin, and here it is Belek – the 

insulter – who loses face when his wife is moved by the incident to speak against 

him.840  Some common consequences of incidents of insult – such as exile – are also 

shown as potentially occurring to either the insulter or the insulted.841  Indeed, Table 

                                                             
836 EH, V, p. 325. 
837 EH, II, pp. 57, 95, 143, 213, 219, 319; EH, III, pp. 101, 339; EH, IV, pp. 37, 141-3, 192-3, 213, 293; 
EH, V, pp. 259, 325; EH, VI, pp. 83, 87, 353-355. 
838 EH, II, p. 57. 
839 EH, IV, pp. 225-7.  There is a further dynamic which might explain this exception; ‘Conan was a 
bourgeois and different rules clearly applied‘ J. Gillingham, ‘1066 and the introduction of chivalry 
into England’ in G. Garnett and J. Hudson ed., Law and Government in Medieval England: Essays in 
Honour of Sir James Holt (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1994) , p. 45. 
840 EH, VI, pp. 87, 117. 
841 Compare EH, II, pp. 15, 57. 
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4 illustrates that in a larger number of instances negative long term consequences 

are felt by the person throwing the insult rather than by the person being insulted.842  

Whist this speaks to the context of monastic authorship – discussed in 7.2 above – it 

also serves to illustrate a social reality in the risk the insulter undertook by engaging 

in insult.  In light of this risk insult might be best defined not as a challenge to honour 

(with an implied passive role for the insulted party) but instead as a site of 

competition for honour (with equal participation for the insulter and the insulted). 

Studying insult confirms the importance of honour in Norman society.  Despite the 

reservations about honour as a social force we might expect in a work of a monastic 

author, concepts of honour pervade the incidents of insult which Orderic describes 

and invents for his readers.  Orderic’s depiction of Norman society conforms in many 

ways to descriptions of honour societies across time and place: Orderic’s depiction 

of honour is as something active and the public nature of insult could be significant.  

However, studying insult provides a further challenge to the idea that honour 

societies had rules from which individuals could not deviate and emphasises that 

where honour was contested there were equal risks to all involved parties.   

7.4 Feud: A case study 

Of the 48 instances analysed above, where we know the response to the insult, in 

nine cases the insults form part of a longer narrative which features more than one 

action and response.843  Exchanges like this one might be characterised in various 

ways with significant implications for our reading of high medieval society. One 

                                                             
842 EH, II, pp. 15, 55, 91, 95, 95, 159, 349; EH, III, pp. 19, 101, 135, 243, 319; EH, IV, pp. 69-71, 141-3; 

EH, VI, pp. 117, 297, 353-355 
843 See table below. 
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reading of these exchanges is as evidence of feud in the high medieval period.  844  

Indeed, Orderic’s EH has been seen as the key source for the study of feud in the 

Norman period.845  However, there has been much debate over the definition of feud 

which, like insult and honour, defies a linguistic definition.846       

A connection between honour and some concept of retaliatory violence in a society 

has been established by ethnographic record and historians of various societies 

across the long medieval period have explored the concept under various 

definitions.847  Debate remains about what best to call this phenomenon, how to 

define it, what it is defined against, and to what extent comparisons might be drawn 

across different medieval societies.  The background to recent debate on these issues 

has been framed by the opposing views of Guy Halsall and Paul Hyams.  Hyams 

argued for the use of the term feud to reflect shared features of the retaliatory 

                                                             
844 Other ways instances like those in Orderic have been read: ‘violent political activity’ or ‘warfare’ 
Bennett, ‘Violence in eleventh-century Normandy’ p. 126; ‘seigneurial wars’ J. Firnhaber-Baker, 
Violence and the state in Languedoc 1250-1400 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2014) p. 3 
845 T. Roche, ‘most Norman feud tales are only documented by Orderic’, ‘The way vengeance comes: 
Rancorous deeds and words in the world of Orderic Vitalis’ in S. A. Throop and P. R. Hyams ed. 
Vengeance in the Middle Ages: Emotion, religion and feud (Farnham: Ashgate, 2010), p. 115. 
846 J. G. H. Hudson, ‘Feud, vengeance and violence in England from the tenth to the twelfth 

centuries’ Tuten, B. S. and Billado, T. L ed., Feud, violence and practice: Essays in Medieval Studies in 

Honor of Stephen D. White (Burlington & Surrey: Ashgate, 2010), p. 31. Halsall, ‘Violence and 

Society’, p. 28; P. Hyams, ‘Was there really such a thing as feud in the high middle ages?’, in S. A. 

Throop and P. R. Hyams ed. Vengeance in the Middle Ages: Emotion, religion and feud (Farnham: 

Ashgate, 2010), pp. 156, 165; Kaminsky, ‘The noble feud’, p. 55; J. B. Netterstrøm, ‘Introduction’ in J. 

B. Netterstrøm & B. Poulson ed., Feud in Medieval and Early Modern Europe (Aarhus: Aarhus 

University Press, 2007), p. 37; Smail, ‘Hatred as a social institution’, p. 90. A linguistic approach has 

made a contribution to the debate through the study of specific terms, for example, R. Bartlett, 

‘Moral Enmities’: The Legal Aspect of Hostility in the Middle Ages’ reprinted in Tuten, B. S. and 

Billado, T. L ed., Feud, violence and practice: Essays in Medieval Studies in Honor of Stephen D. White 

(Burlington & Surrey: Ashgate, 2010), p. 199. 
847 C. Boehm, argues for this based on ancestral behaviours, ‘The Natural History of Blood Revenge’, 
pp. 190, 197; J. L. Byock, ‘Defining Feud: Talking Points and Iceland's Saga Women’ in J. B. 
Netterstrøm & B. Poulson ed., Feud in Medieval and Early Modern Europe (Aarhus: Aarhus University 
Press, 2007) p. 98; Hyams, Was there really such a thing as feud’, p. 151; Miller, Bloodtaking and 
Peacemaking, p. 302; Smail, ‘Hatred as a social institution’, p. 94; Throop and Hyams, ‘Introduction’, 
p. 2; White, ‘The politics of Anger’, p. 145; C. Wickham, ‘Gossip and resistance among the medieval 
peasantry’, Past & Present, 160 (August 1998), p. 6. 
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violence which occurred across the societies of the middle ages.  Halsall argued the 

term feud has been used too broadly across times, geographies and societies and 

that most of what we define as feud should be re-termed ‘customary vengeance’.848  

Whilst suggesting ‘feud’ is a vague and anachronistic term, Halsall recognises a 

concept of ‘blood feud’ specific to a very small number of medieval societies.  Blood 

feud is seen as incompatible with higher political institutions meaning that it would 

not have occurred in Norman society. 849  In blood feud Halsall argued the animosity 

must remain active in the minds of participants and not lie ‘dormant’. He argued 

much of what has been defined as feud is the medieval period is really the result of 

later narrative reinventions to justify discreet acts of violence, rather than 

animosities constantly in the minds of the participants.850  Hyams, on the other hand, 

has suggested that ‘feud’ may be seen working alongside and in co-operation with 

other social and political structures.  He argued the separation between active and 

dormant animosity is an artificial one as where feud lay ‘dormant’ the risk of feud 

might still exist and it is this possibility of feud that defines feud culture or habitus – 

feud is by nature defined retrospectively.851  Arguably Halsall and Hyams’ debate on 

feud is symptomatic of their positions on a much bigger question: what is social 

history in the middle ages – the history of mentalités or the history of the lived 

experience?    

In the context of this debate, rather than try to seek absolute definitions, historians 

have instead chosen to develop models for studying ‘feud’ which speak to the issues 

                                                             
848 Halsall, ‘Violence and Society’, p. 6.  
849 Halsall, ‘Violence and Society’, p. 23. 
850 Halsall, ‘Violence and Society’, p. 19. 
851 Hyams, Was there really such a thing as feud’, p. 169. 
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raised and then discuss them with specific reference to the society under study.  John 

Hudson’s model is typical.  He argued ‘feud’ might be studied with reference to 

motivation, violence, participation and duration.852  Motivations which imply feud 

include hostility, emotion, honour or a desire for vengeance.  At the heart of it, the 

motivation is some concept of being wronged as defined against rational, material or 

otherwise personal gain.853  Feuds must be violent, but this violence might occur 

against property or persons and might be physical or symbolic.854  Violence must be 

recurrent including more than one incident and response and some historians have 

argued the violence must be in some way tit-for-tat with a semblance of 

equivalence.855 Feuds include participants beyond the original protagonists.856 Feud 

involves wider social groups.857 It might be public.858  Unlike the sociological 

definitions of the 1960s and 70s (discussed in 7.2) historians have not associated feud 

particularly with family and kingroup bonds.  However some historians have insisted 

on the need for it to be intergenerational – that is to continue beyond the death of 

one of the original protagonist – to be truly defined as feud.859 The duration of a feud 

must be more than one action and reaction.860  Historians of feud agree that duration 

is important but how the length might be quantified is debated. 861 Duration is also 

                                                             
852 Hudson, ‘Feud, vengeance and violence’, p. 33. Johnson has a similar definition which she 
describes ‘actors, claim, strategies and timing’, ‘Kinship, disputing and ira’, p. 264.  See also Byock, 
‘Defining feud’, pp. 96-99. 
853 Hostility, Netterstrøm, ‘Introduction’, p. 49; Emotion, Hyams, Was there really such a thing as 
feud’, pp. 159-162; Honour or being wronged, Hyams, ‘Feud and the state’, p. 43. 
854 Byock, ‘Defining feud’, pp. 96-99. 
855 Byock, ‘Defining feud’, pp. 96-99; Hyams, Was there really such a thing as feud’, pp. 159-162; 
Netterstrøm, ‘Introduction’, p. 49. 
856 Hyams, Was there really such a thing as feud’, pp. 159-162. 
857 Byock, ‘Defining feud’, pp. 96-99; Netterstrøm, ‘Introduction’, p. 49. 
858 Bartlett, ‘Moral enmities’, p. 200; Kaminsky, ‘The noble feud’, p. 60; Hyams, Was there really such 
a thing as feud’, pp. 159-162. 
859 Byock, ‘Defining feud’, pp. 96-99. 
860 Hudson, ‘Feud, vengeance and violence’, p. 33. Johnson, ‘Kinship, disputing and ira’, p. 264. 
861 Halsall, ‘Violence and Society’, p. 22; Hyams, Was there really such a thing as feud’, pp. 159-162. 
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significant for how the violence in enacted, action and response should not be 

immediate, instead the enemy must be given time to prepare themselves.862  To the 

existing themes of motivation, violence, participation and duration one final category 

could be added to a model for feud: Resolution.  This would allow the testing of 

Halsall’s work on ‘blood feud’ which suggests feud is concluded not by one side 

winning but by a rebalancing. 863  Others have echoed the idea of ‘settlement’ and 

observed the common role of an external peacemaker is arbitrating resolution.864  

The most recent work on feud in Orderic’s EH is provided by two chapters in collected 

volumes edited by Halsall and Hyams.865  Matthew Bennett and Thomas Roche 

recognise the futility of trying to identify the instances under discussion by linguistic 

methods; Roche identified cruel deeds [talio], vengeance [ultio, vindicta] and war 

[guerra, bellum], along with a wide array of ‘emotion words’ used in Orderic’s 

descriptions.866  These authors also share some observations on Orderic’s feud tales.  

In EH there is no indication of equivalence in the tit-for-tat of feud violence, a life was 

not always owed for a life, and retaliations were sometimes not equal to the crime.  

Equally the rules of engagement for feud were not binding – there are examples of 

kinsmen refusing to retaliate where you might have expected retaliation, a kind of 

negative evidence.867  (As already discussed in 7.3 above.)  Whereas Roche was happy 

to recognise in Orderic’s work the existence of feud, an explicit product of an honour 

                                                             
862 Bartlett, ‘Moral enmities’, p. 200. 
863 Halsall, Violence and Society, p. 20.  Followed by, for example, Miller, Eye for an eye, p. 4. 
864 Byock, ‘Defining feud’, pp. 96-99; Kaminsky, ‘The noble feud’, p. 60; Hyams, Was there really such 
a thing as feud’, pp. 159-162; Netterstrøm, ‘Introduction’, p. 49. 
865 Bennett, ‘Violence in Eleventh-century Normandy’ pp. 126-140; Roche, ‘The Way Vengeance 
Comes’, pp.115-36. 
866 Roche, ‘The Way Vengeance Comes’, p. 119.  
867 Bennett, ‘Violence in eleventh century Normandy’, pp. 132-134. 
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society and ‘a world which puts emphasis on symbolic communication, on the 

defence of honour and face saving’, Bennett concluded that the ‘feud’ in Orderic’s 

EH is better understood as ‘customary violence’ – based on rational personal gain, 

rather than a defence of honour. 868   Studying insult might make a further 

contribution to this historiographical debate.   

7.5 Feud and insult  

The nine cases where insults form part of a longer narrative and feature more than 

one action and response might be analysed against the existing feud model discussed 

above.869   

  

                                                             
868 Bennett, ‘Violence in eleventh century Normandy’, pp. 132-134; Roche, ‘The Way Vengeance 
Comes’, pp. 122-125. Indeed Roche is deliberate in his choice of the word ‘feud’ defining it against 
‘vengeance’ which he argues retains negative signifiers -or an irrational or emotive response- as a 
result of the earlier work of Norbert Elias, Roche, ‘The Way Vengeance Comes’, p. 117. 
869 See table below.  This methodology is in contrast to others like Roche who identity a number of 
synonymous terms and use linguistic searches to limit the text. Roche, ‘The Way Vengeance Comes’, 
p. 6. 
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Table 5: Insults with more than one tit-for-tat analysed against feud modelling 

Case study Relevant pp. Does the account match the model for feud violence developed by historians? 

  Motivation Violence Participation Duration Resolution 

Duke William v. 
Abbot Robert of 
St Évroul  and 
the Giroie rebels  

EH, II, pp. 91-115 Yes. Orderic says 
duke William is 
motivated by 
emotion incited by 
Roger (and Mabel) 
of Montgomery. 
Chibnall also notes 
(note 4 p. 91)  the 
previous Giroie 
rebellion which 
would have also 
provided duke 
William with a 
sense of being 
wronged.  In 
either case the 
motivation is 
grievance not 
personal gain. 

Yes. Duke William 
is commits 
symbolic violence 
through insult and 
threat, and 
violence against 
property through 
confiscation of 
lands and exile.  In 
retaliation Arnold 
of Échauffour is 
described 
‘plundering, 
burning and 
slaying’.  There is a 
tit-for-tat.  There is 
some idea of 
equivalence in the 
description of 
Giroie kinsmen 
snatching 
property from 
Saint-Évroul, akin 

Yes. Robert of St 
Évroul invokes 
papal authority, 
his kinsfolk are 
also described 
perpetuating 
violence against 
duke William’s 
chosen 
replacement at 
Saint-Évroul by 
snatching land 
and churches and 
tithes.  
No. Duke William 
is not cited as 
involving other 
protagonists. 

Yes. Meets the 
requirements for 
more than one 
action and 
reaction, the 
incident allows for 
periods of 
contemplation and 
response is not 
immediate. 
No. Does not 
continue beyond 
one generation. 

Yes. Mention of 
peacemakers to 
act as intercessors. 
Resolution with 
the exiled 
magnates is 
reached by truce 
and sealed by 
equivalent gift 
giving: return of 
lands v. gift of ‘a 
costly mantle’ to 
the duke.  
Resolution with 
Abbot Robert is 
facilitated by 
papal intercession 
and concluded 
with papal 
absolution and 
Osbern’s 
absolution by 
Robert.  
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to the confiscation 
of lands by duke 
William.  

Duke William v. 
The men of 
Exeter  

EH, II, p. 213. Yes. Motivated by 
Exeter’s failure to 
swear fealty.  

Yes. Actual 
violence on the 
part of William, 
besieging the city, 
blinding a hostage.  
Symbolic violence 
on the part of 
Exeter, manning 
the ramparts. 

Yes. Duke William 
invokes 
Englishmen in his 
army. The men of 
Exeter send 
envoys to other 
cities for support. 

No.  Whilst it does 
contain more than 
one action and 
reaction this occurs 
as part of the same 
incident. Does not 
meet the 
requirement to 
allow for periods of 
contemplation, 
preparation and 
delayed response. 

No. Resolution is 
the submission of 
the men of Exeter 

Earl Roger of 
Hereford v. Duke 
William  

EH, II, pp. 313-19. Yes. Motivated by 
grievance over 
William’s invasion 
of England and 
subsequent 
treatment of 
aristocracy. 

Yes. Actual 
violence at the 
initial rebellion 
and battle at 
Fagaduna and 
siege of Norwich.  
Symbolic violence 
in William’s 
imprisonment of 
Roger, the gift of 
furs, and also in 
Roger’s 

Yes. E. Roger 
enacts alliances. 
William engages 
the loyal 
magnates of 
England. 

Yes. Meets the 
requirements for 
more than one 
action and 
reaction.  Whilst 
the actual violence 
of the rebellion 
might be seen as 
one act, the 
subsequent tit-for-
tat exchange 
between William 

? Orderic recounts 
as not yet 
resolved.  
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subsequent 
burning of it.  

and Roger whilst 
Roger is 
imprisoned meets 
the requirement 
for periods of 
contemplation and 
an exchange where 
the response is not 
immediate. Meets 
the requirement 
for an 
intergenerational 
conflict. Roger 
remains in prison 
after the king’s 
death. William’s 
brother Henry has 
not yet pardoned 
Roger’s sons.  
 

William I v. 
Robert Curthose 

EH, II, p. 359. 
EH, III, pp. 97-
115. 

Yes.  William Rufus 
and Henry are 
motivated by 
indignation at 
Robert’s claims to 
his inheritance of 
the duchy of 

Yes. Symbolic 
violence of 
William Rufus and 
Henry’s insult of 
Robert at Laigle 
and the imagined 
exchange of 

Yes. Norman 
magnates declare 
either for Robert 
or for William. 
William Rufus and 
Henry support 
their father, 

Yes. Meets 
requirements for 
action and reaction 
and for periods of 
contemplation, 
Chibnall EH, II, p. 
357 note 4. 

Yes. Elder 
magnates (EH, III, 
p. 111), bishops, 
Queen Matilda 
and French envoys 
intercede to plead 
for peace. 
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Normandy and the 
perceived 
dishonour this 
does their father 
William.  

insults between 
Robert and 
William (EH, III pp 
99-101).  Robert 
puts himself into 
self-imposed exile 
and leaves 
Normandy. Robert 
and followers 
attempt to seize 
royal citadel at 
Rouen, Robert and 
followers raiding 
of Normandy, 
William responds 
by confiscation of 
lands, William’s 
men kill Rotrou 
count of 
Mortagne.  King 
William threatens 
to blind Samson 
the Breton, 
Matilda’s man. 
Robert and his 
followers take 
Gerberoy which 

Queen Matilda 
supports Robert.  
Robert has the 
support of Philip, 
king of France to 
capture Gerberoy 

suggests events 
take place 1077-
1079 but the 
continued 
animosity between 
Robert and his 
younger brothers 
after duke 
William’s death is 
also relevant to the 
idea of a continued 
feud with 
intergenerational 
elements.  

Resolution is one 
of compromise. 
William makes 
concession to 
Robert by 
promising him 
Normandy after 

his death – Robert 
leaves Normandy 
rather than accept 
these terms.  
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William then 
besieges 

Hugh the Great 
v. Louis King of 
France (part of 
the foundation 
tale of Saint-
Évroul) 

EH, III, pp. 311-
319. 

Yes. Louis is 
motivated to act 
against Hugh by 
emotion raised by 
Bernard the Dane 
and by the 
perceived earlier 
treachery of 
Hugh’s father 
Charles 

Yes. Louis act 
symbolic violence, 
removal of lands 
and rights from 
Hugh, Hugh’s 
response symbolic 
violence through 
insult, actual 
violence through 
wrecking of 
Normandy. 

No. No alliances 
brought in. 

Yes. More than one 
tit-for-tat.  
Bernard’s imagined 
invocation of 
Hugh’s father’s 
earlier treachery 
conforms to the 
intra-generational 
aspect of feud.  

No. Resolution 
comes by the 
death of Hugh the 
Great and the 
misfortune of the 
French crown, not 
through 
compromise, 
peacemaking or 
restoring balance. 

Bricstan v. his 
imprisoners 
(Bricstan miracle 
story) 

EH, III, pp. 347-
361. 

No.  Robert 
Malarteis’ reasons 
for condemning 
Bricstan and 
Queen Matilda’s 
later doubting of 
his saintly 
intervention are 
not explained 
beyond 
references to his 
troublesome 
character.  

Yes. Symbolic 
violence in insult 
and 
imprisonment, 
actual violence in 
divine vengeance. 

No.  No.  Whilst it does 
contain more than 
one action and 
reaction this occurs 
as part of the same 
incident. Does not 
meet the 
requirement to 
allow for periods of 
contemplation, 
preparation and 
delayed response. 

No. Resolution is 
not a balancing 
but instead a 
vindication of the 
saintly Bricstan by 
divine 
intervention. 
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Odo of Bayeux 
and the rebels of 
the siege of 
Rochester v. 
King William 
Rufus 

EH, IV, pp. 129-
133 

Yes. William is 
motivated by the 
act of rebellion to 
vengeance, it is 
described by 
Orderic as an 
emotional 
response. 

Yes. Symbolic 
violence both on 
the part of the 
rebels holding 
Rochester castle 
and on William 
Rufus’s part on 
their symbolic 
submission at the 
end of the siege 
and in the 
subsequent 
confiscation of 
land and titles. 

No. Whilst the 
rebels have wider 
alliances, the 
other magnates 
are described as 
brokering the 
peace rather than 
supporting 
William’s actions. 

No. Whilst it does 
contain more than 
one action and 
reaction, it does 
not follow the tit-
for-tat pattern and 
there is no 
semblance of 
equivalence. 
Whilst Orderic 
describes the 
animosity 
continuing (in 
many cases until 
the rebels death) 
this is not 
necessarily active 
i.e. there is no 
continued acts of 
vengeance beyond 
the siege of 
Rochester. 

Yes. Resolution is 
brokered by 
intermediaries 
acting as 
peacemakers and 
rebalancing occurs 
in the symbolic 
shaming of the 
rebels and the 
confiscation of the 
their lands and 
possessions.  

Helias of Maine 
v. William Rufus 

EH, V, pp. 229 -
307 

Yes. Orderic 
describes both 
Helias and William 
being motivated 
by the honour of 

Yes. Symbolic 
violence in the 
threat of William 
Rufus to lay siege 
to Le Mans, and in 

Yes. Robert of 
Bellême in 
support of 
William. At 
various points in 

Yes. Multiple 
actions, follows tit-
for-tat pattern, 
semblance of 
equivalence.  No. 

No. Resolution 
occurs at the 
death of William 
Rufus it is a 
concession on the 
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retaining (or 
retaking) ancestral 
lands at Le Mans. 

the adoption by 
Helias of crusader 
symbolism. Actual 
violence in Robert 
of Bellême’s 
harrying of the 
region and in the 
attack by Helias at 
Dangeul, William’s 
taking of the city, 
Helias’ subsequent  

the narrative 
others intercede 
for peace but it is 
not accepted.  

Animosity dies with 
William Rufus 
death when Henry 
cedes the region to 
Helias. 

part of Henry his 
heir not a 
balancing.  

Eustace of 
Breteuil v. Henry 
I 

EH, VI, p. 41, 211, 
278. 

Yes. Motivation 
reclaim ancestral 
lands at Ivry (lost 
by his father 
William and given 
previously to 
Robert Curthose) 
EH, IV, 114, 202, 
286-8.  Henry I 
refuses to grant 
these lands back 
to Eustace which 
begins a series of 
tit-for-tat 
violence.  

Yes. Blinding of 
hostages. Some 
aspects 
equivalence. 
Eustace blinds his 
hostage, the King 
allows the blinding 
and removal  of 
nose tips of the 
hostages he holds 
from Eustace. 
Symbolic violence: 
Eustace’s 
fortifications of 
the castles in 
Breteuil, Henry I’s 

Yes. Henry I exacts 
loyalty from 
subjects and 
support from 
other lords, 
Eustace seeks the 
support of other 
lords. 

Yes. Meets the 
requirements for 
more than one 
action and 
reaction, the 
incident allows for 
periods of 
contemplation and 
response is not 
immediate, tit-for-
tat. There is an 
intergenerational 
aspect involved in 
that the 
background to the 
incident is the loss 

Yes. Animosity 
ends with balance. 
Eustace seeks 
mercy there is 
symbolic humbling 
(barefoot), Henry I 
compensates his 
financially for his 
loss of lands.  
Peacemakers are 
involved ‘Friends 
were present to 
intercede’ EH, VI, 
p. 278. 
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besieges castles, 
gives captured 
castles to others, 
mistreatment of 
Eustace’s wife. 

of the land to the 
duchy in the time 
of Eustace’s father 
William, when the 
land was given to 
Henry I’s older 
brother, Robert 
Curthose. 
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Evaluation of these nine instances against existing feud models suggests that on 

balance in only four cases does the account of the animosity presented by Orderic 

meet the definition of feud.870 In all four instances one of the feud parties is the duke 

or king and so this definition also depends on an acceptance that dukes and kings can 

be involved in feud systems, and that this vengeance is not instead better defined as 

legitimate violence.871   

Furthermore, there is an argument that all the feud tales in the medieval Latin 

narratives are a product of the medieval authors who created those narratives.  

These animosities only become feuds in retrospect when medieval authors present 

them as such in their narrative; they would not have been recognised as feuds by the 

participants at the time.872  It is easy to isolate examples to illustrate the point. Whilst 

Orderic does describe the animosity between Helias of Maine and William Rufus over 

the control of Maine as motivated by honour there was undoubtedly also significant 

personal and material gain to be made from controlling these lands.873  

However, in line with the methodological approach to narrative sources outlined at 

the beginning of this thesis  – it matters less whether individual instances happened 

in the way Orderic describes them rather the source should be read for what it can 

tell us about what Orderic and his audience recognised could have happened (see 

1.3 ‘narrative sources’).  Of perhaps more significance to the four cases which meet 

the historiographical model for feud is the fact that in all nine cases, elements of the 

                                                             
870 EH, II, pp. 91-115; EH, II, pp. 313-19; EH, II, pp. 359 and EH, III, pp. 97-115; EH, VI, pp. 41, 211, 278 
871 Taylor points out that Kings and Princes were ‘themselves players in the game of honour’ and 
there was no conflict between honour and centralised power. Taylor, Chivalry, p. 59. 
872 Halsall, ‘Violence and Society’, p. 19. 
873 EH, V, pp. 229 -307 
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animosity as described by Orderic exhibit – in either motivation, violence, duration, 

participation or resolution – some of the features of feud.  This suggests that even if 

Orderic was not recounting incidents of feud he was writing in a world in which feud 

was a part.  

Finally it is necessary to return to a point made repeatedly throughout this thesis – 

that narrative sources such as Orderic’s EH not only reflected society but sought to 

shape it.  It is impossible to be conclusive on whether – as Halsall would argue –

individuals in Anglo-Norman society involved in the tit-for-tat vengeance with their 

neighbours would have recognised the model of feud outlined above. But it is likely 

that having seen feud depicted in histories and in fiction they would interpret their 

lived experience with this (however subconsciously) in their minds.  

7.6 Were some insults more serious than others?  

If we accept Norman society as an honour society in which feud – or the idea of feud 

at least – was a part – what does this mean for our study of insult? 

In chapter 4 a survey of the type of insult in the EH showed the prevalence of insults 

whose defamatory nature rested on a social concern with reputation. Understanding 

Norman society as an honour society might affect the relative seriousness we give to 

some insults.  We can conclude, to be called a liar or a hypocrite – whilst still an insult 

in our own society – was offensive to a much greater degree in Anglo-Norman 

society.874  

                                                             
874 Eg. EH, III, pp. 201, 347-361 
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Defining Anglo-Norman society as an honour society also has impact on how we view 

insults which reference the other attributes which confer honour: bloodline, family, 

wealth, power and so on.  In popular histories of insult much is made of one of the 

early appearances of the word bastard as William I’s epithet.  The fact that William 

was indeed born out of wedlock along with the fact he was nevertheless his father’s 

nominated heir has led some to the conclusion “the word bastard hadn’t taken on its 

insulting meaning yet”.875  But this is somewhat misleading.  In an honour society, 

such was the importance of bloodline for conferring honour, that to make deliberate 

reference to someone’s bloodline in this way was intended to offend. Orderic 

recounts in William’s imagined death bed speech: Guy, son of Reginald duke of 

Burgundy ‘spoke and acted without respect and slandered me disloyally, calling me 

a bastard [nothus] and declaring me base and unfit for rule'.876  Sara McDougall has 

argued that Orderic’s use of nothus might explain where the criticism of William 

really lay; the word of Greek origin is commonly used in other contemporary sources 

to imply one whose bloodline was tainted by ignoble blood.  The criticism of William 

was not that he was born out of wedlock, but instead that his mother was of ignoble 

birth.877  Nor was William the only victim in the EH of insult which focussed on 

bloodline.878  In an honour society, bloodline mattered, and this made it a natural 

focus and subject for insult.  

                                                             
875 E.g. https://blog.oup.com/2008/11/bastard/ [Accessed 14/4/2018] 
876 EH, IV, p. 83  Chibnall believed that the death bed speech incorporated things which were widely 
known.  
877 S. McDougall, Royal Bastards: The Birth of Illegitimacy (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2016) pp. 
116-120. See also van Houts, ‘The origins of Herleva’, pp. 400-402. 
878 EH, II, p. 99; EH, XII, p. 269. 

https://blog.oup.com/2008/11/bastard/
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7.7 Insult as symbolic violence  

If defining the Norman world as an honour society tells us something about the 

relative offensiveness of different insults, it also suggests something about the 

relative impact of insult compared to other forms of violence.  

Insult can be defined as symbolic violence. Historians have traditionally seen 

symbolic violence as less serious than physical violence.  Thus, insult is often read as 

the beginning of an escalation of animosity which ends in feud violence.879 Or else 

symbolic violence – like insult – is seen as a way of competing for honour without the 

personal risks of physical violence.880  But this reading of non-equivalence between 

symbolic and physical violence assumes orders of magnitude from our own society. 

‘Unlike today, violence as such was perceived not as intrinsically evil, but as 

neutral’.881  Physical violence was endemic in the medieval world, and part and parcel 

of both social institutions and the private world of the household.882  Having defined 

Norman society as an honour society we can assume that the offensive potential of 

symbolic violence was much higher than in a society like our own.  It may be that for 

some in Norman society the threat of symbolic violence was equal to that of physical 

violence and medieval people did not distinguish as sharply between physical and 

non-physical violence as modern people do.  Indeed, as a tool of aggression, symbolic 

violence like insult was in some ways more powerful and more nuanced than physical 

violence because ways of responding were more numerous and the potential for 

discerning the honourable course of action more ambiguous. This conclusion is of 

                                                             
879 Warren-Brown, C., Violence in Medieval Europe (Harlow: Longman, 2011) p. 15. 
880 Lesnick, ‘Insults and threats’, pp. 71-80. 
881 K. van Eickels, ‘Gendered violence’, p. 589. 
882 R. Kaeuper ed., Violence in Medieval Society (Woodbridge: Boydell Press, 2000) pp. ix – xiii. 
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some significance not just for the study of insult but also for our wider understanding 

of feud, for example Bennett and Roche’s conclusion above that the tit-for-tat 

violence depicted in EH did not follow a pattern of equivalence.  

7.8 Insult as a tool of social control  

This conclusion also stands to contribute to an area of feud studies as yet little 

discussed.  Max Gluckman and his followers established feud not as an irrational 

behaviour but as a codified social structure which existed to enhance social 

stability.883  Historians have since debated to what extent the ideas of an honour 

society and particularly feud could co-exist with other structures regulating violence 

in society such as princely power and the centralised state.  Some argued that feud 

was only seen in primitive societies or those going through a period of ‘anarchy’, 

whilst others have observed the co-existence, and even interaction, of honour and 

feud culture with centralised political power. 884    The reading of Norman society as 

a feud society would locate this thesis in the second camp.  However, the suggestion 

that symbolic violence may hold equivalence with physical violence in the medieval 

world made above has implications for how we read Gluckman’s ‘peace in the feud’ 

                                                             
883 Gluckman, ‘The peace in the feud’ ,p. 5; Bourdieu, ‘The Sentiment of Honour’, p. 201; Campbell, 
‘Honour and the devil’, p. 143. 
884 Those who see feud as somehow primitive or only possible with a disrupted ‘state’: R. R. Davies, 
‘The survival of Bloodfeud in Medieval Wales’, History, 54, 182 (Oct. 1969) pp. 340-341 ; Hudson, 
‘Feud, vengeance and violence’, pp. 41-49; Kaminsky, ‘The noble feud’, p. 68.  Others have suggested 
that feud could co-exist with political power but only where this power was not centralised such as 
in Scotland; J. Wormald, ‘Bloodfeud, kindred and government in Early Modern Scotland’, Past & 
Present, 87 (May 1980) pp. 65, 78 or Iceland; J. Byock, ‘Saga form, oral prehistory and the Icelandic 
social context’, New Literary History, 16, 1, (Autumn, 1984) p. 155; Miller, Bloodtaking and 
Peacemaking, p. 4. Those who see feud as compatible with centralised power: J. M. Wallace-Hadrill, 
The Long-Haired Kings and Other Studies in Frankish History (London: Methuen, 1962) pp. 3. 61-63; 
Hyams, ‘Feud and the State’, pp. 13-16, 20; Firnhaber-Baker, Violence and the State, pp. 3-4, 10, 180; 
Taylor, Chivalry, p. 59. 
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theory.  The idea of feud as codified behaviour stands but should we as historians be 

reading this as a society which is peaceful or ever stable?   

7.9 Conclusion  

In conclusion studying honour and feud has much to bring to the study of medieval 

insult.  It suggests the level of offense for certain types of insult may have been very 

different in medieval society to in our own.  Insult and other forms of symbolic 

violence may be best thought of, not as lesser forms or safe options, but the 

equivalent of physical violence and a fundamental part of a violent medieval society.  

In addition studying insult makes a contribution to our understanding of honour and 

feud in medieval society.  It suggests it is possible to define Norman society as an 

honour society with a feud culture where honour was active and played out 

frequently in a public arena.  But that the ‘rules’ of the honour ‘game’ were far from 

fixed and the potential for human agency was such that to contest honour was a risk 

to all involved.    

A final feature of honour suggested by the existing literature and as yet little 

discussed in this chapter is that honour was experienced differently by different 

sections of society.885 In the next chapter of this thesis we will consider the 

experience of one social group through the study of insult and concepts of 

knighthood and chivalry.  

  

                                                             
885 Miller, Bloodtaking and Peacemaking, p.32. 
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8. Insult and chivalry 

 

8.1 Introduction 

Next the bearded Audoin, bishop of Evreux, brought a plea against Amaury, 

who had, he complained, scandalously expelled him and sacrilegiously burnt 

his episcopal seat.  One of Amaury's chaplains at once made a public reply, 

boldly refuting the charge, and plainly calling the bishop a liar in the hearing 

of the whole assembly. 'Not Amaury', he said, 'but your own wickedness 

drove you out, and rightly too, and burnt your episcopal seat. The truth is that 

he, who was disinherited by the king through your malicious lies, recovered 

his rightful honor [honorem] as a brave knight should who is blessed with 

arms and friends [ut strenuissimus miles armis pollens et amicis debitum 

honorem recuperauit].886 

In this incident an insult is thrown in defence of Amaury of Montfort.  In expelling 

Audoin (1113-1139) from his bishopric at Evreux, Amaury – his chaplain argued – has 

behaved exactly as a man of his position should.887 The defence rests on the idea that 

there was an accepted way of behaving for men such as Amaury, for ‘brave knights’.  

The intersection of the idea of a code of conduct with this societal group points to 

the presence in Orderic’s insults of a concept much debated in medieval 

historiography, chivalry.  Chivalry has been variously defined as a ‘value system’, 

‘code of values’, ‘set of attitudes and behaviours’ and ‘a common bond’ and it is more 

or less associated with one group in society, knights.888   

                                                             
886 EH, VI, p. 261.  
887 In describing Audoin as bearded Orderic provides a further defence of Amaury’s actions.  In the 
Latin church clerics were not supposed to wear beards, a requirement to be clean shaven had been 
codified in a canon of the 9th century and was associated with purity and chastity.  R. Bartlett, 
‘Symbolic meanings of hair in the middle ages’, Transactions of the Royal Historical Society (5 March 
1993), p. 57. 
888 Chivalry has been variously defined as: professional ‘warrior code’, M. Bennett, ‘Why Chivalry? 
Military ‘professionalism’ in the Twelfth Century: The origins and expressions of a social-military 
ethos’ in D. J. B. Trim ed., The Chivalric Ethos and the Development of Military Professionalism 
(Leiden & Boston: Brill, 2003), p. 42; ‘a code of conduct’ and ‘a common bond’, M. Keen, Chivalry 
(Yale: Yale University Press, 1982) pp. 2, 27; ‘a secular code of values’, J. Gillingham, ‘1066 and the 
introduction of chivalry into England’ in G. Garnett and J. Hudson ed., Law and Government in 
Medieval England: Essays in honour of Sir James Holt (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 
1994), p. 32; ‘a set of attitudes and behaviours’, J. Gillingham, The English in the Twelfth Century 
(Woodbridge: Boydell Press, 2000), p. 50; ‘a body of military guidelines and standards of behaviour’, 
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The study of insult in medieval narratives offers another way of reflecting on the 

concept of chivalry and whether it is a relevant or useful one for Norman society. 

Equally, the existing historiography on chivalry and knighthood can contribute to our 

study of medieval insult and our understanding of what insult can tell us about 

medieval society.   

Historiography 

Traditionally concepts of chivalry were thought to have developed out of honour 

based societies: ‘Its [chivalry’s] deepest roots stretched back to an origin in the social 

code of honour of the warrior groups of the early middle ages’.889  Where honour 

based societies preferenced personal interest, chivalry was about public or common 

good.890 Recent developments in our understanding of chivalry have questioned this 

linear chronology. As Rachel Stone has noted, the study of chivalry has expanded 

from a concentrated focus on the changing meaning of terms miles and ordo to a 

much broader study of the codification of military behaviour.  This change of 

emphasis has meant honour and chivalry are much more frequently seen as co-

existing.891  Honour remained important in ‘chivalrous society’ as a way of improving 

moral quality and ‘policing’ the code.892 Societies where chivalry was a relevant social 

                                                             
H. Nicholson, Medieval Warfare: theory and practice of war in Europe 300-1500 (Basingstoke: 
Palgrave Macmillan, 2004) p. 13; ‘value system and behavioural code of the secular aristocratic 
elite’, N. Saul, For honour and fame: Chivalry in England 1066-1500 (London: Pimlico, 2000) p. 1.  
889 Keen, Chivalry, p. 252. 
890 This was Gillingham’s original view and it continued to influence his thinking – the concepts of 
bloodfeud and chivalry were inherently incompatible as the conventions of each were in conflict, 
Gillingham, ‘1066 and the introduction of chivalry’, p. 33.  However, he problematised this 
somewhat in J. Gillingham, ‘From civilitas to civility: codes of manners in medieval and early modern 
England’, Transactions of the Royal Historical Society, 12 (2002), pp. 278, 286. 
891 R. Stone, Morality and Masculinity in the Carolingian Empire (Cambridge: Cambridge University 
Press, 2012), p. 106.   
892 D. Crouch, The Birth of Nobility: Constructing Aristocracy in England and France 900-1300 
(Harlow, England: Longman, 2005), pp. 79-80. 
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structure shared with ‘honour societies’ some ideals such as the concept of 

legitimate violence and the importance of public affirmation of worth.893  Chivalry, 

however, is seen as a more codified concept than honour; more prescriptive, more 

contextually limited and (in some periods and societies) explicitly defined in a 

designated body of literature.894  A key distinction from our own definition of honour 

(see chapter 7) is that chivalric codes applied to a limited section of society. 

Historians have debated both what made up the ‘code of chivalry’ and to whom it 

applied.  In his subject defining monograph of 1984 Maurice Keen noted the many 

differences of opinion between medieval authors.  He suggested these authors often 

sought ambiguity to provoke debate on the issue among their readers.895  The 

primary methodology for establishing a set of chivalric behaviours is epistemological, 

that is drawn from observations of how chivalry worked in the source(s) under study.  

Keen defined chivalric values as: ‘prouesse, loyaute, largesse, courtoisie and 

franchise’ and these values have been central to the definition of chivalry by most 

subsequent historians.896  Some historians have refined Keen’s definition by 

supplementing it with other qualities such as ‘magnanimity, mercy and generosity’ 

or ‘chemistry, courtesy, wit and ambition’.897  Matthew Bennett observed that 

                                                             
893 Kaeuper, Chivalry and Violence, pp. 27-28; Taylor, Chivalry, pp. 54-58, 65. 
894 See for example, D. Crouch, ‘Chivalry and Courtliness: Colliding constructs’ in P. Coss and C. 
Tyerman ed., Soldiers, Nobles and Gentlemen: Essays in Honour of Maurice Keen (Woodbridge: 
Boydell Press, 2009), p. 42; Gillingham, ‘1066 and the introduction of chivalry’, p. 32. 
895Keen, Chivalry, pp. 2, 16; M. Keen, ‘Chaucer and chivalry revisited’ in M. Strickland ed. Armies, 
Chivalry and Warfare in Medieval Britain and France: Proceedings of the 1995 Harlaxton Symposium 
(Stamford, Lincolnshire, Watkins, 1998), p. 2. Followed by R. Kaeuper, ‘Chivalry and the ‘Civilising 
Process’’ in Kaeuper ed., Violence in Medieval Society (Woodbridge: Boydell Press, 2000), pp. 2-5, 20, 
25, 29. 
896 Keen, Chivalry, p. 2.  For examples of those who cite Keen’s work as a starting point for their own 
refined definitions see ‘courage, loyalty, largesse and prowess’, Gillingham, The English in the 
Twelfth Century, p. 51; Nicholson, Medieval warfare, pp. 28-29; Saul, For Honour and Fame, pp. 12, 
30; Taylor, Chivalry, pp. 19, 43-47, 55.  
897 Saul, For Honour and Fame, pp. 12, 30. 
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chivalric behavioural ideals could be exhibited in both exterior and interior traits.  The 

chivalric physiological ideal was tall and strong, pale and well proportioned, well 

dressed and exhibiting voracious appetites.898   

Others have sought to move beyond Keen’s work to suggest one primary defining 

feature for chivalry which set it apart from others forms of codified behaviour.  Most 

agree that chivalry was a code which defines acceptable behaviour on and off the 

battlefield, but, for some the military nature of the code is what makes it unique.  899  

Chivalry was ‘the code and culture of a martial estate which regarded war as its 

hereditary profession’.900  The concept of military endeavour was combined with 

ideas about service (variously defined). 901  

However, for John Gillingham, ‘warrior values’ existed before chivalry.  Instead, he 

argued, what set chivalry apart was specifically the merciful treatment of noble 

prisoners at times of conflict.902 The ‘attempt to limit the brutality of war by treating 

the defeated in a more humane fashion’.903  Richard Kaeuper’s work on chivalry 

                                                             
898 M. Bennett, ‘Military Masculinity in England and Northern France c.1050 - 1225’ in D. Hadley ed., 
Masculinity in Medieval Europe (London: Routledge, 1998), pp. 73-80. 
899 S. Morillo, ‘Expecting cowardice: Medieval Battle Tactics Reconsidered’, Journal of Medieval 
History 1 (2002), p. 72; Taylor, Chivalry, pp. 43-47, 55, 
900 Keen, Chivalry, p. 239. 
901 R. W. Barber, The Reign of Chivalry (Newton Abbot: David & Charles, 1980), p. 9; ‘Ambition, 
imagination and controlled violence rode under public service’ T. Purser, ‘William FitzOsbern, The 
Earl of Hereford: Personality and Power on the Welsh Frontier 1066-1071’ in M. Strickland ed., 
Armies, Chivalry and Warfare in Medieval Britain and France: Proceedings of the 1995 Harlaxton 
Symposium (Stamford, Lincolnshire, Watkins, 1998), p. 146; Service might exist in various forms and 
was not necessarily linked to feudal service, P. Coss, The Knight in Medieval England (Stroud: Alan 
Sutton, 1993), p. 8.  
902 Gillingham, ‘1066 and the introduction of chivalry’, p. 32; The English in the Twelfth Century, p. 
15. Followed by Stone, Morality and Masculinity, p. 108. Conversely Chibnall argued that the sparing 
of victims was an established custom before chivalry, a result of; a pragmatic desire to avoid 
bloodshed, the influence of the Church’s teaching on the Peace and Truce of God; a shared 
‘fellowship of arms’ among fighting men and feudal custom (which frequently saw men serve more 
than one lord), Chibnall, The World of Orderic Vitalis, p. 137. 
903 Gillingham, The English in the Twelfth Century, pp. 52, 178 See also Taylor, Chivalry, pp. 43-47, 55. 
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suggested the foremost element of the chivalric code was prowess – loosely defined 

as skill and bravery in combat, ‘the bloody, sweaty, muscular work done with lance 

and sword’.904 It was through this that knights gained or lost honour.  All the other 

features of the chivalric code mentioned in the contemporary sources – nobility, 

piety, ‘courtly love’ and their subsets largesse, beauty, lineage and manners – might 

be linked to or indeed subsumed to prowess.  So for example, a noble lineage was 

seen both to lead the knight to battle, to the occasion for prowess, and also that 

prowess belayed a noble lineage.905   

Inherited from this existing historiography are a list of behaviours and character traits 

– beauty, courage, courtesy, loyalty, largesse, magnanimity and mercy, nobility 

(through bloodline or marriage), piety, prowess, service and wisdom – which might 

to a greater or lesser extent be deemed chivalric, and a context – of military 

endeavour – in which these features might be observed. 

These behaviours and character traits exhibited in the context of military endeavour 

were believed to have created an ideal type or behavioural ideal for one group in 

society – knights. Contemporary sources used various terms which have been 

translated as ‘knight’ with no equivalence of terminology either across sources or 

across different languages.906   In Latin sources miles is the primary term under 

consideration. 907  Georges Duby observed the term miles in the charters of the 

                                                             
904 Kaeuper, Chivalry and violence, p. 138.  See also Kaeuper, ‘Chivalry and the ‘Civilising Process’’, p. 
29. 
905 Kaeuper, Chivalry and violence, pp. 135, 302-310. 
906 Purser, ‘William FitzOsbern’, pp. 141-2. 
907 M. Bennett, ‘The myth of military supremacy of knightly cavalry’ in M. Strickland ed., Armies, 
Chivalry and Warfare in Medieval Britain and France: Proceedings of the 1995 Harlaxton Symposium 
(Stamford, Lincolnshire, Watkins, 1998), p. 304. 
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Mâconnais and concluded that in this region by 1032 knighthood had become a 

‘separate order in society’.  Duby saw knighthood as conveying noble status with an 

association with a particular social class and linked the emergence of this group to 

theory of the three orders which divided medieval society into those who work, 

whose who fight and those who pray.908   

Subsequently many historians have challenged Duby’s theory.909  There is now a 

broad consensus that among the knighthood ‘there were broad variations in personal 

circumstances’ and yet some kind of group identity existed.910  Some historians have 

disputed the link with social position implied in Duby’s original analysis, Peter Coss 

asserted it was an identity based on ‘shared attitudes and common techniques in war 

rather than a style of life’.911 But Gillingham has argued in an English context that 

whilst knighthood could not be considered a class, poverty does not equate to low 

status and despite the breadth and diversity of the knighthood it still afforded its 

members a certain status and sat in opposition to other sections of society.912 Stone 

noted that chivalry was only able to develop after a clearer definition of non-

combatants in the tenth century allowed the creation, in opposition, of a more 

defined group of warrior combatants.913 Chivalry elevated soldering from ‘a grubby 

                                                             
908 G. Duby, La société aux XIe et XIIe siècles dans la région mâconnaise (Paris, S.E.V.P.E.N, 1971).  For 
a historiographical summary see Barber, The Knight and Chivalry, p. 29. 
909 J. Bumke argues in Germany the knighthood was never a distinct group, The concept of 
knighthood in the middle ages (New York: AMS Press Inc., 1982), p. 7. 
910 R. W. Barber, The Knight and Chivalry, (London: Longman, 1970), p. 29.  This view follows 
Stenton, Anglo-Saxon England cited Gillingham, The English in the Twelfth Century, p. 169. In the 
German context: Bumke, The concept of knighthood, p. 43.   
911 Coss, The Knight in Medieval Europe, p. 7. 
912 Gillingham argues against the idea of knighthood as a class in England where it was a broader 
social group, The English in the Twelfth Century, p. 169. 
913 Stone, Morality and Masculinity, p. 114. 
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trade’.914 This ‘distinctive noble military culture’ developed in opposition to other 

sections of society, and other developing forms of lordship.915   

Significantly for this study we might discuss a distinct social group under the 

shorthand ‘knighthood’.  Miles might provide a starting point for discussing such a 

group, mindful of the various social conditions such a term could encompass in the 

period.916   

Methodology 

This definition for chivalry suggests two subsets of the dataset of insult in EH which 

may be of use in discussing insult and chivalry.  The first are those insults – identified 

through close reading – which make reference to the ideals or behaviours discussed 

as part of the model for chivalry.  The second are insult which involves individuals 

who might to a greater or lesser extent be considered knights; those insults which 

reference the term miles and those insults which involve lords but play out in a 

military context where knights might be described in synonymous terms.  

8.2 Chivalry in the EH  

Looking for chivalry in the EH is by no means uncontentious. Historians generally 

agree chivalry developed out of earlier ideals. Some have seen the beginnings of 

chivalry in the ninth century. Jinty Nelson used Nithard to argue convincingly for 

                                                             
914 Bennett, ‘Why Chivalry?’, p. 41; Taylor, Chivalry, p. 40. 
915 J. Nelson, ‘Ninth century knighthood’, pp. 255-7. Stone, Morality and Masculinity, p. 71; Taylor, 
Chivalry, p. 35. 
916 Whilst this chapter is concerned to focus on chivalry as it applies to the knighthood as a code it 
undoubtedly had an impact on wider society.  Gillingham attributed to chivalry the ending of slavery 
and massacres. And Helen Nicholson pointed out that chivalry was concerned with warfare and 
medieval warfare affected ‘anyone and everyone’. Gillingham, The English in the Twelfth Century, p. 
55; Nicholson, Medieval warfare, p. 65. 
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evidence of chivalry in the 840s.917  However, others have argued that it is 

anachronistic to apply the term chivalry to an age when there was as yet no explicitly 

chivalric literature or clearly defined linguistic consensus on the term knighthood.918  

David Crouch is a chief proponent of this view.919  Instead of talking about chivalry 

Crouch prefers the use of the old French term preudomme for the eleventh and 

twelfth centuries; an ‘ideal type’ or hero which existed in the literature of the 

vernacular in this period.  ‘The qualities the early twelfth-century preudom needed 

were those which made a man ‘chivalrous’ a century later’.920 Crouch is undoubtedly 

right to highlight the emergence of an explicitly chivalric literature as a significant 

turning point in contemporary understanding of the concept.  However, others take 

a more moderate view instead of denying chivalry’s influence before the twelfth 

century, they have argued that it was yet to achieve its ‘full flowering’ which came 

with the production of explicitly chivalric literature between 1200-1500.921  This 

argument does not preclude the study of chivalry in the eleventh and twelfth 

centuries and indeed paints the period under consideration in the EH as an important 

one in chivalry’s development.922    

                                                             
917 J. Nelson, ‘Ninth-century knighthood: the evidence of Nithard’ in Studies in Medieval History 
Presented to R. Allen Brown (Woodbridge: The Boydell Press, 1989), p. 266. By contrast Barber 
argued that it was the decline of the Carolingian empire that led to the rise of chivalry , The Reign of 
Chivalry, p. 9; For other proponents of chivalry beginning before the year 1000 see Bennett, ‘Why 
Chivalry?’, p. 42; Nicholson, Medieval warfare, p. 29;  
 
918 Keen, Chivalry, pp. 2, 17. 
919 Crouch, ‘Chivalry and Courtliness’, pp. 34-35, 42. Crouch, The Birth of Nobility, p. 82. 
920 Crouch, The Birth of Nobility, chapter 2 especially p. 34. 
921 Saul, For honour and fame, p. 20. 
922 A further step change for the concept is frequently observed in the last half of the fourteenth 
century. When ‘chivalry, which had originated as a practical military code developed into a code of 
manners defining a civil elite no longer composed of men exclusively of military experience, but 
embracing lawyers, civil servants and others of professional origin who sought respectability in the 
partial embrace of aristocratic culture’. Barber, The Knight and Chivalry, p. 26; J. Vale notes this as 
the point when the tournament moved from actual to symbolic violence, ‘Violence and the 
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Those historians who have preferenced an epistemological methodology, however, 

have established it is indeed possible to see the existence of chivalry in the sources 

of the eleventh and twelfth centuries, going as far as to conclude that ‘the age of the 

Normans was the first truly chivalric age’.923  Rather than restrict themselves to 

genres which are self-consciously chivalric they have looked for chivalry in earlier 

narratives, chronicles and histories including those of monastic production like the 

EH. 924 Defending this approach Richard Kaeuper noted that the genre boundaries 

which historians now lay such import were always more blurred for contemporaries.  

925  Even those who are reluctant to conclude that chivalry can be seen in sources 

which pre-date chivalric literature have been happy to cite sources like the EH as 

evidence for the concepts development. 926  The same environment which was 

deemed responsible for the resurgence in writing production in the twelfth century 

(discussed above 3.2) –  ‘the transformation of economic and urban life’ and the 

                                                             
Tournament’ in R. Kaeuper ed., Violence in Medieval Society (Woodbridge: Boydell Press, 2000) pp. 
152-3; Saul, For Honour and Fame, p. 59. 
923 Purser, ‘William FitzOsbern’, p. 146.  For others who see chivalry in existence from 1050 see: 
Barber, The Reign of Chivalry, p. 15. Barber, The Knight and Chivalry, p. 26; D. Bates, William the 
Conqueror, (New Haven: Yale University Press, 2016) p. 54; Gillingham, ‘From civilitas to civility’, p. 
269; Gillingham, ‘1066 and the introduction of chivalry’, pp. 32, 47; 
924 Taylor, Chivalry, p. 26; Using Orderic: Saul, For Honour and Fame, p. 13; Barber, The Knight and 
Chivalry, p. 78; Gillingham, ‘1066 and the introduction of chivalry’, p. 34. Gillingham, The English in 
the Twelfth Century, pp. 183, 241. Purser, ‘William FitzOsbern’, p. 135; M. Strickland, ‘Provoking or 
avoiding battle’ in in M. Strickland ed., Armies, Chivalry and Warfare in Medieval Britain and France: 
Proceedings of the 1995 Harlaxton Symposium (Stamford, Lincolnshire, Watkins, 1998), p. 335. 
925 Kaeuper, Chivalry and violence, p. 31. Chivalry has been read in a wide variety of sources.  
Biography and the so called mirror-for-princes genre. Chivalric manuals and codes of manners, 
chivalric biographies, comfort narratives for those affected by war, chronicles, fictions set against 
real events, vernacular romances and visual culture. Kaeuper, Chivalry and violence, p. 251; Keen, 
‘Chivalry and English Kingship’, p. 255; Keen, Chivalry, pp. 3-16; Saul, For Honour and Fame, p. 38; 
Taylor, Chivalry, p. 26. 
926 Whilst not recognising Orderic’s work as chivalric, Keen does use the EH as evidence for the 
development of the concept, Chivalry, p. 23. Equally, Crouch, ‘Chivalry and Courtliness’ uses it as 
evidence of ‘pre-chivalric conduct’, the ‘habitus’ from which the ‘code’ of chivalry later developed p. 
41. 
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associated challenges to order – is cited as responsible for the rise of chivalry in the 

high middle ages.927  

Before going any further there is a need to address another suggestion in the 

historiography that the chivalric ideal presented by contemporary authors did not 

match the reality of social expectation.  This accusation has been thrown at sources 

of varying types.  For Huizinga chivalry was a ‘hypocritical veneer’.928 Bumke argued 

in a German context that the ‘knight’ as a shared identity did not exist outside the 

literature.929 The accusation is perhaps heightened when dealing with a monastic 

author such as Orderic as chivalry has been seen as a church construct and a part of 

the context in which the Church sought to regulate and control violence. 930   

The influence of Orderic’s monastic context is evident in his construction of the 

chivalric ideal.  Kaeuper observed Orderic’s preoccupation with public order and the 

elusive goal of a peaceful society.  He noted Orderic saw violence as a peculiarly 

contemporary epidemic.931  This preoccupation undoubtedly shows the influence of 

Church teaching – the outward expression of which resulted in the Peace and Truce 

of God movement already seen to imbue Orderic’s work.932  However, this concern 

did not result in Orderic condemning knightly violence outright. Orderic believed in 

the ‘validity of knightly life in the world, so long as religion is not neglected and the 

battles are fought for good causes’.933  

                                                             
927 Kaeuper, Chivalry and Violence, pp. 19-20. 
928 Cited Crouch, The Birth of Nobility, p. 13. 
929 Bumke, The Concept of Knighthood, p. 4. 
930 Nicholson, Medieval Warfare, p. 35; Taylor, Chivalry, p. 39. 
931 Kaeuper, Chivalry and Violence, pp. 13, 15. 
932 Kaeuper, Chivalry and Violence, p. 78.  On the Peace and Truce of God see above 4.3 and 7.2. 
933 Kaeuper, Chivalry and Violence, pp. 68. 
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Chivalry was by definition to some extent always an ideal, a textual construct.934 The 

position of this thesis is not that of Strickland who sees Orderic’s ‘chivalric feats’ as a 

result of their ‘vibrant currency in the oral traditions on which he drew’.935 In line 

with the methodological assumptions about narrative sources detailed in 1.3 above 

and discussion in chapter 3, chivalry was always both an ideology and a social 

practice.936 Influenced by ideas about the writing of history from Classical rhetoric 

Orderic’s work had a didactic purpose and was known to include tools such as 

exempla.  Craig Taylor argued convincingly that the exempla nature of the chivalric 

content in medieval sources is itself evidence of a distinct knightly class.937  

Marjorie Chibnall’s reading of the EH supported the idea that Orderic recognised in 

his work shared knightly identity or ‘freemasonry of knighthood’.938  The knighthood 

Orderic depicted was hierarchical, professional and secular.  There was ‘a certain 

minimum standing’ required of knights to be able to own the horse and armour, but 

there were multiple ways of procuring this, and on the battlefield wealth made no 

difference.  Horsemanship was not yet central to the knightly identity. Knights were 

connected by a professional code, entry to knighthood was by merit and courage and 

actions counted more than birth.939  Whilst the shared identity of knighthood 

necessitated opposition to other sections of society, this was not consistent.  In line 

with many other sources on chivalry, Orderic makes no distinction between the ducal 

                                                             
934 Taylor, Chivalry, p. 19 
935 Strickland, ‘Provoking or avoiding battle’, p. 335. 
936 Saul, For Honour and Fame, pp. 3, 37. 
937 Taylor, Chivalry, p. 35. 
938 Chibnall, The World of Orderic Vitalis, p. 137,  
939 Chibnall, The World of Orderic Vitalis, pp. 140-141. 
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family and the great lords when discussing knighthood.940 As Keen put it in another 

context, ‘kings, as great lords, will and should be knights’.941  Furthermore, Kaeuper 

observed that Orderic sometimes used the same language to describe knights and 

monks – milites Christi – linking knights and monks through the concept of service.942 

(The observation made in 5.4 that exhortation – found commonly in medieval texts 

as a part of battle rhetoric – is also deployed by Orderic when he has his characters 

try to persuade a cleric or monk, further supports Kaeuper’s argument).  

That Orderic took the concept of chivalry and applied it to other social groups 

suggests he believed chivalry to be a set of ‘behaviours’ or ‘values’ as well as a 

description of a particular section of society.  Further, it suggests a confidence in his 

audience’s understanding of the concept, that they would recognise these values 

when applied to unexpected groups of people, and thus the metaphor would work 

rhetorically in his text.  Chibnall cautioned it was ‘wrong to look for chivalrous 

concepts of later courtly epics and the liturgy of the church’ in the EH and it is 

undoubtedly true that the chivalry of the twelfth century is different from that of 

later ages.  However, the variety of ways that chivalry imbues Orderic’s text suggest 

that we might be bolder than to say this is a text where chivalry is ‘developing’ and 

instead follow Kaeuper in seeing a uniquely twelfth century, but still fully formed 

chivalric ideal in Orderic’s work.943 

                                                             
940 For examples of royalty being held to chivalric ideals see: Harold of England EH, II, p. 137; William 
I EH, II, p. 213; Robert Curthose EH, II, p. 357; EH, III, p. 149; EH, IV, p. 115; William Rufus EH, IV, p. 
111; King Philip of France EH, V, p 215. 
941 Keen, ‘Chivalry and English Kingship’, p. 251.  For others making this observation see: Gillingham, 
‘1066 and the introduction of chivalry’, p. 31; Kaeuper, Chivalry and violence, pp. 94, 110, 120; 
Stickland, ‘Warfare and baronial rebellion’ pp. 60-77; Taylor, Chivalry, p. 47. 
942 Kaeuper, Chivalry and Violence, pp. 68. 
943 Chibnall, The World of Orderic Vitalis, p. 138-9. 
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8.3 Insult and chivalry  

In the dataset of insults gathered from the EH and discussed in overview in chapter 

4, 39 insults refer to knights and knighthood either by reference to the Latin word 

miles and its derivatives or a number of other synonyms (see table 6 below). The 

majority of these insults also speak to values or behaviours which according to the 

definition above might be considered chivalric.  There are six insults where this is not 

the case.944  However, of these, three insults whilst not explicitly mentioned chivalric 

values do support the idea of a shared knightly identity. Discussion of the son of King 

Philip of France, Louis, who was not yet old enough to have acquired knightly 

[militare] skills suggests, if not formal training, then an expectation of certain 

capabilities commonly held of the knighthood.945    In his account of the Bridgnorth 

rebellion Orderic described some of King Henry’s followers as ‘three thousand 

country knights’ [tria milia pagensium militum] making the rhetorical point that the 

King has the ear of the wider knighthood as well as his inner circle.946  This speaks to 

the diversity of social position within the knighthood discussed above.  Finally, in the 

story of the Bricstan miracle Orderic described knights as a distinct group among 

other distinct social groups; 

he [Bricstan] seemed to have no function except to catch men out.  All men I 

repeat: monks and clerks, knights and peasants, men of every order, whether 

living under religious vow or otherwise; but, lest I be accused of lying, this was 

his constant practice wherever he could exercise his malice.947 

                                                             
944 Here although there is a knight present in the insult they are not central to the incident.  Mabel of 
Bellême insults the monks of Saint-Évroul when she repeatedly exploits their hospitality, arriving 
with a large retinue of knights. EH, II, p. 55. A knight in the retinue of William Rufus is killed at the 
siege of Mayet as a prelude to the insult of the duke. EH, V, p. 259. The knights of Le Mans surrender 
to Helias of Maine with jocular insults. EH, V, p. 307. 
945 EH, V, p. 215.  
946 EH, VI, p. 27. 
947 EH, III pp. 347-361. 
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Here Orderic defined knighthood in opposition to the peasantry.  The opposition of 

the knighthood to other sections of society was a common feature of Orderic’s 

insults.  Frequently, knighthood was defined against lesser soldiers. Orderic’s 

described Guiscard’s march on Rome, where the nobility of his retinue is thrown into 

relief by the Roman’s insult that they are nothing more than foreign fishermen [ab 

aduenis piscatoribus].948  In Orderic’s discussion of the treatment of the body of 

William I, he put an emphasis on those around the king who were mounted and held 

lands, defining them against the lesser attendants [inferiores].949  Finally, Orderic 

imagined, in a speech made by Amaury before the Battle of Bourgtheroulde, that ‘the 

flower of knighthood of all France and Normandy’ [Ecce militaris flos totius Galliae et 

Normanniae] existed in contrast to the ‘country bumpkins and mercenaries’ 

[pagenses et gregarios] present in the enemy’s forces.950  Indeed in the analysis of 

the types of insult present in Orderic’s narrative (discussed in chapter 4) we noted 

that certain insults were thrown only at certain social groups and that the accusation 

of being a mercenary was levelled only at knights.  This fact further suggests that for 

Orderic knights had a cohesive social group identity.   

In addition to insults in the dataset which explicitly refer to knights and knighthood, 

31 further insults might be defined as chivalric by reference to the definition of 

chivalric values drawn from the historiography above. The insults which make 

reference to chivalric values (both those explicitly mentioning knighthood and those 

which do not) are categorised below (table 7).  In many instances of insult multiple 

                                                             
948 EH, IV, p. 25. See also p. 37 where the militari are cautioned against becoming underlings 
[uilescatis] 
949 EH, IV, p. 101. 
950 EH, VI, p. 351. 
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chivalric behaviours are listed as part of one insult incident.  Where this is the case 

the incident is recorded against each chivalric behaviour.  

Table 6: Insults which refer to knights or knighthood 

Word Quantity PP.  

athletæ 2 EH, V, pp. 259, 349 

comes 2 EH, II, p. 305; EH, V, p. 
307 

eques 1 EH, VI, p. 207 

miles (or derivatives) 38 EH, II, pp. 29, 55, 57, 155, 
213, 219, 261-3, 359; EH, 
III, pp. 87, 103, 133, 195, 
199-201, 217, 243, 347-
361; EH, IV, pp. 25, 45, 
111, 115, 133, 179, 279, 
299-303; EH, V, pp. 201, 
215, 289, 325; EH, VI, pp. 
27, 83, 211, 215, 261, 
351, 359, 459-463, 523, 
527 

præliator 1 EH, III, p. 135 

tiro 1 EH, III, p. 99 

 

Table 7: Insults which reference chivalric values or behaviours 

Value or behaviour Number of 
occurrences 
in the insults 

PP. 

Prowess 8 EH, II, p. 357; EH, III, 103; EH, IV, pp. 
115, 159, 279, 299; EH, V, p. 349; EH, 
VI, p. 261. 

Loyalty 20 EH, II, pp. 137, 219, 313; EH, III, pp. 
99, 101, 103, 135, 199; EH, IV, pp. 41, 
115, 159, 279; EH, V, pp. 201, 289; 
EH, VI, pp. 83, 179, 215, 261, 281, 
523. 

Largesse 14 EH, II, pp. 99, 155, 261-3, 269; EH, III, 
pp. 103, 199, 217, 257; EH, IV, pp. 
111, 115, 179; EH, V, pp. 201, 309; 
EH, VI, p. 359. 

Courtesy 0  

Service 6 EH, IV, p. 159; EH, VI, pp. 83, 179; EH, 
VI, pp. 215, 281, 523. 
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Courage 23 EH, II, pp. 57, 137, 155, 219, 305, 
357; EH, III, pp. 87, 135, 217; EH, IV, 
pp. 37, 111, 115, 279, 299-303; EH, 
V, pp. 325, 349; EH, VI, pp. 201, 351, 
359, 415, 459-463, 527, 541. 

Wisdom 7 EH, II, pp. 261-263; EH, III, pp. 99, 
107, 257; EH, IV, pp. 93, 159; EH, VI, 
p. 541-543. 

Piety 10 EH, II, pp. 261-263; EH, III, pp. 107, 
243, 257; EH, IV, pp. 111, 159; EH, V, 
pp. 201, 289; EH, VI, pp. 179, 459-
463. 

Magnanimity 11 EH, III, pp. 199, 243, 257; EH, IV, pp. 
41, 159, 179; EH, V, p. 201; EH, VI, pp. 
179, 349, 415, 459-463. 

Mercy 15 EH, II, pp. 213, 213, 233, 257, 313, 
361; EH, III, p. 133; EH, IV, pp. 115, 
133, 159, 299-303; EH, V, p. 235; EH, 
VI, pp. 207, 211, 215. 

Physiology 7 EH, II, pp. 261-263, 357; EH, III, p. 
257; EH, IV, pp. 115, 159, 279; EH, VI, 
p. 359. 

Nobility 10 EH, II, pp. 99, 155, 219, 305, 313; EH, 
III, pp. 103, 217; EH, IV, pp. 25, 37; 
EH, V, p. 201. 

 

Most of the behaviours or values seen as chivalric by existing epistemological 

definitions can be seen in Orderic’s insults. The notable absence is courtesy.  This 

might be explained by the fact that this feature of chivalry only developed in the 

centuries after Orderic was writing.951   

Otherwise, the relative frequency with which Orderic referred to the various chivalric 

values might tell us something both about the nature of chivalry in the Orderic’s 

twelfth-century society and about his authorial project.  The low number of instances 

referencing service is explained in part by the large number of insults in the sample 

which featured the ducal family, a feature of Orderic’s authorial project. (The ducal 

                                                             
951 Crouch, The Birth of Nobility, p. 20 
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family did not owe service in the way other knights might).  But it might also speak 

to the ill-defined nature of service in the period.  In one example, Robert of St-Pierre-

sur-Dive is criticised by Orderic for his failure to act in service to Henry I, but this was 

only because he preferenced the claim of Robert Curthose to whom he also owed 

fealty.952   

That certain other chivalric values – wisdom, nobility and even piety – occur relatively 

infrequently in Orderic’s insults might also reflect what chivalry meant in the twelfth 

century.  Whilst piety was undoubtedly a virtue for Orderic (see chapter 6), he did 

not depict it as an unquestionable part of the chivalric ideal, if knights were pious this 

was to be applauded, but perhaps not yet expected.  There is a consensus in the 

historiography that in its earliest iteration chivalry was more strongly linked to a 

specifically military context.953 The evidence from Orderic’s insults suggests that for 

Orderic and his audience values which could be explicitly linked to military endeavour 

– such as courage – were more obviously chivalric.   

The exception, however, seems to be prowess. Despite Kaeuper’s argument that 

prowess was the definitive quality of chivalry – and the evidence he provides from 

Orderic’s wider work – prowess does not feature significantly in the chivalric 

insults.954  Of course where chivalric values and behaviours intersect with insult – 

frequently Orderic was discussing the absence of a behaviour that a knight should 

have exhibited.  Unlike courage, which might have been expected of every knight, 

prowess – with its association with skill – might by definition be seen as exceptional 

                                                             
952 EH, VI, p. 83. 
953 E.g. Bumke, The Concept of Knighthood, p. 43; Nicholson, Medieval Warfare, p. 13; Saul, For 
Honour and Fame, p. 59. 
954 Kaeuper, Chivalry and Violence, pp. 135-153. 
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and thus not something which would be noted in its absence.  In eight instances 

prowess does feature in the insult.  For example, Orderic described Robert of 

Bêlleme,  

He was a reknowned knight of great enterprise in the field, and was endowed 

with quick wits and a ready tongue as well as courage [Miles quidem magnus 

erat in armis et acerrimus, ingenio et eloquentia cum fortitudine pollebat]; but 

everything was marred by his excessive pride and cruelty, and he hid the 

talents with which Heaven had endowed him under a sombre mass of evil 

deeds.955  

In these instances an individual’s capacity for prowess is offered in opposition to 

other chivalric traits or wider virtues which were absent. 

The categorisation of chivalric values obscures some nuances within each category.  

In some instances these nuances conform to what has been observed more widely 

about chivalry.  In his discussion of mercy, Orderic focussed extensively on knights 

showing mercy to the defeated especially in the treatment of prisoners.956  This 

supports Gillingham’s observations about chivalry above.957  Orderic’s discussion of 

magnanimity focussed on being magnanimous to the weak, notably the peasantry 

and women and also in Orderic’s interpretation  – entirely understandably – monastic 

communities.958 This was a feature of chivalry evident in other sources and in other 

societies.959 

But there are also nuances which seem to be more specific to Orderic and his work.  

In the frequent mention of loyalty in the insults, a subset of insults focused on the 

                                                             
955 EH, IV, p. 299. 
956 E.g. EH, IV, p. 299’ EH, V, p. 235; EH, VI, pp. 207, 211. 
957 Gillingham, ‘1066 and the introduction of chivalry’, p. 32; The English in the Twelfth Century, p. 
15. 
958 E.g. EH, III, pp. 199-201, 243, 257; EH, VI, p. 349.  
959 Kaeuper, ‘Chivalry and the ‘Civilising Process’’, pp. 29-32. 
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loyalty owed to one’s fellow knights.960  This provides further evidence that Orderic 

believed knights to have a distinctive group identity discussed above.  But it also 

speaks to a wider theme of Orderic’s work, social cohesion.961    

Orderic’s insults show a cohesive understanding of chivalric values and behaviours 

which we assume Orderic thought his audience would share.  However, chivalry was 

not a wholly unproblematic concept for Orderic.  The most problematic chivalric 

behaviour for him was largesse:  In twelve of the fourteen mentions of largesse in 

the insults, Orderic condemns the behaviour.962  Largesse is frequently shown to be 

in conflict with other chivalric values or wider virtues, notably magnanimity and the 

protection of the weak.963  Orderic’s criticism of Peter of Maule which centres on 

extortion, theft and greed, also makes reference to harmful and foolish largesse with 

both his own and others’ property. 

For his youthful frivolity gave him a taste for players and gamesters, and 

through listening to the advice of young men he took to extortion and his 

hand was heavy on the wretched peasants, both his and other men's.  He 

recklessly seized the property of others and foolishly dissipated his own.964   

As noted above, a concern with the excesses of the knighthood is a theme of 

Orderic’s work.965  But Orderic’s treatment of largesse also speaks to the idea that 

for medieval contemporaries chivalry was a much debated and contested topic.  That 

                                                             
960 E.g. EH, III, pp. 109-201; EH, IV, pp. 41, 159, 279; EH, VI, p. 523. 
961 See above 4.2. 
962 EH, II, pp. 99, 153, 261-3, 269; EH, III, pp. 103, 199-201, 257; EH, IV, pp. 115, 179; EH, V, pp. 201, 
309; EH, VI, p. 359.  
963 EH, II, p. 269; EH, III, pp. 199-201, 257; EH, IV, p. 179; EH, V, p. 201. 
964 ‘Vnde sicut ipse suis damnosus est contribulibus sic finitimi predones non minus inhiantur 

insidiantur et nocent ipsi suisque hominibus’ EH, III, pp. 199-201. 

965 See above 4.2. 
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warrior ideals could be criticised in the literature showed that these ideal could adapt 

and develop.966 

Studying insult might make one final contribution to our understanding of chivalry.  

Where Orderic referenced chivalric values in his insults, he repeatedly also 

mentioned an individual’s eloquence, quick speech or a gregarious nature [eloquium 

or linguæ facundia multisque facetiis].967  These are not qualities taken from vice or 

virtue literature (see chapter 6); instead they seemed for Orderic to have been a part 

of his understanding of the chivalric ideal.  For example, he described the son of 

Roger of Mowbray,  

Robert, the son of Roger of Mowbray, was a man of great abilities and wealth, 

proud of his daring and knightly ferocity who looked with contempt on his 

equals and was so swollen with pride that he thought it shameful to show 

obedience to his superiors.  He was a large man, strong, dark and rough, 

savage and crafty, with an austere and melancholy countenance; more given 

to thought than to speech, he hardly smiled when he spoke.968 

The chivalric qualities Robert possessed – nobility, largesse and courage – were 

contrasted with those which Orderic deemed absent in his character which included 

ready speech.  Studying Orderic’s insults might cause us to add this qualities of 

eloquence and ready speech to the epistemological definition for medieval chivalry 

detailed above.   

8.4 Insult and Crouch’s anti-type: a case study 

As part of his theory of the preudomme discussed above Crouch also noted the 

simultaneous emergence in the sources of an opposite type, an anti-hero, deployed 

                                                             
966 Nicholson, Medieval warfare, p. 31.  
967 E.g. EH, II, p. 357; EH, IV, pp. 115, 159 
968 My translation. EH, IV, p. 279. 
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by authors of the twelfth and thirteenth centuries to further illustrate behavioural 

expectations. 969  Whilst not subscribing to the idea that the form emerged in the 

twelfth and thirteenth centuries, some of the character portraits or ethologia under 

consideration in this thesis could be seen as opposite types, or anti-heroes, to the 

preudomme (or chivalric) ideal.970 

An example, chosen in part because not yet quoted at length in this thesis, serves to 

illustrate how these pejorative character portraits spoke to the presence of a chivalric 

ideal in Orderic’s work.  Orderic described Robert Curthose: 

All men knew that Duke Robert was weak and indolent; therefore trouble-

makers despised him and stirred up loathsome factions when and where they 

chose. For although the duke was bold and daring, praiseworthy for his 

knightly prowess and eloquent in speech, he exercised no discipline over 

either himself or his men.  He was prodigal in distributing his bounty and 

lavish in his promises, but so thoughtless and inconstant that they were 

utterly unreliable. Being merciful to supplicants he was too weak and pliable 

to pass judgement on wrongdoers; unable to pursue any plan consistently he 

was far too affable and obliging in all his relationships, so he earned the 

contempt of corrupt and foolish men. Since he was short in stature and stout 

he was nicknamed ‘Curthose’ by his father. Through his wish to please all he 

either gave or promised or granted whatever anyone asked. He diminished 

his inheritance daily by foolish prodigality, giving away to everyone whatever 

he sought; and as he impoverished himself he strengthened the hands of 

others against him...971 

Orderic’s portrait of Robert Curthose can be evaluated against the epistemological 

definition of chivalry outlined above to further our understanding of how Orderic 

understood the concept.   

                                                             
969 Crouch, The Birth of Nobility, p. 50.  
970 Anti-type ethologia which demonstrate the presence of chivalry: EH, II, pp. 261-263, 313; EH, III, 
pp. 103, 217; EH, IV, pp. 115, 159, 179, 279; EH, V, pp. 201, 225. 
971 EH, IV, p. 115. 
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Orderic weighed Robert Curthose’s character against almost every chivalric value . 

Some values were mentioned explicitly and others had to be inferred by Orderic’s 

audience. Orderic conceded Robert’s knightly prowess [militiæque laude dignus] and 

eloquent speech [eloquium] and implied his courage, saying Robert was ‘bold and 

daring’ [audax et ualidus].  However, Orderic concluded that Robert failed to exhibit 

the chivalric value of loyalty.  This chivalric value can be read in Robert’s failure to 

inspire loyalty – in the ‘loathsome factions’ [facinorosi], in his ill-disciplined men and 

in the ‘corrupt and foolish men’ [peruersis et insipientibus] who held him in 

contempt.  And in his failure to show loyalty, in this case to his father William I, 

through the diminishing of his inheritance. Robert Curthose’s largesse is described 

by Orderic in the prodigal distribution of ‘bounty and lavish promises’ [In erogando 

prodigus, in promittendo diffusus] and in his ‘obliging’ nature [placere].  And his 

mercy evidenced by his attitude towards ‘supplicants’ [supplicibus] and wrongdoers 

[iniquos].  Reference to Robert’s lineage spoke to the chivalric ideal of nobility.  And 

reference to his cognomen ‘Curthose’ to his decided un-chivalric physiology. Finally, 

the portrait as a whole suggested that Robert Curthose also failed to exhibit the 

wisdom demanded by the chivalric ideal.972   

                                                             
972 Further evidence for the chivalric nature of the portrait can be provided by comparing it with the 
ethologia in the EH which do not describe knights.  An equally pejorative extract from the portrait of 
Bishop Gilbert Maminot serves as a point of comparison.  ‘…A most skilled physician, he was 
nevertheless unable to cure himself of his failings as a bishop.  A man of great learning and 
eloquence, he enjoyed an abundance of wealth and luxuries, but was a slave to his own desires and 
to bodily ease.  He was a great lover of leisure and repose, and continually engaged in every kind of 
dice game. Casual and negligent in his worship, he was a tireless devotee of hunting and hawking.  
So he gave himself up to secular interests and activities all his life, right up to extreme old age.’  EH, 
III, p. 21.  The absence of reference to the chivalric values listed in the portrait of Robert Curthose 
above is obvious. 
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However, contrary to Crouch’s model of ‘anti-type’, not everything in Orderic’s 

depiction of Robert Curthose is pejorative.  Whilst for Orderic Robert Curthose failed 

to live up to many aspects of the chivalric ideal, he did exhibit some chivalric qualities.  

This is because chivalry was not the only influence acting on Orderic when he 

described knights like Robert Curthose.  As with all Orderic’s character portraits his 

descriptions of knights subscribed to the rules of ethologia, inherited from Classical 

oratory, that nothing is good or bad in every part.973  Including some positive 

evaluations of Robert Curthose served to throw the pejorative comments in the 

description into even greater relief.  

Equally, not every pejorative feature of the portrait of Robert Curthose is reflective 

of the definition for chivalry discussed in this chapter.  The influence of vice and virtue 

literature (discussed in 4.2 and in chapter 6) can also be seen in Orderic’s description.  

Orderic criticised Robert Curthose calling him somnolentus, literally ‘sleepy’ but 

suggesting the vice of laziness, and also for failing to keep to his word or his plans, 

accusing him of the vice of lying or deceiving.974     

Orderic’s description of Robert Curthose does in part conform to Crouch’s assertion 

that anti-types served to further illustrate behavioural expectations, acting as an 

exempla.  However, Helen Nicholson reminds us that anti-heroes also had the 

potential to be attractive to an audience –‘a popular figure’.975  Therefore the 

inclusion of portraits like the one of Robert Curthose in Orderic’s work may not have 

been entirely motivated by a wish to regulate behaviour; they may have also served 

                                                             
973 On ethologia see 5.3.  
974 E.g. EH, IV, pp. 127, 147, 157-9, 163, 221, 287; EH, V, pp. 27, 301; EH, VI, pp. 35, 47, 63 
975 Nicholson, Medieval Warfare p. 28. 
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other rhetorical purposes for our author such as to entertain.976 This suggestion is 

further supported by the nuanced and contextually specific way Orderic portrays 

chivalric behaviours and values further discussed below.  

8.5 What the anti-type can tell us about chivalry 

Looking in depth at the ‘opposite type’ chivalric ethologia in the EH can tell us more 

about Orderic’s understanding of chivalry.  It gives us more detail on how Orderic 

interpreted specific chivalric values.   We saw above that a subset of Orderic’s 

references to loyalty in the insults were specifically concerned with loyalty to the 

knighthood. In his portrait of Robert Curthose Orderic interpreted the chivalric value 

of loyalty as referring to both loyalty inspired from one’s followers, and the loyalty 

owed to one’s superior.977  Interpreting loyalty in this way allowed Orderic to apply 

the code of chivalry to knights from a wide range of social conditions, from the 

lowliest knight to the ducal family, without compromising the idea of knighthood as 

a coherent social group.  

We have already seen that Orderic had a problematic relationship with some chivalric 

values such as largesse.  However, the portrait of Robert Curthose illustrates that 

Orderic did not hold any one chivalric value as universally bad or good.  In this 

example, describing Robert Curthose’s largesse, Orderic does not condemn the value 

of largesse per se but rather criticises Robert Curthose’s execution of it.  Equally 

Robert Curthose is shown to be merciful.  Generally Orderic’s insults promoted the 

value of mercy and condemned those who failed to show it, a failure to show mercy 

                                                             
976 See 5.5. 
977 For other examples of this see EH, III, p. 99; EH, IV, p. 279. 
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generally ended badly for a knight.978  However, in the case of Robert Curthose, 

showing chivalric mercy, here in the wrong context, is shown by Orderic to be a 

negative trait not a positive one. 

8.6 Insult and social identity 

Looking at insult through the lens of chivalry highlights two further characteristics of 

insult in Norman society.  The first is the potential of insult to consolidate shared 

identities within particular social groups.  Insult in the EH worked in a number of ways 

to reinforce the idea of a collective knighthood.  Some insults mentioned the group 

by name, often showing them in opposition to other sections of society.  There were 

some insults which were only thrown at the knighthood which acted both to establish 

a set of ideal values or attributes to which knights were thought to conform, and to 

unify the group in the face of a particular accusation or attack.  Pejorative character 

portraits of individual knights further developed the idea of a collective group of 

values or behaviours to which members of the group were expected to conform.    

The potential for insult to do the same for other groups in society can be inferred 

from the experience of knighthood.   

8.7 Insult and restraint  

The second significant implication for the study of insult from the historiography of 

chivalry concerns restraint.  Traditionally the codification of behaviour through the 

chivalric ideal was thought to have acted as a restraint on violence in medieval 

society.979 Kaeuper dispelled this idea and established that chivalry could both 

                                                             
978 E.g. EH, II, pp. 257, 313; EH, III, p. 133; EH, IV, pp. 159, 299-301; EH, V, p. 235. 
979 For a historiographical survey of the development of this idea see Crouch, The Birth of Nobility, 
pp. 16-22. 
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restrain and fuel violence.980  As illustrated in 7.7 insult was a form of violence in the 

medieval world.  Chivalric values promulgated through insult could then on one level 

help to establish or clarify clear social roles and acceptable behaviours, regulating 

personal interactions, avoiding misunderstandings and ultimately leading to greater 

social cohesion.  But in other circumstances chivalric values offered another way of 

insulting a particular group in society, a new vocabulary for causing offence, and the 

potential to encourage the throwing of more insults, an  increase in violence and in 

social disorder. 

8.8 Conclusion 

In conclusion, studying the insults in the EH show chivalry in the twelfth century to 

be codified.  Orderic and his audience seem to have shared an understanding of a 

particular set of chivalric values or behaviours, relating specifically to a coherent 

social group we might call the knighthood.  However, what these values meant and 

how they should be enacted by individuals in their day-to-day lives remained the 

subject of debate.  To look at insult in a narrative text is to be at the frontier of this 

negotiation of behavioural norms.  Orderic’s whole text sought to enter into the 

contemporary debate on how behavioural codes like chivalry could best serve the 

individual and society and encourage personal morality and social stability.  And 

incidents of insult provided – in society and in Orderic’s depiction in the EH – points 

as which codified behavioural norms could be renegotiated through the actions of 

individuals.  

 

                                                             
980 Kaeuper, Chivalry and Violence, pp. 1-5. 
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9. Conclusion  

 

9.1 What did this thesis do? 

This thesis began by asking what studying insult can tell us about a society. Focusing 

on the EH of Orderic Vitalis it asked what Orderic’s use of insult could tell us about 

this famous source and Orderic’s authorial project.  It surveyed the insults occurring 

in the EH and asked what sort of insults Orderic described? Who was involved in the 

insults? Where and when did the insults take place? It described the rhetorical 

purposes that insult served for Orderic in the EH. It then asked what the data 

amassed on insult in the EH could tell us about the society in which Orderic lived.  It 

asked, what studying insult could tell us about medieval emotion? What studying 

insult could tell us about honour and feud in Norman society? And what insult might 

tell us about chivalry and the knighthood? It also reflected on what these separate 

historiographies might add to our understanding of medieval insult. 

9.2 What were the research findings and how did we arrive at them?  

The introduction to this thesis developed a new methodology for studying insult in 

narrative sources.  It argued that a line-by-line reading of the text was necessary for 

identifying insult and that the data collected should be considered both as a whole 

dataset and with more limited sampling using a close reading approach.  The 

methodology was first tested by applying it to the study of the extradiegetic content 

in the EH to discover more about our author and his work.  This research found that 

Orderic was a well placed commentator on Norman society with both access to the 

requisite information and a vested interest in presenting himself as a reliable witness 

to events. 
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The same extradiegetic content, along with a synthesis of existing historiography was 

considered to better understand the EH itself. This established the primary purpose 

for Orderic’s work was the preservation of information for posterity.  It also 

highlighted the influence of Classical ideas about the writing of history on Orderic.  

This Classical inheritance gave Orderic a set of tools and conventions to use in writing 

his work, as well as his overall understanding of what the writing of history entailed. 

The methodology was then applied to the study of insult in Orderic’s text.  It 

identified a dataset of 355 incidents of insult in the narrative.  It found a number of 

recurring themes in the types of insults Orderic reported – some of which could be 

attribute to the influence of a literary inheritance from vice and virtue literature, but 

others of which were reflective of the way insult worked in the society in which 

Orderic lived and wrote. Orderic showed a wide range of people engaging in insult 

and being insulted. The survey showed that there were specific contexts in which 

insult commonly took place, and some contexts where insult was not thought 

acceptable by the author. It pointed to four areas for further research.  

The first research question coming from the data explored the rhetorical purposes 

insult served for Orderic in the EH.  It found insult helped Orderic; to explain 

causation in the text, develop his characters, conform to the expectations of genre 

and to entertain his audience.  It argued that insult was a rhetorical tool which 

developed from the Classical trope of ethologia or character portraits and that the 

prevalence of insult in Orderic’s text can be explained by the utility of insult to his 

rhetorical purpose.  
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The second research question coming from the data concerned the intersection 

between insult and emotion in Orderic’s text.  It found that insult in Norman society 

could be the result of a number of different emotional states and provoke a number 

of different emotional responses. It established that insult was not considered 

inherently bad in medieval society and was not universally condemned.  

The third research question considered insults in the EH which said something about 

medieval ideas of honour and specifically how honour related to feud. It considered 

the level of offense for certain types of insult and argued that this may have been 

very different in medieval society to in our own.  It concluded that insult and other 

forms of symbolic violence may be considered equivalent to physical violence and as 

a fundamental part of a violent medieval society.   

The final research question looked at insults in the EH which involved knights or made 

reference to values and behaviours associated with chivalry. It found that insult could 

help to establish and refine group identities. It further affirmed the equivalence 

between insult and physical violence in suggesting that chivalric codes could increase 

the potential for insult, giving contemporaries a new vocabulary with which to cause 

offence.  But that chivalry might also reduce the occasion for violence by codifying 

behaviour and easing interpersonal relationships. 

9.3 What do the research findings contribute to the existing literatures?  

The findings from this thesis have the potential to make a contribution in a number 

of distinct areas of historiography. The methodology for working with narrative 

sources developed as part of this thesis has the potential to be useful for studying 
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other topics in medieval narratives as demonstrated by the work on extradiegetic 

interpolations.  It also has potential for studying insult in other medieval narratives.   

The thesis positions itself clearly with the growing number of medieval historians 

who recognise the influence of the Classical inheritance on the writing of history in 

the medieval period and who seek to use what is known about Classical tropes to 

better understand medieval sources and their authors.  It argues that the rhetorical 

purpose of the text does not preclude its use for the study of medieval society. 

The thesis establishes the intersection between insult and emotion.  It validates the 

methodology for studying medieval emotion proposed by Barbara Rosenwein and 

offers a refinement for those who would use it with medieval narrative sources, 

making a distinction between emotions recorded as an inherent part of character 

versus those which are actively experienced.  It supports the position within the 

existing literature of those who argue insult in the medieval world was both deeply 

felt by medieval people and performatively deployed.   

This thesis confirms the importance of studying insult for understanding concepts of 

honour and shame, the potential of which had been previously noted by historians 

of honour but little studied.  It positions itself clearly with those who believe honour 

can co-exist with more formal governance structures and argues Norman society was 

an honour society with a feud culture where honour was active and played out 

frequently in a public arena.  In line with Pierre Bourdieu’s theory of habitus insult 

further confirms that the  ‘rules’ of the honour ‘game’ were far from fixed and the 

potential for human agency was such that to contest honour through insult was a risk 

to all involved.     
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Finally, the thesis finds evidence for chivalry in the insults of the EH.  It supports the 

position of those who argue that a clearly codified concept of chivalry existed in the 

twelfth century understood by contemporaries, pre-dating the emergence of 

consciously chivalric literature or the use of specific linguistic terms for knights and 

knighthood. It also contributes to the historiography of medieval violence. 

Establishing insult as a form of violence and providing further evidence for the 

continuation of violence in medieval society alongside the development of the 

chivalric ideal.     

9.4 What are the implications of this new knowledge?  

The potential of the methodology for the study of medieval narrative sources is 

significant.  In particular its application to the methodical study of extradiegetic 

interpolations – which occurs in most if not all medieval Latin narratives – has the 

potential to enhance and refine our understanding of some well-studied medieval 

authors and texts.  Applying the methodology to Orderic’s text established what we 

read about Orderic in the EH is a carefully constructed authorial persona serving a 

clear rhetorical purpose and not a psychological profile.  This approach has the 

potential to challenge a discipline wide assumption that a psychological 

understanding of medieval authors is possible and indeed is the best way to approach 

a text.981   

The thesis is also of interest for historians of medieval emotion, medieval honour, 

feud and vengeance studies, medieval chivalry and medieval violence.  It establishes 

                                                             
981 For example, Southern, R. W.  ‘Aspects of the European Tradition of Historical Writing I-IV’ 
reprinted in R. Bartlett, ed. History and Historians (Oxford, 2004)  
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insult might be used to study these subjects and thus offers historians another source 

base.  Insult is particularly interesting for the study of these subjects because it offers 

us insight into the structures or codes of behaviour which shape the lives of medieval 

people, at a point at which, these codes are being reinforced or contests.  To borrow 

language from Bourdieu, insult can be considered a ‘field’ for the negotiation of 

habitus.  Thus studying insult has the potential to offer the first glimpse of changing 

social or behaviour structures and norms. 

There is a small but longstanding group of historians studying insult in the pre-

modern period.  This thesis supports the previous nebulous work to study the subject 

through narrative sources.  The methodology for study insult in the narrative is of 

potential interest to these scholars.  Using narrative sources can open up a larger 

source base for scholars working with pre-modern insult in various time periods and 

geographical areas who might have thus far restricted their focus to insult in the 

documentary evidence.  

Undoubtedly the topic of insult can seem niche or tangential to historians of the high 

middle ages – a period of history where dramatic social changes and a wealth of 

extant evidence have perhaps led to a continuing concentration on traditional fields 

of historical study.  However, it is worth noting that historians of the high middle ages 

have always used insults from the narrative sources they study as evidence.982  In 

                                                             
982 For example, Coss, The Knight in Medieval Europe, p. 29; Gillingham, The English in the Twelfth 
Century, p. 242. Gaimar, p. 133 cites Orderic’s portrayal of the Battle of Bourgtheroulde (1124) and 
his insult of the English as pagenses et gregarios as evidence for the importation of chivalric values 
from Normandy to England in the eleventh century. Stone, Morality and Masculinity, pp. 86, 89-90, 
107-8, 296. 
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making insult the focus of this study the thesis is able to propose a methodological 

framework to contextualise this evidence.   

9.5 Future research potential 

Two directions for future work develop from this thesis.  The first is a wider study of 

insult with reference to a larger number of medieval narratives.  Using the 

methodology developed here to gather a larger dataset and take a comparative 

approach to the subject through the work of multiple medieval authors.  The findings 

presented here acting as a benchmark which any future findings might confirm, or 

else depart from.  

The second is the application of the methodology to another topic as yet unexplored 

in the medieval narrative.  For example, a study of high medieval extradiegetic 

interpolations which might have far reading application within the wider field.  

9.6 Afterword 

To insult someone in the Norman world was to engage in codified behaviour.  Insult 

was performed according to a societally agreed set of conventions that let the person 

you were insulting and those around them know your intentions.  But because these 

codes of behaviour were internalised, insults could still hurt, and could still be thrown 

in anger. When an insult was thrown the codes which governed medieval behaviour 

were up for negotiation.  Behavioural conventions were either reinforced or 

renegotiated. Insult was a serious business. No more or less serious than the physical 

violence about which so much medieval history has been written.  Just like physical 

violence insult could disrupt social order, or else act to maintain it.  Ultimately the 

course any individual insult took rested in the hands of the medieval people involved.  
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